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Abstract
In the last years, the emergence of Fifth Generation (5G) mobile networks

has boosted the society digitalization. Specifically, the research community has

materialized its efforts in contributions that will allow the Mobile Network Op-

erators (MNOs) to deploy novel services with diverging requirements in terms

of performance and functionalities. The International Mobile Telecommunica-

tion (IMT)-2020 standard has grouped these services into three categories: en-

hanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication

(uRLLC) and massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC).

These novel services impose diverging and conflicting performance constraints

that would difficult their coexistence into a “one-size-fits-all” network architec-

ture. To address that issue, network slicing has emerged as a technological solu-

tion. It consists of logically splitting the MNO’s physical network infrastructure

into a set of independent virtual networks, denominated network slices, each

tailored to support the specific requirements of a particular service.

To manage and orchestrate network slices, different Standards Developing

Organizations (SDOs) have provided novel contributions in their standards ac-

cording to their business focus and expertise field.

With respect to the Radio Access Network (RAN), the main standardization

body is the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). This SDO considers

RAN slicing from a functional viewpoint, i.e., it focuses on the RAN function-

alities which a RAN slice requires and how they must be configured to provide

a customized service with specific performance and functional requirements. To

manage the lifecycle of a RAN slice, the 3GPP has defined a set of management

entities which will make use of pre-defined templates to automate the deployment

and orchestration of RAN slices.

To achieve the flexibility and modularity that a RAN slice requires, some of

its constituent network functions could be implemented by software, i.e., as Vir-
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tualized Network Functions (VNFs). However, the management of VNFs and the

orchestration of their underlying resources are out of the 3GPP expertise field.

The SDO responsible for standardizing the mechanisms to virtualize the net-

work functions is the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),

specifically the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) group. This SDO has

mainly defined the NFV-Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework

and the NFV templates. Using these pre-defined templates, the NFV-MANO

can automatically instantiate, scale and release VNF instances and their under-

lying virtual resources.

To deploy and operate the RAN slice’s constituents implemented as VNFs, the

MNO must build understanding on NFV and how this technology links with the

concept of network slicing from the 3GPP perspective. Under this context, one

of the main objectives of this dissertation is to design an architectural framework

which harmonizes the 3GPP and the ETSI-NFV viewpoints on network slicing

to automate the lifecycle management of RAN slices.

To address this objective, this thesis first analyzes how NFV allows the MNO

to manage the lifecycle of those RAN slice’s network functions which are vir-

tualized. Among all the lifecycle operations, this dissertation focuses on the

scaling operation. The reason is the scaling operation comprises the main NFV-

MANO management procedures, i.e., adding/removing the virtualized resources

of a VNF instance, and deploying/terminating a VNF instance. In this thesis,

we specifically analyze the different procedures the NFV-MANO may trigger to

automatically scale VNFs. Furthermore, we also propose an ETSI-NFV compli-

ant workflow that clarifies the interactions and information exchanges between

the NFV-MANO entities for one representative scaling procedure.

The second step to design a 3GPP/ETSI-NFV-based architectural framework

for RAN slicing is to link the 3GPP and NFV templates to automate the lifecycle

management of RAN slices. To that end, we propose a description model that

harmonizes the 3GPP and ETSI-NFV viewpoints on RAN slicing. Specifically,

our model aims to enable the customization and deployment of the virtualized

RAN slice’s constituents over a multi-cellular environment. The proposed solu-

tion benefits from the reusability provided by the NFV descriptors to define the

underlying resources of the RAN slice’s constituents. To customize the behavior

of a RAN slice, the most representative radio parameters to configure its func-
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tionalities have been identified. Furthermore, to facilitate the comprehension of

the proposal, we also provide an example of the description of three RAN slices

for eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC services.

Another key aspect to manage RAN slices is how a 3GPP/ETSI-NFV-based

architectural framework can use efficiently the available infrastructure resources

to instantiate the virtualized RAN slice’s constituents. To that end, this disserta-

tion studies the key aspects for sharing the RAN functionalities implemented as

VNFs among RAN slices. Specifically, we propose a description model to define

the lifecycle management of shared RAN slice’s constituents using the 3GPP and

the NFV management templates.

Once the 3GPP/ETSI-NFV-based architectural framework for RAN slicing is

designed, the next steps are related to analyze how this framework must deter-

mine the amount of MNO’s infrastructure resources to instantiate and operate

RAN slices. In this sense, the first challenge an MNO faces is how this frame-

work must plan in advance a set of RAN slices requested by the network slice

consumers. To address this challenge, the MNO must rely on mechanisms to

translate the service requirements of each RAN slice onto the amount of infras-

tructure resources allocated to these RAN slices. This amount of resources must

ensure the performance requirements of these RAN slices are met in the long

term. Designing these mechanisms is challenging, especially if the radio inter-

face is considered. The reason is the capacity provided to the RAN slices from

this interface is variable since it depends on channel effects such as shadowing,

fast-fading and/or interference.

Under this context, other objective of this dissertation is to address the plan-

ning of radio resources for multiple RAN slices. Specifically, we visit the problem

of computing the radio resource quotas for the requested and already deployed

RAN slices during a planning window. A radio resource quota is a bound for the

amount of radio resources which the MNO may allocate to a RAN slice in a cell

during the planning window. Each quota ensures a RAN slice has enough radio

resources in a cell to meet its performance requirements throughout this planning

window. In this thesis, we focus on scenarios where the MNO plans in advance

RAN slices with performance requirements in terms of either Guaranteed Bit

Rate (GBR) or latency and reliability.

In a scenario where the MNO plans RAN slices with GBR requirements, this
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thesis assumes the MNO must also guarantee the probability of blocking a User

Equipment (UE) session (i.e., the probability of rejecting a data session because

there are not resources to satisfy its GBR) is below a certain threshold. Based

on that, we propose an analytical model which given (a) the radio resource quota

for a RAN slice; (b) the GBR for each UE session; and (c) the distributions for

the UE session arrivals and the UE session duration, provides the UE blocking

probability in an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell.

Our model is based on a Multi-dimensional Erlang-B system. It meets the re-

versibility property which means the proposed model allows the adoption of an

arbitrary distribution for the UE session duration. Furthermore, the proposed

model considers an arbitrary distribution for the average channel quality within

the cell. Another innovation is this model considers the channel gain of a packet

scheduler when it dynamically allocates radio resources. The validation results

show an estimation error for the UE blocking probability below 1.5%.

Considering the previous model, the next step is to design a planning mech-

anism to determine the radio resource quotas which ensure (a) the GBR require-

ments for each RAN slice in the long term, and (b) their UE blocking probabil-

ities are below target upper bounds. To that end, we propose a mathematical

framework based on game theory for planning the radio resources of several RAN

slices in a multi-cellular environment. In this framework, the planning procedure

is formulated as multiple ordinal potential games, one per requested or already

deployed RAN slice. Detailed simulations have been performed to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed solution in terms of performance, adaptability,

and renegotiation capability.

Focusing on a scenario where the MNO plans RAN slices with requirements

in terms of latency and reliability, it must ensure the packet transmission delay

for each RAN slice via the radio interface does not exceed a target upper bound

with a certain probability, i.e., the violation probability. To model the delay

bound for a RAN slice in a single cell, this thesis presents a Stochastic Network

Calculus (SNC)-based model. It considers as inputs the radio resource quota

for this RAN slice, the target violation probability, and its traffic demand. The

validation results conducted after simulations show the proposed model provides

an upper and conservative estimation of the amount of radio resources required

by a RAN slice to achieve a delay bound with the imposed violation probability.
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Finally, based on the SNC-based model, we propose a mathematical frame-

work to plan in advance the radio resource quotas for several uRLLC RAN slices

in a multi-cellular environment. This framework aims to compute the radio re-

source quotas of each RAN slice in such a way that the differences between the

achieved delay bounds, i.e., those resulting from this assignment, and the target

delay bounds are minimized. Detailed simulations have been performed to show

the benefits of using the proposed framework in a scenario with radio resource

scarcity.
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Chapter 1

Setting the Scene

1.1 The Digital Transformation of Industry Verticals

Fifth Generation (5G) mobile networks have emerged as a technological solution

to boost the society digitalization. Specifically, the industry and academy are ma-

terializing their efforts in standards and contributions that will allow the Mobile

Network Operators (MNOs) to deploy novel communication services with diverg-

ing requirements in terms of performance and functionality. This is opening up

innovation opportunities for industry verticals [1]. For example, the authors of

[2] have identified more than 200 industry digitization use cases enabled or par-

tially enhanced by 5G mobile networks. These disruptive use cases may be found

in sectors such as agriculture, tourism (e.g., museums), transportation, health-

care, education (e.g., convention centers), retail industry (e.g., shopping malls),

transport hubs (e.g., ports and airports), sport facilities (e.g., stadiums), energy

industry, military bases, or manufacturing. In order to simplify the categoriza-

tion of these communication services, the International Mobile Telecommunica-

tion (IMT)-2020 standard has grouped them into the following three categories

[3]:

• enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB): This category comprises

human-centric use cases for accessing to multimedia content, services and

data. The Fourth Generation (4G) mobile networks have been designed and

optimized to support broadband services. However, the continued increas-

ing demand for these communication services and the emerging of enhanced

3
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Figure 1.1: 5G communication service categories and their key capabilities [3]

multimedia and entertainment services will soon consume the capacity avail-

able in 4G mobile networks. Examples of communication services within

this category are ultra-high definition video, augmented reality, or smart

offices.

• massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC): This category

comprises those communication services in which the devices communicate

each others without human intervention. Furthermore, these communi-

cation services are characterized by a huge number of connected low-cost

devices equipped with long-life batteries, typically transmitting infrequent,

small, and non-delay-sensitive data. The operation of the 4G mobile net-

works is not optimized for these communication services. Additionally, 4G

mobile networks offer a poor connection density. Examples of communica-

tion services within this category are smart city, smart agriculture or smart

metering.

• ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (uRLLC): This cat-

egory comprises communication services with stringent requirements in

terms of latency and reliability. Furthermore, these services cover both

human and machine-centric communications. The operation of the 4G mo-

bile networks is also not optimized for this service category. Examples of
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communication services within this category are: self-driving cars, indus-

trial automation or remote surgery.

Fig. 1.1 summarizes the three main categories for 5G communication services

and their main Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

1.2 Network Slicing as Main Enabler to Provide In-

dustry Vertical Services in 5G Mobile Networks

The novel 5G communication services impose diverging and conflicting perfor-

mance constraints that would difficult their coexistence into a “one-size-fits-all”

network architecture, as the one defined in the 4G mobile networks [4]. To ad-

dress this issue, network slicing has been proposed as a technological solution.

It consists of logically splitting the MNOs’ physical network infrastructure into

a set of independent virtual networks, denominated network slices, each tailored

to support the specific requirements of a particular communication service [5].

In Fig. 1.2, we show an illustrative example of the network slicing concept.

Specifically, we depict three network slices providing Internet of Things (IoT),

healthcare, and mobile broadband services, respectively, over the MNO’s physical

network infrastructure.

Figure 1.2: Three 5G network slices running over a common physical network infras-
tructure [5].
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The notion of splitting a physical network infrastructure into logical networks

is not a new concept in mobile networks [6]. Focusing on the Core Network (CN),

the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has already standardized a

network feature known as Dedicated core (DECOR). It allows the MNOs to de-

ploy multiple CNs over the same physical network infrastructure while some levels

of flexibility and resource sharing are offered to different service consumers. Net-

work slicing goes beyond DECOR by allowing the MNO full flexibility to manage

multiple communication services, each with specific performance requirements.

This is possible through the use of “softwarization” technologies such as Network

Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networks (SDN). The for-

mer allows the MNO, through the virtualization of network functions, to provide

a modular logical architecture and a flexible placement of network functions in

the MNO’s infrastructure. The latter allows the MNO to simplify the forwarding

functions and to provide a more advanced separation of control and user plane

functionalities. Section 1.3 provides more details on these technologies.

Concerning the Radio Access Network (RAN) segment, there exist RAN shar-

ing techniques [7]. They mainly consist of sharing the spectrum and/or the RAN

infrastructure among two or more MNOs. Network slicing goes beyond the no-

tion of RAN sharing [8]. Specifically, network slicing does not only allow the

MNO to share its radio resources and physical infrastructure with other MNOs

but also to create virtual RAN instances on demand with tailored sets of network

functions (e.g., scheduling, mobility management). These network functions will

better suit individual service requirements while these RAN instances are isolated

among each other.

To bring network slicing to the 5G mobile network, the MNO has to satisfy a

set of conditions and principles. The most important are summarized as follow

[9]:

• Management automation: It enables the MNO to configure, deploy, op-

erate and terminate network slices without human intervention. To that

end, these management tasks must rely on signaling-based mechanisms

which continuously check the performance and functional requirements of

each network slice are met throughout its lifetime.

• Isolation among network slices: It is defined in terms of performance,
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security and management [5]:

– Performance: The MNO must ensure that the specific performance

requirements of a network slice are always met, regardless of the con-

gestion and performance levels of other network slices.

– Security: Security attacks in one network slice cannot impact on other

network slices. Moreover, each network slice should have independent

security functions that prevent unauthorized entities to read or write

the specific network slice configuration.

– Management: From the viewpoint of a network slice consumer, each

network slice may be managed as a separate network. To that end, the

MNO must define a set of mechanisms which allow each network slice

consumer to individually access to certain network slice capabilities.

• Customization: It assures the MNO uses efficiently the network func-

tions and infrastructure resources allocated to a network slice while their

functional and performance requirements are met throughout its lifetime.

• Elasticity: It ensures the MNO satisfies the performance requirements

of a network slice under varying: (a) radio and network conditions, (b)

amount of attached User Equipments (UEs), (c) traffic demand, and (d)

geographical serving area because of UE mobility.

• Programmability: It allows the network slice consumers to control the

allocated resources for each network slice and its configuration via open

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that expose network slice ca-

pabilities. This facilitates on-demand service customization and resource

elasticity.

• End-to-End (E2E): It allows the MNO to deploy a network slice along

different administrative, i.e., infrastructure locations managed by different

providers, and network domains, i.e., CN, RAN, and Transport Network

(TN).

• Hierarchical abstraction: It allows the MNO to execute a resource ab-

straction procedure, which may be repeated in successively higher levels.

Network Slicing Management for 5G Radio Access Networks 7
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The goal of this procedure is the resources of a network slice, allocated to

a particular network slice consumer, can be further traded to another third

player.

1.3 Technologies Related to Network Slicing

This section provides a brief overview of the main technologies which will enable

the MNO to deploy and operate network slices.

1.3.1 Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

In traditional networks there is a strong coupling between the network functions

(e.g., load balancing, mobility support, etc) and vendor-dependent proprietary

hardware. This approach presents some drawbacks. On the one hand, every

time a network operator requires a network upgrade or a new network function

it has to (a) acquire new expensive proprietary hardware devices; and (b) find

room, power supply and cooling systems for these hardware devices. On the other

hand, it requires highly qualified personnel to design, integrate, and operate an

increasingly complex network infrastructure [10]. Thus, this approach makes it

difficult for operators to include new network features and services with agility

and reduced costs.

To overcome the mentioned issues, NFV has emerged as a pivotal technolog-

ical solution. As Fig. 1.3 depicts, this technology consists of decoupling network

functions from proprietary hardware and enabling them to run as software com-

ponents, denominated as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) on commodity

servers [10, 12]. This means each network function which a network slice requires

could be built with one or more virtualization containers, e.g., Virtual Machines

(VMs) and/or LinuX containers (LXC).

The NFV technology introduces some differences with respect to the tradi-

tional approach in the way the MNO could provision a communication service.

The most significant differences are summarized below [13]:

• Decoupling software from hardware: Since network functions are no

longer a collection of integrated specific-purpose hardware and software

entities, evolution of both are independent of each other. It involves the
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Figure 1.3: Traditional hardware-based network appliances approach versus NFV ap-
proach [11].

MNO might make progress on software updates separately from hardware

updates, and vice versa.

• Flexible deployment of network functions: The software decoupling

from hardware helps the MNO to reassign and share the resources of its

physical network infrastructure to the different communication services. It

might help the MNO to deploy new network services faster over the same

network infrastructure.

• Dynamic scaling: Decoupling network functionalities into instantiable

software components provides the MNO a greater flexibility to scale actual

performance of these network functions in more dynamic way and with finer

granularity according the incoming traffic demand. This means the MNO

could change on the fly the amount of virtualized resources allocated for a

network function according its input traffic load.

Network Slicing Management for 5G Radio Access Networks 9
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1.3.2 Software Defined Networking (SDN)

SDN is a technology which is mainly based on four principles: (a) the decoupling

of control and data planes, (b) the logical centralization of the control plane,

(c) the programmability of the network, and (d) the use of open interfaces [14].

As Fig. 1.4 shows, SDN completely separates the control and user planes in a

network infrastructure enabling in this way the network programmability. This

means the MNO may program the network devices by an external entity, known

as SDN controller [15]. Specifically, the control plane of the network consists

of a logically centralized SDN controller implemented in software that controls

a set of low-cost and simple network devices. These devices comprise the user

plane of the network. In this approach, the SDN controller has a global view

of the network, and could make traffic management decisions according to the

operational policies imposed by the MNO [16].

SDN will bring substantial benefits to the MNO to implement network slices,

especially in the TN segment. The use of a logical centralized SDN controller will

facilitate the MNO to automate the management of the TN resources allocated for

each network slice. Specifically, this means the forwarding rules of each network

Figure 1.4: Traditional network approach versus SDN approach. Adapted from [17]
and [18].
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device within the MNO’s infrastructure can be dynamically modified according

to the traffic demands of each network slice.

1.3.3 Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is a key emerging technology in 5G mobile

networks. As Fig. 1.5 depicts, this technology aims at extending computing,

storage, and networking resources from centralized clouds to the edge of the

RAN [19]. It allows the MNO to (a) reduce traffic bottlenecks in the CN, (b)

assist in the offload of heavy computational tasks from power constrained User

Equipment (UE) to edge servers, and (c) bring the CN data plane functionalities

to edge servers with the goal of reducing the experienced packet transmission

delay.

The use of MEC along with network slicing can provide potential for imple-

menting a wide range of new services. Specifically, MEC is of particular interest

for uRLLC and mMTC services. In the case of network slices providing uRLLC

services, the MNO can leverage the servers located in the edge to reduce the

packet transmission delay experienced by the UEs attached to these network

slices. In the case of mMTC, the MNO can use the edge servers to collect infor-

Figure 1.5: Overview of a MEC system [20].
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mation from the UEs, process it (e.g., get some statistics) and use the resulting

information to introduce novel utilities for the network slice consumers.

1.4 Main Challenges on Network Slicing

To fully realize a network-slicing-based 5G mobile network, several outstanding

challenges need to be addressed. The most significant are summarized as follow

[8, 21, 22, 23]:

• RAN virtualization: This concept goes beyond the notion of RAN shar-

ing. Specifically, RAN virtualization should provide the MNO the capabil-

ity of creating isolated virtual RAN instances with tailored sets of network

functionalities (e.g., scheduling, mobility management) and performance

requirements. The virtualization technology has been already applied on

the CN. However, using this technology in the RAN is challenging since the

capacity of the wireless access nodes mainly depends on time-varying chan-

nel effects such as shadowing, fast-fading and/or interference from neighbor

access nodes. This means the virtualization methods used for the CN can-

not be directly implemented in the RAN. Therefore, new mechanisms to

virtualize the wireless access nodes must be designed.

• Automated management: To avoid manual efforts and errors, the man-

agement of network slices should be implemented in an automated way, i.e.,

without human intervention. This is challenging since the MNO must con-

sider many dimensions and technologies to (a) instantiate, activate, operate,

and terminate network slices; (b) adjust load balance, charging policies, se-

curity, and Quality of Service (QoS) for each network slice; (c) abstract and

isolate the resources allocated for each network slice; and (d) implement re-

source sharing mechanisms at inter-slice and intra-slice levels.

• Resource Sharing: It can be implemented by static or dynamic partitions.

Since the traffic demand of each network slice may change throughout its

lifetime, the dynamic resource sharing could make the usage of the MNO’s

infrastructure resources more efficient with respect to the static resource

sharing. Implementing dynamic resource sharing techniques is challenging

12 Network Slicing Management for 5G Radio Access Networks
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because the MNO must also guarantee the performance requirements of

each network slice are met, i.e., performance isolation, in the long term.

• Security: This is a critical problem to be addressed because of network

slices share the same MNO’s network infrastructure. Furthermore, each

network slice may have specific security policy requirements. All this in-

volves the MNO must design the security mechanisms for a network slice

considering the impact of these mechanisms on security aspects of the other

network slices.

• Mobility management: On the one hand, the mobility support may be

optional for some network slices. For example, network slices for mMTC

services could not require mobility functions because of fixed position of

UEs, e.g., sensors. On the other hand, network slices requiring mobility

management could differ in their requirements. For example, the mobility

requirements of eMBB services are different from uRLLC services. Thus,

the design of a slice-oriented mobility management protocol is imperative

to tackle mobility challenges in network slicing.

• Service composition with fine-grained network functions: From the

MNO viewpoint, it easier composing coarse-grained functions for a network

slice because fewer interfaces need to be defined to chain these functions.

The drawback of this approach is the reduced flexibility for adapting the

network slices to their varying traffic demands. For this reason, fine-grained

network functions are more desirable. This means a scalable and interoper-

able means for network slice composition with fine-grained functions should

be considered by the MNO.

• Translation from service requirements to resource requirements:

A significant challenge for the realization of a network slice is how to go from

a high-level description of the service requirements (e.g., UE throughput,

number of UEs, delay bound for a packet, etc) to the concrete amount of

resources (e.g., radio resources, computing resources, networking resources,

etc) required to meet these requirements. To address this problem, the

MNO needs specific description languages per network domain to define the

network slice requirements and the amount of infrastructure resources to
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implement such network slice. Furthermore, the MNO needs a mathemat-

ical framework capable of translating these requirements into the amount

of required infrastructure resources. This is challenging, specially in the

RAN domain where the capacity offered to a network slice depends on the

channels effects such as shadowing, fast-fading and/or cell interference.

• E2E network slice orchestration and management: A network slice

could be deployed in multiple administrative and network domains. Since

each domain has specific requirements, it would be desirable defining mul-

tiple management entities, each responsible for managing the lifecycle of a

network slice in a specific domain. The challenge lies on coordinating the

management and orchestration tasks of each domain while the performance

requirements of each network slice are met in the long term. For example,

scaling up the radio resources allocated for a network slice in the RAN

should impact on the amount of resources allocated for such network slice

in the CN.

1.5 Scope and Objectives of the Thesis

Network slicing is a technological solution which will play a key role in the 5G

mobile networks. Specifically, this solution will allow a MNO to economically pro-

vide emerging communication services, each with a specific set of requirements

in terms of functionality and performance, over a common physical network in-

frastructure.

In a first attempt, the research community has put their efforts into the

integration of network slicing in the CN segment. Then, considering the benefits

provided by this technology, the analysis of network slicing has been extended to

other network domains as the TN and the RAN. In this thesis, we focus on the

RAN domain.

One of the main challenges in network slicing is the RAN virtualization. To

address it, we need first to build understanding on NFV and analyze in detail

how this technology enables the MNO to deploy and operate RAN slices. The

Standards Developing Organization (SDO) responsible for standardizing NFV is

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)-NFV group. This

14 Network Slicing Management for 5G Radio Access Networks
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SDO has defined the NFV-Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework

to manage the lifecycle of the network functions which are implemented as soft-

ware, i.e., the VNFs. Thus, it is key to understand which RAN functionalities

could be implemented as VNFs and how the NFV-MANO can instantiate, scale

up/down and release the virtual resources allocated for these VNFs.

The ETSI-NFV group has also defined a set of management templates, known

as NFV descriptors, which can be used by the NFV-MANO to instantiate, scale

and release the virtual resources allocated for each VNF in an automated way.

The challenge lies in describing with the NFV templates the virtual resources of

the VNFs which will accommodate the fluctuations of the spatial and temporal

traffic demands of a RAN slice in a cellular environment.

Another interesting aspect on NFV is how to share the same VNF instances

among multiple RAN slices. This approach may involve statistical multiplexing

gains on the utilization of virtual resources. However, achieving the customization

level required by each RAN slice is challenging. This means the impacts of

sharing RAN functionalities among RAN slices must be analyzed in terms of

customization and isolation.

Other challenge to be addressed in RAN slicing lies on the translation from

the service requirements of a RAN slice onto the amount of resources (i.e., radio

resources, computing resources, networking resources, etc) which the MNO re-

quires to deploy this RAN slice and operate it throughout its lifetime. In addition

to the ETSI-NFV group, the 3GPP also plays a key role in this context. This

SDO is responsible for defining the network functions which a RAN slice requires,

including their functionalities and capabilities. Thus, it is key to understand from

the management viewpoint how the ETSI-NFV and 3GPP concepts on network

slicing can be used by the MNO to proceed from the deployment request of a

RAN slice to the provision of such RAN slice.

On the one hand, how the service requirements of a RAN slice can be mapped

to the 3GPP understanding on RAN slicing, i.e., to the information models to

describe the RAN functionalities, must be analyzed. On the other hand, work

must also be done on how the MNO should map the 3GPP information models

which define the RAN functionalities to the NFV templates which describe the

virtual resources to deploy the RAN slice’s VNFs.

In addition to linking the 3GPP and ETSI-NFV information models for net-
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work slicing, the MNO must also rely on a mathematical framework to compute

the amount of resources required to deploy multiple RAN slices over a common

cellular environment. Specifically, this framework must plan the amount of re-

sources which simultaneously satisfy the performance requirements of these RAN

slices in the long term.

In this vein, the main objective of this thesis is to study management mech-

anisms to automate the deployment and orchestration of RAN slices under an

architectural framework based on 3GPP and ETSI-NFV specifications. To that

end, this thesis addresses the following specific objectives:

• Objective 1: Designing an architectural framework based on 3GPP and

ETSI-NFV standards for RAN slicing. This objective is decomposed into

the following sub-objectives:

– Sub-objective 1.1: Designing management procedures to deploy and

operate the virtualized part of a RAN slice with the NFV-MANO.

– Sub-objective 1.2: Proposing a 3GPP/NFV-based architectural

framework for managing RAN slices throughout their lifetime.

– Sub-objective 1.3: Defining a mechanism for sharing RAN function-

alities and their underlying resources among multiple RAN slices.

• Objective 2: Designing, implementing and evaluating management mech-

anisms for planning RAN slices. This dissertation focuses on RAN slices for

services with requirements in terms of either Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)

or latency and reliability. Under this context, this objective is decomposed

into the following sub-objectives:

– Sub-objective 2.1: Designing, implementing and evaluating a so-

lution for planning RAN slices providing services with GBR require-

ments.

– Sub-objective 2.2: Designing, implementing and evaluating a solu-

tion for planning RAN slices providing services with stringent require-

ments in terms of latency and reliability.
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1.6 Research Methodology

This dissertation aims to design a management framework for RAN slicing based

on the 3GPP and NFV standards. To address this objective, a classical scientific

approach has been followed. First, we have studied in depth the main contribu-

tions in standards of these SDOs on network slicing. Then, we have reviewed

the main state-of-the-art proposals on management frameworks for RAN slicing

based on the 3GPP and ETSI-NFV standards. After reviewing the research com-

munity’s contributions on this topic, we have identified the main gaps on how the

network slicing perspectives from the 3GPP and the ETSI-NFV must be linked

to manage the lifecycle of several RAN slices over a multi-cellular environments.

To address these gaps, we have proposed a 3GPP/ETSI-NFV-based architectural

framework to manage the lifecycle of multiple RAN slices.

Another objective to be addressed in this thesis is the design of management

mechanisms for planning in advance the deployment of several RAN slices in a

multi-cellular environment. To achieve this goal, the first task has been to design

mathematical models which allow the MNO to translate the performance require-

ments of a single RAN slice onto the amount of radio resources which satisfy them

in the long term. To that end, we have reviewed the main state-of-the-art solu-

tions on modeling this translation. In the review process, we have studied the

main mathematical tools used in these solutions such as queueing theory, Markov

chains, or network calculus. Furthermore, we have also identified the main gaps

of the solutions. Then, we have designed, implemented and evaluated two math-

ematical models to perform the translation from performance requirements onto

the amount radio resources for RAN slices offering GBR and uRLLC services,

respectively. The proposed models address some of the gaps previously identi-

fied. Finally, we have validated the proposed models by means of simulation,

demonstrating they are feasible for performing the mentioned translation.

The proposed models are necessary but insufficient for planning RAN slices

offering GBR and uRLLC services. Specifically, these models must be used by a

mathematical framework to determine the amount of radio resources allocated for

each RAN slice and their distribution in the multi-cell environment. This alloca-

tion must ensure the performance requirements of these RAN slices are met in the

long term. In this thesis, we have focused on scenarios where the MNO must plan
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either GBR services or uRLLC services. It means we have designed two mathe-

matical frameworks, one per scenario. Prior the design of these frameworks, we

have reviewed the state-of-the-art solutions for provisioning RAN slices. In this

review, we have analyzed the main gaps of these solutions and the mathematical

tools used for provisioning RAN slices. Based on the previous analysis, we have

designed two mathematical frameworks for planning RAN slices offering GBR

services and uRLLC services, respectively. Finally, we have implemented and

evaluated both frameworks, demonstrating their effectiveness in scenarios with

resource scarcity.

1.7 Publications

The study carried out in this dissertation and the proposed solutions have re-

sulted in articles which have been published in renowned international journals,

magazines, and conferences. These articles are:

• Paper A: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, J. Ordonez-Lucena, P. Ameigeiras, J.

J. Ramos-Munoz, D. Lopez and J. Folgueira, ”Automated Network Ser-

vice Scaling in NFV: Concepts, Mechanisms and Scaling Work-

flow,” IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 56, no. 7, pp. 162-169, July

2018. DOI: 10.1109/MCOM.2018.1701336. IF=10.356 (Q1).

• Paper B: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Munoz, J. Ordonez-Lucena, J. J.

Ramos-Munoz and J. M. Lopez-Soler, ”Harmonizing 3GPP and NFV

Description Models: Providing Customized RAN Slices in 5G

Networks,” IEEE Vehicular Technology Magazine, vol. 14, no. 4, pp.

64-75, Dec. 2019. DOI: 10.1109/MVT.2019.2936168. IF=7.92 (Q1).

• Paper C: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Munoz, P. Ameigeiras and J. M.

Lopez- Soler, ”Sharing gNB components in RAN slicing: A perspec-

tive from 3GPP/NFV standards,” IEEE Conference on Standards for

Communications and Networking (CSCN), Granada, Spain, October 2019.

DOI: 10.1109/CSCN.2019.8931318.

• Paper D: P. Munoz, O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, J. Navarro-Ortiz, O. Sallent,

J. Perez-Romero, ”Radio Access Network Slicing Strategies at Spec-
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trum Planning Level in 5G and Beyond,” IEEE Access, vol. 8, pp.

79604-79618, May 2020. DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2020.2990802. IF=3.74

(Q2).

• Paper E: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Ameigeiras, P. Munoz, and J. M.

Lopez- Soler, ”Analytical Model for the UE Blocking Probability

in an OFDMA Cell providing GBR Slices,” IEEE Wireless Com-

munications and Networking Conference (WCNC), Nanjing, China, March

2021.

In addition to the previous publications, this thesis have also generated arti-

cles which are currently under a review process. These articles are the following:

• Paper F: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Ameigeiras, P. Munoz, and J. M.

Lopez- Soler, ”UE Blocking Probability Model for 5G GBR Slices,”

Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications.

• Paper G: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Munoz, P. Ameigeiras, and J. M.

Lopez- Soler, ”Potential-Game-Based 5G RAN Slice Planning for

GBR Services,” Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing.

• Paper H: O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, V. Sciancalepore, P. Ameigeiras, J.

M. Lopez- Soler, and X. Costa-Pérez, ”A Delay-driven RAN Slicing

Orchestrator to support B5G uRLLC Services,” Submitted to IEEE

Transactions on Wireless Communications.

Lastly and in parallel to the study carried out in this dissertation, the Ph.D.

student has also produced the following articles:

• L. Geng, L. Qiang, J. Ordonez-Lucena, O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P.

Ameigeiras, D. Lopez and L. Contreras, “COMS Architecture,” IETF

draft-geng-coms-architecture-02, March 2018.

• J. Ordonez-Lucena, O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Ameigeiras, P. Munoz, J.J.

Ramos-Munoz, J. Folgueira and D. Lopez, ”The Creation Phase in Net-

work Slicing: From a Service Order to an Operative Network

Slice,” European Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC),

Ljubljana, Slovenia,June 2018. DOI: 10.1109/EuCNC.2018.8443255.
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• D. Camps-Mur, M. Ghoraishi, J. Gutierrez, J. Ordonez-Lucena, T. Co-

galan, H. Haas, A. Garcia, V. Sark, E. Aumayr, S. Meer, S. Yan, A.

Mourad, O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, J. Perez-Romero, M. Granda, R. Bian,

”5G-CLARITY: Integrating 5GNR, WiFi and LiFi in Private Net-

works with Slicing Support,” European Conference on Networks and

Communications (EuCNC), Dubrovnik, Croatia, June 2020.

• P. Munoz, O. Adamuz-Hinojosa, P. Ameigeiras, J. Navarro-Ortiz, J.J.

Ramos-Munoz, ”Backhaul-Aware Dimensioning and Planning of

Millimeter-Wave Small Cell Networks,” Electronics, vol. 9, no. 1429,

Sep 2020. DOI: 10.3390/electronics9091429. IF=2.412 (Q2).

• J. Prados-Garzon, P. Ameigeiras, J. Ordonez-Lucena, P. Munoz, O.

Adamuz-Hinojosa, D. Camps-Mur, ”5G Non-Public Networks:

Standardization, Architectures and Challenges,” IEEE Access, vol.

9, pp. 153893-153908, Nov. 2021. DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2021.3127482.

IF=3.367 (Q2).

• T. Cogalan, D. Camps-Mur, J. Gutiérrez, S. Videv, V. Sark, J. Prados-

Garzon, J. Ordonez-Lucena, H. Khalili, A. Fernández-Fernández, M.
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Adamuz-Hinojosa, A. Garćıa, C. Colman-Mexnier, A. Mourad, E. Au-

mayr, ”5G CLARITY: 5G-Advanced Private Networks Integrating
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1.8 Thesis Outline

This thesis is presented as a compendium of articles, most of them already pub-

lished and the rest under evaluation. This means the contributions and findings

of the thesis are collected in these articles, which are presented in Parts II and III.

Opening each of these parts we include a chapter which gathers i) the background

and literature review; ii) the description of the problem addressed in these arti-

cles; and iii) the main contributions of these articles. This chapter will help the

readers to understand the content of these articles and how they are related to
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each other. In addition, this thesis is bookended by the introductory Part I and

Part IV, which provides the main conclusions and recommendations for future

investigations.

The outline of this thesis is the following:

• Part I: Includes this chapter, where we introduce and motivate the research

carried out in this thesis.

• Part II: Provides the proposal of a 3GPP/ETSI-NFV-based architectural

framework to automate the management of RAN slices throughout their

lifetimes. Papers A, B and C compose this part, prefaced by a literature

review which summarizes some of the most relevant studies in this topic,

and a short overview in which the research questions and main findings

from the Papers A, B, and C are compiled.

• Part III: Comprises the definition, implementation and evaluation of the

mathematical models and frameworks which allow the MNO to plan RAN

slices with performance requirements in terms of either GBR or latency

and reliability. Papers D, E, F, G, and H form the main body of Part

III. Prior to this, we provide a state-of-the-art review which gathers the

main contributions on this topic. Furthermore, an overview is included

to shed lights on the connection between the Papers D-H and the main

contributions of the investigations.

• Part IV: Concludes the dissertation, providing recommendations and fu-

ture paths for research on related topics.

The thesis makes use of numerous abbreviations which are spelled out in their

first appearance for each chapter. We recommend that the reader use the List of

Abbreviations included before Part I. A reference list is included at the end of

each chapter. Note that references that are cited in different chapters may not

be represented by the same number in all chapters.
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Chapter 2

Background and Problem

Description

The first Section provides the network slicing perspectives from the most represen-

tative Standards Developing Organizations (SDOs) and the telecommunication

industry. Then, the second Section gives an overview of the most representative

management frameworks for Radio Access Network (RAN) slicing which have

been proposed in the literature. Next, the third Section describes the problem

addressed in the Part II of this dissertation. Finally, the fourth Section states

the thesis contributions on this topic.

2.1 Network Slicing Perspectives from Standards De-

veloping Organizations (SDOs), Telecommunica-

tion Industry and Academia

Given the potential benefits of network slicing, the main SDOs along with the

telecommunication industries and academia have made efforts in the last years to

integrate network slicing in the Fifth Generation (5G) mobile networks. Below,

we summarize how these organizations view of what a network slice is and what

should be its purpose according to their business focus and expertise field.
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2.1.1 Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Perspective

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) focuses on network slicing

from the application viewpoint. Specifically, this SDO defines a network slice as

all the managed network functions, with their supporting resources (e.g., hard-

ware resources, and virtualized compute, storage, and networking resources),

which provide a certain set of services to serve a certain business purpose [1].

From the 3GPP perspective, a network slice could be provisioned in the Core

Network (CN) and the RAN. To manage a network slice in these network do-

mains, the 3GPP has defined an information model to describe its composition

into network functions and its operational features [2]. Furthermore, the 3GPP

has also defined a management framework to manage and orchestrate network

slices [3]. With this framework and the 3GPP information models, network slic-

ing may be incorporated in the standardized 5G architecture for the CN and the

RAN segments.

Due to the increasing complexity to manage and orchestrate a network slice

in these network domains, the 3GPP has also introduced the concept of network

slice subnet [3]. A network slice subnet represents a group of network functions

that are part or complete constituents of a network slice. Thereby, the network

slice information model could reference one or more information models, each

describing a specific network slice subnet. Focusing on the information model of

a single network slice subnet, it describes the subset of constituent network func-

tions. Specifically, this information model (a) defines how these network functions

must be deployed and operated; and (b) contains parameters that characterizes

these network functions at application level, thus the Mobile Network Operator

(MNO) must properly configure these parameters when these network functions

are deployed.

Focusing on the RAN segment, each access node, as know as next Generation

NodeB (gNB), may be split into a Centralized Unit (CU) and several Distributed

Units (DUs). This split enables the MNO to customize the distribution of the

radio protocol functions for each network slice in such a way that the specific

requirements of the corresponding communication service can be met [4]. Addi-

tionally, the 3GPP has defined the 5G air interface, i.e., the New Radio (NR)

interface, to incorporate novel features such as broader bandwidths or flexible
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Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs). This allows the MNO to adapt this inter-

face for each network slice [5].

In the CN segment, the 3GPP has integrated network slicing along with a

Service-Based Architecture (SBA) to enable the incorporation of the classical

CN functionalities (e.g. mobility management, session management, etc) with

specific vertical functions [6]. Unlike the point-to-point interconnection among

the control plane CN functions, in a SBA 5G-CN all the control plane network

functions use REST-based services to provide one or more capabilities that can

be discovered, requested, or subscribed by other network functions [7]. To aid

these purposes, the 5G SBA further defines two new functional entities: the

Network Function Repository Function (NRF), which provides network function

service discovery capabilities, and the Network Exposure Function (NEF), which

exposes services from network functions inside the network to authorized external

applications to adjust the network configuration.

2.1.2 European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI)-NFV Perspective

To achieve the flexibility and modularity that a network slice requires, some of

their network functions can be implemented by software, i.e., by Virtualized Net-

work Functions (VNFs) [8]. However, the lifecycle management of these VNFs

and the orchestration of their resources goes beyond the 3GPP scope. The Euro-

pean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)-Network Function Virtu-

alization (NFV) group is playing a significant role on these tasks. To that end,

the ETSI-NFV group has defined the concept of Network Service (NS) as well as

its information model. A NS is a composition of network functions which may be

implemented as VNFs and/or Physical Network Functions (PNFs). This means

a NS can be regarded as a resource-centric view of a network slice for those cases

where the network slice would contain at least one VNF [8].

The concept of NS introduced by the ETSI-NFV group is key for network

slicing. Particularly, three scenarios may be considered [9]:

• The network slice consists of a single NS.

• The network slice consists of a composite NS.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a composite NS. This NS consists of two VNFs and one
simple NS [9].

• The network slice consists of a concatenation of single and/or composite

NSs.

A simple NS includes one or more VNFs, and virtual links providing connec-

tivity between them. In search of modularity and recursiveness, NFV provides

the ability to include in the design of a NS one or more nested NSs. The result

is a composite NS as the one depicted in Fig. 2.1.

To manage the lifecycle of a NS, the ETSI-NFV group has also defined the

NFV architectural framework [10]. This framework is depicted in Fig. 2.2 and

comprises the following functional blocks:

• Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI): The set of

physical resources to build up the environment in which the VNFs are de-

ployed. The physical resources mainly consists of (a) commodity computing

and storage hardware; and (b) commodity network devices and links that

provide processing, storage, and connectivity to the VNFs. These resources

are abstracted through a virtualization layer yielding virtual computing,

storage and network resources.

• VNFs: The software implementations of the network functions. A VNF

comprises one or more Virtualized Network Function Components (VN-

FCs), each performing a well-defined part of the VNF functionality [11]. In
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Figure 2.2: ETSI-NFV Architectural Framework.

turn, a VNFC might have several instances. Each VNFC instance is hosted

in a single virtualization container, e.g., a Virtual Machine (VM), which is

built with a specific amount of virtual computing and storage resources.

• NFV-Management and Orchestration (MANO): The collection of

all the entities, interfaces and data repositories to manage the lifecycle of

the NSs and orchestrate their underlying resources [12]. The NFV-MANO

consists of the following three functional blocks:

– Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO): This

functional block is in charge of the lifecycle management of one or

more NSs, e.g., their instantiation, update, query, scaling, and termi-

nation. Furthermore, this functional block is also responsible for the

management coordination of the constituents VNFs of each NS and

the underlying NFVI resources.
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– Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM): This block is re-

sponsible for the lifecycle management of one or more VNFs (e.g.,

instantiation, update, query, scaling, termination).

– Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM): This functional block is

responsible for the management of the NFVI resources.

• Network Management System (NMS): The collection of management

entities focused on traditional (i.e., non virtualized-related) management

tasks, complementary to those tasks performed by the NFV-MANO entities.

The NMS comprises the following functional blocks [12]:

– Element Manager (EM): This block is responsible for Fault, Con-

figuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS) manage-

ment functionalities for a single VNF.

– Operations Support System (OSS)/ Business Support Sys-

tem (BSS): The collection of systems and management applications

that service providers use to operate their business and network ser-

vices.

2.1.3 Global System for Mobile Communications Alliance

(GSMA) Perspective

Focusing on the provisioning phase of a network slice, when a tenant (i.e, the net-

work slice consumer) requests the MNO to allocate a network slice satisfying a

particular set of service requirements, it is convenient for the MNO to unambigu-

ously define the service requirements from different tenants; and represent them

in a common language, with the purposes of facilitating their translation into

appropriate network slice provisioning actions. In this regard, the Global System

for Mobile Communications Alliance (GSMA) has developed a universal network

slice blueprint that provides a point of convergence between the MNO and the

tenants on network slicing understanding. This blueprint, known as Generic Slice

Template (GST) [13] [14], contains a set of attributes that can be used to char-

acterize a network slice. Furthermore, these attributes can be also used by the

tenants and the MNO to agree on the Service Level Agreement (SLA).
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A Network Slice Type (NEST) describes the characteristics of a network slice

by means of filling GST attributes with values based on tenant provided service

requirements. Different NESTs allow describing different types of network slices.

For network slices based on 5G service categories, e.g., enhanced Mobile Broad-

band (eMBB) or ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (uRLLC), the MNO

may have a set of standardized NESTs (S-NESTs). For network slices address-

ing specific industry use cases, the MNO can define private NESTs (P-NESTs).

Both S-NESTs and P-NESTs are registered and published in the MNO’s service

catalog.

Once the MNO has received the network slice order request from a tenant,

the MNO’s product order service has to map the S/P-NEST attributes with the

network slice information model defined by the 3GPP.

2.1.4 Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Perspective

Despite the valuable efforts on standardizing network slicing, the 3GPP and

ETSI-NFV group focus on RAN/CN segments and the virtualization environ-

ment to deploy a netwrok slice in these domains, respectively. This means Trans-

port Network (TN) is out of scope of these SDOs. The Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) is the SDO responsible for standardizing network slicing in the TN

domain. Most of the IETF work on network slicing has focused on architectural

analysis and data modeling. It has proposed some enhancements to the protocols

for collecting telemetry and for providing additional control of network resources.

In [15] IETF puts network slicing and network virtualization in the context

of the Internet architecture. Specifically, this document compares and contrast

different approaches and provides an overview of IETF virtualization technolo-

gies. Another key aspect is the relevance of Abstraction and Control of Traffic

Engineered Networks (ACTN) on network slicing. It defines a Software-Defined

Networks (SDN)-based architecture that relies on the concept of network and

service abstraction to detach network and service control from the underlying

data plane. In [16], IETF describes how to use the SDN approach, at the core

of ACTN, to manage virtual networks so each network slice could be separately

operated. In [17] IETF presents how it’s data models for service operation can

be coordinated with topology management models and with device and protocol
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management models. Finally, [18] specifies a framework which can use a com-

bination of existing, modified, and new networking technologies to provide an

enhanced Virtual Private Network (VPN) service. Specifically, this framework

mainly relies on VPN and Traffic Engineering (TE) technologies to provide con-

nectivity services with advanced characteristics such as low latency guarantees,

bounded jitter, or isolation among services.

2.1.5 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP)

Research Projects’ Perspective

In parallel and constantly being feedbacked with the SDOs specifications, some

5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) research projects are

shedding light on the key aspects of network slicing in the 5G architecture.

In a first intent, some of the first phase projects such as 5G-NORMA [19],

METIS-II [20], and SESAME [21] have conceptually defined how the control plane

functionalities of the network slices might be included in the 5G architecture.

However, none of these projects has focused on the management plane of network

slicing. Additionally, the 5GEx project is the only one project of the 5G-PPP

first phase that covered the multi-domain aspect, providing the first step towards

End-to-End (E2E) network slicing provision capabilities [22].

The analysis of the network slicing in the 5G architecture has been also of

key importance in the most of 5G-PPP Phase 2 projects. Some of them address

the 5G architecture in a specific environment, such as 5G ESSENCE and 5G

TRANSFORMER. The 5G ESSENCE project [23] focuses on edge cloud com-

puting and small cells, thus it concentrates on the RAN segment. Their 5G

architecture supports network slicing, and it is compliant with 3GPP and ETSI-

NFV specifications. The 5G TRANSFORMER aims to transform the current

mobile transport network into a SDN/NFV-based mobile transport and comput-

ing platform, which brings the network slicing paradigm into transport network

by provisioning and managing transport slices throughout a federated virtualized

infrastructure [24].

Other projects like MATILDA study the mechanisms required to deploy and

orchestrate vertical specific applications over dynamically created network slices.

To that end, MATILDA project promises a network-aware applications orches-
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trator [25]. Finally, 5G MoNArch and SliceNet projects study the management of

network slices across multiple administrative domains. Particularly, 5G MoNArch

implements and deploys two testbeds for two vertical use cases with different

requirements: Extreme mobile broadband in a touristic city, and a reliable in-

dustrial communications in a sea port [26]. In turn, SliceNet implements three

primary uses cases to validate their architecture proposal: smart grid self-healing,

e-health smart connected ambulance, and an intelligent public lighting system in

a smart city [27].

2.2 Representative Management Frameworks for

RAN Slicing

Initially, the research community puts their efforts on designing architectural

frameworks to manage the lifecycle of network slices in the CN segment. Then,

with the purpose of extending the main findings in the CN to an E2E environment,

the industry and academia put their focus on the RAN and the TN segments.

Concerning the RAN, slicing this segment is challenging due to the following

reasons:

• Unlike CN resources (e.g., dedicated hardware and/or virtual resources),

the RAN resources (i,e., spectrum) are more limited and thus, the MNO

can only consider a fixed amount of radio resources to satisfy the traffic

demands of each network slice. Furthermore, the channel effects such as

fast-fading, shadowing or inter-cell interference hinder the MNO to pro-

vide the capacity which each network slice require and thus, meet their

performance requirements.

• The radiofrequency functionalities cannot be virtualized, thus they cannot

leverage the benefits of virtualization. Furthermore, most of the baseband

functionalities require a real time processing, thus their virtualization is

difficult. This involves the MNO puts a further effort to reach the degree

of customization required by the RAN functionalities of each network slice.

The first attempts to overcome these challenges focus on designing an ar-

chitectural framework for managing the lifecycle of several network slices in the
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RAN segment. These frameworks are mainly focused on specific aspects such as:

(a) the mechanisms for managing the RAN functionalities of each network slice;

(b) configuring the RAN functionalities to provide the degree of customization

required by each network slice; and (c) the mechanisms for managing the radio

resource allocation for each network slice and their attached User Equipments

(UEs).

Concerning the mechanisms for managing the RAN functionalities of a net-

work slice, the authors of [28] have defined management interfaces and informa-

tion models to support the dynamic and automatic deployment of network slices

in the RAN. They have also discussed the complexity of such automation and

have provided an illustrative description of the applicability of the overall frame-

work and information models in the context of a neutral host provider which offers

RAN slices to third party service providers. In [29], the authors have proposed a

RAN slicing framework focused on the data management aspects for communica-

tion services in the Industry 4.0. Specifically, they have provided hybrid commu-

nications management and decentralized data distribution solutions supported

by a hierarchical and multi-tier network architecture. In [30], the authors have

proposed a RAN runtime slicing system to enable flexible slice customization on

top of disaggregated RAN infrastructures. Furthermore, they have introduced

a runtime SDK to facilitate the development of agile control applications able

to monitor, control, and program the underlying RAN modules. Considering

that, they have also provided a prototype based on the OpenAirInterface and

MOSAIC5G platform to demonstrate how slicing and programmability can be

achieved in two use cases. In [31], the same authors have also extended their

framework to support slice-based multi-service chain creation and chain place-

ment, with an auto-scaling mechanism to increase the network performance. The

authors of [32] have presented a novel slicing scheme for RAN based on con-

trol/user plane separation. Specifically, they have divided the evolved NodeB

(eNB) into two entities for transmitting control data and user data, respectively.

Thereby, they facilitate the control and user plane separation. The authors of

[33] have proposed enhanced network slicing in Fog-RANs (F-RANs). They have

comprehensively presented a novel architecture and related key techniques, in-

cluding radio and cache resource management, for network slicing in F-RANs. In

[34] a Not Only (NO) Stack based vRAN has been proposed to be employed in
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the 5G mobile communication system. In this proposal, the baseband processing

and storage resources are sliced and orchestrated agilely to support multi-Radio

Access Technology (RAT). The authors of [35] have provided a comprehensive

overview of the 5G RAN design guidelines, key design considerations, and func-

tional innovations. They have also depicted the air interface landscape that is

envisioned for 5G, and have elaborated on how this will likely be harmonized and

integrated into and overall 5G RAN, in the form of concrete control and user

plane design considerations and architectural enablers for RAN slicing. In [36],

the authors have considered how network slicing can use Cloud RAN (C-RAN) as

an enabler for the required prerequisite network virtualization. Specifically, they

have focused on the fronthaul network. They have shown how using a packet-

switched fronthaul for network slicing will bring great advantages and enable

the use of different functional splits, while the price to pay is minor decrease in

fronthaul length due to latency constraints. In [37], the authors have proposed

a multitier, Self-Organizing Network (SON) with a middle-tier SON, centralized

SON, and distributed SON to support increasing network dynamicity for differ-

ent RAN slices. They have also analyzed a lower-layer RAN split to optimize

fronthaul and so further improve radio efficiency by utilizing the multitier SON

among various radio nodes as well as the DUs and the CU of each gNB.

With respect to the mechanisms and techniques to configure the RAN func-

tionalities of each RAN slice, the authors of [38] have focused on how enabling

lower-layer flexibility in the RAN affects the development of RAN slicing, particu-

larly in relation to ensuring isolation between RAN slices. Specifically, they have

provided an approach that permits the allocation of resources to a service-type to

be performed separately to resource allocation for individual services belonging to

that type. In [39], the authors have identified the different RAN slice granularity

options, that is, how to define RAN slices by combing customer and service needs.

They have also presented how the 5G NR features can be used for facilitating

RAN slice implementation and provide typical configurations for different RAN

slice types from technology and RAN architecture perspectives. The authors of

[40] have proposed a framework which aims to provide different Licensed-Assisted

Access (LAA) configuration (i.e., each can be seen as a different RAN configura-

tion mode) to be used on demand in a service-oriented manner. They have also

provided an illustrative example to show that dynamic radio topology coupled
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with LAA as a service is a promising and complementary enhancement for RAN

slicing. In [41], the authors have provided a comprehensive analysis of the impact

that the realization of RAN slicing has on the different layers of the radio inter-

face protocol architecture. Furthermore, they have also proposed a framework

for the support and specification of RAN slices based on the definition of a set

of configuration descriptors that characterize the features, policies and resources

to be put in place across the radio protocol layers of the gNBs. In [42], the au-

thors have analyzed the RAN slicing problem in a multi-cell network in relation

to the Radio Resource Management (RRM) functionalities that can be used as

a support for splitting the radio resources among the RAN slices. Specifically,

they have compared the granularity in the assignment of radio resources and the

degrees of isolation and customization of four different RAN slicing approaches.

Regarding the management mechanisms for radio resource allocation in RAN

slicing, the authors of [43] have proposed a two-level Medium Access Control

(MAC) scheduling framework that can effectively handle Uplink (UL) and Down-

link (DL) transmissions of network slices of different characteristics over a shared

RAN. They have applied different characteristics over a shared RAN and dif-

ferent per-slice scheduling policies. In addition, they have focused on reducing

latency for uRLLC services. In [44], the same authors have proposed a fully pro-

grammable network slicing architecture based on (a) the 3GPP-Dedicated Core

Network (DCN); (b) a flexible RAN to enforce network slicing; and (c) a two-level

MAC scheduler to abstract and share the physical resources among network slices.

Based on that, they have also developed a proof of concept on RAN slicing on

top of OpenAirInterface to derive key performance results in terms of flexibility

and dynamicity to share the RAN resources among multiple network slices.

2.3 Problem Description

Despite there exists excellent contributions in the literature on architectural

frameworks to manage RAN slices, there are still many challenges to be addressed

in order to get a management framework fully based on the 3GPP and ETSI-

NFV standards. These challenges are mainly related to the RAN virtualization,

the RAN slice management in an automated way and the resource sharing.

Focusing on the RAN virtualization, many of the state-of-the-art solutions
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on RAN slicing architectural frameworks omit how the MNO must deploy and

operate the RAN slice’s constituents implemented as VNFs. To address this

problem, we must build understanding on NFV and how this technology links

with the concept of network slicing from the 3GPP perspective. To that end,

we need first to understand how the NFV-MANO can be used to deploy and

operate the constituent VNFs of a RAN slice. Among all the NFV-MANO oper-

ations, the scaling operation is the most interesting to be analyzed. The reason is

this operation comprises the main management procedures, i.e., adding/removing

the virtualized resources of a VNF instance, and deploying/terminating a VNF

instance.

On one hand, most of works dealing with the scaling operation in virtualized

environments focus on mechanisms to estimate and allocate virtual resources

to the VNFs. Furthermore, the rules and input data that these proposals use

for the scaling operation are not retrieved from NFV templates; instead, they

are specified manually for each use case. This may led to less agile and more

error-prone scaling solutions, where the automation in NFV-MANO is not fully

exploited.

On the other hand, there are not existing works that analyze the effect of

modeling the NFV templates in the scaling operation. The existing NFV-MANO

platforms use their own data modeling languages for their management tem-

plates. This leads to non-compatible workflows for the scaling operation, thus

the reusability and portability provided by NFV is wasted.

Concerning the description of a RAN slice from the 3GPP perspective, the

management templates defined by this SDO neglects the virtual resource require-

ments of the virtualized part of a RAN slice. To that end, these management

templates could use the NFV descriptors. Notwithstanding, describing the vir-

tual resources to accommodate the fluctuations of spatial and temporal traffic

demands of a RAN slice in a cellular environment is challenging. In addition, the

management templates defined by the 3GPP considers the gNB functionalities

of a RAN slice from an application viewpoint. However, this SDO has not spec-

ified how these functionalities must be configured to meet the requirements for

a specific communication service, e.g., an eMBB service, an uRLLC service or a

massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) service.

Some solutions for describing RAN slices have been proposed in the literature,
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however the 3GPP completed the 5G-NR specifications after these works were

published. This means the impact of the NR parameters in the RAN segment

has not been analyzed in depth yet. Additionally, although these works have

considered partially-virtualized gNBs, they have also neglected the description of

the virtual resources required to build up these gNBs. Thereby, describing the

spatial and temporal traffic demands of a RAN slice with NFV descriptors is still

an open question.

Additionally, the majority of solutions proposed in the literature assume a

single VNF instance accommodates a gNB component, i.e., a CU or a DU. This

approach guarantees the customization of each RAN slice, however the resource

utilization can be inefficient. Sharing VNF instances among RAN slices could

involve statistical multiplexing gains on the utilization of virtual resources. How-

ever, achieving the customization level required by each RAN slice is challenging.

Some works have pursued a tradeoff solution between customization and re-

source utilization. Notwithstanding, they have analyzed neither the impacts of

sharing gNB components on the customization of each RAN slice, nor the main

factors that enable the isolation among RAN slices. Additionally, these works

have focused on the lifecycle management from the 3GPP viewpoint, neglecting

the ETSI-NFV perspective.

2.4 Thesis Contributions

Papers A-C gather the main contributions and findings of the Part II of disser-

tation. They are summarized as follows:

1. Providing an overview of the automation of the NS scaling oper-

ation in NFV, addressing the options and boundaries introduced

by ETSI normative specification (From Paper A).

An overview of the structure of the ETSI Network Service Descriptor (NSD)

is provided. We identify the NSD fields most relevant for scaling, with

special emphasis on the Instantiation Levels (ILs). These levels specify the

different sizes an NS instance can adopt throughout its lifecycle. This limits

the scaling of an NS instance to one of the discrete set of levels defined in

the NSD. Thus, their correct design is key to ensure appropriate scaling
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operations with NFV.

To facilitate their understanding, and to show how they are constructed in a

NSD, we propose a simple example of an NSD. We also provide an overview

of the automated NS scaling operation, analyzing in depth the options and

boundaries introduced by the ETSI NSD information model. We show the

different scaling procedures that the NFV framework has available, and how

they can be triggered in an automated manner. This includes the proposal

of an ETSI-compliant workflow for a representative scaling procedure. Our

proposal clarifies how the different MANO blocks interact, specifying the

information they exchange in each step.

2. Proposing a description model that harmonizes 3GPP and ETSI-

NFV viewpoints to manage RAN slices (From Paper B).

A description model for RAN slicing is provided. By harmonizing 3GPP

and ETSI-NFV scopes, the proposed solution allows the management of vir-

tualized gNB functionalities, and their customization by setting predefined

radio parameters. Thereby, as a result a MNO could efficiently provide

RAN slice subnets to accommodate the services demanded by verticals on

a geographical area with specific spatial and temporal traffic demands. To

gain insight into this proposal, this thesis provides an example where RAN

slices for eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC are described based on the proposed

solution.

3. Analyzing the key aspects in the 3GPP and NFV standards for

sharing gNB components (From Paper C).

This thesis sheds light on the key aspects in 3GPP and NFV standards for

sharing gNB components between RAN slices. To that end, this thesis (a)

identifies the main scenarios for sharing gNB components; (b) analyzes the

impact of sharing gNB components on the customization level of each RAN

slices (i.e., the specific functional and performance behavior which each

slice could reach); (c) determines the main factors that enable the isolation

between RAN slices; and (d) proposes a description model to define the

lifecycle management of a shared gNB component using the 3GPP and

NFV management templates.
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3.1. Introduction

Abstract

Next-generation systems are anticipated to be digital platforms supporting in-

novative services with rapidly changing traffic patterns. To cope with this dy-

namicity in a cost-efficient manner, operators need advanced service management

capabilities such as those provided by Network Function Virtualization (NFV).

NFV enables operators to scale network services with higher granularity and

agility than today. For this end, automation is key. In search of this automation,

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined a ref-

erence NFV framework that make use of model-driven templates called Network

Service Descriptors (NSDs) to operate network services through their lifecycle.

For the scaling operation, an NSD defines a discrete set of instantiation levels

among which a network service instance can be resized throughout its lifecycle.

Thus, the design of these levels is key for ensuring an effective scaling. In this

article, we provide an overview of the automation of the network service scaling

operation in NFV, addressing the options and boundaries introduced by ETSI

normative specifications. We start by providing a description of the NSD struc-

ture, focusing on how instantiation levels are constructed. For illustrative pur-

poses, we propose an NSD for a representative Network Service (NS). This NSD

includes different instantiation levels that enable different ways to automatically

scale this NS. Then, we show the different scaling procedures the NFV framework

has available, and how it may automate their triggering. Finally, we propose an

ETSI-compliant workflow to describe in detail a representative scaling procedure.

This workflow clarifies the interactions and information exchanges between the

functional blocks in the NFV framework when performing the scaling operation.

3.1 Introduction

Network softwarization is an unprecedented techno-economic transformation

trend that takes advantage of commodity hardware, programmability and

reusability of software to provide cost optimizations and service innovation in

next-generation networks. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a key en-

abler in this trend. It brings novel practices for flexible and agile Network Service

(NS) provisioning and management.
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The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined a

reference NFV architectural framework [1] for the purpose of management and or-

chestration of NSs in multi-vendor, multi-network environments. This framework

consists of three Management and Orchestration (MANO) functional blocks that

make use of model-driven templates to deploy and operate multiple instances of

different NSs (and their constituents) over a common infrastructure. The Net-

work Service Descriptor (NSD) is the name of the template used for NSs. With

the information gathered in a NSD, the MANO blocks are able to manage NS

instances throughout their lifecycle with great agility and full automation.

Scaling is a key lifecycle management operation in NFV. Scaling with NFV

allows operators to automatically resize NSs at runtime to handle load surges with

performance guarantees. This brings dynamicity and cost reduction compared

to today’s scaling practices, where NS capacity is statically over-dimensioned for

the highest predictable traffic peak. To achieve the required automation when

scaling, an appropriate model for the NSD is needed.

On one hand, most of works dealing with scaling focus on mechanisms/s-

trategies for virtual resource estimation (e.g., [2]) and allocation (e.g., [3]). The

policy-based rules and input data that these proposals use for the scaling opera-

tion are not retrieved from an NSD; instead, they are specified manually for every

NS. This may led to less agile and more error-prone scaling solutions, where the

automation in NFV is not fully exploited.

On the other hand, there are no existing works that analyze the effect the NSD

modeling has in the NS scaling operation. The existing MANO platforms based

on the NFV framework (e.g., Open Baton, OSM, ONAP or Tacker) use their

own data modeling languages (e.g., TOSCA, YANG) for their NSDs. This leads

to non-compatible workflows for the NS scaling operation, avoiding reusability

and portability of scaling solutions across different NFV platforms [4]. To enable

their interoperability, ETSI works on the development of normative specifications

for the NFV information model, including interface description, and a platform-

and technology-agnostic model for the NSD. Understanding this standardized

model, and adapting the existing data models to it, is key for successful scaling

operations with the existing MANO platforms. In this line, ETSI NFV has

recently started in [5] a work targeted at mapping the TOSCA data model with

the NSD information model.
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The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we provide an overview of

the structure of the ETSI NSD. We address those NSD fields most relevant for

scaling, placing emphasis on the instantiation levels. These levels specify the

different sizes an NS instance can adopt throughout its lifecycle. This limits

the scaling of an NS instance to one of the discrete set of levels defined in the

NSD. Thus, their correct design is key to ensure appropriate scaling operations

with NFV. To facilitate their understanding, and show how they are constructed

in a NSD, we propose a simple example of an NSD. Secondly, we provide an

overview of the automated NS scaling operation, analyzing in depth the options

and boundaries introduced by the ETSI NSD information model. We show the

different scaling procedures that the NFV framework has available, and how

they can be triggered in an automated manner. This includes the proposal of an

ETSI-compliant workflow for a representative scaling procedure. This workflow

clarifies how the different MANO blocks interact, specifying the information they

exchange in each step.

This article is organized as follows. First, we present a background of those

NFV concepts relevant for scaling. Then, we provide an insight into the NSD.

Next, we detail the most relevant NS scaling procedures, and propose a workflow

for one of them. Finally, we remark some conclusions.

3.2 Background on Key NFV Concepts

In this section, we describe the concept of NS and the NFV architectural frame-

work.

3.2.1 The Concept of NS

An NS is a composition of network functions. According to ETSI NFV, network

functions may be implemented as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) and

physical network functions. For simplicity, we only consider the former in this

paper.

An NS consists of a set of VNFs, Virtual Links (VLs), and Virtual Network

Function Forwarding Graphs (VNFFGs). VLs are abstractions of physical links

that logically connect together VNFs. To specify how these connections are made

along the entire NS, one or more VNFFGs are used. A VNFFG describes the
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Figure 3.1: NS internal composition. In this example, we have defined two VNFFGs,
and we have associated each with a different network plane: VNFFG1 for user plane
traffic, and VNFFG2 for management plane traffic. Note that VNFFG1 includes two set
of forwarding rules for traffic steering, enabling the definition of two user plane traffic
flows, e.g. for distinct processing

topology of (the entire or part of) the NS, and optionally includes forwarding rules

to describe how traffic shall flow between the VNFs defined in this topology.

For a fine-grained control of its scalability, performance and reliability, a VNF

might be decomposed into one or more Virtualized Network Function Compo-

nents (VNFCs) [6], each performing a well-defined subset of the entire VNF

functionality. Each VNFC is hosted in a single virtualization container, and

connected with other VNFCs through internal VLs.

Fig. 3.1 shows an example of an NS with its constituents.

3.2.2 NFV Architectural Framework

ETSI has defined a reference NFV architectural framework [1] for the deployment

and operation of NSs. As seen in Fig. 3.2, this framework consists of three main

working domains: the Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI)
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Figure 3.2: ETSI NFV Architectural Framework. The three working domains, and
their constituent functional blocks communicate together using a set of reference points.

and VNFs, MANO, and Network Management System (NMS).

The NFVI is the collection of resources that make up the cloud on top of

which VNFs run. With the help of a virtualization layer, the underlying physical

resources are abstracted and logically partitioned into virtual resources, used for

hosting and connecting VNFs. NFVI might span across several geographically

remote Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Point of Presences (NFVI-

PoPs), enabling multi-site VNF deployments.

MANO focuses on the virtualization-specific deployment and operation tasks

in the NFV framework [7]. MANO consists of three functional blocks, including:

• Virtual Infrastructure Managers (VIMs), each managing the resources of

one or more NFVI-PoPs.

• Virtual Network Function Managers (VNFMs), focused on the lifecycle
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management of the VNFs, and responsible for their performance and fault

management at virtualized resource level.

• Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO), that orchestrates

NFVI resources across VIMs, and performs NS lifecycle management.

The MANO also includes data repositories to assist these blocks with their

tasks. These repositories include: (a) NS and VNF Descriptors, (b) informa-

tion about all the NS/VNF instances during their lifecycle (NS/VNF Info), and

(c) updated information about the state (allocated/reserved/available) of NFVI

resources.

Finally, the NMS focuses on traditional (non virtualized-related) management

tasks, orthogonal to those defined in MANO. NMS comprise:

• Element Managers (EMs), responsible for the fault, performance, configu-

ration, accounting, and security management of the VNFs at application

level.

• Operations Support System (OSS)/Business Support System (BSS), com-

prising traditional systems and management applications that help opera-

tors to provision and operate their NSs.

3.3 NS Description

In this section, we first study the NSD structure. Then, we show an example of

an NSD. For illustrative purposes, we propose an NSD for the NS shown in Fig.

3.1.

3.3.1 NSD Overview

An NSD is a deployment template that contains machine-processable information

used by MANO blocks to create instances of an NS, and operate them through-

out their lifetime. An NSD is constructed from a set of attributes and other

descriptors (see Fig. 3.3).

The attributes that an NSD includes enable specifying how to deploy and

operate instances of an NS. In this work, we consider those that are most relevant

for NS scaling (see Fig. 3.3):
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Figure 3.3: NSD structure. Only the descriptors and attributes that are most relevant
for NS scaling are shown.

• Monitored Info: specifies the information to be tracked for NS performance

and fault management. This information includes resource-related perfor-

mance metrics (at NS/VNF level), and VNF indicators from NS’s con-

stituent VNFs.

• Auto Scaling Rules: contain rules that enables triggering scaling actions on

an NS instance when a condition involving Monitored Info is not satisfied.

The NFV information model allows expressing these rules as customized

scripts provided at instantiation time. The language used for these scripts

shall support conditions involving not only logical/comparison operators

with scalar values, but also complex analytical functions able to process

statistical data correlated from different sources.

• Deployment Flavors: describe specific deployment configurations for the

NS. For a more detailed description, see section 3.3.2.
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To describe the deployment and operational behavior of NS constituents,

NSD contains and references a set of descriptors, including Virtualized Network

Function Descriptors (VNFDs), Virtual Link Descriptors (VLDs), and Virtual

Network Function Forwarding Graph Descriptors (VNFFGDs) [8]. A VNFD

contains information required to deploy and operate instances of a VNF. A VLD

provides information of a VL, including the deployment configurations available

for VL instantiation. These configurations are specified through Deployment

Flavors. Different configurations results in different performance and reliability

levels for VNF connectivity. Finally, a VNFFGD references the VNFDs and

VLDs for topology description.

From the above descriptors, we concentrate on the VNFDs. The NSD refer-

ences information of VNFDs that is essential for NS scaling. Similar to an NSD,

a VNFD also includes descriptors and attributes.

The descriptors that VNFD contains provide a detailed view on the VNF

internal composition. Particularly, a VNFD includes Virtual Compute Descrip-

tors (VCDs), Virtual Storage Descriptors (VSDs), and internal VLDs. The first

two specify the virtual compute and storage resources that are needed for VN-

FCs hosting, while the latter specifies the performance requirements for VNFCs

connectivity.

In terms of attributes, a VNFD includes one or more:

• VNF Indicators: represent performance/fault-related events that provide

information of the VNF at application level.

• Virtual Deployment Units (VDUs): describe how to create and operate

instances of VNFCs; hence, an VDU can be seen as a VNFC descriptor. A

VDU specifies the compute resources (and optionally storage resources) that

a virtualization container needs to host a VNFC. To that end, it references

one VCD (and optionally one or more VSDs).

• Deployment Flavors: similar to those defined in the NSD, but applied to

VNFs.

As seen, the models for the NSD and VNFD are very similar: VNFs/VDUs

connected by VLDs, and defining various Deployment Flavors. Thus, some ini-

tiatives like the Superfluidity project [4] have suggested the idea of having a
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common, reusable information model for both of them, so that they can share

the same interfaces and lifecycle management operations. This model shall be

recursive and scalable. ETSI NFV already enables this recursivity and scalability

at NS level, with the concept of composite NSs (i.e., an NS composed of smaller,

nested NSs) [8]. However, ETSI NFV considers the necessity to maintain differ-

ent models for NSDs and VNFDs, due to some technical issues that can be found

in [8, 9].

From the perspective of NS scaling, the Deployment Flavors within an NSD

are key attributes, as they contain the instantiation levels permitted for an NS

instance. These levels are constructed with information included in the flavors of

the VNFDs and VLDs. In section 3.3.2, we describe the different flavors, studying

how they enable the definition of different instantiation levels in the NSD.

3.3.2 Deployment Flavors and Instantiation Levels

As seen earlier, there are three types of deployment flavors: VL flavors, VNF

flavors, and NS flavors.

Selecting a VL flavor enables selecting specific Quality of Service (QoS) pa-

rameters (latency, jitter, etc.) and transport reliability for a VL.

Each VNF flavor within a VNFD can be used to define a different deploy-

ment configuration for a VNF. A given deployment configuration specifies the

functionality and the performance level(s) allowed for instantiating the VNF. To

specify the VNF functionality (i.e. which features need to be activated for the

VNF), the VNF flavor indicates which (subset of) VNFCs need to be deployed.

Particularly, the flavor references the VDUs to be used for their instantiation.

To specify the performance level(s) permitted for VNF instantiation (i.e. which

amount of resources are needed for each selected VNFC), the flavor defines one

or more VNF-ILs. Each VNF-IL indicates, for each VDU referenced in the flavor,

the number of VNFC instances that need to be deployed from this VDU.

Finally, NS flavoring enables adjusting the functionality and the level of per-

formance of an NS. A NS flavor selects the VNFs and VLs to be deployed as part

of the NS, and their actual flavors. For each selected VNF flavor, the subset of

VNF-ILs to be used is also specified. With this information, an NS flavor defines

one or more Network Service Instantiation Levels (NS-ILs). NS-ILs are similar
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Figure 3.4: A NSD proposal for the NS given in Fig. 3.1. Please note that only the most
relevant attributes for scaling are shown. For better understandability, the Virtualized
Network Function Instantiation Levels (VNF-ILs) selected for the NS flavor are referred
to as VNF-Profiles. Similarly, the VL flavors selected for the NS flavor are referred to as
VL-Profiles. The profile term is also used in ETSI NFV. See [8] for more information.
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to VNF-ILs, but at NS level. Each NS-IL specifies:

• The number of VNF instances to be deployed from each VNF-IL specified

in the NS flavor.

• The VLs required for VNF connectivity, their bitrate, and the VL flavors

used for their instantiation.

As seen above, NS-ILs are key for NS scaling. The fact that an NS instance

needs to be scaled means that the current NS-IL is no longer valid for that

instance, and hence a new NS-IL must be used. In this case, the NFVO must

select, among the finite set of NS-IL predefined in the NS flavor, the optimum one

for scaling the instance (see section 3.4). Note that the operator’s policy adopted

for NS flavor design (the number of NS-ILs, and the differences among them in

terms of resource requirements) has a great impact on the NS scaling operation

at operation time.

To clarify these concepts, in Fig. 3.4 we provide an example of an NSD for the

NS shown in Fig. 3.1. For simplicity, we only address the VNFD corresponding

to VNF-B: VNFD#2. The rest of VNFDs could be constructed similarly.

VNFD#2 includes four VDUs. From these VDUs, instances of VNFC-B1

and VNFC-B2 with different capacity can be created. For example, VDU#1

and VDU#2 are used to create instances of VNFC-B1 with low/high capacity,

respectively. VNFD#2 also includes two flavors: VNF Flavor#1, enabling only

VNFC-B1 scaling; and VNF Flavor#2, support the scaling of both VNFC-B1

and VNFC-B2. Each flavor includes three VNF-ILs, differing in their resource

requirements.

The NSD references the descriptors of the NS’s constituent VNFs: VNFD#1,

VNFD#2 and VNFD#3. For simplicity, we assume VNFD#1 and VNFD#3

have each a single flavor with a single VNF-IL. VNF-A, VNF-B, and VNF-C

are interconnected through VLs that can be instantiated from the two defined

VLs flavors. In this example, we consider a single NS flavor that only allows the

scaling of VNF-B, restricting VNF-A and VNF-C to a single instance each. This

flavor presents four predefined NS-ILs. These NS-ILs enable two scaling cases:

(a) increasing/decreasing the capacity of a VNF-B instance, and (b) adding/re-

moving a VNF-B instance. The first three NS-ILs are used for (a), where there
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is one instance of VNF-B. When NS-IL#3 is reached, the VNF-B instance can

no longer increment its capacity. At this point, the only way to scale this NS is

by adding a new VNF-B instance, as stated in NS-IL#4. With this NS-IL, the

NS instance has two instances of VNF-B.

3.4 NS Scaling Automation

In this section, we describe how the NS scaling operation may be automated with

MANO, considering the boundaries that ETSI NFV specifications impose. We

detail the input information that the NFVO takes to determine if an NS instance

needs to be scaled. Assuming the scaling is required, we show the different scaling

procedures that NFVO may trigger. Finally, we propose a detailed workflow to

describe one of them, illustrating the messages the MANO blocks exchange in

that procedure.

3.4.1 Boundaries and Procedures

Although NS scaling can be manually triggered, automation enables operators

to fully exploit NFV benefits. To automate the scaling triggering, NFVO has

a customizable software module (e.g. supporting NS-specific code) that runs a

Dynamic Resource Provisioning Algorithm (DRPA). The DRPA determines when

an operative NS instance needs to be scaled, and the NS-IL which optimizes the

scaling of that instance according to a set of criteria. This optimum NS-IL will

then be used by the NFVO to trigger an appropriate scaling procedure.

The DRPA takes the following input parameters:

• Performance and fault data, as specified in the Monitored Info attribute (see

Fig. 3.3). This includes periodical resource-related performance metrics

[6, 10, 11, 12, 13], and/or asynchronous alarms (performance metric-based

threshold crossing, and VNF indicator value changes) [11, 12, 13].

• Runtime information of the NS instance and each constituent VNF instance,

accessible from the NS Info and each VNF Info.

• The entire set of NS-ILs and VNF-ILs available for use in the NSD and

VNFDs. These levels, built by NSD/VNFD developers at design time,
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cannot be changed at operation time. In case they need to be updated,

DevOps strategies like those proposed in [14] could be used.

• Resource capacity information from each accessible VIM. This information

can be found in the data repositories (see Fig. 3.2).

The DRPA applies the Auto Scaling Rules to the incoming performance/fault

data. If they are not satisfied, NS scaling is required. In that case, the DRPA

determines the NS-ILs that are candidate to satisfy the performance/fault crite-

ria specified in the Auto Scaling Rules. Over these candidates, the DRPA applies

the pertinent optimization criteria (e.g., minimize resource costs, energy con-

sumption) and a set of constraints (e.g., available resource capacity, placement

constraints) to output:

• The optimum NS-IL.

• The NFVI-PoPs that will accommodate the virtual resources associated to

this optimum NS-IL. Moving from the current NS-IL towards the optimum

NS-IL may entail the allocation and release of resources. For each new re-

source to be allocated, the DRPA selects the NFVI-PoP where this resource

will be accommodated. Next, NFVO determines which VIMs provide access

to the selected NFVI-PoPs.

Using these outputs, the NFVO triggers one of the following NS scaling pro-

cedures [15]:

• VNF scaling : One or more VNF instances in the NS instance modify their

capacity by changing their VNF-ILs, and hence by adding and/or removing

VNFC instances. This procedure assumes the new VNF-ILs are selected

from the VNF flavor currently used.

• Adding/Removing VNF instances: Instances of existing VNFs are

added/removed in the NS instance. For each VNF instance to be added, it

is required to select its VNF-IL from a given VNF flavor.

As seen above, the specific procedure to be triggered is subjected to the

differences that exist, in terms of VNF-ILs, between the two NS-ILs: the NS-

IL of the NS instance, and the optimum NS-IL that DRPA has chosen. The
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possibility of choosing between different candidate NS-ILs (and hence triggering

one of the above procedures) in the scaling operation adds flexibility compared

to the autoscaling strategies present in the existing MANO solutions. The data

models (TOSCA, YANG, or Heat Orchestration Templates [HOT]) used for their

descriptors of NSs (and their constituents) have predefined, rigid autoscaling

policies that do not allow choosing between different level of resources; instead,

they set the level towards the NS (or one of its constituents) shall be scaled to.

3.4.2 Scaling Operation Workflow

As seen earlier, the goals of the VNF Scaling and Adding/Removing VNF in-

stances procedures are different. However, the ways of performing them with

MANO are very similar. Indeed, the addition/removal of VNF instances is no

more than an extension of a VNF Scaling, with the peculiarity that the former

implies (a) adding/removing all the VNFC instances of each VNF instance, and

(b) instantiate/modify/remove VLs for VNF connectivity. Due to limited space,

we concentrate on VNF Scaling in this paper.

In Fig. 3.5, we show the workflow messages for scaling a single VNF instance

of an NS. These messages have been grouped into distinct phases: information

collection, scaling triggering, resource allocation and resource release. Although

the last two phases may be performed independently, it could happen both are

required in the same scaling scenario (e.g., replacing a running VNFC instance

by other instance of greater capacity). In that case, allocation goes before release

to guarantee service continuity (e.g., when starting the new VNFC instance, the

old instance can be deleted).

In the information collection phase, the NFVO gathers performance/fault

data from VNFMs and VIMs. Performance metrics at NS/VNF level are reported

with Performance Information Available Notifications, and performance metric-

based threshold crossed values with Threshold Crossed Notification (steps 1-2).

VNF Indicator values are changed by EMs, and notified to NFVO by VNFMs

(step 3).

In the scaling triggering phase (step 4) the DRPA uses the above informa-

tion, along with the information the NFVO has accessible from data repositories

(NSD/VNFDs, NS/VNF Info, and NFVI resources state) to decide the optimum
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NS-IL. If we assume the optimum NS-IL differs from the existing one in the

VNF-IL of a single VNF instance, a VNF scaling procedure will be triggered.

This would happen, for example, if the DRPA decides to scale an instance of

the NS shown in Fig. 3.1, moving it from NS-IL#1 to NS-IL#3 (see Fig. 3.4).

This means scaling the VNF-B instance from VNF-IL#1 to VNF-IL#3. In other

words, incrementing the capacity of the VNFC-B1 instance, while leaving the

VNFC-B2 instance unmodified. Note that this change involves both resource

allocation and resource release phases.

The NFVO requires the VNFM to scale the VNF instance, sending it the

new VNF-IL in the Scale VNF to Level Request1. Now, VNFM can initiate the

scaling operation. To that end, the VNFM provides this lifecycle management

operation with an unique ID using the Scale VNF to Level Response (step 5).

The VNFM will use this ID to notify the NFVO the start and later the result

of this operation2. Finally, the VNFM consults the VNF Info and the VNFD

to compare the current VNF-IL against the new one. From this comparison,

the resources to be allocated and/or released for this scaling operation can be

derived.

In the resource allocation phase, we distinguish the following sub-phases:

• Resource Reservation (optional [7]): Prior to this sub-phase, VNFM asks

NFVO for permission to allocate resources. To that end, VNFM sends

NFVO the IDs of VDUs and internal VLs that map to the resources to be

allocated (step 6). Although the NFVO already had this information after

step 5, ETSI specifications impose this information exchange [12]. Then,

the resource reservation sub-phase begins. From the output of the DRPA,

the NFVO knows which NFVI-PoPs shall accommodate the resources to be

allocated, and the VIMs providing access to those NFVI-PoPs. Now, these

resources can be reserved for later allocation. Each selected VIM receives

three reservation requests (step 7), one for each resource type (compute,

storage, and network) it has to reserve in the NFVI-PoPs under its man-

agement. These requests include the placement constraints applicable to

1Scale VNF operation message might also be used, but it has some limitations. See [12] for
more information.

2Some lifecycle management operations require sending NFVO start and result notifications.
For simplicity, all these notifications are omitted in the workflow
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the specified resources. The VIM uses these constraints to perform a place-

ment algorithm (step 8), deciding the appropriate NFVI-PoPs’ resource

zones [10] where resources are reserved. Then, the VIM sends the NFVO

(step 9) the IDs of reserved resources. Finally, the NFVO sends the VNFM

those IDs, and connectivity information [12] for each selected VIM. Now,

VNFM knows how to access those VIMs, and which one may allocate each

resource. If this sub-phase is not performed, two issues need to be con-

sidered. First, only steps 6 and 10 are executed. Secondly, the placement

algorithm is now performed after resource allocation request (see next sub-

phase).

• VNFC Instances Creation: The VNFM sends the reservations IDs to the

corresponding VIMs (step 11) for resource allocation (step 12). At this

point, VNFC instances have been created and their connectivity enabled.

The IDs of the allocated resources are then sent to the VNFM (step 13). In

step 14, the VNFM triggers the configuration of VNFC instances. Finally,

VNFM updates the VNF Info in the data repository (step 15) to reflect the

creation of new VNFC instances, and set their state to STOPPED.

• Starting VNFC Instances: To start the functionality of the new instances,

the VNFM triggers an Operate VNF lifecycle operation (step 16). This op-

eration will force (at the end of this sub-phase) the change of the instances’

state from STOPPED to STARTED. Once the NFVO grants this operation

(step 17), the new VNFC instances are configured at application level (step

18). To that end, VNFM communicates with the EM. Lastly, VNFM up-

dates the VNF Info (step 19), changing the state of the new instances from

STOPPED to STARTED. Note that some of the running VNFC instances

could be affected by the creation of the new ones, and hence need to be

(re)configured in terms of connectivity (e.g. new interfaces, updated link

requirements) and/or application (e.g. sending/receiving packets to/from

the new instances). In that case, the VNFM would order the corresponding

VIMs and/or EM, respectively to make the necessary changes.

For the Resource Release Phase, we have two sub-phases:

• Stopping VNFC Instances: In step 20, VNFM asks NFVO for permission
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to release resources. Then, VNFM triggers an Operate VNF lifecycle oper-

ation (step 21) to gracefully terminate some VNFC instances (forcing the

stopping of VNFC instance at the end of this sub-phase). In step 23, af-

fected instances are (re)configured (following counterpart strategies to those

specified in the Starting VNFC instances sub-phase), and instances to be

terminated are shut down. Finally, the state of stopped instances is changed

from STARTED to STOPPED (step 24).

• VNFC Instances Deletion: The VNFM sends to the corresponding VIMs

the IDs of the resources that host and connect the stopped VNFC instances

(step 25). At this point, these instances are deleted (step 26). Then, the

VIMs send back to the VNFM the resource IDs of released resources (step

27). After receiving those IDs, the VNFM updates the VNF Info (step 28)

to reflect the instance deletion.

3.5 Conclusions

In this article, we shed light on the NS scaling operation with NFV. The options

for automatically scaling a NS with the NFV framework are limited by the way

the NSD is constructed. During its lifecyle, an NS instance only can move among

the instantiation levels defined in the NSD, so their design is critical to ensure

an effective automated scaling. In this work, we have analyzed how these levels

are built in a NSD. To facilitate their understanding, we have proposed an NSD

example, where different instantiation levels are included for scaling a NS.

We also have shown the different procedures the NFVO may trigger to scale

an NS instance according to ETSI specifications, and how NFVO may automate

them. To that end, the NFVO runs a DRPA that, taking NSD content and

information of the operative NS instance, determines the optimum instantiation

level towards the NS instance must be scaled to. This output forces the way

the scaling procedures are performed in NFV. For one representative procedure,

we have proposed an ETSI-compliant workflow that clarifies the interactions and

information exchanges between the functional blocks in the NFV framework.
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4.1. Introduction

Abstract

The standardization of Radio Access Network (RAN) in mobile networks has tra-

ditionally been led by Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). However,

the emergence of RAN slicing has introduced new aspects that fall outside 3GPP

scope. Among them, network virtualization enables the particularization of mul-

tiple RAN behaviors over a common physical infrastructure. Using Virtualized

Network Functions (VNFs) that comprise customized radio functionalities, each

virtualized RAN, denominated RAN slice, could meet its specific requirements.

Although 3GPP specifies the description model to manage RAN slices, it can

neither particularize the behavior of a RAN slice nor leverage the Network Func-

tion Virtualization (NFV) descriptors to define how its VNFs can accommodate

its spatial and temporal traffic demands. In this article, we propose a descrip-

tion model that harmonizes 3GPP and European Telecommunications Standards

Institute (ETSI)-NFV viewpoints to manage RAN slices. The proposed model

enables the translation of RAN slice requirements into customized virtualized

radio functionalities defined through NFV descriptors. To clarify this proposal,

we provide an example where three RAN slices with disruptive requirements are

described following our solution.

4.1 Introduction

The Fifth Generation (5G) networks aim to boost the digital transformation of

industry verticals. These verticals may bring a wide variety of unprecedented

services with diverging requirements in terms of functionality and performance.

Considering each service separately and building a Radio Access Network (RAN)

accordingly would be unfeasible in terms of cost. To economically provide these

services, Radio Access Network (RAN) slicing has emerged as a solution [1].

It consists of the provision of multiple RAN slice subnets, each adapted to the

requirements of a specific service, over a common wireless network infrastructure.

The leading standardization body on RAN slicing is the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP). It defines a RAN slice subnet as a set of next Gen-

eration NodeBs (gNBs) that are arranged and configured to provide a particular

RAN behavior. To manage its lifecyle, the 3GPP defines the RAN Network Slice
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Subnet Management Function (NSSMF) and the Network Function Management

Functions (NFMFs) as the management entities; and the RAN Network Slice

Subnet Template (NSST) as the deployment template [2].

To achieve the flexibility and modularity that a RAN slice subnet requires,

some gNB functionalities can be implemented by software, i.e., by Virtualized

Network Functions (VNFs) [3]. However, the lifecycle management of VNFs

and the orchestration of their resources goes beyond 3GPP scope. The Euro-

pean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), specifically the Network

Function Virtualization (NFV) group, is playing a significant role on these tasks.

To that end, ETSI-NFV has defined the NFV Management and Orchestration

(MANO) and NFV descriptors.

Focusing on RAN slicing descriptors, the RAN NSST considers the gNB func-

tionalities of a RAN slice subnet. However, the 3GPP has not specified how these

functionalities must be configured to meet the requirements for a specific ser-

vice, typically enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), ultra-Reliable Low Latency

Communication (uRLLC), and massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC).

Additionally, the RAN NSST neglects the resource requirements for the virtu-

alized deployment of some gNB functionalities. For this, the RAN NSST could

use the NFV descriptors. Notwithstanding, describing the virtual resources to

accommodate the fluctuations of spatial and temporal traffic demands of a RAN

slice subnet is a challenge.

Recent works have addressed the description of RAN slice subnets. For in-

stance, the authors of [4] propose a set of configuration descriptors to parametrize

the features, policies and radio resources within the gNBs of a RAN slice subnet.

With these descriptors, this work provides a first attempt to define the customized

behavior of a RAN slice subnet. However, 3GPP completed the New Radio (NR)

specifications after that work, thus the impact of the NR parameters in RAN

have not been analyzed in depth yet. Additionally, although this work consid-

ers partially-virtualized gNBs, it neglects the description of the virtual resources

required to build up them. Thereby, describing the spatial and temporal traffic

demands of a RAN slice subnet with NFV descriptors is still an open question.

In this article, we provide a description model for RAN slicing. By harmoniz-

ing 3GPP and ETSI-NFV scopes, the proposed solution allows the management

of virtualized gNB functionalities, and their customization by setting predefined
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and operation of RAN slices subnets. The aspects within the dotted box are open
questions that are addressed in this article.

radio parameters. Thereby, an operator could efficiently provide RAN slice sub-

nets to accommodate the services demanded by verticals on a geographical area

with specific spatial and temporal traffic demands. To gain insight into this

proposal, we provide an example where RAN slice subnets for eMBB, uRLLC,

and mMTC are described based on the proposed solution. For comprehensibility

purposes, Fig. 4.1 illustrates the context and the addressed issues of this article.

4.2 RAN Slicing Enablers

4.2.1 NG-RAN Architecture

The 3GPP has defined the Next Generation Radio Access Network (NG-RAN)

as the 5G RAN architecture. This architecture comprises gNBs connected to the

5G Core Network. Each gNB provides NR user/control plane protocol termi-

nations towards the User Equipments (UEs). In turn, each gNB comprises one

Centralized Unit (CU), multiple Distributed Units (DUs) and multiple Radio

Units (RUs) [5].

As depicted in Fig. 4.2, the gNB functionalities are distributed over CU, DUs

and RUs in a flexible way. The RUs comprises at least radio-frequency circuitry,
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CU-DU interface refers to the maximum tolerable latency provided by this transport link.
Above this value, the data transmission between CU and DU would be desynchronized.

thus their functionalities are implemented as Physical Network Functions (PNFs),

i.e., dedicated hardware appliances. The remaining functionalities, gathered in

the DUs and the CU, may be virtualized as VNFs. The DUs contain low-layer

functionalities whereas the CU includes high-layers functionalities. According

to 3GPP, there exists up to eight options to split radio functionalities between

the CU and DUs. The aim of functional split is to leverage the benefits of

virtualization (e.g., reducing costs and dynamic scalability) and centralization

(e.g., statistical multiplexing gains).

However, the majority of these options present a set of issues and challenges

that will difficult their short-term implementation [5]. For this reason, there is a

consensus in the industry and academia that the most feasible implementation is

the option #2 for splitting CU-DUs. This option could be implemented on the

basis of Dual Connectivity (DC) standard.

Regarding the functional split for DUs-RUs, the Common Public Radio Inter-

face (CPRI) has arisen as a standard for implementing option #8. It enables the

transmission of baseband signals over transport links. The main drawback of this

option is the higher capacity required for these links. To relieve the data rate

demands between DUs and RUs, the evolved Common Public Radio Interface
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(eCPRI) standards proposed aggregating the low-layer functionalities of Physical

Layer (PHY) in the RU, resulting in the split option #7. Furthermore, eCPRI

allows an efficient and flexible radio data transmission via a packet-transport

network like IP or Ethernet. However, the aggregation of Low-PHY functional-

ities leads to a significantly higher cost of RUs. In this article, we assume that

the implementation of split options #7 or #8 will depend on the features of the

transport network in each deployment area.

In short-term deployments, the CU will be executed as a VNF in a Net-

work Function Virtualization Infrastructure Point of Presence (NFVI-PoP), i.e.,

a cloud site where VNFs can run, while DUs will be likely implemented as PNFs.
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Figure 4.3: Deployment perspective of RAN slice subnets for mMTC, uRLLC, and
eMBB, respectively. By way of example, the RAN slice subnet for mMTC is deployed
over the three regions. The RAN slice subnet for uRLLC is deployed over the Region
#2. The RAN slice subnet for eMBB is deployed over the Region #1. Furthermore,
fronthaul links for Regions #1 and #3 use eCPRI whereas for Region #2 use CPRI.
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There are two main reasons. First, the software images of DUs must be optimized

to execute ms procedures. Secondly, to satisfy the stringent latency requirements,

NFVI-PoPs hosting DUs must be installed near users, even closer the NFVI-PoPs

hosting CUs.

Despite these issues, researchers are working on the DU virtualization. Some

works (e.g., [6]) consider a hierarchical structure of NFVI-PoPs to enable the

virtualization of both, the CU and the DU. Furthermore, some gNB software

implementations (e.g., OpenAirInterface [6]) are considering the CU-DUs split.

Assuming virtualized CU and DUs in this article, the RAN infrastructure

requires a hierarchical structure of NFVI-PoPs in addition to cell sites, as de-

picted in Fig. 4.3. These NFVI-PoPs might be hosted in the aggregation and

distribution nodes that connect the cell sites with the Core Network [7]. Since an

aggregation node serves multiple RUs, the hosted NFVI-PoP, could allocate DUs

per each RAN slice subnet that requires the coverage area of these RUs. Simi-

larly, the NFVI-PoP hosted in a distribution node could allocate CUs serving the

DUs of each RAN slice subnet.

Focusing on an aggregation NFVI-PoP, if the geographical region served by

this NFVI-PoP has a high UE density, the allocated DU of a RAN slice subnet

will usually serve more cell sites, thus requiring more virtual resources to deal

with the aggregated traffic. Similarly, a DU serving a region with low cell sites

density, will usually require less virtual resources.

In an edge NFVI-PoP, the amount of virtual resources required by a CU

depends on the number of served DUs and the cell sites density supported by

each DU.

4.2.2 3GPP RAN Slicing Management Functions and Descriptor

To manage the lifecycle of RAN slice subnets, the 3GPP has defined the RAN

NSSMF and the NFMFs [2]. The RAN NSSMF (a) translates the performance

and functional requirements of a gNB into the amount of the virtual resources

that accommodate the gNBs; and (b) manages the Fault, Configuration, Ac-

counting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS) of the gNBs from the application

perspective. Each NFMF is specific for a type of gNB component (i.e., CU, DUs,

or RUs), and is controlled by the RAN NSSMF to carry out the activities related
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to (b).

To automate the lifecycle management of each RAN slice subnet, the RAN

NSSMF uses RAN NSSTs. Each RAN NSST defines the gNB functionalities,

and their specific configuration to meet the specific performance requirements of

a service type (i.e., eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC). To identify this service type, the

RAN NSST contains the Single Network Slice Selection Assistance Information

(S-NSSAI) [8]. This 3GPP parameter consists of two fields: Slice/Service Type

(SST) and Slice Differentiator (SD). SST provides a value that identifies the

service type of the slice, i.e., SST=1 for eMBB, SST=2 for uRLLC, and SST=3

for mMTC. SD is optional and allows differentiation amongst multiple network

slices with the same SST value, e.g., slices for different tenants.

4.2.3 NFV MANO and Descriptors

To manage VNFs, ETSI-NFV has defined the NFV MANO [9]. It comprises:

• Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM), which manages the virtual resources

from one or NFVI-PoPs.

• Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM), which manages the VNFs

throughout their lifecycle. It is also responsible for their performance and

fault management from the virtualization viewpoint.

• Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO), which combines

PNFs and VNFs to create Network Services (NSs), managing them through-

out their lifecycle.

To automate the lifecycle management of NSs and their VNFs and/or PNFs,

the NFV-MANO uses the NFV descriptors: Network Service Descriptor (NSD),

Virtualized Network Function Descriptor (VNFD) and Physical Network Func-

tion Descriptor (PNFD).

Each NSD (and VNFD) defines a set of attributes. Among them, the flavors

provide different options to deploy an instance of a NS (and VNF). For example,

each flavor might add some extra functionalities to that instance. In turn, each

flavor defines one or more Instantiation Levels (ILs), each specifying a different

amount of virtual resources for the instance deployed from that flavor. Defining
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several ILs enables the adaptation of the required amount of virtual resources

to guarantee the performance of an instance of NS (and VNF) supporting traffic

fluctuations. For more detailed information about flavors and ILs, see [9].

Finally, since NFV-MANO focuses on virtualization, the PNFDs only contain

information required to connect PNFs with VNFs.

4.3 RAN Slice Description Proposal

4.3.1 Harmonizing 3GPP and NFV Descriptors: A Prerequisite

for Managing RAN Slices Subnets

To manage the gNBs taking part in each RAN slice subnet, the RAN NSSMF

must rely on RAN NSSTs and NFV descriptors.

On the one hand, the RAN NSST focuses on the description of the gNBs of

a RAN slice subnet from an application perspective (i.e., information on their

functionalities and configuration parameters). The aim of a RAN NSST is to

adapt the behavior of the gNBs to meet the requirements of a specific service

type (e.g., eMBB). However, the RAN NSST neglects the description of the

resources to deploy the virtualized part of these gNBs.

On the other hand, the NFV provides information on the virtual resources

that are required to accommodate the spatial and temporal traffic demands of

the CU and DUs of a gNBs. This means that NFV descriptors could enable

the deployment of the virtualized part of a gNB. However, NFV descriptors are

agnostic to the application layer configuration of the CU and DUs.

With the combined use of 3GPP and NFV descriptors, the gNBs of a RAN

slice subnet could be deployed and operated. Accordingly, we first analyze the

most representative configuration parameters to customize the behavior of a gNB.

Then, we propose a description model that harmonizes the scopes of the RAN

NSSTs and NFV descriptors to manage the gNBs taking part in different RAN

slice subnets. Finally, we explain how the RAN NSSMF and NFMFs interwork

with the NFV-MANO to manage RAN slice subnets with the proposed model

and configuration parameters.
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4.3.2 Configuration Parameters in RAN NSST

According to Table 4.1, the most representative parameters are classified into two

groups: 3GPP NR, and network management algorithms.

The 3GPP NR comprises those parameters related to the physical transmis-

sion. Among them, the waveform and numerology, the operations bands, the slot

format, the 5G Quality of Service Indicators (5QIs), and the Modulation and

Coding Schemes (MCSs) are discussed below.

The waveform is based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM). It consists of several orthogonally-spaced subcarrier with a spacing of

15 · 2µ KHz [10], where µ is the numerology (µ=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4). The higher the

numerology is, the shorter the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) is. Decreasing

the TTI enables gNBs to transmit UE data faster; and add a margin to increase

the number of retransmissions in the hybrid automatic repeat request function.

Therefore, shorter TTIs are suitable for RAN slice subnets that require low la-

tency and high reliability. Additionally, high-speed UEs can benefit from shorter

TTIs, taking advantage of the time invariant characteristics of the channel.

The NR operation bands includes 450-6000 MHz and 24250-52600 MHz [11].

Each band might accommodate carriers from 5 to 400 MHz. The bandwidth of

the selected carrier depends on the required service data rate and the UE density

in the geographical regions where the RAN slice subnet is deployed.

The selection of the operation bands also fixes the transmission mode, i.e.,

Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD). In case of

the TDD mode, there exists predefined slot formats that assign downlink and

uplink bits at OFDM symbol level [10]. The selection of the slot format for

a given RAN slice subnet depends on the symmetry between its downlink and

uplink requirements.
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The 5QI specifies the class that ensures a specific Quality of Service (QoS)

forwarding behavior in the RAN domain [8]. Each class is mainly characterized by

a priority level, a packet delay budget and a packet error rate. Each parameter has

a direct impact on the performance of a RAN slice subnet. For example, with the

packet delay budget and the packet error rate, the RAN NSSMF can control the

latency and reliability level of the RAN slice subnet, respectively. Similarly, with

the priority level the RAN NSSMF can weigh the utilization of radio resources

shared among the RAN slice subnets, providing in this way multiplexing gains.

The MCS is a modulation scheme and coding rate tuple that provides a given

throughput for an UE. Each gNB selects the MCS per each UE based on its

current radio conditions. NR defines two set of MCS tuples: one is compatible

with the MCSs defined in LTE and the other extends that range to include a

higher modulation scheme, thus enabling higher throughput in NR. Each RAN

slice subnet should only use the set of MCSs that best meet its throughput

requirements.

Network management algorithms are usually proprietary and include vendor-

specific parameters. However, some parameters could be configured by the RAN

NSSMF, allowing the definition of slice-specific network management algorithms

that optimize the operation of each RAN slice subnet. Network management

includes traditional RRM functionalities (e.g., packet scheduling) and SON tech-

niques (e.g., mobility robustness optimization).

4.3.3 Description Model to Manage RAN Slice Subnets

Fig. 4.4 shows the proposed description model to define the management of gNBs

of several RAN slice subnets. Each RAN NSST references (a) a common NSD

that describes the underlying resources of a gNB; and (b) contains the specific

configuration parameters for this gNB (i.e., those adapted to a specific SST).

The gNBs of any RAN slice subnet may be stick to the option #2 for CU-DU

functional split. However, the option selected for DU-RU split can vary between

#7 and #8, depending on the technology used for the underlying fronthaul links,

i.e., CPRI or eCPRI. For this reason, the gNB NSD defines three flavors: one

supporting only CPRI, other supporting only eCPRI, and the other supporting

the joint usage of both technologies in case that they were implemented in a
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Figure 4.4: Proposed model to define the management of a gNB for each RAN slice
subnet. By way of example, the gNBs of the three RAN slice subnets presented in Fig.
4.3 are described. To deploy these gNBs, the RAN NSSMF selects in the gNB NSD the
tuples (Flavor #3, IL #w), (Flavor #1, IL #(i+1)) and (Flavor #2, IL #k) for mMTC,
uRLLC and eMBB RAN slice subnets, respectively. Note that the mMTC RAN slice
subnet requires both, the CPRI and eCPRI for DU-RU interfaces.

specific deployment area.

Each flavor in the gNB NSD defines different subsets of ILs depending on the
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type of region(s) (e.g., those represented in Fig. 4.3) covered by a gNB. Since the

number of cell sites located in each region is different, each subset gathers those

ILs adapted to the possible range of the aggregated traffic demands for a certain

number of cell sites located in one or more regions. In the case of using flavor

#3, the technology for implementing the DUs-RUs interface also conditions the

IL subsets (e.g., two IL subsets for Region #1, one describing CPRI interfaces

and the other describing eCPRI interfaces).

For a given subset, each IL defines the number of DUs in the gNB as well

as the virtual resources required to deploy these DUs and the CU. The amount

of virtual resources is completely different for the CU and DUs. Whereas each

DU may serve a number of cell sites in a region, a CU may aggregate the traffic

from DUs serving one or more regions, each with different cell sites density. For

that reason, the gNB NSD distinguishes between the resources requirements of

CU and DU by referencing a different VNFD (with specific flavor and IL) in each

case.

Focusing on DU VNFD, it contains two flavors for the specification of the

DU-RU functional split. Each flavor enables the split option #7 and #8, re-

spectively. In turn, each flavor defines subsets of ILs, each gathering those ILs

adapted to the possible traffic demands from a specific range of number of cell

sites served by a DU. Each IL defines the characteristics (i.e., number of cores,

CPU frequency, RAM capacities, etc.) of the Virtual Machine (VM) that hosts

the DU functionalities. The utilization of this VM mainly depends on aspects

such as the amount of radio resources and the MCSs used per each UE [12].

Similarly, the CU VNFD contains one flavor to define the split option #2

for CU-DUs. Each flavor also contains subsets of ILs. However, in this case,

these subsets define ILs to support a specific number of DUs since a CU might

aggregate DUs from different regions. Depending on the number of DUs served

by the CU and their capacities, the characteristic of the VM that host the CU

differs between ILs.

Finally, since RUs are fixed in specific locations, the gNB NSD cannot include

references to the PNFDs to be reusable in any deployment area. The RAN

NSSMF is responsible for selecting the specific PNFDs to define the RUs of a

RAN slice subnet.
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Figure 4.5: RAN slicing management framework. By way of example, this framework
manages the deployment and operation of the RAN slice subnet for mMTC (see Figs.
4.3 and 4.4).

4.3.4 RAN NSSMF, NFMFs and NFV-MANO Interworking un-

der a Unified Framework

To manage the gNBs taking part in a RAN slice subnet, there is a necessity to

define a unified framework where 3GPP entities (i.e., RAN NSSMF, NFMFs)

and ETSI-NFV (NFV-MANO) can work with each other. Examples of tentative

integration have been proposed in [2, 3]. In Fig. 4.5, this unified framework is

depicted. Each management entity is common for all RAN slice subnets.

When a vertical requests a service for a specific geographical area, the RAN

NSSMF first selects a RAN NSST whose SST matches with the requested service.

Then, the RAN NSSMF determines which RUs cover the geographical area.

Once the RUs are selected, the RAN NSSMF computes the number of gNBs

that will include these RUs. To that end, based on the UE density in each region
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of the deployment area, the RAN NSSMF performs the following actions:

• Select the flavor of the gNB NSD according to the technology of fronthaul

links (i.e., flavor #1 for CPRI or flavor #2 for eCPRI). If this deployment

area comprises fronthaul networks using both technologies, the flavor #3

is selected, since it enables the definition of a DU-RU interface with any of

these technologies. For example, the mMTC RAN slice subnet shown in

Fig. 4.3 requires the flavor #3 because Regions #1 and #3 usee eCPRI

fronthaul links, and Region #2 uses CPRI fronthaul links.

• Compute the number of DUs. To that end, for every region on the deploy-

ment area, the RAN NSSMF determines the optimal IL subset for one DU.

This IL subset can accommodate the fluctuations of the temporal traffic

demands of this area. If this DU cannot serve the entire region, additional

DUs with a specific IL subset are included to meet the required capacity

in this region. Thereby, the spatial traffic demands of this area are also

accommodated.

• Determine the number of CUs that will serve the DUs. Considering the

latency constraints due to the physical distance between a CU and the

selected DUs, the RAN NSSMF (a) optimally distribute these DUs between

a specific number of CUs; and (b) select the optimal IL subset for each CU.

The aim of this procedure is minimizing the number of CUs to benefit from

the statistical multiplexing gains provided by this centralization approach.

The number of CUs is equivalent to the number of gNBs.

• Search across the IL subsets of the gNB NSD, the subset that reference the

selected IL subset for each DU and the CU that serves these DUs. Thereby,

the RAN NSSMF derives the optimal IL subset for each gNB.

Next, the RAN NSSMF proceeds with the on-boarding of the NFV descrip-

tors along with the selected flavor and the IL subset per each gNB. With this

information, the NFVO can instantiate the gNBs and scale them throughout the

lifecycle of the RAN slice subnet. The VNFM and VIM also play a key role

during the lifecycle through the management of CU/DUs and their underlying

virtual resources, respectively. For more information, see [9].
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Table 4.2: RAN slice subnet requirements for eMBB [13], mMTC [13] and uRLLC [14].
Note that the geographical regions might be mapped to the ones presented in Fig. 4.3.
More precisely, industrial area to Region #1, suburban area to Region #2 and city center
to Region #3

RAN Slice Subnet Requirements
RAN Slice Subnets

eMBB

(e.g., UHD streaming)

mMTC

(e.g., pollution control)

uRLLC

(e.g., remote controlled
drones)

Latency (ms) 10 Seconds to hours 5

Maximum Mobility Speed (Km/h) 10 0 250

Throughput
per UE

Uplink (Mbps): 50 0.1 25
Downlink (Mbps): 300 0.1 1

UE density 5.000 UEs/Km2 500.000 UEs/Km2 50 UEs/Km2

Reliability (%) Not specified Not specified 99.999

Priority Level Low Medium High

UE type Pedestrians Stationary sensors
Remote-controlled

vehicles

Geographical regions City center
City center, industrial
area, and suburban area

Suburban area

To customize the behavior of the gNBs, the RAN NSSMF uses the configu-

ration parameters defined in the RAN NSST. With this information, the RAN

NSSMF configures the CU and DUs through the specific NFMFs, which apply

the parameters provided by the RAN NSSMF.

4.4 Example of RAN Slice Description

To clarify our proposal, this section provides an example where RAN slice subnets

for eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC are deployed over the same city (see details in

Table 4.2). These RAN slice subnets can be mapped to the ones presented in

Fig. 4.3.

Table 4.3 summarizes the configuration parameters of each RAN NSSTs as

well as the information derived by the RAN NSSMF to instantiate the RAN slice

subnets. Below, we discuss this information.

4.4.1 eMBB

For eMBB, the RAN NSST defines a numerology of µ=2 to fulfill the latency

requirement of 10 ms. Any operation band supports this numerology. However,

the adopted carriers should be used with the maximum available bandwidth to

support the required high throughput.
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Table 4.3: Configuration parameters of each RAN NSST as well as the information
derived by the RAN NSSMF. Note 1: Currently NR specifications do not provide any
operation band supporting µ=4. Note 2: Flexible OFDM symbols might be used for
both, downlink and uplink. Note 3: These levels match with those shown in Fig. 4.4.

Configuration Parameters
RAN Slice Subnets

RAN NSST for eMBB RAN NSST for mMTC RAN NSST for uRLLC

3GPP NR

Waveform and numerology µ = 2 µ = 0 µ = 3 Note 1

Operation bands

450-6000 MHz (max. carrier
bandwidth 100 MHz), 24250 to

52600 MHz (max. carrier
bandwidth 400 MHz)

450-6000 MHz (carrier bandwidth 5
MHz)

24250 to 52600 MHz

Slot Format

#28 (12 OFDM symbols for
downlink, 1 OFDM symbol for
uplink, and 1 flexible OFDM

symbol). Note 2

#45 (6 OFDM symbols for
downlink, 6 OFDM symbol for
uplink, and 2 flexible OFDM

symbol). Note 2

#10 (13 OFDM symbol for
uplink, and 1 flexible

OFDM symbol). Note 2

5QIs
5QI=80 (default priority level =
66, packet delay budget = 10 ms,

packet error rate 10-6)

5QI=4 (default priority level = 50,
packet delay budget = 300 ms,

packet error rate 10-6)

5QI=81 (default priority
level = 11, packet delay

budget = 5 ms, packet error
rate 10-5)

MCS
(π/2) BPSK, QPSK, and

16/64/256 QAM
(π/2) BPSK, QPSK and 16/64 QAM

(π/2) BPSK, QPSK, and
16/64 QAM

Network
management
algorithms

e.g., RRM; and SON
techniques

e.g., a dynamic scheduler for
guaranteed throughput

e.g., a semi-persistent scheduler
e.g., a dynamic scheduler

for guaranteed delay

Information derived by the RAN NSSMF

RUs covering the deployment area RUs of the city center RUs of the entire city RUs of the suburban area

Number of gNBs N1 N2 N3

Selected flavor in the gNB NSD Flavor #2 (eCPRI) Flavor #3 (CPRI+eCPRI) Flavor #1 (CPRI)

Subset of ILs from the selected flavor in the gNB NSD
ILs per Region #3, i.e., [IL
#(j+1), IL #k]. Note 3

ILs per Region #1 (eCPRI) +
Region #2 (CPRI) + Region #3
(eCPRI), i.e., [IL #(v+1), IL #w].

Note 3

ILs per Region #2, i.e., [IL
#(i+1), IL #j]. Note 3

Assuming the selection of TDD mode (common for the three use cases), the

slot format #28 is set since it allocates the majority of slots for downlink traffic.

Concerning QoS classes, the RAN NSST per RAN determines the value #80

because it guarantees a latency lower than 10 ms.

The RAN NSST also specifies the utilization of the extended set of MCSs to

provide the highest throughput values (i.e., those obtained from 256 QAM).

Considering the packet scheduling scheme as an example of network man-

agement algorithm, the RAN NSST selects a scheme that provides robust and

adaptive data transmission. Particularly, the best option is a dynamic scheduler

(as opposed to persistent scheduling) which also guarantees the throughput [15].

Finally, the RAN NSSMF selects the flavor #2 and the subset of ILs for

Region #3 because they are adapted to the cell site density in a city center, and

the fronthaul network of this region implements eCPRI for DU-RU interfaces.

4.4.2 mMTC

For mMTC, the selected numerology is the lowest because the latency is not

critical. Additionally, carriers’ bandwidth should be the lowest possible, as the
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required throughput is low. Due to the small bandwidth, these carriers can only

be allocated in the lower operation bands.

With respect to the 5QI, the RAN NSST selects the value #4, because it is

the most latency-tolerant while the priority level is not too low.

Regarding the scheduling scheme, the semi-persistent scheduler is the best op-

tion since the traffic pattern of the sensors is deterministic, since the information

is periodically exchanged with the network [15].

Finally, the RAN NSSMF selects the flavor #3 and the IL subset that con-

siders a CU aggregating DUs serving three different regions over the entire city.

Furthermore, this IL subset considers the implementation of eCPRI for the fron-

thaul networks of Region #1 and Region #3, and CPRI for the fronthaul network

of Region #2.

4.4.3 uRLLC

For uRLLC, the RAN NSST selects the highest numerology due to the stringent

latency of 5 ms. This numerology forces the utilization of the highest operations

bands. The slot format requires a larger amount of slots allocated in the uplink

than in the downlink because vehicles continuously collect and send environment

information to the remote drivers. Regarding 5QIs, only the #8 guarantees a

latency below 5ms.

Finally, the RAN NSSMF selects the flavor #1 and the subset of ILs per

Region #2 because they are adapted to the cell site density of the suburban area,

and the fronthaul network of this region implements CPRI for DU-RU interfaces.

4.5 Conclusions

RAN slicing enables the provision of different service types over a common wire-

less network infrastructure. Leveraging the NFV benefits, the CU and DUs of

the gNBs for a RAN slice subnet could be customized and adapted to its require-

ments. Although the RAN NSST considers the gNB functionalities, the 3GPP

has not identify which parameters and how they must be customized to provide

a RAN slice subnet its expected behavior. Additionally, the RAN NSST neglects

the resource requirements for the virtualized deployments of CUs and DUs over a

geographical region with fluctuating spatial and temporal traffic demands. With
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4.5. Conclusions

the aim of enabling the customization and deployment of the gNBs of a RAN

slice subnet, we have proposed a description model that harmonizes the 3GPP

and ETSI-NFV viewpoints for RAN slicing. The proposed solution benefits from

the reusability provided by NFV descriptors to define the underlying resources

of the CU and DUs of the gNBs for several RAN slice subnets. To customize the

behavior of each RAN slice subnet, we have identified the most representative

radio parameters to configure their gNBs. Finally, to facilitate the comprehen-

sion of the proposal, an example composed of three RAN slice subnets for eMBB,

mMTC and uRLLC scenarios has been provided.
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5.1. Introduction

Abstract

To implement the next Generation NodeB (gNB) that are present in every Ra-

dio Access Network (RAN) slice subnet, Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

enables the deployment of some of the gNB components as Virtualized Network

Functions (VNFs). Deploying individual VNF instances for these components

could guarantee the customization of each RAN slice subnet. However, due to

the multiplicity of VNFs, the required amount of virtual resources will be greater

compared to the case where a single VNF instance carries the aggregated traffic of

all the RAN slice subnets. Sharing gNB components between RAN slice subnets

could optimize the trade-off between customization, isolation and resource uti-

lization. In this article, we shed light on the key aspects in the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP)/NFV standards for sharing gNB components. First,

we identify four possible scenarios for sharing gNB components. Then, we ana-

lyze the impact of sharing on the customization level of each RAN slice subnet.

Later, we determine the main factors that enable isolation between RAN slice

subnets. Finally, we propose a 3GPP/NFV-based description model to define

the lifecycle management of shared gNB components.

5.1 Introduction

In the next years vertical industries may bring a wide variety of services with

diverging requirements in terms of functionality and performance [1]. To econom-

ically provide them over a common wireless network infrastructure, Radio Access

Network (RAN) slicing has emerged as a solution [2]. It consists of the provision

of multiple RAN slice subnets, each adapted to the requirements of a specific

service. To that end, RAN slicing could relies on Network Function Virtualiza-

tion (NFV). This technology enables the customization of the next Generation

NodeBs (gNBs) present in every RAN slice subnet through their implementation

as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs).

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is playing a significant

role on RAN slicing standardization. It has defined the gNB components, i.e. the

Centralized Unit (CU), the Distributed Units (DUs), and the Radio Units (RUs);

and the Fifth Generation (5G) radio protocol stack [3]. It has also specified the
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management entities and their mechanisms to handle the lifecycle of RAN slice

subnets [4]. However, these contributions are not enough to provide RAN slice

subnets because the management of those gNB components implemented as VNFs

goes beyond the 3GPP scope. The leading standardization body on network

virtualization is the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),

specifically the NFV group, which has defined the management framework and

its mechanisms to handle the lifecycle of VNFs [5].

Based on the 3GPP and ETSI-NFV contributions, several research projects

are developing specific solutions for RAN slicing [6]. The majority of these so-

lutions assume a single VNF instance to accommodate a gNB component of a

specific RAN slice subnet. This approach guarantees the customization of each

RAN slice subnet, however the resource utilization can be inefficient. For exam-

ple, let us assume an individual gNB component for each RAN slice subnet and a

fixed resource capacity per VNF instance. Then, if the required capacity of two

or more RAN slice subnets fits into one VNF instance, sharing a VNF instance

will be a more efficient solution than deploying separate VNF instances.

Sharing VNF instances could involve statistical multiplexing gains on the uti-

lization of virtual resources. However, achieving the customization level required

by each RAN slice subnet is a challenge. Some research projects such as 5G-

PICTURE [7], SliceNet [8] or 5G-MoNArch [9] has pursued a trade-off solution

between customization and resource utilization. Notwithstanding, these projects

have analyzed neither the impacts of sharing gNB components on the customiza-

tion of each RAN slice subnet, nor the main factors that enable the isolation

between RAN slice subnets. Additionally, these projects has focused on the life-

cycle management from the 3GPP viewpoint, neglecting the NFV perspective.

In this paper, we shed light on the key aspects in 3GPP/NFV standards for

sharing gNB components between RAN slice subnets, typically, enhanced Mobile

Broadband (eMBB), ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (uRLLC), and

massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC). To that end, we (a) identify the

main scenarios for sharing gNB components; (b) analyze the impact of sharing

on the customization level of each RAN slice subnet; (c) determine the main

factors that enable the isolation between RAN slice subnets; and (d) propose a

description model to define the lifecycle management of a shared gNB component

using the 3GPP/NFV management templates.
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The remainder of this article is as follow. Section 5.2 overviews the

3GPP/NFV standardization for RAN slicing. Section 5.3 analyzes the key aspects

and enablers for sharing gNB components. Section 5.4 provides a 3GPP/NFV-

based description model to define the lifecycle management of a shared gNB

component. Finally, Section 5.5 draws the main conclusions of this work.

5.2 3GPP/NFV Standardization for RAN Slicing

5.2.1 3GPP Next Generation RAN Architecture

The 3GPP Next Generation Radio Access Network (NG-RAN) is composed of

gNBs, which provide wireless connectivity to the User Equipments (UEs) through

the New Radio (NR) protocol stack [3]. From a functional viewpoint, a gNB is

composed of RUs, DUs and a CU. The functionalities of the NR protocol stack are

distributed over these components in a flexible way. The RUs comprise at least

the antennas and the radio-frequency circuitry, thus they must be implemented as

hardware. The remaining functionalities might be virtualized and they are split

into multiple DUs and one CU. The DUs contain the low-layer functionalities

whereas the CU includes the high-layer functionalities. The aim of this split is

to leverage the benefits of virtualization and centralization. Additionally, the

CU could be split into two entities, each gathering the control and data plane

functionalities, respectively1. For simplicity, this article does not assume control

and data plane split.

There exists eight options to split the gNB functionalities as Fig. 5.1 shows.

However, there is a consensus in the industry and academia that feasible im-

plementations in the short-term are option #2 for CU-DU, and option #7 for

DU-RU [11].

From the infrastructure perspective, the partial virtualization of gNBs re-

quires the existence of Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Point of

Presences (NFVI-PoPs) in addition to cell sites. A NFVI-PoP is a cloud site that

hosts the virtual resources to accommodate VNF instances. These NFVI-PoPs,

classified as aggregation and edge NFVI-PoPs, connect the cell sites with the core

network through a hierarchical approach [12].

1The benefits and drawbacks of this approach could be consulted in [10]
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Figure 5.1: glsNG-RAN architecture. For comprehensibility purposes, we assume the
CU and the DUs are virtualized.

5.2.2 Enabling RAN Slicing in the NG-RAN Architecture

To slice the NG-RAN architecture into multiple RAN slice subnets, the CU and

the DUs should be individually deployed for each RAN slice subnet. Thereby,

the gNB functionalities could be customized to meet the specific requirements of

each RAN slice subnet.

Regarding its functionalities, a gNB component comprises not only the NR

functionalities depicted in Fig. 5.1, but also procedures for Radio Resource Man-

agement (RRM) [13]. Those RRM procedures that are time-sensitive, e.g., Packet

Scheduling (PS), Link Adaptation (LA), etc, are hosted in the DU. The remain-

ing RRM procedures, e.g.,Mobility Management (MM), Radio Admission Control

(RAC), etc, are hosted in the CU to leverage the benefits of centralization.

Each RRM procedure is controlled by a vendor-specific algorithm that guaran-

tees the performance requirements of each UE while the available radio resources

are efficiently used. To consider RAN slicing in each RRM procedure, is rea-
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sonable to implement a two-level algorithm: inter-slice and intra-slice [13]. At

inter-slice level, a RRM algorithm copes with the management of all the RAN

slice subnets considering the available radio resources on the whole RAN infras-

tructure. At intra-slice level, this algorithm is specific for a RAN slice subnet

and it is designed to meet its requirements. Furthermore it only considers the

allocated radio resources for this RAN slice subnet.

To have a complete picture of the RAN infrastructure, the implementation of

RRM algorithms at inter-slice level could be hosted outside the gNB. Addition-

ally, the frequency work of the RRM algorithms (i.e., number of times that they

are executed in a period of time) at inter-slice and intra-slice levels cannot be the

same. The algorithm at inter-slice level deals with a enormous amount of infor-

mation. This fact hinders its coordination with the intra-slice implementation of

the RRM algorithm, specially if the last is time-sensitive [13].

Focusing on the RRM algorithms at intra-slice level, their decisions are indi-

vidually applied to each Data Radio Bearer (DRB). For example, the RAC could

accept the establishment request for a DRB whose user data require a specific

throughput and latency. To apply the RRM decisions, the Radio Resource Con-

trol (RRC) layer configures the remaining layers to provide a specific treatment of

the user data at each DRB [14]. The configured layers are: Service Data Adapta-

tion Protocol (SDAP), Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link

Control (RLC), Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY).

5.2.2.1 SDAP

This layer is responsible for mapping the traffic flows received from the core

network to DRBs with a specific Quality of Service (QoS), thus the configuration

of these DRBs is key to provide the UEs of a RAN slice subnet a service with a

given QoS.

5.2.2.2 PDCP

This layer applies to each DRB functionalities such as ciphering, robust header

compression, or packet duplication. The first two introduce a considerable la-

tency, thus they could be disabled to the RAN slice subnets for uRLLC since

they require low latency [15]. On the contrary, packet duplication is recommend-
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Figure 5.2: 3GPP/NFV-based framework for RAN slicing management.

able for uRLLC RAN slice subnets because they require a high reliability.

5.2.2.3 RLC

This layer comprises functionalities such as segmentation and transfer mode.

Concerning segmentation, only eMBB RAN slice subnets will require it to split

packets on smaller units because they deal with large payloads. For transmission

of user plane data, Acknowledge Mode (AM) is appropriate for uRLLC RAN slice

subnets. For those where reliability is not a critical requirement, Unackowledge

Mode (UM) is a better option [15].

5.2.2.4 MAC

This layer contains features such as the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request

(HARQ) or the slot format. The HARQ could be specifically configured to op-

timize the performance of a RAN slice subnet such as the spectral efficiency for

eMBB, the coverage for mMTC or the round-trip time for uRLLC.

For Time Division Duplex (TDD) operation, the slot format could be adapted

to balance the number of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
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symbols between the downlink and uplink as a function of the traffic symmetry in

each RAN slice subnet (e.g., more downlink bits for eMBB RAN slice subnets).

Additionally, the MAC layer comprises other RRM procedures (e.g., PS, LA,

etc). Focusing on PS, the algorithm and the optimization criteria could be could

be adapted to optimally distribute the radio resources between the UEs attached

to a specific RAN slice subnet [16]. Some examples: semi-persistent planing is

better for transmitting periodic information of mMTC services; or optimization

criteria such as guaranteeing latency and throughput are appropriate for uRLLC

and eMBB services, respectively.

5.2.2.5 PHY

This layer is responsible for aspects such as the numerology or the Modulation

and Coding Scheme (MCS). Each RAN slice subnet might require a different

numerology. For example, uRLLC RAN slice subnets can benefit from higher nu-

merologies to transmit data with lower latency due to a shorter transmission time

interval. To enable a single carrier to support several numerologies, the band-

width is divided into a set of bandwidth parts, each defining a specific numerology

[17]. Thereby, if several RAN slice subnets require different numerologies, they

could share the same carrier but using different bandwidth parts. In case of

using the same numerology, they could also share the radio resources within a

bandwidth part.

5.2.3 Management of RAN Slice Subnets

A RAN slice subnet comprises gNBs that are configured to provide the required

behavior. In turn, the components of each gNB could be implemented as VNFs

or Physical Network Functions (PNFs), i.e., dedicated hardware.

To manage the lifecycle of RAN slice subnets, the 3GPP and ETSI-NFV

have proposed in [4, 5] a RAN slicing management framework as depicted in

Fig. 5.2. This management framework requires the interoperation of the NFV-

Management and Orchestration (MANO) and the 3GPP management system.

The NFV-MANO comprises three functional blocks: Virtual Infrastructure Man-

ager (VIM), Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM), and Network Function

Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO) [18]. With these functional blocks, the RAN
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slicing management framework could only perform tasks related the virtualiza-

tion of some gNB components, thus NFV-MANO is not enough to manage RAN

slice subnets. Specifically NFV-MANO cannot (a) translate the performance and

functional requirements of a gNB into the amount of the virtual resources that

accommodate the gNB components; and (b) manage the Fault, Configuration,

Accounting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS) of the gNB components from

the application perspective. These tasks are performed by the network slice sub-

net management service provider, and the network function service provider, both

belonging to the 3GPP management system. For simplicity, we denote these enti-

ties as RAN Network Slice Subnet Management Function (NSSMF) and Network

Function Management Function (NFMF), respectively (see the example of ser-

vice management providers in section A.4 of [19]). The RAN NSSMF performs

tasks (a) and (b) while the NFMF is controlled by the RAN NSSMF to carry out

the activities related to (b) in the gNB components. Since the RAN NSSMF is

in charge of configuring the gNB components, it could host the inter-slice imple-

mentation of those RRM algorithms that are non-time sensitive. In such case, the

RAN NSSMF would transfer the inter-slice decisions to the intra-slice algorithm

implementations hosted in each gNB component.

To automate the lifecycle management of RAN slice subnets, the RAN slic-

ing management framework relies on a set of predefined templates. The main

template is the RAN Network Slice Subnet Template (NSST), proposed by the

3GPP. It could define the gNB components of a RAN slice subnet; and the pa-

rameters for its FCAPS management at application level [12]. Since some of

the gNB components might be virtualized, the RAN NSST must reference to

the NFV management templates to describe the lifecycle of the VNFs that host

them [12]. In Section 5.4, we shed light on the utilization of the 3GPP/NFV

management templates.
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5.3 Analysis of Key Aspects and Enablers for Sharing

gNB Components

5.3.1 Main Scenarios for Sharing gNB Components: Enabling

Customization

As depicted in Fig. 5.3, there are four main scenarios for sharing the gNB com-

ponents between several RAN slice subnets. For all scenarios, we assume the CU

and the DUs to be implemented as VNFs, and the RUs as PNFs. Below, we

discuss each scenario focusing on the CU and DUs.

• Scenario #1. The CU/DUs are specific to each RAN slice sub-

net: This scenario enables the full customization of each RAN slice subnet

because the RRM algorithms at intra-slice level could be specifically imple-

mented to meet their performance requirements (e.g., an intra-slice imple-

mentation of PS that guarantees per-UE throughput). This fact involves

that, based on the decision of the intra-slice RRM algorithms in a RAN

slice subnet, the RRC layer can specifically configure the DRB treatment

along the entire NR protocol stack. This scenario is the easiest for earlier

implementations since the gNB components are slice-agnostic.

Despite its benefits in terms of customization, this scenario is the least effi-

cient in terms of resource utilization since it presents specific VNF instances

to implement the CU/DUs of each RAN slice subnet. It might involve the

underuse of the virtual resources available in the edge/aggregation NFVI-

PoPs. For example, let us assume a fixed resource capacity per DU instance,

e.g., one virtualized CPU (vCPU), each belonging to a different RAN slice

subnet. If the sum of the resource consumption of two DU instances (e.g.,

65 % and 15 % of vCPU utilization, respectively) is less than the resource

capacity of a single DU instance (e.g., 80 % < 100 %), two vCPUs will be

used when only one is required.

A limitation of this scenario is that the isolation between RAN slice subnets

might even not be guaranteed in spite of presenting separate VNF instances

for their CU/DUs. For example, implementing the VNF instances through
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Figure 5.3: Main scenarios for sharing the components of a gNB between several RAN
slice subnets. We assume that RUs are shared in each scenario

Virtual Machines (VMs)2 hinders their isolation due to the virtualization

of the Network Interface Cards (NICs) as part of the infrastructure located

in an edge/aggregation NFVI-PoP. Used to interconnect VMs, the virtual

Network Interface Card (vNIC) of a VM could negatively affect the trans-

mission performance on the vNICs of other VMs [20]. This is due to the

fact that increasing the number of VNF instances, and thus the number of

vNICs, elevates the interrupt requests and context switching time between

the VMs and the hipervisor (i.e., the software, firmware or hardware that

creates the VMs). This means that if the number of CU/DUs hosted in an

edge/aggregation NFVI-PoP is high, the RAN slice subnets that comprise

these CU/DUs could suffer performance degradation even without sharing

spectrum.

• Scenario #2. The entire gNB is shared between RAN slice sub-

nets: Unlike scenario #1, this scenario is the most efficient in terms of

resource utilization since it presents less VNF instances to accommodate

2Note that in this article the term VM refers to a virtualization technology in general (i.e.,
KVM, Linux containers, dockers, etc).
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the traffic demands of all the RAN slice subnets. Thereby, the utilization

of the resource capacity on the aggregation/edge NFVI-PoPs could be op-

timized. For instance, assuming the same scenario as the example used in

Scenario #1, a shared VNF instance will only require a single vCPU to

process the traffic of two RAN slice subnets (i.e., a DU consuming the 80

% of one vCPU).

In this scenario, the vNICs are shared between RAN slice subnets. This

means that the user data of each RAN slice subnet transverse the same

vNICs, thus the average waiting time of a packet in the vNIC buffer in-

creases. Despite this isolation problem, the main waiting time could be

reduced for higher priority packets by controlling some radio parameters

in the shared gNB constituents (see Section 5.3.2 for more details). Ad-

ditionally, this scenario presents a reduced number of VNF instances, and

thus the number of vNICs, involving a decrease of the interrupt requests

and context switching time between these instances and the hypervisor.

Thereby, the transmission performance on the vNICs is not as negatively

affected as in scenario #1.

From a functional perspective, the customization level of each RAN slice

subnet could be constrained in this scenario. If the RRM algorithms at

intra-slice level are shared between RAN slice subnets, the configuration of

the DRB treatment in the shared NR protocol stack could not be indepen-

dently adapted according to the specific requirements of each RAN slice

subnet.

The solution to customize the behavior of each RAN slice subnet is making

slice-aware (a) the RRM algorithms at intra-slice level and (b) the RRC

layer. This means providing them the intelligence to identify the association

between a RAN slice subnet and a DRB in order to specifically configure

its treatment along the remaining NR protocol layers.

A key element to make slice-aware the RRM algorithms and the RRC layer

is the Single Network Slice Selection Assistance Information (S-NSSAI)[21].

Defined by the 3GPP, this parameter classifies a network slice in one of the

three main service types (i.e., eMBB, mMTC, and uRLLC). Optionally, the

S-NSSAI can define a specific subtype within eMBB, mMTC, or uRLLC
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(e.g., for a specific vertical use case). This parameter is used for associating

a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) session with a network slice. Since a PDU

session comprises the QoS flows mapped to the DRBs of a specific RAN slice

subnet, the slice-aware RRM algorithms (and RRC layer) could identify

the association between a RAN slice subnet and a DRB through the S-

NSSAI. Thereby, at intra-slice level, both the RRM algorithms and the

RRC configuration can be adapted for each RAN slice subnet.

Despite the evident utility of the S-NSSAI, making slice-aware the RRM

algorithms at intra-slice level (and the RRC layer) involves a higher com-

plexity in their designs. Furthermore, the execution of these algorithms

could be more costly in terms of computational requirements. This fact

could degrade the performance of the time-sensitive RRM procedures lo-

cated in the shared DU, thus decreasing the QoS provided by each RAN

slice subnet.

Even though the RRM algorithms at intra-slice level (and RRC layer) were

not slice-aware, sharing the CU/DUs could be useful for the UE attachment

to several RAN slice subnets. In this use case, each RAN slice subnet

would comprise two sets of gNBs, each implementing scenario #1 and #2,

respectively. Those gNBs implementing scenario #2 would only process

signalling messages for attaching the UEs to each RAN slice subnet. After

UE attachment, the user data of each RAN slice subnet would be processed

by those gNBs implementing scenario #1.

• Scenario #3. The CU/RUs are shared between RAN slice sub-

nets: This scenario is not as efficient as scenario #2 in terms of resource

utilization because less VNF instances are shared between RAN slice sub-

nets. However, it could present a higher level of customization since the

RRM algorithms at intra-slice level located in the DUs can be specifically

implemented for each RAN slice subnets.

The main drawback of this scenario is that the RRM algorithms at intra-

slice level in the shared CU and the RRC layer must be slice-aware. How-

ever, the complexity of making slice-aware the RRM procedures at intra-

slice level in the CU and the RRC layer is not as high as in the scenario

#2 because they are not as time-sensitive as the RRM procedures located
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in the DU.

Assuming slice-awareness, the shared CU should identify the DU that pro-

cess the traffic of a specific RAN slice subnet. To that end, the CU could

use a matching table that maps the S-NSSAI of each RAN slice subnet

with the identifier of the corresponding slice-specific DU (i.e., the DU ID

[3]). Thereby, the user data associated to a DRB (specific for a RAN slice

subnet) could be delivered to the correspond DU after its processing by the

shared CU.

• Scenario #4. The DUs/RUs are shared between RAN slice sub-

nets: This scenario is more efficient than the scenario #3 in terms of

resource utilization but not as efficient as the scenario #2. The reason of

that is that the number of DUs is higher than the number of CUs, thus the

number of VNF instances can be considerably reduced in scenario #4.

Regarding the level of customization, unlike the scenario #3, the intra-slice

RRM algorithms in the CU and the RRC layer are specific to each RAN

slice subnet, thus their DRB treatment along the entire NR protocol can

be adapted to meet their requirements. The main issue of this scenario is

that the intra-slice RRM algorithms located in the DU must be slice-aware.

Another drawback of this scenario is that the complexity of making slice-

aware the RRM procedures is higher than the scenario #3 because these

algorithms in the DU are time-sensitive.

Assuming slice-awareness, the shared DU should identify the source/target

CU for the user data associated to each DRB (specific for each RAN slice

subnet) to properly process them. To that end, the DU could use a matching

table that maps the identifier of each CU (i.e., CU ID) with a S-NSSAI.

Thereby, extracting the CU ID of the received user data, the DU could

identify the RAN slice subnet that these data belong to, and apply them

a specific processing. Note that the CU ID is not currently defined by the

3GPP because assuming non-sharing scenario involves a unique CU per

gNB, thus the gNB ID is enough. To enable sharing scenarios, the 3GPP

should define the CU ID in future specifications.
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5.3.2 Sharing Virtualized gNB Components: Enabling Isolation

To leverage the benefits of sharing gNB components, the isolation between RAN

slice subnets must be guaranteed (i.e., if one RAN slice subnet suffers perfor-

mance degradation, the performance of others RAN slice subnets must remain

unaltered). This means the cumulative resource consumption of all RAN slice

subnets in the VNF instances that accommodate the shared gNB components

cannot exceed their resource capacity. Consequently, the processing layers in

NR and operations that significantly impact the resource consumption must be

controlled for each RAN slice subnet.

Several works such as [22, 23] have modeled the vCPU consumption by the

PHY layer of a virtualized LTE evolved NodeB (eNB) implemented with Open

Air Interface [24]. Although they do not consider a 5G gNB, their contributions

qualitatively identify the main factors that increase the vCPU consumption of

a DU. These factors are: (a) a higher modulation order, which exponentially

increases the CPU utilization; (b) a higher number of Physical Resource Blocks
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(PRBs), which linearly increases the CPU utilization by an offset; and (c) a higher

code rate (i.e., less redundant bits), which linearly increases the CPU utilization.

The average MCSs assigned to the scheduled UEs in each RAN slice subnet

must be considered by the RAN NSSMF to estimate the number of PRBs allo-

cated for each RAN slice subnet in coarse time scales3. If the RAN NSSMF had a

model of the vCPU consumption in function of the MCS and the PRBs, it could

control the vCPU consumption in the shared DU instances by each RAN slice

subnet. Using this model, the RAN NSSMF could implement mechanisms (e.g.,

for admission control) to avoid that RAN slice subnets exceed a given percentage

of vCPU consumption for each shared DU instance, guaranteeing in this way

their isolation at computing resource level.

Although the MCS and the number of PRBs are parameters controlled in the

DU, they also impacts the vCPU consumption of a CU because the amount of user

data processed by this gNB component directly depends on these parameters [13].

However, at the moment of writing this paper there are no models for the vCPU

consumption in the CU because the works in the literature have not considered

the CU/DU split and they have focused on the PHY layer (the most vCPU

consuming).

In addition to the vCPU consumption, the number of PRBs assigned to each

RAN slice also impacts the performance of the vNICs used by the CU/DUs.

This is due to more (less) PRBs involves more (less) user data processed by these

vNICs. In the case that one of these gNB components is shared, the amount

of processed user data by a shared vNIC depends of the PRBs assigned to each

RAN slice subnet. By using a model that relates the number of PRBs with the

mean waiting time of packets in the vNIC buffer, the RAN NSSMF could also

control the PRB assignment for each RAN slice subnet in coarse time scales to

avoid excessive buffer delays.

Models for the vCPU consumption and the waiting time on a vNIC buffer

should be proposed in future researches to guarantee isolation between RAN slice

subnets when a gNB component is shared.

3This is distinct from PRB scheduling, which allocates the PRBs assigned to each RAN slice
subnet to their UEs
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5.4 3GPP/NFV-based Description Model to Manage

the Lifecycle of a Shared gNB Component

In [12], we proposed a model to describe the lifecycle management of the gNBs for

several RAN slice subnets using the 3GPP/NFV management templates. Despite

this model enables the customization of the gNBs and their adaptation to the

temporal and spatial traffic demands of each RAN slice subnet, it assumes that

the entire gNB is slice-specific (i.e., scenario #1). In this work, we go a step

further by proposing a description model that considers gNB sharing.

Hereinafter, we discuss those aspects of the proposed description model that

enables the sharing of a gNB component. For more detailed information about

other aspects (i.e., regardless sharing), see [12]. For clarity, we focus on scenario

#4. Notwithstanding, the proposed model can be easily adapted for scenarios

#2 and #3.

Fig. 5.4 shows the proposed model. The 3GPP/NFV management templates

are hierarchically structured. On the left are the RAN NSSTs, each defining the

FCAPS parameters and the gNBs of a RAN slice subnet. While the FCAPS

parameters are included in the RAN NSST, each gNB is described in a gNB

NSD that is referenced by the RAN NSST. Note that each RAN NSST references

a specific gNB NSD. Managed by the NFVO, a gNB NSD contains a set of

attributes to define the lifecycle management of the entire gNB. In this paper, we

focus on the SLs, SAs, and ILs since they are key for the instantiation and scaling

operations [25]. Each SL defines the number of CU (shared DU) instances and

their resource capacity to guarantee the performance of the RAN slice subnet,

given a specific traffic demand on a particular geographical area (e.g., a cellular

infrastructure with 20 RUs). In turn, the SLs are grouped into two SAs. Each

SA defines an independent scaling for the CU (or the shared DU) instances. To

ease the management of the SLs of both SAs, the gNB NSD defines ILs. Each IL

is the combination of two SLs, one per each SA (e.g, the IL #2 is the combination

of the SL #1 for SA #1 and SL #2 for SA #2).

To define the underlying virtual resources of the CU (shared DU) instances

in each SL, the gNB NSD must reference a VNFD per each gNB component.

Managed by the VNFM, a CU (shared DU) VNFD defines SLs, SAs, and ILs

in a similar way as the gNB NSD. The main difference lies in the fact that
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these attributes directly define the VMs and their capabilities (i.e., number of

vCPUs, CPU freq., etc) to accommodate the CU (shared DU) instances. In this

description model, since each CU (shared DU) instance is mapped to a single

VM, only one SA is required, thus the SLs and the ILs are used interchangeably

in the CU (shared DU) VNFDs. Note that the shared DU VNFD is referenced

by the gNB NSD of each RAN slice subnet while the CU VNFD is specific for

each one.

Lastly, in addition to CU/DU VNFDs, the gNB NSD also references RU

PNFDs. Managed by the NFVO, each RU PNFD defines the physical connectiv-

ity points of a single RU.

Deepening on the SAs of the gNB NSD, the SLs of SA #1 define one CU

instance whose resource capacity is described in the CU-ILs. Since a gNB has a

unique CU, the SLs of SA #1 are equivalent to the CU-ILs. Regarding SA #2,

each SL defines the required number of shared DU instances per each DU-IL (i.e.,

a VM with fixed capabilities).

When the DU instances are shared between several RAN slice subnets, the

vCPU consumption in a DU instance might not affect to the majority of slice-

specific CU instances. For example, if this increase is due to the user data of a

single RAN slice subnet, only the vCPU consumption of one CU instance also

increases. In this case, if a single SA was used in the gNB NSD, the design of

the SLs would be more complex. Specifically, this design should consider (a) the

number of RAN slice subnets that could share each DU instance; (b) their traffic

demands; and (c) all the possible combinations for correlating the traffic demands

on a shared DU and the slice-specific CUs.

The design complexity of using a single SA can be easily reduced if the shared

DUs and the slice-specific CU are scaled independently. For that reason, two

SAs have been defined in the gNB NSD, each for scaling independently the slice-

specific CU of each RAN slice subnet, and the shared DUs.

Defining two SAs is required but insufficient to scale shared DU instances.

Since the gNB instances (i.e., including CU and DU instances) cannot be shared

for all the RAN slice subnets, gNB instances per each RAN slice subnet should

reference the same shared DU instances. In this case, if a shared DU instance

needs to scale, multiple scaling operations should be triggered, one per gNB in-

stance (and per RAN slice subnet). Furthermore, these scaling operations should
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be coordinated to select the same SL of SA #2 to scale the DU. To avoid this

scaling complexity, ETSI-NFV suggests the definition of an Auxiliary NSD [26].

This management template only defines ILs which coincide with the SLs for SA

#2. With this approach, when a shared DU needs to scale, the scaling operation

is only executed in the auxiliary Network Services (NSs). After finishing this

operation, the IL of each gNB instance must be updated according to the IL of

the auxiliary NSs. To that end, the SL of SA #2 is equivalent to the new IL in

the auxiliary netowrk service, and the SL of SA #1 is changed according to the

specific traffic demand of the RAN slice subnet that the CU belongs.

5.5 Conclusions

In this article, we shed light on the key aspects for sharing gNB components

between RAN slice subnets. If the RRM algorithms at intra-slice level and the

RRC layer are slice-specific or slice-aware, the gNB components could be shared

because the treatment of the NR functionalities for the DRBs of each RAN slice

subnet could be specifically configured. We have also identified that controlling

the number of PRBs allocated to each RAN slice subnet and the MCSs assigned

to their UEs, the isolation between RAN slice subnets can be guaranteed in a

gNB component implemented as VNF. Finally, we have proposed a description

model to define the lifecycle management of shared gNB components using the

3GPP/NFV management templates.
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Chapter 6

Background and Problem

Description

The first Section overviews the main state-of-the-art solutions to provide RAN

slices in an automated way. Then, the second Section describes the problem

addressed in the Part III of this dissertation. Finally, the last Section summarizes

the thesis contributions on this topic.

6.1 Representative Solutions to Provision RAN Slices

Most of the available state-of-the-art solutions to provision Radio Access Network

(RAN) slices are focused on (a) admission control; (b) deployment mechanisms

and (c) dynamic resource provisioning.

Regarding the admission control, the authors of [1] have proposed a Markov-

based model for characterizing the resource sharing in RAN slicing scenarios.

They have considered several tenants requesting Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)

services. This model is able to capture different admission control policies, which

determine the transition probabilities between the different states in the model.

These authors have also evaluated this model by measuring different performance

metrics such as the blocking probability, the degradation probability, the through-

put, and the occupation. In [2], the authors have proposed an admission control

for RAN slices providing enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) or ultra-Reliable

Low Latency Communication (uRLLC) services in a Cloud RAN (C-RAN) envi-
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ronment. The goal of the proposed admission control is to maximize the Mobile

Network Operator (MNO)’s revenue by properly admitting the network slice re-

quests, subject to the limited physical resource constraints. They have formulated

the revenue maximization problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming and

they have exploited an efficient approach (i.e., successive convex approximation

and semidefinite relaxation) to solve it. In [3], the authors have studied the

problem of virtual sensor network management from the perspective of a Single

shared Sensor Network Infrastructure Provider (SSN-IP) that leases its physical

resources to multiple concurrent application providers. Specifically, the authors

have introduced a joint optimization framework to solve the problem of Applica-

tion Admission Control and wireless Sensor Network Slicing (SNS). The proposed

framework optimally decides (a) if new applications are admitted in the network;

and (b) how to allocate the physical resources to the multiple concurrent appli-

cations, while considering constraints at the sensor node level (i.e., processing

power and storage) as well as at the network level.

Concerning the deployment mechanisms to instantiate multiple RAN slices,

the authors of [4] have proposed a base station agnostic scheme that creates RAN

slices taking into account their performance requirements. The proposed frame-

work considers the bottlenecks in the air capacity, backhaul and fronthaul trans-

port networks capacity as well as the delay requirements imposed by the different

service types. In [5], the authors have designed near-optimal low-complexity dis-

tributed RAN slicing algorithms. First, they have modeled the RAN slicing

problem as a congestion game, and they have demonstrated that such game ad-

mits a unique Nash Equilibrium (NE). Then, they have evaluated the price of

anarchy of the NE, i.e., the efficiency of the NE as compared with the social op-

timum. Next, they have proposed two fully-distributed algorithms that probably

converge to the unique NE without revealing privacy-sensitive parameters from

the slice tenants. In [6] the authors have focused on RAN slicing scenarios where

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) services and traditional services coexist.

They have formulated the utility maximization problem as a two-level problem,

thereby guaranteeing the inter-slice isolation. To solve the problem they have

proposed the Information Prediction and Dynamic Programming based RAN

slicing (IP&DP-RS) algorithm, which is based on Support Vector Regression

(SVR), Fuzzy Information Granulation (FIG), and Dynamic Programming (DP)
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method. This algorithm can realize the intra-slice customization and optimize

the network utility with high fairness in polynomial time complexity.

With respect to the dynamic resource provisioning in RAN slicing, the au-

thors of [7] have investigated the problem of how to split the radio resources

between multiple RAN slices in a scenario with Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) and

eMBB services involving Uplink (UL), Downlink (DL) and sidelink communi-

cations. Specifically, they have proposed a RAN slicing strategy based on an

off-line reinforcement learning followed by a low-complexity heuristic approach

to determine the split of resources assigned to the eMBB and V2X slices. In [8],

the authors have proposed a novel framework to enable RAN slicing with diverse

requirements in terms of throughput and latency. Specifically, RAN slices are

scheduled based on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) principle with further en-

hancements to cope with traffic dynamics. The authors of [9] have studied the

potential advantages of allowing a non-orthogonal sharing of RAN resources in

UL communications for a set of eMBB, massive Machine Type Communication

(mMTC), and uRLLC devices to a common base station. These authors have

revealed that their approach can lead, in some regiments, to significant gains in

terms of performance tradeoffs among the three generic services as compared to

orthogonal slicing. In [10], the authors have analyzed RAN slicing for multiple

services using RAN resources such as base station, cache storage, and backhaul

capacity. They have formulated the RAN slicing problem as a bi-convex prob-

lem that accounts for dependencies between resource allocation for each RAN

slice and coordination of sharing the same resources. In [11], the authors have

proposed an architecture based on Heterogeneous Network and Spectrum Shar-

ing paradigms. This architecture is managed by means a three-tier scheduler

that (a) allows a suitable resource partitioning between dedicated and shared

base stations; and (b) introduces RAN-sharing and network virtualization to ef-

ficiently manage resource allocation in the shared base stations, while maintain

independent allocation policies for commercial and public safety user without re-

sorting to very complex multi-dimensional schedulers. In [12], the authors have

considered the criterion for dynamic resource allocation among RAN slices based

on a weighted proportionally fair objective. This approach achieves desirable

fairness/protection across the RAN slices and their associated users. They have

also shown that the objective is NP-hard, making an exact solution impracti-
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cal. Furthermore, they have designed a distributed semi-online algorithm which

meets performance guarantees in equilibrium and quickly converges to a region

around the equilibrium point. In [13], the authors have studied the radio resource

allocation problem for RAN slicing in a fronthaul-limited C-RAN. Specifically,

they have considered a multi-cell virtualized wireless network supporting differ-

ent slices with the user to Radio Remote Header (RRH)/Base Band Unit (BBU)

allocation constraints. To address this problem, these authors have proposed a

two-step iterative algorithm that jointly associates users to RRHs and BBUs,

and allocates power and antennas. The goal of this algorithm is to maximize

the system sum rate, while maintaining the RAN slice isolation. In [14], the

authors have proposed a framework which considers coordination among several

base stations to create an abstraction of systems’ radio resources so that multi-

ple RAN slices can be served, in a heterogeneous environment. With the use of

this framework, the system’s resources are dynamically distributed according to

users’ needs on an isolated and on-demand basis.

6.2 Problem Description

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has identified four phases

to describe the lifecycle management of a network slice instance: preparation,

commissioning, operation and decommissioning [15]. These phases are depicted

in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Lifecycle phases of a network slice instance [16].
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The preparation phase begins when the MNO receives the deployment request

for a network slice from a tenant. In this phase, the MNO performs the design and

capacity planning of this network slice. It prepares the network environment and

also performs the on-boarding and evaluation of network slice’s constituents for

testing purposes. In the commissioning phase the network slice is deployed. This

means all the needed resources are allocated to satisfy the tenant requirements

under the current traffic conditions. During the operation phase, the amount

of allocated resources for this network slice may change according to its traffic

demand. Finally, the lifetime of the network slice ends in the decommissioning

phase, in which the MNO releases the assigned resources.

Most of the state-of-the-art solutions for RAN slicing assumes that the prepa-

ration phase triggers an admission control and then, once the RAN slice is ac-

cepted, its radio resources are determined by a dynamic resource provisioning

algorithm executed in the operation phase.

Regarding the admission control, the authors of these proposals assume the

tenant first provides the MNO with the performance requirements of the re-

quested service. Then, the MNO verifies the feasibility of deploying it under the

current traffic conditions. If it was feasible, the available radio resources would

be reallocated for both the RAN slices already deployed and the requested one.

If it was not possible, the request would be rejected.

Concerning the dynamic resource provisioning, the authors of these solutions

assume the traffic demands of the deployed RAN slices may dynamically change.

In such case, an algorithm reallocates the available radio resources among these

RAN slices for guaranteeing their performance requirements. To that end, some

works assume that upper and lower bounds are somehow, and maybe conserva-

tively, established for such dynamic radio resource assignments.

Despite the state-of-the-art proposals provide excellent contributions for the

admission control and the dynamic resource provisioning in RAN slicing, they do

not consider the majority of constraints imposed by the Standards Developing

Organizations (SDOs) responsible for standardizing the management operations

in RAN slicing. This means the MNOs may face difficulties in integrating the

state-of-the-art solutions in standard-based management architectures for RAN

slicing.

Additionally, the majority of the state-of-the-art solutions assume a MNO
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serves requests for deploying RAN slices on demand. This means this MNO

executes an admission control immediately the requests are received and then, it

deploys those RAN slices which are feasible (e.g., those whose requirements could

be met). This approach has the benefit of accelerating the decisions for admitting

or rejecting new RAN slice requests. However, these decisions are made on the

spot, thus there exists some limitations in the way of renegotiating the Service

Level Agreement (SLA) conditions between the MNO and the tenants in case of

resource scarcity. Furthermore, the MNO has not the opportunity to reconfigure

or update the RAN infrastructure due to the MNO must deploy immediately

those RAN slices which were admitted. Finally, since the admission control is

a short term and somehow myopic procedure, the admission of a deployment

request could involve the rejection of more attractive (e.g., in economic terms)

subsequent coming requests because of the resource scarcity.

Unlike the previous approach, this thesis considers the preparation phase of a

RAN slice from an alternative perspective. It consists of planning in advance the

amount of radio resources required by one or more RAN slices for a given planning

window. Specifically, the MNO first translates the performance requirements of

each RAN slice into network resources. To that end, the MNO needs to consider

the lifetimes of all the RAN slices, which could be partially overlapped over the

planning window; and, accordingly estimate the spatio-temporal traffic intensity

experienced by each RAN slice in such window. With this information, the MNO

can determine the busy hour, i.e., the time period when the RAN infrastructure

suffers the worst-case inter-cell interference. Considering the busy hour, the MNO

derives the amount of radio resources required by each RAN slice in each cell. The

MNO then checks if the performance requirements of all the RAN slices are met

with such allocation. If the checking procedure is successful, the MNO uses the

derived amount of radio resources to define the upper and lower bounds needed

by the dynamic resource provisioning algorithm for allocating radio resources to

the deployed RAN slices during the operation phase.

Although our approach is more complex than the approach considered by

most of the state-of-the-art solutions for RAN slicing. It provides the MNO more

flexibility in case the checking procedure fails. Specifically, it allows the MNO to

execute one or more of the following options: (a) adding more radio resources to

the RAN infrastructure; (b) renegotiating the SLAs with one or more tenants;
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and/or (c) rejecting the least attractive RAN slices. At the moment of writing

this thesis, there are not solutions following this approach.

6.3 Thesis Contributions

Papers D-H gather the main contributions and findings of Part III of this disser-

tation. They are summarized as follows:

1. Proposing different spectrum planning strategies, each giving a

certain degree of flexibility to allocate resources per RAN slice

(From Paper D).

This thesis proposes different ways of hiring capacity to the MNO and,

based on them, we analyze a set of spectrum planning strategies with dif-

ferent degrees of flexibility for allocating spectrum resources for multiple

RAN slices. The proposed strategies are evaluated in terms of scalability,

spectrum isolation, utilization, and efficiency.

2. Proposing an analytical model to evaluate the User Equipment

(UE) blocking probability in an Orthogonal Frequency-Division

Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell (From Papers E and F).

This thesis proposes an analytical model for assessing the UE blocking prob-

ability in a GBR slice for an OFDMA cell under Poisson session arrivals.

Using our model, the MNO can decide the number of radio resources re-

quired by a cell to provide a GBR slice while the UE blocking probability

is below a given threshold. The main novelty of the proposed model is the

use of a Multidimensional Erlang-B system which meets the reversibility

property. It means this model allows the adoption of an arbitrary distri-

bution for the UE session duration. Additionally, this property involves

the solution for the state probabilities has product form, thus it eases their

computation. Furthermore, this model may take as input any distribution

for the average channel quality within the cell. Additionally, our model con-

siders the channel gain of a packet scheduler when it dynamically allocates

radio resources.
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3. Analyzing the role of the RAN slicing architectural framework in

the radio resource planning (From Paper G).

This thesis addresses the radio resource allocation problem from the per-

spective of RAN slice planning. To that end, we provide a step-by-step

description of the role of the RAN slicing architectural framework in the

radio resource planning for multiple RAN slices.

4. Proposing a mathematical framework for planning the radio re-

sources of RAN slices offering GBR services (From Paper G).

This thesis proposes a mathematical framework capable of translating the

GBR requirements of the requested communication services into the mini-

mum radio resource quota assigned for each RAN slice in each cell. Each

quota guarantees the UE blocking probability for a RAN slice in a cell is

below an upper bound under the inter-cell interference levels presented in

the busy hour. More specifically we use game theory to model the radio

resource planning in RAN slicing. The problem is formulated as multiple

ordinal potential games, one per requested (or already deployed) RAN slice.

In each game the players are the cells and their actions are the allocation

of radio resources for each considered RAN slice. The goal of each game

is to guarantee the GBR requirements of each considered RAN slice, while

its UE blocking probability in each cell is below the upper bound. The

existence of a NE solution is also demonstrated. Thus, we design novel

strategies to solve the formulated problem. These strategies are based on

better response dynamics and aim to minimize the UE blocking probability

for all the RAN slices.

5. Proposing an analytical model based on Stochastic Network Cal-

culus (SNC) to evaluate the packet delay bound for a RAN slice,

given the probability of exceeding such bound (From Paper H).

This dissertation proposes a SNC-based model which provides the packet

delay bound of an uRLLC RAN slice in a single cell. To that end, this model

considers as inputs: i) the amount of dedicated radio resources for this RAN

slice, ii) the probability the packet delay is above the delay bound, iii)

the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the Signal-to-Interference-
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plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) experienced by the users served by this RAN slice,

and iv) the traffic demand of this RAN slice, i.e., the distribution of the

packet arrival rate, and the distribution of the packet size. In our model,

the packet size distribution could be arbitrary. Additionally, to compute

the CDF for the SINR perceived by the user, which is served by a specific

uRLLC RAN slice, we use a novel model based on stochastic geometry.

This model considers the impact of the interference incurred by multiple

RAN slices deployed in neighbor cells on the capacity the serving cell offers

to the serving RAN slice.

6. Proposing a mathematical framework for planning the radio re-

sources of RAN slices offering uRLLC services (From Paper H).

This thesis proposes a mathematical framework that—using the proposed

SNC-based model—plans in advance the deployment of multiple RAN slices

with different requirements in terms of traffic demand, latency and relia-

bility. It aims to derive the dedicated radio resources for each RAN slice

which satisfy their requirements throughout its lifetime. Specifically, the

proposed framework relies on a novel heuristic to derive the amount of radio

resources, which minimize the difference between the delay bounds achieved

with such resources and the target delay bounds.
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7.1. Introduction

Abstract

The new Fifth Generation (5G) era has transformed previous mobile generations

into fast, smart networks that will be more responsive and customizable. With

network slicing, 5G networks can be dynamically adapted to the different needs

of specific vertical industries. This capability has opened the opportunity to new

business models whereby infrastructure owners can monetize their investment by

leasing resources to third parties (i.e., tenants). In this respect, a challenging

task for the owner of the radio access network infrastructure (i.e., the network

provider) is the spectrum planning of multi-tenant scenarios. This paper pro-

poses different alternatives of hiring capacity to the provider as well as a set

of spectrum planning strategies, each giving a certain degree of flexibility to al-

locate resources per tenant. These strategies are evaluated in a 5G small cell

multi-tenant network through snapshot-based simulations. The performance of

the strategies is assessed in terms of scalability, spectrum isolation, utilization

and efficiency.

7.1 Introduction

The enormous growth of subscribers’ data traffic in the last years has stressed

the need of a substantial change on current mobile networks. Likewise, the grow-

ing industrial digitalization has boosted a wide range of novel applications with

stringent and business critical requirements. To meet these rising and diverse

demands, the Fifth Generation (5G) mobile network has introduced innovative

architectural and technological features [1], such as network slicing, network

softwarization, massive Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) and device-to-

device communications.

Currently, the cost of upgrading the infrastructure is extraordinary for most

Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) since they rely on relatively low-cost flat

rates. Deploying new infrastructure entails large delays due to site acquisition

and installation, spectrum leasing, etc. Furthermore, in an operational network,

there are underutilized resources due to traffic demand variations. Under these

premises, the traditional scenario with independently deployed networks is un-

feasible to embrace the 5G network evolution. Instead, to provide cost-efficient
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solutions with a shorter time-to-market, new business models based on coop-

eration and infrastructure sharing are needed [2]. In this way, services can be

deployed faster while reducing Capital Expenditures (CAPEXs) and Operational

Expenditures (OPEXs).

Network sharing is a paradigm that enables MNOs to act as infrastructure

providers, leasing the infrastructure to other MNOs or Mobile Virtual Network

Operators (MVNOs) for entering the market or extending coverage/capacity.

Multi-tenancy is an extension of this concept where a third-party making use

of the infrastructure as a tenant becomes a service provider, such as those of-

fering Over-The-Top (OTT) applications (e.g. streaming) or vertical industries

(e.g. manufacturing, entertainment, public safety) [3].

Service providers or tenants impose diverse technical and business require-

ments to the network. To provide efficient deployment of these services, the

network should be flexible and scalable. Network slicing has been proposed as an

efficient solution to provide flexibility and scalability in the 5G mobile networks

[4], [5]. This feature consists in creating multiple logical, self-contained networks

on top of a common shared physical infrastructure and, therefore, it can be used

to support multi-tenancy on the 5G network. In this case, each network slice

is specifically built to meet the service requirements of a certain tenant (e.g.

in terms of speed, capacity, connectivity and coverage). Technologies such as

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

are key enablers to the implementation of network slicing [6]. They enable the

use of common resources such as storage and processors to run logical (software-

based) elements that can be controlled programmatically.

Network slicing also provides adequate resource isolation, independent scaling

and increased statistical multiplexing. Creating an independent virtualized End-

to-End (E2E) network involves the configuration of the Radio Access Network

(RAN), transport, and core network [7]. However, the complexity of the config-

uration in the RAN is greater due to difficulties in partitioning radio resources

and virtualizing functionalities with tight latency requirements [8, 9]. On the one

hand, slices cannot interfere with each other to ensure isolation. A strict resource

isolation implies orthogonal spectrum allocation between slices. This may result

in inefficient resource utilization, especially in large service areas with varying

traffic demands. On the other hand, the lower layers of the radio protocol stack
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have a large number of interfaces and varying capabilities that operate on a very

fast timescale. This certainly complicates the virtualization and limits the func-

tional split options between a Centralized Unit (CU) and Distributed Unit (DU)

in a 5G RAN node.

The benefits of network slicing in the 5G RAN, or Next Generation Radio

Access Network (NG-RAN), will rely on the flexibility and scalability offered by

the lower layers of the radio protocol stack. In this way, the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) has defined service and operational requirements

for 5G network slicing [10] and technical specifications for the 5G air interface,

known as New Radio (NR) [11]. The latter includes key technology features in

the physical layer such as scalable numerology to support multiple Bandwidths

(BWs) and spectrum and flexible frame structure to provide low latency and high

efficiency. Thus, the high degree of configurability offered by the NR enables bet-

ter resource sharing between tenants and better customization of slices according

to service requirements.

In the 5G-RAN, the spectrum planning is in charge of allocating spectrum

resources to each slice before its operation based on capacity and isolation require-

ments. There can be different ways to perform spectrum planning depending on

the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the network provider and tenant.

This SLA determines how the provider can allocate spectrum resources over the

network for each slice. Depending on the required level of isolation, for exam-

ple, a slice can require exclusive (i.e. non-shared) use of a resource in the entire

network or, alternatively, the resource can be shared in different cells with other

slices, so that exclusive use is limited to the cell area. Each level of radio iso-

lation determines the multiplexing gains and gives the provider some degree of

flexibility for allocating spectrum resources. In this way, a slice with exclusive

use of radio resources will prevent other slices from using them. The impact of

the radio isolation on the spectrum planning have not been analyzed yet with the

required depth.

In this work, we propose different ways of hiring capacity to the network

provider and, based on them, we analyze a set of spectrum planning strate-

gies with different degrees of flexibility for allocating spectrum resources. The

proposed strategies are evaluated in terms of scalability, spectrum isolation, uti-

lization and efficiency in a 5G Small Cell (SC) network. SCs can help satisfy
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the increasing traffic demand while they facilitate the adoption of network slicing

[12]. However, these low-power devices entail more complex spectrum planning

than macro-cells because they facilitate extensive spatial reuse.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, the litera-

ture related to RAN slicing is discussed. Section 7.3 describes the system model.

In Section 7.4, the proposed strategies for spectrum planning are presented. Sec-

tion 7.5 provides the performance results for the different strategies. Finally,

Section 7.6 summarizes the conclusions.

7.2 Related Works

The importance of network slicing has been widely recognized, becoming a funda-

mental topic in many research initiatives. Diverse standard organizations such as

3GPP, European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

are spending much effort to network slicing, offering different views of it. There

is a broad consensus that the SDN/NFV paradigm is a key enabler to provide

functional customization over the same infrastructure. Comprehensive reviews

on SDN/NFV-based solutions related to network slicing are discussed in [13, 14].

The work in [15] analyzes a proposal from ETSI that incorporates the capabili-

ties of SDN into the NFV architecture to enable the realization of network slices.

In [16], a slicing-enabled SDN core network architecture is proposed for the au-

tomotive vertical use case. From the management viewpoint, the work in [17]

proposes a SDN/NFV-based framework to manage E2E network slices, including

their lifecycle and context management, monitoring and configuration. The cre-

ation process of network slices is addressed in [18], where network slice descriptors

are used to make this process more agile and automatic. The idea of a network

and application store is introduced in [19] to simplify the procedure of defining

the network slice. It provides a marketplace for delivering customized network

functions and service templates tailored to specific use cases.

RAN slicing [20] poses many interesting challenges related to the management

of the slice’s lifecycle, as well as the abstraction and sharing of radio resources.

In [21], the issue of RAN resource allocation is addressed considering resources

of a base station such as radio BW, caching, and backhaul components. The
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support for latency-sensitive and time-critical applications through RAN slicing

is investigated in [22], where the number of radio resources and their relative

position in the time domain are considered to satisfy the latency requirements.

Similarly, the work in [23] presents a novel slice resource allocation approach that

introduces the concept of mini-slots to support low latency communications. The

issue of spectrum allocation to minimize inter-slice interference is analyzed in [24],

where various algorithms are developed to guarantee orthogonality among RAN

slices. However, such orthogonality may lead to inefficient resource usage. With

a special focus on the E2E isolation, a systematic overview of existing isolation

techniques is provided in [25]. Nevertheless, an exhaustive analysis of the radio

isolation is still missing.

The concept of RAN slicing at different levels is introduced in [26], where

each defined level provides a specific degree of granularity in the assignment of

radio resources, isolation and customization. The spectrum allocation at the

scheduler level is investigated in several works [27, 28]. The scope of these works

lies on the dynamic resource allocation (operating at a faster time scale than

the spectrum planning level) to cope with the traffic dynamics. The dynamic

slice scheduling using a centralized approach (i.e. a SDN-enabled controller) for

heterogeneous networks has been addressed in [29]. In [9], the link-layer scheduler

is partitioned into two levels to perform inter- and intra-slice scheduling. In [30],

the two-level hierarchy is implemented by giving priority to the different slices

(e.g. prioritizing enhanced mobile broadband) and the users within the slices. In

[31], this hierarchy is internal to the base station and supported by a centralized

entity that controls spectrum sharing between tenants. At the spectrum planning

level, the work in [32] proposes a spectrum planning scheme that maximizes the

spectrum utilization. However, the isolation issue is not considered as part of the

optimization problem.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has also been successfully applied to network slic-

ing. In [33], an AI-enabled 5G network architecture is proposed to adjust service

configuration and control based on changes in user needs, environmental condi-

tions and business goals. Some interesting AI techniques that have recently been

applied to resource allocation of slices are Reinforcement Learning (RL) [34], deep

RL [35, 36, 37, 38], deep learning neural networks [39, 40] and evolutionary algo-

rithms [41]. These techniques are particularly effective in handling complicated
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control problems.

There are still few works analyzing the impact of the realization of RAN slicing

from a management perspective. In [42], a framework is proposed for the specifi-

cation of RAN slices based on a set of configuration descriptors that characterize

features, policies and resources. Such a framework has been extended in [43]

with the specification of certain radio resource management functionalities (e.g.

admission control and packet scheduler) as part of the RAN slice configuration.

Although there have been substantial research on RAN slicing, there is still

little work on analyzing in detail different business-driven models for multi-

slice/tenant spectrum sharing. The work in [44] proposes two spectrum sharing

models and algorithms with different level of flexibility, depending on whether a

set of dedicated and shared resources per tenant are predefined or not. However,

the algorithms assign spectrum resources per user, acting as a link-layer sched-

uler. Thus, this algorithm may not scale well in large networks, as traffic demand

variations among cells are not considered. In addition, it is hard to measure

whether the offered capacity conforms or not to the contract because it would

require extensive metric monitoring in the network. The present work tackles the

problem of spectrum sharing at the planning level, which provides a wider view

of the network, enabling optimal resource allocation per cell. In addition, this

level facilitates the mapping of high-level capacity specifications to lower-level

constraints, ensuring fairer resource allocation among tenants.

This work further develops the functional framework proposed in [45], [46] to

include isolation as a key feature for slice specification and propose appropriate

business-driven models for spectrum sharing. Such a framework enables self-

planning of the radio access capacity in a NG-RAN, including automatic cell

re-configuration mechanisms in order to facilitate the realization of slices. Under

this framework, the contributions and novelties of this paper are the following:

• Proposing an effective business-driven model for capacity specification, sim-

plifying the later capacity compliance analysis.

• Introducing isolation as a part of the slice specification for RAN slices to

ensure that the traffic load of one slice does not negatively affect other

slices.

• Proposing different spectrum sharing strategies at the planning level for
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RAN slicing, each giving a certain degree of flexibility to allocate resources

per slice.

• Providing an exhaustive analysis of the proposed strategies in terms of

scalability, spectrum isolation, utilization and efficiency in a NG-RAN. In

essence, there is a trade-off between maximizing resource usage and avoid-

ing/reducing co-channel interference between slices.

7.3 System Model

7.3.1 Network Model

Consider a NG-RAN consisting of a set B of 5G NR SCs that are owned by

a certain infrastructure provider. The SCs are conceived to satisfy high traffic

demands in localized areas. Multiple tenants (e.g. OTT providers or industry

vertical market players) can request and lease resources from the infrastructure

provider to deploy a set S of network slices. The slice s provides a service over a

certain area specified through a subset Bs ⊆ B of SCs. The aggregated service

demand D of the slices is non-uniformly distributed over the considered area.

Accordingly, the network topology is assumed irregular (i.e. with cell service

areas of different size) to absorb the service demand with maximum resource

usage efficiency. Under this demand distribution, a set U of User Equipments

(UEs) exist in the scenario, being Us , s ∈ S the subset of UEs belonging to slice

s.

The UEs of a slice should be provided with enough resources to satisfy a

guaranteed bit rate or service demand. In particular, the accessing scheme is

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), since 3GPP agreed

to adopt it for 5G NR [11]. Specifically, the system supports scalable numerologies

with subcarrier spacing of 2µ · 15 KHz (µ= 0, 1, ..., 4). As shown in Fig. 7.1, the

system BW is divided into a set of Resource Blocks (RBs), each consisting of 12

consecutive subcarriers in the frequency domain. In Release 16 [47], the number

of RBs ranges from 11 to 273 units. Depending on the numerology, the number

of RBs is mapped to a specific BW. For example, a single NR carrier with 133

RBs would require 25 MHz BW for µ = 0 or 50 MHz for µ = 1. The maximum

allowable BW depends on the spectrum band where NR operates. In particular,
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Figure 7.1: Resource model of the NG-RAN and an example with different levels of
isolation among slices

this limit is 100 MHz for the sub-6 GHz band and 400 MHz for the millimeter

wave band. At frequencies below 6 GHz, the cell size is larger and subcarrier

spacing of 15 and 30 kHz are appropriate, while at higher frequencies, subcarrier

spacing of 60 and 120 kHz are more suitable.

The number of RBs is typically high for most system BWs. Then, from the

perspective of allocating the spectrum resources to the different slices, it becomes

advantageous to reduce the management complexity by grouping the RBs into

spectrum chunks, which are allocated to the slices as an indivisible unit. This

can be done through the concepts of BW part and RB group defined in [48] and

[49], respectively. The BW part is a subset of contiguous common RBs for a

given numerology. This new feature will enable the coexistence of multiple slices

with different physical layer requirements. The RB group is a collection of RBs

within a given BW part that can be allocated to the scheduled UEs. The size of

the spectrum chunk can be used to establish the minimum allocation unit size.

This parameter may serve to reduce the signaling overhead at the expense of a

loss of flexibility, which could be critical when the number of slices is large.

Bearing in mind these considerations, the RBs are grouped into a set R of

spectrum chunks (see Fig. 7.1). Each chunk is composed of a number of RBs

equal to the minimum allocation unit size. From the set of chunks, a subset Rb

of the available chunks in the system BW is allocated to the SC b, b ∈ B. In
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addition, among these chunks, Rb,s are allocated to the slice s, s ∈ S. Depending

on how these chunks are allocated to the slices, intra-cell or inter-cell isolation

can be provided as will be explained in detail in the next section. In any case, to

provide a slice with full coverage within its service area Bs, at least one chunk is

allocated in every SC, i.e. |Rb,s| > 0, b ∈ Bs.

The subset of Rb allocated chunks provides the SC BW BWb, which in turn

determines the required transmit power, P TX
b of the SC b. In particular, the

transmit power must ensure a targeted Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio

(SINR) at the cell coverage range, i.e.:

P TX
b = min(PN ·GPL,b(dedge) ·BWb · SINRedge, P

TX
max) (7.1)

where PN is the noise power measured in one chunk,, GPL,b(dedge) is the

path gain (loss) evaluated at the distance dedge between the SC and the cell-edge,

SINRedge is the target value at that distance and P
TX
max is the maximum transmit

power. The cell-edge is determined by the distance to the closest adjacent SC.

The received power PRX
b (d) at a certain distance d when served by the SC b

is given by:

PRX
b (d) = P TX

b ·Gb(d) (7.2)

where Gb(d) is the overall gain at the distance d including the antenna gain,

the shadow fading and the path loss. The fast fading is not modelled as the

channel gain is measured over a large time scale.

The SINR(u, r) experienced by the UE u when transmitting on the chunk r

is defined as:

SINR(u, r) =
PRX
b (db,u)( ∑

j∈B\{b}
Lj · πj(r) · PRX

j (dj,u)

)
+ PN

(7.3)

where db,u is the distance between the SCs b and the UE u, Lj is the cell

load factor of the SC j and πj(r) is a function that takes the value 1 when the

chunk r is allocated to the SC j and the value 0 otherwise. The cell load factor is

determined from the relation between the service demand and cell capacity, i.e.:
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L̂j =

∑
u|j=Γ(u)

Du∑
u|j=Γ(u)

BWu · SEu
(7.4)

and

Lj = min
(
L̂j , 1

)
(7.5)

where Du and SEu are the service demand and spectral efficiency of the UE

u, respectively, BWu is the fraction of the cell BW allocated to this UE according

to the slice’s constraints and the resource scheduling policy and Γ(u) is a function

that returns the serving SC based on the strongest SINR. Then, the cell overload

factor for the SC j is defined as:

OLj = L̂j − Lj (7.6)

This variable serves as an indicator of the congestion level in the network.

Thus, under congested situations, it will be greater than zero.

The spectral efficiency SE(u, r) of the UE u in the chunk r is derived from

the SINR(u, r) according to the following SINR mapping [50]:

SE =


0, SINR < SINRmin

α · log2(1 + SINR), SINRmin ≤ SINR < SINRmax

SEmax, SINR ≥ SINRmax,

(7.7)

(7.8)

where SEmax is the maximum achievable spectral efficiency with link adap-

tation, SINRmin and SINRmax are the minimum and maximum SINR values,

respectively, and α stands for the attenuation factor, which represents implemen-

tation losses. Lastly, the UE throughput T (u) is given by:

T (u) = min

BWu

|Rb,s|
·
∑

r∈Rb,s

SE(u, r), Du

 (7.9)
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where b = Γ(u) is the serving SC. The UE throughput depends on the resource

scheduling scheme through the variable BWu. For example, assuming a Round-

Robin scheme, this variable is given by:

BWu =
BWch · |Rb,s|

|Ub,s|
(7.10)

where BWch is the BW of one chunk and Ub,s stands for the subset of UEs

connecting to the same SC b and slice s that fairly share the spectrum, i.e.

Ub,s = {v|v ∈ Us ∧ b = Γ(v)}.

7.3.2 RAN Slicing Framework

A RAN slice defines a particular behavior of the NG-RAN in terms of capabilities

and parameters configuration to meet the service requirements specified by the

tenant. A key aspect in the orchestration and configuration of the RAN is how

the radio spectrum is allocated and shared between the slices. The infrastructure

provider is responsible for deploying and operating a number of concurrent RAN

slices, including procedures such as slice instantiation, scaling and termination.

These procedures should be carried out in an automated and agile way, allowing

rapid adaptation to the business needs.

In order to address these issues, the general framework for network slicing

with focus on the RAN is depicted in Fig. 7.2. This framework is based on a

layered architectural approach and it is well aligned with most proposals from the

literature [13, 27, 46], as well as standardization bodies (e.g. 3GPP, ETSI). Go-

ing into details, the service layer acts as the interface between the tenant and the

infrastructure provider through a set of management functions to support several

tasks such as SLA negotiation or performance monitoring. To describe the ser-

vice requirements with a high abstraction level, the tenants has at its disposal the

Generic Slice Template (GST) [51], which is a set of attributes that characterize

a type of network slice (e.g., a mobile broadband slice). The tenant is asked to

modify the GST to include its particular service requirements, giving place to

the generation of the Individual Slice Template (IST). This template may con-

tain requirements from the SLA, e.g. key performance indicators for throughput

or latency, and other aspects such as demand patterns and additional services.

The service layer delivers the IST containing the service level description to the
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Figure 7.2: Architectural framework for network slicing

management layer. This latter comprises the Network Slice Management Func-

tion (NSMF), which is responsible for the creation and operation of the E2E

slice. The NSMF relies on several Network Slice Subnet Management Function

(NSSMF), each of which covers a particular network domain (e.g., access or core).

To reduce the operational complexity, each resource domain that constitutes the

E2E slice may have its own IST. Consequently, the RAN IST allows customiz-

ing the functions, policies and resources within the radio protocol stack for the

RAN slice configuration. The RAN NSSMF is in charge of translating the slice

requirements included within the IST to the configuration parameters in the

RAN. To achieve this, the RAN NSSMF may support a wide range of internal

functions for provisioning and performance/fault management, such as spectrum

planning, admission control, SLA conformance monitoring or traffic forecasting.
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Among them, the spectrum planning manages the long-term allocation of spec-

trum chunks for each slice given its capacity requirement and the desired level of

resource isolation.

The access network layer comprises multiple instances of different combina-

tions of logical resources grouped as slices. The main logical unit in the RAN

is the next Generation NodeB (gNB), which hosts the full radio protocol stack

functionality and it is decomposed into the CU and DU. This logical division

provides deployment flexibility to split and move NR functions between the CU

and DU entities. There is a broad consensus on the suitability of the SDN/NFV

framework to implement these network functions. The logical slices are managed

by a programmable RAN slice controller that is responsible for short-term de-

cisions (e.g., inter-slice scheduling) considering the traffic dynamics of the slices

and the guidance, parameters and policies provided by the RAN NSSMF.

Lastly, the infrastructure layer comprises the set of physical network resources

in the RAN including SCs, edge data centers and interconnections through fiber

or wireless-based transport networks. The RAN resources are located in strategic

Points of Presence, e.g. the cell sites for SCs and the central offices for edge data

centers. The virtualized resources (e.g., a certain number of virtual chunks)

need to be mapped to actual physical resources (e.g., a set of frequencies in the

spectrum band). To facilitate this task, the 5G NR physical layer incorporates

new features such as the BW part [48].

7.4 Spectrum Planning Strategies for RAN Slicing

System Model

The first part of this section introduces a business-driven model to specify network

capacity requirements. Then, it analyzes how these specifications are translated

into different spectrum allocation strategies.

7.4.1 Slice Specification

The description of the slice requirements made by the tenant involves, besides

quantitative definitions of the required capacity, a set of conditions under which

the leased capacity is operated and managed (e.g., the isolation). This specifica-
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tion should be simple and expressed with a high abstraction level, avoiding details

that might complicate other management tasks, such as the capacity conformance

testing or the BW throttling. With the aim of automating this procedure, and

following the same principles as in Fig. 7.2, the tenant is invited to build an

IST containing the necessary parameters and their configuration for the capacity

provisioning.

Specifically, the proposed IST should include the following attributes or pa-

rameters that are related to the required capacity and isolation (i.e. application-

specific attributes are out of the scope of this paper).

1. Requested Capacity Value(s): It specifies the capacity value(s) v(s)

that satisfies the requirements of the slice s. This parameter can accept

multiple definitions or values according to other parameters. For example,

depending on the link direction, it can be downlink or uplink capacity;

depending on the QoS class, it can be maximum or guaranteed capacity. It

can also depend on the reservation type or the granularity level. Since these

latter characteristics deserve special attention, they will discussed with more

details below. In any case, the infrastructure provider must guarantee the

requested capacity value(s) under the conditions given by the additional

parameters.

2. Capacity Reservation Type: It determines whether the requested ca-

pacity is expressed in terms of throughput (e.g., in Mbps) or in terms of

number of resources (e.g., in chunk units). While the former entails more

accuracy in specifying the required capacity at the service layer, the latter

can simplify the SLA compliance analysis and provide a fair resource usage

between slices, especially under strong interference and congestion situa-

tions. In case of a throughput-based specification, the capacity conformance

testing is carried out at the service layer, regardless of the underlying RB

utilization. This may result in unfair resource sharing for low-traffic slices,

where the UEs are receiving higher interference from heavily loaded slices.

The choice on the reservation type may introduce additional parameters.

For example, a throughput-based specification could also include a capacity

margin to accept some excess traffic while there are available resources.

3. Capacity Granularity Level: Besides the various definitions of capacity
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already explained, the requested capacity value(s) can also be defined with

a certain granularity level in the network. In particular, this parameter

specifies whether the requested capacity value is defined on a per-UE (i.e.

the service demand), per-cell or per-network basis. The per-UE capacity

represents the lowest level of granularity. In case the requested capacity

is only given per-UE, the maximum number of sessions or the maximum

number of UEs (either per cell or per network) should be specified to quan-

tify the aggregated capacity that is required in the network. The per-cell

capacity implies guaranteeing an exact amount of capacity in every SC.

Lastly, the per-network capacity enables a more flexible capacity allocation

among SCs according to the spatial traffic distribution. In this case, ‘net-

work’ refers to the cluster of SCs, Bs , which provide the service. Note that

the per-network capacity requirement is equivalent to targeting an average

cell capacity, calculated over the number of SCs in the cluster.

4. Resource Isolation Level: This parameter indicates the degree of re-

source isolation with other slices. Consider the chunk i to be allocated in

the SC j for a given slice. The following isolation levels are distinguished:

(i) no isolation: other slices can use the chunk i in any SC, including the

SC j; (ii) intra-cell isolation: other slices can use the chunk i in a SC other

than SC j; and (iii) inter-cell isolation: other slices cannot use this chunk

in the entire network, ensuring radio-electrical isolation. Introducing isola-

tion may simplify capacity management and supervision. For example, due

to the individual usage of resources, capacity conformance testing would

not be necessary. With no isolation, accounting for the resource consump-

tion over the time is required for ensuring equal RB sharing between slices

or, alternatively, the packet scheduler could adopt a fair-share scheduling

policy.

5. Spatio-Temporal Constraints: The spatial constraints limit the extent

of the service area (e.g. a factory, a stadium, a mall, etc.) and, therefore, the

cluster of SCs, Bs , serving the UEs. The time constraints define the time

window(s) during which the service is offered to the UEs. The requested

capacity value could be dependent on the spatial and time domains (e.g. to

assign greater values in peak periods or high-traffic areas) at the expense
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of a more complex management.

From an economic viewpoint, the resource-based specification with intra- or

inter-cell isolation enables a fairer sharing model than the throughput-based spec-

ification, since the tenants are charged based on their resource consumption while

the inter-slice interference can be avoided or limited. Additionally, this model

provides better protection against congestion situations, thus being an attractive

solution in multi-tenant environments.

The throughput-based specification is challenging for the infrastructure

provider since a certain throughput should be guaranteed regardless of the under-

lying resources. The management system can continuously monitor the network

throughput to detect a lack of capacity and provide the required changes in the

network infrastructure. This problem, which is out of the scope of this work,

is addressed in [45], where a self-planning entity runs an iterative algorithm to

derive planning actions such as adding or relocating SCs in order to meet the

capacity needs. On the other hand, the resource-based options require simpler

cell planning, since there is a direct mapping between the number of RBs and

the number of SCs. However, the existence of different levels of isolation en-

tails a complex scenario with a greater variety of resource allocation strategies.

Each strategy represents a particular degree of flexibility for allocating spectrum

chunks. The infrastructure provider can leverage this flexibility to apply its own

resource allocation policies. Example policies are minimizing inter-cell interfer-

ence or maximizing slice isolation. The latter can facilitate the application of

interference-mitigating strategies separately for each slice.

Since the throughput-based specification is analyzed in [45], this work fo-

cuses on the different resource-based specification approaches, analyzing their

impact on isolation, performance and flexibility for enforcing operator’s policies.

With respect to other conditioning parameters, for the sake of simplicity, in this

work the requested capacity is expressed as a guaranteed downlink capacity. In

addition, the per-UE granularity level is excluded from the analysis since the

requested per-UE capacity could be expressed on a per-cell or network basis by

simply considering the maximum number of sessions or UEs.
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7.4.2 Resource-Based Spectrum Sharing Strategies

Considering the capacity reservation type, granularity level, and isolation level pa-

rameters, there are six representative resource-based capacity specifications that

are mapped to different strategies of spectrum sharing between slices. These

strategies determine an average resource allocation at the planning phase. Thus,

they are compatible with elastic resource allocation performed during the opera-

tion phase [33].

• Strategy 1 (S1): Per-Cell Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With Inter-Cell Isolation: In this strategy, the requested value of spec-

trum chunks, v(s) , is a constant value per cell. In this way, all the SCs

should allocate the same number of chunks for the slice. Furthermore, due

to the inter-cell isolation requirement, other slices cannot use the selected

chunks. From the infrastructure provider’ interests, concentrating the re-

quired resources over the network into a minimum number of chunks is an

attractive solution to leave room for other slices demanding inter-cell iso-

lation. This represents the most likely situation in a multi-tenant scenario.

For example, the provider can simply select a number of chunks per slice

from the set R. However, in case there is a plethora of available chunks

(i.e. not allocated to other slices), the resource allocation could target the

reduction of inter-cell interference in the network by selecting disjoint sets

of chunks among SCs.

This strategy of resource allocation does not provide flexibility to allocate

resources due to the hard constraint on the number of chunks per cell.

Consequently, S1 will not be able to adapt to spatial variations of the traffic

demand. On the contrary, the high isolation level enables good protection

against inter-slice interference and congestion situations.

• Strategy 2 (S2): Per-Network Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With Inter-Cell Isolation: The requested value of spectrum chunks in

S2 is defined on a network basis. It represents a soft constraint since a

number v(s) of chunks in the network is to be freely distributed among the

SCs. This problem is equivalent to targeting a specific per-cell average of

the number of chunks. S2 differs from S1 because the former allows some
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variations in the number of chunks per SC in order to cope with spatial

traffic variations.

The S2 is divided into three steps:

1. Select a set R(s) of chunks for the slice (e.g. chunk #1 and #2). This

number of chunks should be high enough to allocate v(s) chunks among

the SCs. As in S1, the provider typically concentrates the required

resources into a minimum number of chunks in the network.

2. Determine the number of chunks |Rb,s| to allocate at each SC consid-

ering the spatial traffic variations and the requested value v(s) . This

number is chosen to be proportional to the estimated value of the

slice’s service demand in the cell area, whose actual value is defined

as:

D(b,s) =
∑

u|b=Γ(u)
b∈Bs,u∈Us

Du (7.11)

where Du is the service demand of the UE u and Γ(u) returns the serv-

ing SC. The estimated value, D̂(b,s), is based on the method proposed

in [45], considering the service demand Du and the correlation that

can be expected between the slice’s service demand and the actual

network’s service demand. To ensure accessibility from any location,

at least one chunk is allocated per SC. In addition, the total number

of allocated chunks should be equal to the required value v(s) , i.e.:

v(s) =
∑
b∈Bs

|Rb,s| (7.12)

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to determine the number of

chunks per SC, where r̂b,s stands for the actual number of chunks

and r′b,s is the targeted number of chunks, calculated as:

r′b,s =
D̂(b,s)

K
(7.13)

where K is the constant of proportionality between the cell demands
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and the number of chunks. Specifically, the chunks are allocated fol-

lowing an iterative process where only one chunk is allocated for each

SC within the same iteration. If, at a certain iteration in the loop

starting at the line 4, the number of allocated chunks in a SC reaches

the targeted value r′b,s calculated at the line 3, no more chunks will be

allocated in that SC at this stage. However, if there are still chunks

to allocate to the slice after the loop, the process continues allocating

chunks consecutively in each SC until the stopping condition at the

line 12 is satisfied.

3. Allocate a set Rb,s of chunks to every SC b given the set R(s) from

which they are selected and the required number of chunks per SC,

r′b,s. The selection is made according to the algorithm proposed in [45],

which minimizes inter-cell interference. In this algorithm, the chunk

allocation in a SC is performed so that the SC-to-SC distance between

the given SC and the closest neighboring SC using the same chunk

is the maximum possible. After the execution of the algorithm, the

cardinality of the set Rb,s for each SC should be equal to r′b,s.

Applying S2 to a given slice leads to a more efficient resource usage than

S1 since it fits better the spatial demands. However, in global terms, this

efficiency could be small if other slices that are more loaded cannot share

RBs with this slice. Such an effect is consequence of the high isolation level

of S2, which also occurs in S1.

• Strategy 3 (S3): Per-Cell Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With Intra-Cell Isolation: In S3, the per-cell definition of the requested

value v(s) means that the number of chunks is the same for all the SCs.

Consequently, this strategy is not adequate, like S1, to fit the spatial traffic

variations. Unlike the previous strategies, the intra-cell isolation require-

ment in S3 enables that other slices can use the same chunk in a different

SC, thus ensuring isolation between slices only within the area of a SC.

The chunk allocation can be targeted to minimize co-channel interference by

following the algorithm proposed in [45] or, alternatively, it can be oriented

to maximize isolation by reusing the same chunks across the SCs if they

are available. The former approach is assumed in this work since it has a
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Algorithm 1: Calculation of the Number of Chunks for SCs

1 Inputs: D̂(b,s), Bs, v
(s);

2 Initialize r̂b,s = 0; r′b,s = 0;

3 Compute r′b,s, b ∈ Bs;

4 while
∑

b∈Bs
r̂b,s < v(s) and

∑
b∈Bs

r′b,s > 0 do

5 for b ∈ Bs do

6 if r′b,s > 0 and
∑

b∈Bs
r′b,s < v(s) then

7 r̂b,s = r̂b,s + 1;
8 r′b,s = r′b,s − 1;

9 end

10 end

11 end

12 while
∑

b∈Bs
r̂b,s < v(s) do

13 for b ∈ Bs do

14 if
∑

b∈Bs

∑
b∈Bs

r̂b,s < v(s) then

15 r̂b,s = r̂b,s + 1;
16 end

17 end

18 end
19 return r̂b,s

better impact on the network performance. Consequently, the algorithm

proposed in [45] is applied considering that, at each SC, the set of chunks

belonging to other slices are not eligible. While in S2 the set of candidate

chunks (given by R(s)) is the same for all SCs, in S3 it may differ from SC

to SC. Accordingly, R(b,s) represents the candidate chunks at each SC b for

the slice s.

This strategy gives providers more flexibility to distribute RBs among slices

since the required isolation level is lower. However, it is limited by the

requirement of a fixed number of chunks per cell, which may lead to a

suboptimal matching between demand and resources.

• Strategy 4 (S4): Per-Network Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With Intra-Cell Isolation: In this case, the per-network definition of

the requested value v(s) provides flexibility to adapt to the spatial traffic

variations, i.e. the number of chunks per SC can vary to meet the particular
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traffic demand at each cell. The only constraints are that each SC has at

least one chunk allocated and that the total number of chunks allocated

in the network (or cluster) is equal to v(s), i.e. the condition in (7.12) is

satisfied. Since isolation is only required within the cell area, the provider

has even greater flexibility than S2 to perform the chunk allocation. Based

on this, the process is composed of the following steps:

1. Determine the number of chunks |Rb,s| to allocate at each SC based

on the spatial demand distribution and the requested value v(s). This

step is the same as the step 2 in S2.

2. Allocate a set Rb,s of chunks to every SC b given the set R(b,s) from

which they are selected and the required number of chunks per SC, r̂b,s,

obtained in the step 1. To minimize the effect of inter-cell interference,

the algorithm proposed in [45] is applied. It may happen that |Rb,s| is
lower than r̂b,s, meaning that the number of candidate chunks is not

enough to reach the targeted value in a certain SC. In this case, the

provider has enough flexibility to allocate the missing chunk(s) in a

different SC without affecting the requested (per-network) value v(s).

A major advantage of this strategy is the greater flexibility to allocate RBs

to slices with varying demands in a successful way. The gain will be larger

as the number of slices planned with this strategy increases.

• Strategy 5 (S5): Per-Cell Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With No Isolation: This strategy establishes a specific number of chunks

per SC. Therefore, the number of chunks cannot be adapted to the cell de-

mand at each SC. The main difference with the previous strategies is that,

in this case, resource isolation is not mandatory. The providers can exploit

this idea to leave room for other slices demanding resource isolation. In

particular, those slices that do not require isolation will share RBs within

the same SC. The selection of chunks is based on the algorithm proposed in

[45] in order to minimize co-channel interference. The algorithm takes as

input the set R(b,s) of candidate chunks at each SC. Among these chunks,

the algorithm prioritizes the ones shared with other slices. However, it is
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necessary to evaluate whether the SC is able to support or not the estimated

D̂(b,s) . If not, the chunk is discarded from the candidate set.

Compared to the previous strategies, the S5 provides better resource us-

age as the traffic from different slices is aggregated into the same chunks.

However, it is not optimal because the cell resources cannot be adapted to

the spatial traffic variations. From the tenant’s perspective, this strategy

is suitable for services with no stringent requirements in terms of capacity

or latency. In these cases, the tenant can achieve significant cost savings

at the expense of greater uncertainty in performance due to the traffic load

variations of other slices.

• Strategy 6 (S6): Per-Network Resource-Based Capacity Planning

With No Isolation: The requested value in S6 is defined on a per-network

basis. It means that the number of chunks at each SC can be adjusted to

meet its traffic needs while guaranteeing a total number of chunks, v(s),

allocated in the network. In addition, this strategy does not require resource

isolation, which gives the provider the possibility to allocate the chunks

being shared with other slices.

The process behind S6 is similar to the strategies S2 and S4, which also

define a network-wide capacity value. First, the number of chunks to al-

locate at each SC is calculated based on the spatial demand distribution.

Second, a set of chunks is selected from a set of available chunks based on

the algorithm proposed in [45], giving priority to the shared ones without

causing overload. Note that, if the traffic of two slices is assumed highly

correlated, enforcing S6 is similar to applying it to a single slice carrying

the aggregated traffic of both slices.

This strategy provides more efficient resource usage than S5 since the num-

ber of chunks at each SC can be fitted to the spatial traffic conditions.

However, since no isolation is allowed, it retains the same disadvantages

with regard to the impact of the traffic load variations of other slices.
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7.5 Performance Evaluation

7.5.1 Simulation Scenario

In order to evaluate the proposed spectrum planning strategies, numerical exam-

ples and simulation results are presented in this section. The service area is 1.5

km x 1.5 km. It covers an urban environment with a set of deployed SCs. More

specifically, the deployment scenario comprises the following: (i) for each slice,

the statistical characterization of the traffic demand, which is non-uniformly dis-

tributed over the considered area and spatially cross-correlated with other slices;

and (ii) a set of SCs deployed in the scenario according to the spatial variations

of the aggregated traffic demand. The deployment scenario is simulated following

a snapshot-based model, where each snapshot represents a random realization of

the demand distribution. The different realizations of the same traffic probability

distribution (i.e. varying the positions of the UEs) ensure reliable statistical sig-

nificance analysis. The deployment scenario for 95% correlated demand between

the slices A and B is shown in Fig. 7.3, where the triangles represent the location

of the deployed SCs and the colored contour lines indicate the aggregated traffic

demand density. As observed, the areas with higher traffic densities are provided

with more SCs that are strategically located to serve the demand maximizing

resource usage efficiency. The crosses in the figure represent the UE locations

for a certain realization of the traffic probability distributions. The color of the

crosses indicates the slice (A or B) to which the UE is connected. Finally, Table

7.1 summarizes the main parameters of the simulations. The requested value v(s)

is calculated as a function of the considered RB occupancy in the network.

One issue regarding the implementation of the network model is that, due to

the mutual interference between SCs, there is a dependency relation between the

cell loads [54]. To reduce the computational complexity of the cell load factor

[see (7.4) and (7.5)], the per-UE spectral efficiency SEu is substituted by a cell-

specific average value, which is taken from previous evaluations (i.e. from other

snapshots). There is also a dependency relation between the SINR(u, r) and

Γ(u) , since the latter is based on the SINR to determine the serving SC. To

simplify the procedure, the SINR(u, r) is first estimated using Γ(u) based on

the strongest received power, which is calculated in (7.3). Then, the obtained

values are used to compute Γ(u) based on the SINR and, lastly, the SINR(u, r).
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Table 7.1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Configuration

Cellular Environment Urban, 1.5 Km x 1.5 Km

Number of SCs 20

Operating Frequency 5 GHz

5G Numerology (µ) 0

System BW 120 MHz

Minimum allocation unit size (chunk) 20 MHz (106 RBs)

Propagation (path loss, shadowing) UMi model [52]

SC antenna directivity omni-directional

SC antenna height 6 m

UE antenna height 1.5 m

SC antenna gain 2 dBi

UE thermal noise -174 dBm/Hz

UE noise figure 9 dB

Target SINR at cell-edge 9 dB [53]

UE minimum SINR -10 dB [50]

UE maximum SINR 30 dB [50]

SC TX power range [25-33] dBm

Number of UEs 250

UE service demand 5 Mbps

Resource scheduling scheme Round-Robin

Number of slices 2

Proportion of UEs per slice [50, 50] %

Traffic correlation between slices 95 %, 5 %

RB occupancy in the network [50-100] %

Number of demand realizations 100

7.5.2 Performance Analysis of the Spectrum Planning Strategies

The first experiment provides a comparison between the different planning strate-

gies regarding both network and service performance aspects. Specifically, the

network performance is assessed using the cell overload factor and spectral effi-

ciency metrics as defined in (7.6) and (7.8), respectively. The service performance

is evaluated through the unsatisfied UE rate, which is defined as the fraction of

UEs experiencing a throughput below the 25% of the UE service demand. The

study is performed for two levels of correlation, 95% and 5%, between the traffic

demands of the slices in the spatial domain. The high correlation value may

represent slices that provide different services from the same tenant or the same

service from different tenants. The low correlation value is more likely for slices

owned by different tenants providing disparate services. To ensure a fair compar-
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Figure 7.3: SC deployment with non-uniform traffic demand distribution and 95%
correlated between slices.

ison, the strategies are evaluated for the same percentages of allocated spectrum

chunks in the network. The RB occupancy affects network performance in the

sense that, with high occupancy, the network will have more capacity, thus re-

ducing the cell overload factor for the existing slices; however, it also reduces

the possibilities to accept new slices, especially the ones that require resource

isolation. The considered RB occupancy levels in the simulations are 50, 65, 85

and 100%, except for S1 and S3 for which the 50 and 85% values are not feasible.

The latter is due to the simultaneous occurrence of the following factors: the

proportion of UEs (and chunks) per slice is 50%; the specified number of chunks

per cell must be an integer; and the 50% and 85% of the number of chunks in

the system BW (i.e. three and five chunks, respectively) is not divisible by the

number of slices.

The network performance metrics are represented against each other in Figs.

7.4(a) and 7.4(b) for the two correlation levels. The dotted lines connect the

performance values for the different RB occupancy levels following a sequential

order (50-65-85-100% for S2, S4, S5, S6 and 65-100% for S1, S3). The two
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(a) 95% correlation between slices

(b) 5% correlation between slices

Figure 7.4: Evaluation of network metrics for different percentages of chunk allocation
and correlation levels between slices.

scenarios are evaluated with the same number of UEs; however, the values of

the metrics are better with a lower correlation because the aggregated load of

the two slices is more regularly distributed in the scenario. As observed, the

trade-off between the cell overload factor and the average spectral efficiency is

applicable to all the strategies except for S1 due to its poor matching between
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traffic demand and network resources. In fact, such inefficiency is reflected in

Fig. 7.4 by the extremely high values of the cell overload factor for a 65% of RB

occupancy. The S3 also results in a high cell overload factor since the number

of allocated chunks per cell cannot be adapted to the cell load. However, it

provides a better average spectral efficiency than S1 because the S3 utilizes the

entire system BW to allocate the 65% of chunks in the network, while the S1 only

uses a fraction of the system BW with reuse-1. The strategies with no isolation,

S5 and S6, provide the best trade-off between the two network metrics as their

dotted lines in the figure are closer to the bottom right corner, especially for

the case of a low demand correlation. This is a reasonable result since resource

sharing typically leads to optimal network performance. However, as discussed

later, the increased performance is at the expense of no isolation between slices.

Behind these strategies, the S2 and S4 show good network performance while

at the same time they provide resource isolation. Since the required capacity in

these strategies is defined on a per-network basis, they enable some adaptation to

the spatial traffic variations. Therefore, the resource usage is more efficient than

in S1 and S3, where the slice specification entails a more rigid chunk allocation in

the SCs. Such flexibility in allocating chunks is especially useful when the traffic

demand of the slices is poorly correlated. Specifically, a slice can benefit from

allocating additional chunks in overloaded areas where other slices are unloaded.

The S2 and S4 achieve similar performance for the case of 95% correlated traffic,

as shown in Fig. 7.4(a). However, in the case of 5% correlated traffic [see Fig.

7.4(b)] and high RB occupancy (above 85%), the S4 overcomes the performance

of S2. In particular, for a 100% of RB occupancy, the S4 obtains a cell overload

factor of 1.4%, while the S2 obtains 2.6%. Thus, the greater flexibility offered by

the S4 due to the intra-cell isolation (as opposed to the inter-cell isolation of S2)

entails an increased performance only if the number of allocated chunks in the

network is sufficiently high.

Regarding service performance, Figs. 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) shows the mean of

the unsatisfied UE rate obtained by each planning strategy for two correlation

levels of the traffic demand, 95% and 5%, and two levels of RB occupancy, 65%

and 100%. With 65% of RB occupancy, it is observed that the S1 results in

the worst service performance level. However, with a 100% of RB occupancy

[see Fig. 7.5(b)], the fraction of spectrum used by the S1 matches the system
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(a) 65% RB occupancy

(b) 100% RB occupancy

Figure 7.5: Evaluation of the unsatisfied UE rate for different percentages of chunk
allocation and correlation levels between slices.

BW. Consequently, its unsatisfied UE rate is similar to other strategies. The S2,

S3 and S4 provide similar unsatisfied UE rate, being better than S1 but worse

than S5 and S6. With a 100% of RB occupancy and 5% of correlated traffic, the

S4 provides better performance than S2 and S3 because, in this situation, the

network further benefits from a more flexible chunk allocation. Lastly, the S5

and S6 result in the best performance level as they share chunks between slices.

This gain is more pronounced with a 5% correlated traffic, reducing to the half

the unsatisfied UE rate obtained by the S1.
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7.5.3 Analysis of the Impact on Resource Isolation

The following experiment evaluates the sensitivity of the performance metrics to

the load variations of the slices. The scenario assumes a 95% of correlated traffic

between slices and a 65% of RB occupancy. Initially, the network load is given

by the configuration in Table 7.1, i.e. 250 UEs equally distributed between slices.

After the initial stage, the load of the slice A increases by 50% (reaching 187

UEs), maintaining the same spatial distribution. The load of the slice B is not

modified. Figs. 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) show the performance comparison between both

situations concerning network metrics. The results are given per slice in order to

highlight the impact of the increased load in the slice A on each slice separately.

As observed in Fig. 7.6(a), the marks indicating the performance level with a

100% of load are shifted towards the upper left corner of the figure when such a

load increases by 50%, meaning degradation of both metrics. Roughly, the cell

overload factor is doubled in all the strategies except for the S2 and S4, where

this increase is even greater. In Fig. 7.6(b), the results for the slice B depend on

the degree of isolation enforced by the planning strategy. In the case of inter-cell

isolation, the S1 and S2 maintain the same performance level before and after

the load increase, thus providing full protection against the traffic variations of

other slices. On the contrary, the other strategies are impacted to an extent that

depends on the isolation level. The S3 and S4 result in a slight degradation since

they perform intra-cell isolation. The S5 and S6 lead to a significantly worse

performance, particularly, in terms of the cell overload factor, whose value is

approximately doubled. As these strategies do not perform resource isolation,

the impact of traffic variations from other slices is the greatest possible.

Fig. 7.7 represents the unsatisfied UE rate for the slice B before and after

the load of the slice A increases by 50%. With a 100% of load, the results are in

line with Fig. 7.6(b). Specifically, the S1 provides the worst service performance,

while the S6 is slightly better than the other strategies. However, with a 150%

of load, the degradation in the S5 and S6 leads to an unsatisfied UE rate that

is similar to the performance of the S1, while the other strategies are hardly

affected.
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(a) Slice A

(b) Slice B

Figure 7.6: Evaluation of network metrics when the slice A increases its traffic demand
by 50%. A 95% of correlated traffic between slices and a 65% of RB occupancy in the
network are assumed.

7.5.4 Analysis of the Scalability of the Strategies

In this experiment, the impact of varying the chunk size is analyzed. To avoid

a larger computational load, the system BW is not modified, maintaining the

same value as in Table 7.1, i.e. 120 MHz. In return, the minimum allocation
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Figure 7.7: Evaluation of the unsatisfied UE rate for the slice B before and after the
slice A increases its traffic demand by 50%.

unit size (i.e. the chunk size) is modified by sweeping the parameter through

the following values: 60, 40, 30, 20, 15, 10 and 5 MHz, which are equivalent to

2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24 chunks in the network. Each chunk comprises 324, 216,

160, 106, 79, 52 and 25 RBs, respectively. For example, the previous experiments

are carried out with 20 MHz of minimum allocation unit size, which means 6

chunks for the system BW and 100 RBs per chunk. Depending on the planning

strategy, some values of the minimum allocation unit size may not be feasible

given the configuration in Table 7.1. In addition, the evaluated cases assume a

5% of correlated traffic between slices and a 65% of RB occupancy.

The results are shown in Fig. 7.8 with focus on the strategies for which the

slice capacity is specified on a per-network basis. The dotted lines connect the

performance values for the different minimum allocation unit sizes following a

sequential order (5-10-15-20-30 MHz for S2, 5-10-15-20-30-40 MHz for S4 and 5-

10-15-20-30-40-60 MHz for S6). Such strategies enable flexible chunk allocation,

so that they can further benefit from increasing the number of chunks. It is

observed that, as the number of chunks increases (i.e. the minimum allocation

unit size decreases), the strategies saturate beyond a certain value. In particular,

the cell overload factor saturates when the minimum allocation unit size is below

20 MHz. This value, used in the previous experiments, is applicable to the
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Figure 7.8: Evaluation of the impact of modifying the minimum allocation unit size for
different planning strategies. A 5% of correlated traffic between slices and a 65% of RB
occupancy in the network are assumed.

three planning strategies, as shown in Fig. 7.8. Since there is no substantial

gain for chunk sizes below 20 MHz, this limit provides a good trade-off between

performance and complexity. Lastly, it is also observed that the S4 is more

sensitive to the variations of the chunk size than the other strategies.

7.6 Conclusions

This work has addressed the problem of spectrum planning for a 5G sliced net-

work. To facilitate the transition to the new 5G paradigm, a business-driven

model has been proposed to define tenant’s requirements from a perspective

of network resources. Then, following this model, different spectrum planning

strategies for RAN slicing have been developed based on various levels of re-

source isolation and granularity. These strategies focus on the resource-oriented

(as opposed to throughput-oriented) capacity specification. Each possible strat-

egy gives the infrastructure provider different degrees of flexibility to allocate

resources. By leveraging this flexibility, the provider can efficiently adapt the

network resources to the traffic demands of the slices. The proposed spectrum

planning strategies have been evaluated in a 5G sliced network of SCs through
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snapshot-based simulations. The results show that the strategies with no iso-

lation provide the best network performance due to a more efficient resource

usage. The strategies based on a per-network capacity specification, as opposed

to a per-cell definition, enable better adaptation to the spatial traffic variations,

resulting in higher performance for low network resource occupancy and high

traffic correlation between slices. The strategies with intra-cell or inter-cell isola-

tion provide similar protection against inter-slice interference. However, for high

resource occupancy and low traffic correlation, the intra-cell isolation results in

better performance because of the greater flexibility for adapting resources to the

slices’ demands.

An interesting direction for future work extensions is the reallocation of re-

sources in the network when a new slice request arrives. The new slice, based

on its capacity specifications, may require some changes on the current resource

allocation for its successful deployment. Moreover, when the slice becomes op-

erative, the resources could also be dynamically allocated to cope with temporal

variations of the traffic demands. AI techniques can also be applied to automate

and optimize these tasks.
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8.1. Introduction

Abstract

When a network operator designs strategies for planning and operating Guaran-

teed Bit Rate (GBR) slices, there are inherent issues such as the under(over)-

provisioning of radio resources. To avoid them, modeling the User Equipment

(UE) blocking probability in each cell is key. This task is challenging due to the

total required bandwidth depends on the channel quality of each UE and the

spatio-temporal variations in the number of UE sessions. Under this context,

we propose an analytical model to evaluate the UE blocking probability in an

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell. The main nov-

elty of our model is the adoption of a multi-dimensional Erlang-B system which

meets the reversibility property. This means our model is insensitive to the hold-

ing time distribution for the UE session. In addition, this property reduces the

computational complexity of our model due to the solution for the state transi-

tion probabilities has product form. The provided results show that our model

exhibits an estimation error for the UE blocking probability below 3.5%.

8.1 Introduction

Nowadays, the industry digitalization has boosted a wide variety of unprece-

dented services with stringent requirements. To economically provide them over

a common infrastructure, network slicing has emerged as a solution [1]. Imple-

mented as slices, most of these services are envisioned to rely on data transmis-

sions with a strict Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) for each User Equipment (UE).

When a network operator designs planning and operational strategies for GBR

slices, it must consider the specific bandwidth consumption of each active UE

per slice as well as the spatio-temporal variations in the number of UE sessions.

Designing these strategies is challenging due to the bandwidth consumption of

each UE is conditioned to its channel quality. With the aim of maintaining the

Block Error Rate (BLER) for the UE’s data below a certain threshold, the cells

adopt Link Adaptation (LA). This technique enables each cell to adapt the UEs’

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) according to the experienced channel

effects (i.e., path loss, shadowing, fast fading, inter-cell interference)[2].
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To avoid inherent issues such as the under(over)-provisioning of radio re-

sources, modeling the UE blocking probability in each cell is crucial for designing

planning and operational strategies for GBR slices. Thereby, the network oper-

ator could decide the required number of cells, including their bandwidths, to

deploy/scale GBR slices while the UE blocking probability is below a certain

threshold.

Valuable models for evaluating the UE blocking probability have already been

proposed in the literature (reported in Section 8.2). Most of them rely on Markov

chains and queue theory. However, they are not appropriate for GBR slices due

to they consider a variable rate per each UE. Additionally, some of these models

are only valid for UE session durations following an exponential distribution, thus

they cannot model the traffic behavior in real scenarios [3].

In this article, we focus on modeling the radio resource consumption of a

GBR slice. Specifically, we have proposed an analytical model for assessing the

UE blocking probability in a GBR slice for an Orthogonal Frequency-Division

Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell under Poisson session arrivals. Using our model,

the network operator can decide the number of radio resources required by a cell to

provide a GBR slice while the UE blocking probability is below a given threshold.

The main novelty of our model is the employment of a Multi-dimensional Erlang-

B system which meets the reversibility property. It means our model allows the

adoption of an arbitrary distribution for the UE session duration. Additionally,

this property involves the solution for the state probabilities has product form,

thus it eases their computation. Another innovation is the consideration of the

average Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) for each UE. This allows

a more precise characterization of the UEs’ channel quality within the cell. The

provided results show that our model exhibits an estimation error for the UE

blocking probability below 3.5%.

The article is organized as follow. Section 8.2 summarizes the relevant lit-

erature. Section 8.3 presents the system model. In Section 8.4, we present the

proposed Multi-dimensional Erlang-B model. This model is validated in Section

8.5. Finally, Section 8.6 draws the main conclusions and the future work.
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8.2 Related Work

The existing literature for modeling the UE blocking probability in a cell is vast.

In [4], the authors model a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)-High Data

Rate (HDR) cell with a multi-class processor sharing queue. Since the processor

sharing discipline is insensitive to the holding time distribution, arbitrary distri-

butions can be adopted for the UE session duration. This discipline also forces

an equal distribution of radio resources among the UEs, thus this model properly

captures the behavior of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) services. In [5], this work was

extended by including intra-cell UE mobility. However this improvement involves

loosing the insensitivity property, thus only the exponential distribution is valid

for the UE session duration.

In both works, the authors have considered concentric rings to model the

channel quality distribution within the cell. This approximation easily enables the

model to capture the behavior of LA techniques. For this reason, others authors

have adopted this approach. In [6, 7, 8], the authors also focus on scenarios

with intra-cell UE mobility but considering other medium access techniques such

as Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and OFDMA. Other

works concentrate on non-3GPP access technologies. For instance, the authors

of [9] define a model for WiMAX cells. This model is then used by a Quality

of Service (QoS)-oriented resource allocation strategy for streaming flows that

require a constant bit rate. Additionally, other authors consider services beyond

mobile broadband. For example, the authors of [10, 11] adapt their models to

IPTV services.

Despite these works present valuable contributions, the consideration of con-

centric rings limits the accuracy for modeling the distribution of the channel

quality. For instance, two UEs located to the same distance from an access node

could not perceive the same channel quality. The reason is there could be dif-

ferent obstacles and geographical features between each UE and the access node,

involving a different impact of the channel effects such as shadowing or fast fading.

In an attempt to improve the model for the channel quality distribution, the

authors of [12] consider a combination of indicators such as the RSRP, RSRQ,

RSSI and SINR for each UE. Then, they use these indicators in a Markov chain

which models the operation of a cell with intra-cell UE mobility. Notwithstanding,
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the authors assume the reduction of the UE data rate when the total required

bandwidth exceed the available bandwidth in the cell, thus this model is more

appropriate for VBR services.

8.3 System Model

In this work, we focus on the downlink operation of one OFDMA cell. It provides

a GBR service to their UEs, which dynamically request and release data sessions.

This cell also supports LA, thus it must consider the channel quality perceived

by each UE to allocate them radio resources. Based on this scenario, we first

present the model for the cell. Then, we define the characteristics of the offered

traffic. Finally, we describe the model for the radio resources.

8.3.1 Cell Model

To measure the channel quality within the cell, we adopt the SINR. This indicator

depends on the radio environment and varies over time mainly due to (a) the path

loss propagation, (b) shadowing, (c) fast fading and (d) inter-cell interference. In

this work, we assume UEs have reduced mobility within the cell (e.g., semi-static

people in live events such as sport events or concerts, IoT sensors, equipment for

industry 4.0), thus (a)-(b) remain constant throughout the session duration while

(c)-(d) vary over time. Let us define γ
(t)
u,n as the instantaneous SINR measured

by the UE u in the Resource Block (RB) n (see section 8.3.3) from the cell c.

This parameter is provided by Eq. (8.1), where PRX
c denotes the received power

from the access node. This power results from the transmitted power less the

attenuation suffered by the channel effects. Lj is the cell load factor and αj,n is

a function that takes the value 1 when the RB n is allocated to the neighbor cell

j and the value 0 otherwise [1]. Note that the value for αj,n will depend on the

radio resource allocation algorithm implemented in each neighbor cell. Finally

PN is the noise power measured in one RB.

γ(t)u,n =
PRX
c∑

j∈C\{c} Ljαj,nPRX
j + PN

(8.1)

In this work, we focus on the average SINR for each UE γu. To obtain

this parameter, we average γ
(t)
u,n over all the RBs consumed by the UE u, i.e.,
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Figure 8.1: Splitting fPDF (γ) into NZ regions

∀n ∈ N u,(t)
RB , and the time period Tff as Eq. (8.2) shows. This period is a time

window over the fast fading is distinguishable. We also assume if γu is measured

several times throughout the UE session, its remains constant. Note that the

operator | · | denotes the cardinality of a set (i.e, the number of elements).

γu =
1

Tff

∫ τ+Tff

τ

1

|N u,(t)
RB |

∑
n∈Nu,(t)

RB

γ(t)u,ndt (8.2)

Considering γu is measured for a considerable amount of UEs, we can derive

the Probability Density Function (PDF) for the average SINR fPDF (γ) to model

the channel quality within the cell. Since this feature could take a huge number

of values, we split them into NZ regions to make it treatable. Depicted in Fig.

8.1, each region z is defined as the set of values for the average SINR such as

γ ∈
[
γ(z−1), γz

)
. For simplicity, we assume the session of an active UE takes

place in one of these NZ regions with probability πz, which is provided by Eq.

(8.3). Note that
∑NZ

z=1 πz = 1.

πz =

∫ γz

γ(z−1)
fPDF (γ)dγ (8.3)

Finally, we can also derive the average data rate per bandwidth unit SEz

(i.e., spectral efficiency) for each region z by using Eq. (8.4). The function
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fSINR→SE(γ) maps the SINR to the spectral efficiency under the assumption

each UE achieves all the required radio resources. This function depends on the

LA technique employed in the cell.

SEz =

∫ γz

γ(z−1)
fSINR→SE(γ)fPDF (γ)dγ (8.4)

8.3.2 Traffic Model

To model the traffic demands within a cell, we consider the statistical distribu-

tions and the average values for the arrival rate of UE sessions and the session

duration.

For the arrival rate, we assume an average of λ UE session requests per unit

time following a Poisson distribution. Since a Poisson process can be split into

NZ independent process[13], we can also express the average arrival rate for each

region as λz = λπz. Note that λ =
∑NZ

z=1 λz.

With respect to the session duration ts,u for each UE u, we assume a random

variable extracted from an arbitrary distribution. Additionally, we define µ =

1/E [ts,u] as the average rate for releasing UE sessions per unit time. Note that

the release rate is independent from the region z.

8.3.3 Radio Resource Model

We assume an OFDMA cell with a total bandwidth W . This bandwidth is

divided into N OFDM sub-carriers. In turn, these sub-carriers are grouped in

groups ofNSC sub-carriers. Each group defines a RB, which is the smallest unit of

resources that can be allocated to a UE. The number of available RBs on average

during a slot is given by Eq. (8.5). The parameter ∆f is the bandwidth between

sub-carriers whereas OH denotes the overhead factor due to control plane data.

N slot
RB =

⌊
W

NSC∆f
(1−OH)

⌋
(8.5)

Assuming all the UEs require an average data rate equal to the service GBR

DGBR, we need to compute the average number of RBs for each UE u in a time

slot. Since we assume each UE is born in a specific region z, there exist only NZ

values for the average number of RBs required by a single UE within the cell.
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These values are given by Eq. (8.6) and must satisfy Eq. (8.7) for any UE which

is born in a region z (i.e., Uz). In Eq. (8.7), Ln,u denotes the specific amount of

RBs allocated to the UE u in each time slot, whereas Nu
slots denotes the number

of time slots during the session duration ts,u. We assume Ln,u is determined by

a scheduler which aims to meet the GBR requirements of each UE.

N slot
RB,z =

⌈
DGBR

SEzNSC∆f

⌉
(8.6)

N slot
RB,z =

1

Nu
slots

Nu
slots∑
n=1

Ln,u ∀u ∈ Uz (8.7)

8.4 Capacity Model of an OFDMA Cell

This section explains the proposed model for an OFDMA cell, including the

methodology used for deriving the UE blocking probability, the average RB uti-

lization, and the cell capacity.

8.4.1 Multi-dimensional Erlang-B Model

Let us consider a cell where the values of fPDF (γ) are grouped into NZ regions.

To model this system we employ a multi-dimensional Erlang-B system. In this

model, we assume each UE session takes place into one region z, defined by the

tuple (λz, µ). The offered traffic intensity in each region becomes ρz = λz/µ, and

the total offered traffic intensity is ρ =
∑NZ

z=1 ρz.

Let s = (U1, U2, ... , UNZ
) denotes the state of the system, where Uz is the

number of active UEs in the region z. To define the set of feasible states, we take

into account (a) an active UE in the region z consumes N slot
RB,z RBs to meet its

requirements; and (b) the available RBs in the cell are limited by N slot
RB . These

statements are gathered by Eq. (8.8), which provides the necessary condition to

define a feasible state.

N slot
RB −

NZ∑
z=1

UzN
slot
RB,z ≥ 0 ∀s (8.8)

Using this equation, we can build the state transition diagram as Fig. 2
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shows. Note that for understandability purposes, the represented diagram only

shows two dimensions. To define the upper bounds in each dimension, we use

Eq. (8.9). In this equation, U cmax
z|Uy

denotes the maximum number of UEs in

the region z conditioned to the number of UEs in the remaining regions (e.g.,

red states for region 1, and green states for region 2). If the remaining regions

have 0 UEs, we can define the absolute maximum number of UEs in region z as

Uamax
z =

⌊
Nslot

RB

Nslot
RB,z

⌋
.

U cmax
z|Uy

=

⌊
N slot

RB −
∑

y∈Z\{z} UyN
slot
RB,y

N slot
RB,z

⌋
(8.9)

To clarify how the state transition diagram is built, Fig. 8.3 depicts a specific

realization of the two-dimensional Erlang-B system presented in Fig. 8.2. In this

example, each UE consumes DGBR = 2 Mbps. Considering the average spectral

efficiencies derived by Eq. (8.4) for each region are SE1 = 2.778 bps/Hz and

SE2 = 1.389 bps/Hz, the required amount of RBs in each region are N slot
RB,1 = 4

and N slot
RB,2 = 8 (i.e., using Eq. (8.6) and considering ∆f = 15 KHz and NSC = 12

sub-carriers). If we assume the cell has available N slot
RB = 20 RBs, we can check

how Eq. (8.8) is met for all the states presented in Fig. 8.3. Furthermore, the

absolute maximum number of UEs in each region (i.e., when the number of UEs

in the remaining regions is 0) is Uamax
1 = 5 UEs and Uamax

2 = 2 UEs, respectively.

Finally, focusing on the upper bounds in each dimension (i.e., red and/or green

states), we can verify how Eq. (8.9) is met. For instance, considering region

z = 1, the upper bounds (i.e., red states) are (a) U cmax
1|U2=0 = 5 when U2 = 0; (b)

U cmax
1|U2=1 = 3 when U2 = 1; and (c) U cmax

1|U2=2 = 1 when U2 = 2.

The resulting multi-dimensional Erlang-B system corresponds to a reversible

Markov process (see proof in appendix 8.6). This implies the proposed model is

insensitive to the distribution of the UE session duration, which means the state

probabilities depend only upon the mean service time [13]. Furthermore, the

solution for the state probabilities has product form as Eq. (8.10) shows, where

p(Uz) is the one-dimensional truncated Poisson distribution for traffic stream in

region z and K is a normalization constant.
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p(U1, U2, ... , UNZ
) =K · p(U1) · p(U2) · ... · p(UNZ

)

=K ·
NZ∏
z=1

ρUz
z

Uz!

(8.10)

To obtain the state probabilities, we need to derive K. This constant can

be computed by summing all the state probabilities and equaling the resulting

expression to 1, i.e.,
∑

∀s p(U1, U2, ... , UNZ
) = 1. To that end, we recursively

cover all the feasible states by using Eq. (8.11).

K−1 =

Uamax
NZ∑

UNZ
=0

Uuplim
NZ−1|UNZ∑
UNZ−1=0

...

Uuplim
1|UNZ

,UNZ−1,... ,U2∑
U1=0

(
NZ∏
z=1

ρUz
z

Uz!

)
(8.11)

In this equation, there is a summation per dimension with the aim of covering

all the feasible states. The iterator of each summation is the number of UEs per

a specific dimension, and it is bounded by the upper limit given in Eq. (8.12).

This limit is an extension of U cmax
z|Uy

(see Eq. (8.9)) which restricts its inter-

dimensional dependence to those regions above z, i.e., the iterators of the outer

summations. In this way, when the iterators of the outer summations increase,

these summations will not cover those probabilities previously covered by the

previous iterators. Considering the example provided in Fig. 8.3, this equation

will iteratively cover the states of each row from the bottom to the top.

Uuplim
z|UNZ

,UNZ−1,... ,Ux
= ⌊

N slot
RB −

∑NZ
y=z+1 UyN

slot
RB,y

N slot
RB,z

⌋
∀x > z (8.12)
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8.4.2 UE Blocking Probability

Assuming a new UE session is born in region z, it will be blocked if there not exists

a transition from the current state s(t) = (U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNZ
) to s(t+1) =

(U1, U2, ... , Uz + 1, ... , UNZ
). This happens when Uz + 1 > U cmax

z|Uy
. In this way,

the blocking states for each dimension are delimited by Eq. (8.9) (e.g., red states

for region 1 in Fig. 8.3). If we iteratively cover the blocking states for each

dimension, we can compute the UE blocking probability Bz conditioned to the

region z where the new UE session is born by Eq. (8.13).

Bz =

Uamax
Nz∑

UNZ
=0

Ubplim
NZ−1|z,UNz∑
UNZ−1=0

...

Ubplim
1|z,UNz

,UNz−1
,... ,U2∑

U1=0

p
(
U1, U2, ... , U

cmax
z|Uy

, ... , UNz

)
(8.13)

This expression is composed by NZ − 1 recursive summations, one per region

excluding z. In turn, each summation is delimited by U bplim
k|z,UNz ,...,Ux

, given by Eq.

(8.14). The aim of this upper bound is similar to Eq. (8.12) with the difference

the region z is not considered (i.e., Uz must be forced to U cmax
z|Uy

). Thereby, the

summations only cover the blocking states in each iteration. The variable k

denotes the specific region that a summation covers.

U bplim
k|z,UNz ,...,Ux

= ⌊
N slot

RB −
∑

y>k,y∈Z\{z} UyN
slot
RB,y

N slot
RB,k

⌋
∀x > k (8.14)

Finally, the UE blocking probability in the cell is computed as the sum of the

conditional blocking probabilities weighted by the probability of a UE session is

born in each region (see Eq. (8.15)).

B =

NZ∑
z=1

πzBz (8.15)
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8.4.3 Mean Number of Consumed RBs and Cell Capacity

Another key parameters derived by our model are the mean number of RBs

consumed in a cell NRB, and the cell capacity Dc.

The mean number of RBs can be computed as the average number of UEs U z

in each region z multiplied by the consumed RBs (see Eq. (8.16)). In turn, we

compute U z using Little’s theorem[13], i.e., U z = λz/µ (1−Bz) = ρz (1−Bz).

NRB =

NZ∑
z=1

U zN
slot
RB,z (8.16)

The cell capacity is provided by Eq. (8.17). It is derived as the product of

the mean number of UEs in each region multiplied by the data rate consumed by

each UE.

Dc =

NZ∑
z=1

U zDGBR (8.17)

8.5 Numerical Results

Since the state-of-the-art models for computing the UE blocking probability (see

section 8.2) are not appropriate for GBR slices under our assumptions (i.e., re-

duced UE mobility and arbitrary distribution for the duration of the UE sessions),

we cannot provide a fair comparison between these models and our model. For

this reason, in this section we only focus on the validation of the proposed model.

First, we present the experimental setup. Then, we analyze the aspects that im-

pact on the execution time of our model. Finally, we evaluate the relative error

for the UE blocking probability. Due to space limit, this section is focused on this

parameter. Notwithstanding, we have also derived similar results for the mean

number of consumed RBs and the cell capacity.

8.5.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the proposed model, we use a Matlab-based simulator that simulates

the arrival and departure of UE sessions in a cell. This simulator receives the PDF

for the average SINR fPDF (γ) as an input parameter. Table 8.1 summarizes the
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Table 8.1: Configuration Parameters

Parameters Configuration

Access Technology 5G NR

Sub-carrier Spacing
∆f (OFDMA)

15 KHz

Sub-carriers per
RB NSC (OFDMA)

12

Access Node: Bandwidth W
/ Number of RBs N slot

RB

10 MHz / 52 RBs; 15 MHz / 79 RBs;
20 MHz /106 RBs;

PDF average SINR in
the cell: fPDF (γ)

Built using a dataset from a live LTE network

Service GBR DGBR 10 Mbps (e.g., on demand HD videostreaming)

PDF Regions 5, 9, 15 lineally spaced regions

Traffic Load ρ From 0.2 to 1.5

configuration parameters. Regarding the access technology, we assume a Fifth

Generation (5G)-New Radio (NR) cell implementing an OFDMA scheme with

∆f = 15 KHz, and NSC = 12. We also consider several cell bandwidths from

10 MHz to 20 MHz [14]. Additionally, the radio resource allocation in 5G-NR

is carried out by multiples of 2, 4, 8 and 16 RBs [15]. In our evaluation, we

consider each UE consumes multiples of 4 RBs, thus Eq. (8.6) was accordingly

modified. With respect to fPDF (γ), we have derived it by using real dataset from

a Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. Note that 5G dataset is not available

due to the deployment of 5G networks are already in an early stage. Specifically,

this dataset contained the probabilities of reporting a certain Channel Quality

Indicator (CQI). This means we have directly used the Table 5.2.2.1-3 in [15] to

map each probability into the spectral efficiency achieved by a specific CQI, i.e.,

this table correspond to the spectral efficiency provided by the 5G NR standard.

For the GBR service, we have assumed a data rate of DGBR = 10 Mbps.

Considering these configuration parameters, we have evaluated the UE block-

ing probability in function of the offered traffic intensity. Specifically from ρ = 0.2

to 1.5. Additionally, we have considered different values for the number of regions,

from NZ = 5 to 15. All the experiments have been carried out on a computer

with 16 GB RAM and an Intel core i7-7700HQ @ 2.80 GHz.
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8.5.2 Execution Time Evaluation

We have assessed the time complexity of our analytical model in two scenarios. In

the former, we have covered several cell bandwidths, considering NZ = 9. In the

latter, we have considered different number of regions, with a cell bandwidth of

15 MHz (i.e., 79 RBs). The results for both scenarios are shown in Table 8.2. We

observe the execution time grows exponentially with the number of regions and

cell bandwidth. The reason is using higher values for both parameters involves

an increment in the number of states in the Markov chain as Eq. (8.8) shows.

Note that the execution time does not depend on the offered traffic intensity.

8.5.3 Model Validation

To validate our model, we have computed the relative error as ϵr(%) = Bsim−Bmod
Bsim

·
100, where Bsim and Bmod denote the UE blocking probability extracted from

the model and simulator, respectively.

In Fig. 8.4(a), we depict the UE blocking probability derived from our model

and the simulator. It shows how the UE blocking probability increases when (a)

the available RBs in the cell are decreased and (b) the offered traffic intensity

increases. This graph is useful for network operators because it allows to decide

the bandwidth for each cell (i.e., N slot
RB ) while a threshold for B is provided, given

certain conditions for the offered traffic intensity and the cell interference (i.e., a

specific fPDF (γ)). Due to the scale used for the vertical and horizontal axes in

Fig. 8.4(a), the error between the simulation and the model cannot be observed.

In Fig. 8.4(b), we represent the relative error, which is below 3.5 % for any

case. We also notice this error is higher with higher cell bandwidths. This fact

is induced by the simulator because it takes less samples for the highest states

(e.g., blocking states) when the number of states increases. The reason is the

probability of reaching the blocking states is lower, i.e., see Fig. 8.4(a), thus less

Table 8.2: Execution Time

NZ = 9 Nslot
RB = 79

N slot
RB = 52 N slot

RB = 79 N slot
RB = 106 NZ = 5 NZ = 9 NZ = 15

0.009 s 0.0036 s 0.171 s 0.006 s 0.032 s 0.343 s
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(a) UE Blocking Probability: Model vs Simulation

(b) Relative error

Figure 8.4: Evaluation of UE Blocking Probability for different cell bandwidths.

data samples for these states are taken during the simulation (i.e., number of

times in a blocking state)

Finally, we evaluate the relative error when our model use a different number

of regions. In 8.5(a), each case were compared with the simulator implementing

NZ = 15. We observe ϵr is below 1.5% when the model also implements NZ =

15. However, this error increases when the number of regions decreases. This

increment is not induced by our model but rather the fact of splitting the fPDF (γ)

(see Fig. 8.1). When the number of regions is reduced and this number is small

enough, each region could take a portion of the fPDF (γ) different from the case of

using a higher number of regions. This results in a slightly different distribution

of πz, which involves an unfair comparison. In Fig. 8.5(b), we observe the relative

error considerably decreases when each simulation implements the same number
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(a) The simulator implements NZ = 15

(b) The simulator implements the same number of regions as the
model

Figure 8.5: Relative error in the evaluation of UE Blocking Probability for different
number of regions

of regions as our model, proving it suits the simulator results.

8.6 Conclusions and Future Work

Network slicing is envisioned as a solution for providing emerging services over a

common network infrastructure. Implemented as slices, most of these services will

rely on data transmission with a strict GBR. Designing strategies for planning

and operating GBR services could involve inherent issues such as the under(over)-

provisioning of radio resources. To avoid that, it is crucial to model the UE

blocking probability in each cell. Under this context, we propose an analytical

model to evaluate this parameter. The main novelty is the consideration of a

multi-dimensional Erlang-B system, which meets the reversibility property. This
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means our model is valid for arbitrary distributions of the UE session duration.

This property also reduces the computation complexity of the model due to the

solution for the state probabilities has product form. Additionally, our proposal

considers the PDF for the average SINR in the cell to model the distribution of

the channel quality. The results show that our model exhibits an estimation error

for the UE blocking probability below 3.5%.

Regarding the future work, several challenges lie ahead. One challenge is to

include the effect of the scheduling discipline (e.g., proportional fair). Another

challenge is considering services which simultaneously support VBR and GBR

traffic.

Appendix A: Reversibility in a Markov Process

To proof the reversibility property of the proposed model, we follow the Kol-

mogorov cycle criteria [13]. This states that a necessary and sufficient condition

for reversibility of a multi-dimensional Markov process is that for each dimension-

pair, the circulation flow among four neighboring states in a square equals to zero

(i.e., flow clockwise = flow counter-clockwise).

Considering four neighbor states from two arbitrary regions z and x (i.e.,

z ̸= x): s1 = (U1, ... Uz, ... Ux, ... UNz), s2 = (U1, ... Uz, ... Ux + 1, ... UNz), s3 =

(U1, ... Uz+1, ... Ux+1, ... UNz), and s4 = (U1, ... Uz+1, ... Ux, ... UNz), we derive

the clockwise and counter clockwise flows fcw = λx · p1 · λz · p2 · (Ux + 1)µ · p3 ·
(Uz +1)µ · p4 and fccw = λz · p1 ·λx · p4 · (Uz +1)µ · p3 · (Ux+1)µ · p4, respectively.
We denote py the probability of state sy. If we compare both equations, we easily

check that the clockwise and the counter clockwise flows are equal. Thus, the

proposed Erlang-B model is reversible.
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9.1. Introduction

Abstract

Modeling the User Equipment (UE) blocking probability is key for planning the

amount of radio resources required by a slice with Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)

requirements. This task is challenging since the amount of these resources de-

pends on the channel quality of each UE, the packet scheduler discipline, the

number and locations of UEs, as well as the other cell interference. Under this

context, we propose an analytical model to evaluate the UE blocking probabil-

ity for a GBR slice in a 5G New Radio (NR) Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell. The main novelty of our model is the adoption

of a multi-dimensional Erlang-B system which meets the reversibility property.

This involves our model is insensitive to the holding time distribution for the

UE sessions (i.e., the distribution can be arbitrary). The reversibility property

also involves the state transition probabilities have product form, so that the

computational complexity of our model is small. Our model admits as input any

distribution for the average channel quality. Furthermore, it considers a channel-

aware packet scheduler. We validate the proposed model by means of simulation,

demonstrating an estimation error for the UE blocking probability below 1.5%.

9.1 Introduction

The emergence of Fifth Generation (5G) mobile networks will bring the digital-

ization of the industry verticals. It will boost a wide variety of unprecedented

communication services with stringent requirements in terms of performance and

functionalities [1]. Considering each communication service separately and build-

ing a Radio Access Network (RAN) accordingly would be unfeasible in terms of

cost. RAN slicing is a technological solution to economically provide separate

communication services over a common wireless infrastructure [2]. It consists of

the provision of multiple logical networks, denominated RAN slices, each adapted

to the requirements of a specific communication service. Implemented by RAN

slices, some emerging communication services are envisioned to rely on data trans-

missions with strict Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) requirements for their User

Equipments (UEs) [3].

When a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) performs activities for planning
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in advance the deployment of multiple RAN slices with GBR requirements, it

must consider the specific bandwidth consumption of each active UE session

per RAN slice as well as the spatio-temporal variations in the number of UE

sessions. Designing strategies for planning these RAN slices is challenging since

the bandwidth consumption of each active UE session depends on (a) the UE

channel quality; (b) the scheduler discipline of each serving cell, (c) the service

guarantees in each RAN slice, and (c) the other cell interference.

To avoid the under(over)-provisioning of radio resources for each RAN slice,

the MNO requires the design of accurate planning strategies. For instance, the

under-provisioning of radio resources for a RAN slice could involve that a con-

siderable amount of its UE sessions would be rejected since they would not be

able to meet the GBR requirements. This means the probability of blocking UE

sessions, hereinafter denominated as UE blocking probability, would be unaccept-

ably high in one or more cells. To avoid that, it is crucial for the MNO to model

the UE blocking probability for RAN slices with GBR requirements in each cell.

Thereby, the MNO could properly carry out planning activities such as deciding

the required number of cells, including their bandwidths, to deploy these RAN

slices while the UE blocking probability for each RAN slice in each cell is below

a certain threshold.

9.1.1 Related Works

The existing literature for modeling the UE blocking probability in a cell is vast.

In [4], the authors provide an excellent model which is based on a multi-class

processor sharing queue for a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)-High Data

Rate cell. Since the processor sharing discipline is insensitive to the holding time

distribution, arbitrary distributions can be adopted for the UE session duration.

This discipline also forces an equal distribution of radio resources among the

UEs, therefore this model is applicable to Round Robin and Proportional Fair

(PF) scheduling disciplines. Considering these disciplines involve those UE ses-

sions with better channel conditions could achieve a data rate equal or above

the GBR, whereas those UE sessions with worse channel conditions could be re-

jected. This means this model is not appropriate for providing a GBR service

to any UE regardless its channel conditions. In [5], this work was extended by
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including intra-cell UE mobility. However this improvement involves loosing the

insensitivity property, thus only the exponential distribution is valid for the UE

session duration.

In both works, the authors build their model based on two scenarios: (a)

a single cell in isolation, and (b) multiple cells following regular topologies. In

the first scenario, the authors consider the intra-cell interference is constant over

the considered cell. In the second scenario, the authors consider the cells are

placed either equidistantly in an infinite line or following an hexagonal distribu-

tion. These assumptions easily enable their model to capture an approximate

estimation of the average channel quality within the considered cell by using a

discrete number of concentric rings. However, these assumptions limit the accu-

racy for modeling the distribution of the average channel quality. For instance,

two UEs located at the same distance from an access node could not perceive

the same channel quality. The reason is there could be different obstacles and

geographical features between each UE and the serving access node, involving a

different impact of the channel effects such as the shadowing.

Due to the simplicity for modeling the average channel quality by using con-

centric rings, other authors have also considered this approach in their models for

the UE blocking probability (e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]). In [6], the authors have pro-

posed a Markov chain-based model to compute the UE blocking probability. The

main novelty of this model is the consideration of UE mobility within a cell based

on Wideband CDMA. Using this model, the paper proposes an admission control

mechanism for UE sessions supporting voice and data calls with a minimum data

rate. In [7], the authors use a ring-based model for modeling the coverage area of

a base station which implements Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access

(OFDMA). This model also considers the UE mobility within the cell as well as

the effect of handovers from adjacent cells. Based on that, the model considers

the equilibrium balance equations for the UEs in each ring to compute the UE

blocking probability for a service with a constant data rate. In [8], the authors

propose an analytical model to capture the time-varying capacity of an OFDMA

cell. Based on a Markov chain, this model also considers concentric rings to cap-

ture the data rate achieved by each UE. Furthermore, their model captures the

UE mobility within the cell by assuming an exponential distribution for moving

an UE from one ring to another. Using this model, the authors design an ad-
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mission control mechanism which considers the UE blocking probability. In [9],

the authors propose a Quality of Service-oriented resource allocation strategy for

streaming flows that require a constant bit rate in a WiMaX cell. The proposed

strategy considers an analytical model to derive the UE blocking probability.

This model is based on a Markov chain which assumes a set of concentric rings to

model the channel quality within the cell. Additionally, all the previous models

present valuable contributions which have been applied by others authors which

go beyond traditional mobile broadband services. For instance, the authors of

[10, 11] adapt their models to IPTV services which requires GBR requirements.

Despite these works contribute significantly to the state-of-the-art solutions

for modeling the UE blocking probability for GBR services, they present some

drawbacks as the assumption of an exponential distribution for the UE session

duration and/or the limited modeling of the average channel quality within the

cell.

In an attempt to consider a more precise characterization of the average chan-

nel quality within the cell, the authors of [12] consider several zones distinguished

by the strength of the received signal. Specifically, they use a combination of indi-

cators such as the Received Signal Received Power, the Received Signal Received

Quality, the Received Signal Strength Indication and the Signal-to-Interference-

plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of each UE to compute the UE blocking probability in

a scenario with intra-cell UE mobility. These indicators are taken as input for

a Markov chain-based model. Despite this improvement, the authors assume a

reduction of the data rate for each UE when the total required bandwidth ex-

ceed the available bandwidth in the cell, thus this model is not appropriate for a

GBR service. Furthermore, this work assume the UE session duration follows an

exponential distribution.

Finally, the state-of-the-art proposals which model the UE blocking proba-

bility for GBR services do not consider the impact on the channel gain when a

packet scheduler dynamically allocates radio resources to the active UE sessions.

In the literature, there exists a wide range of channel-aware strategies to sched-

ule radio resources for GBR services. We recommend the readers to review the

comprehensive survey presented in [13], where the most representative scheduling

strategies for GBR services are analyzed.
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9.1.2 Contributions

In this article, we assume a single OFDMA cell implements a RAN slice to provide

a communication service with GBR requirements. Furthermore, this communi-

cation service does not present strict requirements in terms of latency. We also

consider the UEs served by this RAN slice generate data sessions following a Pois-

son distribution. In addition, the cell implements a channel-aware scheduler to

dynamically allocate radio resources to these UEs with the goal of satisfying their

GBR requirements. Under this context, the main contributions of this article are:

• The proposal of an analytical model for assessing the UE blocking probabil-

ity. This model is based on a Multi-dimensional Erlang-B system. It meets

the reversibility property which means the proposed model allows the adop-

tion of an arbitrary distribution for the UE session duration. Additionally,

this property involves the solution for the state probabilities has product

form, thus it reduces the complexity for their computation. Furthermore,

the proposed model considers as input a generic distribution for the average

SINR which an arbitrary UE session could perceive. Unlike the state-of-

the-art proposals, this approach allows a more precise characterization of

the UEs’ channel quality within the cell. For example, our model may use

as input a distribution of the average SINR obtained by either experimental

measurements in a real network or simulation.

• The proposed model considers the cell implements a channel-aware sched-

uler to dynamically allocate the radio resources planned for this RAN slice

to its active UE sessions. Specifically, we have provided the mathemati-

cal formulation which relates the GBR achieved by an active UE session

and the number of allocated radio resources for such session. For com-

prehensibility purposes, we have considered a representative channel-aware

scheduler based on the alpha-fair metric [14]. However, this does not detract

the proposed model from considering any other channel-aware scheduler by

following the proposed formulation.

A first version of this model was presented in our recent work [15], however

we considered the cell implements a channel-agnostic scheduler. It means the

previous version of the model did not capture the channel gain perceived by
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a UE session if the scheduler had allocated to it those radio resources which

provide it a better instantaneous SINR. In this paper, we take a crucial step

towards a more realistic approach by considering the cell implements a channel-

aware scheduler. This means the new version of the model considers this channel

gain in the computation of the UE blocking probability.

In the provided results, we first validate the proposed multi-dimensional

Erlang-B model by means of simulation, demonstrating that it exhibits an es-

timation error for the UE blocking probability below 1.5%. Then, based on the

proposed model, we show the benefits of using a channel-aware scheduler to re-

duce the UE blocking probability.

The remainder of this article is organized as follow. Section 9.2 describes

the system model. In Section 9.3, we present the proposed Multi-dimensional

Erlang-B model. Then, we describe how the channel-aware scheduler meets the

GBR requirements of each UE session in Section 9.4. In Section 9.5, we define the

experimental setup and based on that, we validate the proposed model and evalu-

ate the impact of using a channel-aware scheduler in the UE blocking probability.

Finally, Section 9.6 draws the main conclusions.

9.2 System Model

In this work, we focus on the downlink operation of a single OFDMA cell. It

implements a RAN slice providing a GBR service to their UEs, which dynami-

cally request and release data sessions. This cell also implements a channel-aware

scheduler which considers the channel quality perceived by the UEs to dynami-

cally allocate them radio resources. Based on this scenario, we first describe the

model for the radio resources in a OFDMA cell. Then, we define the channel

model. Later, we present the characteristics of the offered traffic. Finally, we

define the characteristic of the channel-aware scheduler.

9.2.1 Radio Resource Model

We assume a serving OFDMA cell i ∈ I with a total bandwidth Wi. This

bandwidth is divided into N OFDM sub-carriers. In turn, these sub-carriers

are arranged in groups of NSC sub-carriers. Each group of sub-carriers defines a

Resource Block (RB), which is the smallest unit of resources that can be allocated
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to a single UE. The number of available RBs during a time slot is given by Eq.

(9.1). The parameter ∆f is the bandwidth between sub-carriers whereas OH

denotes the overhead factor due to control plane data.

NRB
i =

⌊
Wi

NSC∆f
(1−OH)

⌋
(9.1)

If the cell i employs a small sub-carrier spacing ∆f and a large bandwidth

Wi, the number of available RBs in a time slot could be too high. For instance,

in a 5G-New Radio (NR) cell, the maximum number of available RBs could be

273 units [16] [17]. From the perspective of radio resource allocation, it becomes

advantageous to reduce the management complexity by grouping the RBs into

resource chunks, which are allocated to the UEs as indivisible units [18]. This

can be done through the concept of Resource Block Group (RBG) defined in

[19]. A RBG is a collection of consecutive RBs that can be allocated to a specific

UE. The size of the RBG NRBG
size (i.e., number of consecutive RBs) can be used

for establishing the minimum allocation unit size. Increasing NRBG
size may serve

to reduce the signaling overhead at the expense of a loss of flexibility. Based

on that, we can compute the available RBGs on a time slot in the cell i as

NRBG
i =

⌊
NRB

i /NRBG
size

⌋
.

9.2.2 Channel Model

In this work, we consider the UEs have reduced mobility within the cell (e.g.,

semi-static people in live events such as sport events or concerts, IoT sensors, or

equipment for industry 4.0). This means we do not consider the time variation

of the shadow fading and the path-loss for each UE. Based on such assumption,

we adopt the SINR as the metric to measure the channel quality within the cell

i.

Specifically, we define in Eq. (9.2) the instantaneous SINR γu,n (m) for the

UE u in the RBG n and the time slot m [20]. In Eq. (9.2), Xi,u,n (m) denotes

the fading component which is random and varies for each time slot m and RBG

n. We adopt the well-known Rayleigh-fading model for the fading component

Xi,u,n (m), leading to an exponential distribution with unit mean. The param-

eters P i,u,n and P j,u,n denote the average received powers from the serving cell

i ∈ I and the neighbor cell j ∈ I\{i}, respectively. The average received power
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from a cell i depends on the path-loss h
PL
i,u and the shadowing h

SH
i,u as well as

on the transmission power per RBG Pi,n, i.e., P i,u,n = h
PL
i,u · hSHi,u · Pi,n. We con-

sider the cell transmits the same constant power for each RBG, i.e., Pi,n = Pi,m

∀n ∈ NRBG, ∀m ∈ NRBG. Hereinafter, we omit the subscript n for the trans-

mitted power and the average received power, i.e., Pi instead of Pi,n; and P i,u

instead of P i,u,n. Finally, PN is the noise power measured in one RBG.

γu,n (m) =
P i,u,nXi,u,n (m)∑

j∈I\{i} P j,u,nXj,u,n (m) + PN

(9.2)

In addition to the instantaneous SINR, we consider the average SINR γu,n for

each UE u and RBG n. To obtain this parameter, we average the instantaneous

SINR γu,n (m) in the last M time slots as Eq. (9.3) shows.

γu,n =
1

M

τ−1∑
m=τ−M

γu,n (m) (9.3)

We also consider the number of interfering base stations goes to infinity and

the average received interference power at UE u from each interference base sta-

tion j ∈ I\{i} is equally strong. Under such assumption, the instantaneous SINR

γu,n (t) follows an exponential distribution with mean γ̃u [20]. This results in the

simplified Probability Density Function (PDF) fγu,n (γ) and Cumulative Distri-

bution Function (CDF) Fγu,n (γ) defined in Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5), respectively.

fγu,n [γ] =
1

γ̃u
exp

[
−γ
γ̃u

]
(9.4)

Fγu,n [γ] = 1− exp

[
−γ
γ̃u

]
(9.5)

The parameter γ̃u is the SINR resulting from the average received power of the

serving cell as well as the interfering powers omitting the fast-fading component

as defined in Eq. (9.6). This means we are approximating the average SINR

defined in Eq. (9.3) as γu,n ≈ γ̃u. Since the average SINR does not depend on

the RBG n, we omit the subscript n for such parameter in the remainder of this

paper, i.e., γu instead of γu,n.
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Figure 9.1: Splitting the PDF for the average SINR fγu
[γ] into NZ

regions

γ̃u =
P i,u∑

j∈I\{i} P j,u (t) + PN

(9.6)

Considering γu is measured for a considerable amount of active UEs, we can

derive the PDF for the average SINR fγu
(γ) to model the average channel quality

within the cell. Since this feature could take a huge number of values, we split

them into NZ regions to make it tractable. Depicted in Fig. 9.1, each region

z is defined as the set of values for the average SINR such as γ ∈
[
γ(z−1), γz

)
.

For simplicity, we assume the session of an active UE takes place in one of these

NZ regions with probability πz, which is provided by Eq. (9.7). Note that∑NZ
z=1 πz = 1. Furthermore, we assume the UE sessions which take place in a

region z ∈ Z have an average SINR γz. Finally, γz is the average of the average

SINR γ within the interval
[
γ(z−1), γz

)
as defined in Eq. (9.8).

πz =

∫ γz

γ(z−1)
fγu

[γ] dγ (9.7)

γz =
1

πz

∫ γz

γ(z−1)
γfγu

[γ] dγ (9.8)
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9.2.3 Traffic Model

To model the traffic demands within a cell, we consider the statistical distribu-

tions and the average values for the arrival rate of UE sessions and the session

duration.

For the arrival rate, we assume an average of λ UE session requests per unit

time following a Poisson distribution. Since a Poisson process can be split into

NZ independent process[21], we can also express the average arrival rate for each

region z as λz = λπz. Note that λ =
∑NZ

z=1 λz.

With respect to the session duration tsessionu for each UE u, we assume a

random variable extracted from an arbitrary distribution. Additionally, we define

µ = 1/E
[
tsessionu

]
as the average rate for releasing UE sessions per unit time.

Note that the release session rate is independent from the region z.

9.2.4 Channel-Aware Scheduler

We focus on modeling the UE blocking probability for a RAN slice with GBR

requirements considering the OFDMA cell implements a channel-aware scheduler.

The analysis of which channel-aware scheduler provides a better performance for

such RAN slice would deserve further investigation but is beyond the scope of

this work. For this reason, we consider a representative channel-aware scheduler

as the one depicted in Fig. 9.2. In the first step, the scheduler computes the

metric γ̂u,n defined in Eq. (9.9) for each UE u ∈ U in each RBG n ∈ NRBG. In

Eq. (9.9), γ̂u,n is based on the metric proposed in [22] and analyzed in [14]. For

simplicity, we specifically consider the SINR instead of the data rate for an UE u.

In this metric, the parameter zu defines the region where the data session of the

UE u was born. The fairness factor α is an adjustable parameter that controls

the fairness of the RBG allocation.

γ̂u,n =
γu,n(
γzu
)α (9.9)

In this work we consider all the UE sessions require a GBR equal to DGBR.

However, the channel conditions for each UE session are different. This means

each UE session needs a specific amount of RBGs to meet its GBR requirements.

Note that if the MNO set α = 1.0, the scheduler would implement the PF criteria.
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It would involve all the UEs sessions have the same probability of being allocated

with a RBG [23]. In this case, those UEs which perceived a low average SINR

would have a lower data rate (it could be even below the GBR) than those

UEs which perceived a higher average SINR. To avoid that, the MNO could set

α > 1.0 with the goal of increasing the amount of allocated RBGs to those UE

which perceives a lower average SINR. In Section 9.5, we show the benefits of

considering this approach.

Based on this metric, the scheduler decides in the second step to pre-allocate

each RBG n to the UE u with the greatest metric γ̂u,n as Eq. (9.10) shows. In

Eq. (9.10), Su,n is a binary variable which defines with a value 1 if the RBG n

is pre-allocated to the UE u and 0 otherwise. Note that
∑

u∈U Su,n = 1, i.e., the

RBG n is pre-allocated to one UE. Furthermore,
∑

u∈U
∑NRBG

i
n=1 Su,n = NRBG

i ,

i.e., all the available RBGs in the cell are pre-allocated to the set of UEs U .

Su,n =


1 γ̂u,n ≥ max

∀v∈U\{u}
{γ̂v,n}

0 otherwise
(9.10)

Despite the use of the fairness factor α in Eq. (9.9), this pre-allocation does

not guarantee the UEs achieve a data rate equal to the GBR. Since we focus on

a scenario where all the UEs only get the GBR, we consider the channel-aware

1
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𝑁𝑅𝐵
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ҧ𝛾𝑧𝑢
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2. Pre-allocate each RBG 𝑛 to 

the UE 𝑢 with the greater 
metric ො𝛾𝑢,𝑛 (i.e., computing 

𝑆𝑢,𝑛)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

RBGs allocated to UE #1 RBGs allocated to UE #2

RBGs allocated to UE #3

3. ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝒩, decide with 
probability P𝑢 if the RBG 
𝑛 is finally allocated to 
the UE 𝑢.
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P1 P1P1P2P3 P2 P1 P2P3

Unallocated RBGs

Figure 9.2: Tasks performed by the channel-aware scheduler during
the time slot m. For simplicity, we show an illustrative example with
three UEs and nine RBGs.
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scheduler limits the amount of RBGs for those UEs with an achievable data rate

above the GBR. For this reason, this scheduler decides in the third step which

percentage Pu of RBGs are finally allocated for each UE u. Based on that, we

define the probability P [Tu,n = 1] that the RBG n is finally allocated to the UE

u in Eq. (9.11). In this equation, the parameter Tu,n is a binary variable which

takes the value 1 if the RBG n is finally allocated to the UE u and 0 otherwise.

P [Su,n = 1] denotes the probability that the RBG n is pre-allocated in the second

step to the UE u. Note that Pu and P [Su,n = 1] are independent. Furthermore∑
u∈U Tu,n ≤ 1, i.e., the RBG n could be (or not) allocated to one UE. In addition,∑
u∈U

∑NRBG
i

n=1 Tu,n ≤ NRBG
i , i.e., all the available RBs may not be scheduled in

a time slot.

P [Tu,n = 1] = PuP [Su,n = 1] (9.11)

To derive P [Su,n = 1], we perform the operations described in Eq. (9.12).

The resulting expression depends on (a) the PDF of the instantaneous SINR for

the UE u; and (b) the CDFs of the instantaneous SINR for the remaining UEs

[24].

P [Su,n = 1] = P

[
γ̂u,n ≥ max

∀v∈U\{u}
{γ̂v,n} |γu,n = γ

]
=

∫ ∞

0
fγ̂u,n [γ]

∏
∀v∈U\{u}

Fγ̂v,n [γ] dγ

=

∫ ∞

0

(
γzu
)α
fγu,n

[(
γzu
)α · γ

] ∏
∀v∈U\{u}

Fγv,n

[(
γzv
)α · γ

]
dγ

(9.12)

Since all the UE sessions are distributed into Nz regions where each region

gathers Uz UE sessions (i.e., U1+U2+ ...+UNz = |U|), we can rewrite P [Su,n = 1]

as Eq. (9.13) shows.

P [Su,n = 1] =

∫ ∞

0

(
γzu
)α
fγu,n

[(
γzu
)α · γ

]
·
(
Fγ1,n [(γ1)

α · γ]
)U1 ·

(
Fγ2,n [(γ2)

α · γ]
)U2 ...

·
(
Fγu,n

[(
γzu
)α · γ

])Uz−1 · ... ·
(
FγNz,n

[(
γNz

)α · γ
])UNz dγ (9.13)
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Considering the PDF and the CDFs of the instantaneous SINR defined in

Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5), we can rewrite P [Su,n = 1] as Eq. (9.14) shows. The definite

integral described in this equation has an analytical solution which depends on

the specific value of the fairness factor α and the number of active UE sessions

in each region (i.e., U1, U2, ..., UNz). Note that we have removed the subscript

n since the PDF and the CDFs do not depend on the RBG n. Furthermore, we

have replaced the subscript u with z as the computed probability is the same for

all the UE whose data session has been born in the region z. This also involves

that Pu can be redefined as Pz and thus, the Eq. (9.11) can be redefined as

P [Tz = 1] = PzP [Sz = 1].

P [Sz = 1] =

∫ ∞

0
(γz)

α−1 exp
[
− (γz)

α−1 · γ
]
·
(
1− exp

[
− (γ1)

α−1 · γ
])U1

·
(
1− exp

[
− (γ2)

α−1 · γ
])U2

· ... ·
(
1− exp

[
− (γz)

α−1 · γ
])Uz−1

· ...

·
(
1− exp

[
−
(
γNz

)α−1 · γ
])UNz

dγ (9.14)

We need to compute the average number of RBGs for each UE u in a time

slot. Since we assume each UE session is born in a specific region z of the

cell i, the average number of RBGs for a single UE depends on the scheduling

probability P [Tz = 1]. In Eq. (9.15), we see P [Tz = 1] depends on the state

s = (U1, U2, ... , UNZ
) ∈ S. This state defines the total amount of active UE

sessions as well as their distribution along the Nz regions. S denotes the set of

potential states of the system.

NRBG
z,s =

⌈
P [Tz = 1]NRBG

i

⌉
(9.15)

In addition, the average number of RBGs obtained by a single UE session

which is born in region z must satisfy Eq. (9.16) in which T u
slots denotes the

number of time slots throughout the session duration.

NRBG
z,s =

1

T u
slots

Tu
slots∑
t=1

NRBG
i∑
n=1

T (t)
u,n ∀u ∈ Uz (9.16)
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9.3 UE Blocking Probability and Capacity Model of

an OFDMA Cell

This section explains the proposed model for an OFDMA cell, including the

methodology to derive the UE blocking probability, the average RBG utilization,

and the cell capacity for a RAN slice with GBR requirements.

9.3.1 Multi-dimensional Erlang-B Model

Let us consider a cell where the values of fγu
[γ] for a single RAN slice are grouped

into NZ regions. To model this system, we employ a multi-dimensional Erlang-B

model. In this model, we assume each UE session takes place into one region z,

defined by the tuple (λz, µ). The offered traffic intensity in each region becomes

ρz = λz/µ, and the total offered traffic intensity is ρ =
∑NZ

z=1 ρz.

To define the set of potential states of the system S, we take into account

(a) an active UE session in the region z consumes NRBG
z,s RBGs on average; and

(b) the available RBGs in the cell are limited by NRBG
i . These statements are

gathered by Eq. (9.17), which provides the necessary condition to define a state

s ∈ S.

NRBG
i −

NZ∑
z=1

UzN
RBG
z,s ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S (9.17)

Focusing on a single state s ∈ S, it could happen that the GBR requirements

could not be met for the UE sessions which fall within one or more regions, i.e.,

their average data rates could be less than DGBR. This means the state s is not

valid and thus, one or more UE sessions should be rejected. For this reason, we

define the set S ′ = S \ Snf of feasible states. Snf denotes those states belonging

to S where at least one UE session does not meet the GBR requirements. In

section 9.4, we provide details about determining a valid state s ∈ S ′, i.e., that

one in which all the active UE sessions meet the GBR requirements.

Considering the set S ′ of feasible states, we can build the state transition

diagram as Fig. 9.3 shows. Note that for simplicity, the represented diagram

only shows two dimensions, corresponding to the regions z = 1 and z = 2.

In this diagram, U cmax
z|Uy

denotes the maximum number of UE sessions in the
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Figure 9.3: State transition diagram for a two-dimensional Erlang-B
system. Note that red and green states correspond to U1 = U cmax

1|U2
and

U2 = U cmax
2|U1

, respectively.

region z conditioned to the number of UE sessions in the remaining regions

(e.g., red states for region 1, and green states for region 2). This means that

considering the state s(t) =
(
U1, U2, ... , U

cmax
z|Uy

, ... , UNz

)
∈ S ′ ∀y ∈ Z \ {z},

then, the transition to the state s(t+1) =
(
U1, U2, ... , U

cmax
z|Uy

+ 1, ... , UNz

)
/∈ S ′

∀y ∈ Z \ {z}. If the remaining regions have 0 UEs, we can define the absolute

maximum number of UE sessions Uamax
z in region z. This means that consider-

ing the state s(t) = (0, 0, ... , Uamax
z , ... , 0) ∈ S ′, then the transition to the state

s(t+1) = (0, 0, ... , Uamax
z + 1, ... , 0) /∈ S ′.

The resulting multi-dimensional Erlang-B system corresponds to a reversible

Markov process (see proof in appendix 8.6). This implies the proposed model is

insensitive to the distribution of the UE session duration, which means the state

probabilities depend only upon the mean service time [21]. Furthermore, the so-

lution for the probability of being in a state s ∈ S ′, i.e., ps [U1, U2, ... , UNZ
], has

product form as Eq. (9.18) shows. In this equation, p [Uz] is the one-dimensional

truncated Poisson distribution for traffic stream in region z and K is a normal-

ization constant.
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ps [U1, U2, ... , UNZ
] =K · p [U1] · p [U2] · ... · p [UNZ

]

=K ·
NZ∏
z=1

ρUz
z

Uz!

(9.18)

To obtain the state probabilities, we need to derive K. This constant can

be computed by summing all the state probabilities and equaling the resulting

expression to 1 as Eq. (9.19) shows.

K =
1∑

s∈S′

(∏NZ
z=1

ρUz
z
Uz !

) (9.19)

9.3.2 UE Blocking Probability

Assuming a new UE session is born in region z, it will be blocked if there not exists

a transition from the current state s(t) = (U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNZ
) to s(t+1) =

(U1, U2, ... , Uz + 1, ... , UNZ
). This happens when Uz +1 > U cmax

z|Uy
. We define SB

z

as the set of states where a transition is not possible in the region z. Based on

that, we can compute the UE blocking probability Bz conditioned to the region

z where the new UE session is born by Eq. (9.20).

Bz =
∑
s∈SB

z

ps

[
U1, U2, ... , U

cmax
z|Uy

, ... , UNz

]
(9.20)

Finally, the UE blocking probability B in the cell is defined in Eq. (9.21).

This is computed as the sum of the conditional blocking probabilities weighted

by the probability of a UE session is born in each region z.

B =

NZ∑
z=1

πzBz (9.21)

9.3.3 Mean Number of Consumed RBGs and Cell Capacity

Two key parameters derived by our model are the mean number of RBGs con-

sumed in a cell NRBG, and the cell capacity Di for a RAN slice with GBR

requirements.
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The mean number of RBGs NRBG can be computed as Eq. (9.22) defines.

In this equation, we multiply the probability of being in a state s ∈ S ′ by the

amount of consumed RBGs in this state.

NRBG =
∑
s∈S′

ps [U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNz ]

Nz∑
z=1

UzN
RBG
z,s (9.22)

The cell capacity Di is provided by Eq. (9.23). It is derived as the product

of the mean number of UEs U z in each region z multiplied by the data rate

consumed by each UE. We can compute U z using Little’s theorem[21], i.e., U z =

(λz/µ) (1−Bz) = ρz (1−Bz).

Di =

NZ∑
z=1

U zDGBR (9.23)

9.4 UE Throughput with a Channel-Aware Scheduler

Considering the state s = (U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNz), we compute in this section

the expected throughput for a UE session in each region z and thus determining

if the state s is feasible (i.e., s ∈ S ′) or not (i.e., s ∈ Snf ).

Based on the channel-aware scheduler described in Section 9.2.4, we define

the expected throughput for the UE session u as Eq. (9.24) shows,[20]. In this

equation, fγu,n|Tu,n=1 [γ] denotes the PDF of the instantaneous SINR γu,n assum-

ing the RBG n is allocated for the UE u. Furthermore, C [γ] is a function which

provides the data rate achieved by an UE when it perceives an instantaneous

SINR γ.

Ru =

NRBG
i∑
n=1

∫ ∞

0
C [γ] fγu,n|Tu,n=1 [γ] P [Tu,n = 1] dγ (9.24)

In Eq. (9.24), we can define P [Tu,n = 1] in function of P [Su,n = 1] and Pu.

Furthermore, since Su,n = 1 when Tu,n = 1, we can replace fγu,n|Tu,n=1 [γ] with

fγu,n|Su,n=1 [γ]. Considering this changes, we can rewrite the expected throughput

Ru as
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Ru =

NRBG
i∑
n=1

∫ ∞

0
C [γ] fγu,n|Su,n=1 [γ] P [Su,n = 1]Pudγ (9.25)

We can consider the Bayes’ theorem, i.e., fγu,n|Su,n=1 [γ] =
fSu,n=1|γu,n [γ]fγu,n [γ]

P[Su,n=1] . Furthermore, with the aim of maintaining the block

error rate for the UE’s data below a certain threshold, the cell adopts a link

adaptation technique. This technique enables the cell to adapt the UEs’

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) according to the experienced channel

effects. In our work, we consider a total of Nc MCSs. Hence, the range of

the instantaneous SINR is split into Nc intervals [γi, γi+1]. In each interval,

the achieved spectral efficiency takes a specific value ci. Considering these

statements, we rewrite the expected throughput as Eq. (9.26) defines. Note that

Pu is out of the integral since it does not depend on the instantaneous SINR.

Ru = PuNSC∆fN
RBG
size

NRBG
i∑
n=1

Nc∑
i=1

ci

∫ γi+1

γi

fSu,n=1|γu,n [γ] fγu,n [γ] dγ (9.26)

To compute the PDF of the allocation of the RBG n for UE u under the

assumption of an instantaneous SINR γu,n, i.e., fSu,n=1|γu,n [γ], we make use of

the scheduling criteria defined in Eq. (9.9). Specifically, we perform the steps de-

scribed in Eq. (9.27) [24]. Note that Us denotes the set of UE sessions considered

in state s = (U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNz).

fSu,n=1|γu,n [γ] = P

[
γ̂u,n ≥ max

∀v∈Us\{u}
{γ̂v,n} |γu,n = γ

]
= P

[
γ(

γzu
)α ≥ max

∀v∈Us\{u}
{γ̂v,n}

]

=
∏

∀v∈Us\{u}

Fγ̂v,n

[
γ(

γzu
)α
]

=
∏

∀v∈Us\{u}

Fγv,n

[(
γzv
)α
γ(

γzu
)α
]

(9.27)
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If we include the result of Eq. (9.27) in Eq. (9.26), we obtain the expected

throughput as

Ru = PuNSC∆fN
RBG
size

NRBG
i∑
n=1

Nc∑
i=1

ci

∫ γi+1

γi

fγu,n [γ]
∏

∀v∈Us\{u}

Fγv,n

[(
γzv
)α
γ(

γzu
)α
]
dγ

(9.28)

Since the set Us of UE sessions is split into Nz regions, we define in Eq. (9.29)

the expected throughput Rz for a UE session which is born in the region z. Note

that we have also replaced Pu with Pz since this probability is the same for all

the UE sessions which are born in the same region z.

Rz = PzNSC∆fN
RBG
size

NRBG
i∑
n=1

Nc∑
i=1

ci

∫ γi+1

γi

fγu,n [γ]

(
Fγ1,n

[
(γ1)

α γ

(γz)
α

])U1

· ...

·
(
Fγ2,n

[
(γ2)

α γ

(γz)
α

])U2

· ...

·
(
Fγz,n [γ]

)Uz−1 · ... ·

(
FγNz,n

[(
γNz

)α
γ

(γz)
α

])UNz

dγ (9.29)

If we consider the exponential distribution for the instantaneous SINR as

shown in Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5), we can rewrite the expected throughput Rz for

each region z as

Rz = PzNSC∆fN
RBG
size NRBG

i

Nc∑
i=1

ci

∫ γi+1

γi

1

γz
exp

[
−γ
γz

](
1− exp

[
−(γ1)

α−1

(γz)
α γ

])U1

·

(
1− exp

[
−(γ2)

α−1

(γz)
α γ

])U2

· ... ·
(
1− exp

[
− 1

γz
γ

])Uz−1

· ...

·

(
1− exp

[
−
(
γNz

)α−1

(γz)
α γ

])UNz

dγ (9.30)

Since the expected throughput Rz must be the same for each region z, we
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have Rz = DGBR. Furthermore, we can denote as Iz (α, γi, γi+1, U1, U2, ... , UNz)

the definite integral in Eq. (9.30). This integral has an analytical solution which

depends on the value for the fairness factor α and the set of UEs Us defined by

the state s = (U1, U2, ... , Uz, ... , UNz). If we consider Eq. (9.30) for each region

z, we can define a set of Nz equations with Nz + 1 unknown variables (i.e., α,

P1,P2, ... ,PNz) given by


P1NSC∆fN

RBG
size NRBG

i

∑Nc
i=1 ciI1 (α, γi, γi+1, U1, U2, ... , UNz) = DGBR

P2NSC∆fN
RBG
size NRBG

i

∑Nc
i=1 ciI2 (α, γi, γi+1, U1, U2, ... , UNz) = DGBR

...

PNzNSC∆fN
RBG
size NRBG

i

∑Nc
i=1 ciINz (α, γi, γi+1, U1, U2, ... , UNz) = DGBR

(9.31)

Based on the previous equation system, the state s will be only valid, i.e.,

s ∈ S ′, if all these equations are satisfied. To that end, the MNO must properly

set the values for the fairness factor α and Pz ∀z ∈ Z. There exists multiple

solutions for these two parameters. For this reason, the MNO could define an

optimization criteria which provides it a benefit.

For example, an optimization criteria could be maximizing the efficiency of

the RBG utilization for a RAN slice. To that end, each probability Pz must be as

close as possible to the value 1, i.e., the scheduler defined in Section 9.2.4 discards

the minimum amount of RBGs after applying the third scheduling step.

Despite the benefits of solving an optimization problem, its implementation

in a real system is not practical. The reason is the optimization problem must

be solved for each state s ∈ S to: (a) determine if this state is valid; and (b)

in that case, establishing the optimal values of the fairness parameter α and the

probabilities Pz ∀z ∈ Z in such state. This is not scalable when the number of

regions Nz and the number of available RBGs NRBG
i are considerably high.

Due to these issues, we propose a sub-optimal solution in this work. Specifi-

cally, this solution consists of setting an unique value of the fairness factor α for

all the states s ∈ S ′. Based on that value, the probabilities Pz ∀z ∈ Z can be

directly derived from the equation system defined in (9.31). The value for the

fairness factor α must be computed by the MNO during the planning phase of

the RAN slice (i.e., before deploying the corresponding GBR service). Motivated
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by its interest, we evaluate how the fairness factor α impacts on the UE blocking

probability, analyzing which aspects must be considered by the MNO to configure

this parameter.

9.5 Numerical Results

Since the state-of-the-art models for computing the UE blocking probability (see

section 9.1.1) are not appropriate for RAN slices with GBR requirements under

our assumptions (i.e., reduced UE mobility, and arbitrary distributions for the

duration of the UE sessions as well as for the average channel quality within the

cell), we cannot provide a fair comparison. For this reason, in this paper we

experimentally validate the proposed model by means of simulation. We also

evaluate the UE blocking probability for different configurations of the channel-

aware scheduler described in Section 9.2.4.

Specifically, we first analyze the aspects that impact the execution time of

our model. Then, we evaluate the relative error for the UE blocking probability

with respect to the one obtained by simulation. Finally, we evaluate UE blocking

probability, the number of active UE sessions, and the radio resource utilization

when the MNO sets different values for the fairness factor α considered by the

channel-aware scheduler. These performance indicators are also evaluated in a

baseline scenario where the cell implements a channel-agnostic scheduler as the

one we assumed in our previous work [15].

9.5.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the proposed model, we use a Matlab-based simulator that resembles

the arrival and departure of UE sessions for a RAN slice with GBR require-

ments in a single cell. This simulator generates UE sessions following a Poisson

distribution. With respect to the UE session duration, we have carried out all

the experiments considering an exponential distribution, an uniform distribution,

and a constant duration. For all the cases, the results are equal since our model

is insensitive to the holding time distribution. Focusing on a single UE session,

the simulator considers (a) the region z where the session takes place and (b) the

average number of allocated RBGs NRBG
z,s for such session. To determine if a new

UE session can be admitted, the simulator first considers s as the state where
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the new UE session is admitted. Then, it checks if this state belongs to the set

of feasible states, i.e., s ∈ S ′. If true, the new UE session is admitted. Table 9.1

summarizes the configuration parameters.

Regarding the access technology, we assume a 5G-NR cell implementing an

OFDMA scheme with ∆f = 15 KHz, and NSC = 12. We also consider different

scenarios where the serving cell allocates 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45 RBs for the

RAN slice. Additionally, we consider each UE session consumes multiples of 2

RBs, i.e., the RBG size NRBG
size = 2. With respect to fγu

(γ), we have derived it

by using the distribution of the G-factor experimentally measured in a macro cell

[25]. The G-factor distribution is defined as the average own cell power to the

other-cell power plus noise ratio. With OFDMA in a wide system bandwidth,

Table 9.1: Configuration Parameters

Parameters Configuration

Access Technology 5G-NR

Subcarrier spacing
∆f (OFDMA)

15 KHz

Sub-carriers per
RB NSC (OFDMA)

12

Number of allocated RBs NRB
i

20 RBs, 25 RBs, 30 RBs,
35 RBs, 40 RBs and 45 RBs

RBG Size NRBG
size 2 RBs

Fast-fading distribution Rayleigh with unit mean

PDF average SINR in
the cell: fγu

(γ)
Built using the distribution of the G-factor

measured in a macro cell [25]

Regions for the average SINR,
i.e.,

[
γz−1, γz

)
(in dB)

Nz = 4: [-5, 1), [1, 7), [7, 13), [13, 19)
Nz = 5: [-5, -0.2), [-0.2, 4.6), [4.6, 9.4), [9.4, 14.2), [14.2 19)

Nz = 6: [-5, -1), [-1, 3), [3, 7), [7, 11), [11 15), [15 19)
Nz = 7: [-5, -1.574), [-1.574, 1.857), [1.857, 5.286), [5.286, 8.714), [8.714 12.143),

[12.143, 15.571), [15.571, 19)
Nz = 8: [-5, -2), [-2, 1), [1, 4), [4, 7), [7 10), [10, 13), [13, 16), [16, 19)
Nz = 9: [-5, -2.333), [-2.333, 0.333), [0.333, 3), [3, 5.667), [5.667 8.333),

[8.333, 11), [11, 13.667), [13.667, 16.333), [16.333, 19)

Average SINR γz (in dB) and
probability πz in each region,

i.e., (γz, πz)

Nz = 4: [-0.907, 0.280), [3.636, 0.372), [9.496, 0.223), [15.157, 0.125)
Nz = 5: [-1.601, 0.186), [1.925, 0.337), [6.776, 0.232), [11.514, 0.151), [15.944, 0.095)
Nz = 6: [-2.112, 0.129), [0.944, 0.296), [4.813, 0.227), [8.907, 0.162), [12.832, 0.112),

[16.3364, 0.074)
Nz = 7: [-2.449, 0.094), [0.159, 0.253), [3.411, 0.217), [6.860, 0.163), [10.336 0.121),

[13.757, 0.094). [16.505, 0.058)
Nz = 8: [-2.981, 0.070), [-0.402, 0.210), [2.374, 0.210), [5.402, 0.162), [8.402 0.122),

[11.374, 0.101). [14.598, 0.080), [16.617, 0.046)
Nz = 9: [-3.037, 0.053), [-0.879, 0.179), [1.589, 0.193), [4.252, 0.159), [6.888, 0.126),

[9.383, 0.104), [12.271, 0.077), [15.0187, 0.071), [16.897, 0.038)

Service GBR DGBR 0.8 Mbps

Distribution for the
UE session arrival

Poisson

Distribution for the
UE session duration

Exponential, Uniform and Constant

Offered Traffic Intensity ρ From 0.5 to 1

Fairness Factor α 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7
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Table 9.2: Execution Time

NZ = 6
NRB

i = 20 NRB
i = 25 NRB

i = 30 NRB
i = 35 NRB

i = 40 NRB
i = 45

1.802 s 3.652 s 7.451 s 13.939 s 28.125 s 47.851 s

NRB
i = 35

NZ = 4 NZ = 5 NZ = 6 NZ = 7 NZ = 8 NZ = 9
1.299 s 3.742 s 13.939 s 57.981 s 260.926 s 912.471 s

the distribution of the G-factor corresponds to the distribution of the average

SINR [26]. Additionally, we consider different values for the number of regions

for such distribution, from Nz = 4 to Nz = 9. For the GBR service provided by

the RAN slice, we assume a data rate of DGBR = 0.8 Mbps for each active UE

session. We consider a low data rate since we assume the UE sessions which are

born in the region z′ with the worst average SINR γz′ must require an average

number of RBGs less than the number of allocated RBGs for the RAN slice,

i.e., NRBG
z′,s ≤ NRBG

i ∀s ∈ S ′. With respect to the channel-aware scheduler, we

consider the constant values 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7 for the fairness factor α.

Based on these configuration parameters, we have evaluated the UE blocking

probability in function of the offered traffic intensity. Specifically, from ρ = 0.5

to ρ = 1.

All the experiments have been carried out on a computer with 16 GB RAM

and an Intel core i7-7700HQ @ 2.80 GHz.

9.5.2 Execution Time Evaluation

We have assessed the time complexity of our analytical model in two scenarios.

In the former, we have covered several amount of radio resources allocated for a

RAN slice from 20 RBs to 45 RBs, considering NZ = 6. In the latter, we have

considered different number of regions from NZ = 4 to NZ = 9, with 35 RBs

allocated for such RAN slice. In both scenarios, the fairness factor α is set to 1.3

and the offered traffic intensity ρ = 1. The results for both scenarios are shown

in Table 9.2.

We observe the execution time grows exponentially with the number of regions

and the number of RBs. The reason is using higher values for both parameters

involves an increment in the number of states in the Markov chain as Eq. (9.17)

shows. Furthermore, although it is not shown in Table 9.2, we have experimen-

tally verified that setting a different value for the fairness factor could slightly
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change the number of states in the Markov chain, thus the execution time could

slightly increase or decrease. The impact of setting a different value for the fair-

ness factor is evaluated in Sections 9.5.4, 9.5.5 and 9.5.6. Note that the execution

time does not depend on the offered traffic intensity since it does not modify the

number of states in the Markov chain.

9.5.3 Model Validation

To validate our model, we have computed the relative error as ϵr(%) = Bsim−Bmod
Bsim

·
100, where Bsim and Bmod denote the UE blocking probability extracted from

the proposed model and simulator, respectively. Furthermore, we have considered

three scenarios with a specific RB allocation for a RAN slice: 25 RBs, 30 RBs

and 35 RBs. In all the scenarios, the number of regions considered for fγu
(γ) is

Nz = 6.

In Fig. 9.4(a), we depict the UE blocking probability derived from our model

and the simulator. It shows how the UE blocking probability increases when

(a) the available RBs for a RAN slice are decreased and (b) the offered traffic

intensity increases. This graph is useful for MNOs to decide the bandwidth of

each cell (i.e., NRB
i ) for RAN slices with GBR requirements while a threshold

for B is provided, given certain conditions for the offered traffic intensity and the

channel quality, i.e., a specific fγu
(γ).

Due to the scale used for the vertical and horizontal axes in Fig. 9.4(a), the

error between the simulation and the model cannot be observed. In Fig. 9.4(b),

we represent the relative error, which is below 1.5 % for any case.

9.5.4 Evaluation of the UE Blocking Probability with a Channel-

Aware Scheduler

In this experiment, we have evaluated the UE blocking probability for different

scenarios where the channel-aware scheduler sets a specific value for the fairness

factor α. Specifically, we have considered α takes the values 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7

for each scenario, respectively. In addition, we have compared these scenarios

with the case of implementing a channel-agnostic scheduler as the one we con-

sidered in our previous work [15]. For all the scenarios, we have assumed there

are 35 RBs allocated for a RAN slice. Furthermore, we have set Nz = 6 as the
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(a) UE Blocking Probability: Model vs Simulation

(b) Relative error

Figure 9.4: Evaluation of the UE Blocking Probability for different
cell bandwidths.

number of regions for fγu
(γ).

We show these results in Fig. 9.5. It can be seen that the UE blocking prob-

ability B is usually lower when the cell implements a channel-aware scheduler.

This is because the channel-aware scheduler improves the resource utilization by

allocating RBGs to the UE sessions which are less affected by the fast-fading

effect, as the metric defined in Eq. (9.9) describes. This improvement depends

on how the MNO configures the fairness factor α in the channel-aware scheduler.

Below, we show how setting different values for the fairness factor α impacts the

UE blocking probability.
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Figure 9.5: UE Blocking Probability when the cell implements a
scheduler with a specific configuration.

Setting α = 1.0 (i.e., using the PF criteria) may not be an appropriate option

because in the second step of the channel-aware scheduler (see Fig. 9.2) all the

RBGs are pre-allocated with the same probability for each UE session regardless

their average SINRs. Then, some RBGs may not be finally allocated after the

third step (see Fig. 9.2) in the regions which have the best average SINRs. This

means that, after the scheduler operation, there could be free RBGs for admitting

more UE sessions in the regions with the lowest average SINRs. However, these

RBGs cannot be used for the UE sessions which have the worst average SINRs due

to the equal RBG distribution of the PF criteria. To avoid this issue, the MNO

must increase the fairness factor α. In this way, the UE sessions located in the

regions which have lowest average SINRs receive a greater probability for being

scheduled with more RBGs. This means more UEs sessions could be admitted

and thus, the UE blocking probability would decrease. For instance, we observe

this fact in Fig. 9.5 when the MNO sets α = 1.3. In this case, the UE blocking

probability is the lowest for all the values of the offered traffic intensity.

However, if we follow increasing the fairness factor α, for instance α = 1.5,

more RBGs are scheduled for those UE sessions which was born in the regions

with the lowest average SINRs. This involves more UE sessions in the regions with

the greatest average SINRs are rejected. Thus the cell is using more RBGs for

admitting a less amount of UE sessions and the UE blocking probability increases.
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Note that the UE blocking probability is very sensitive to small increments of α

since this parameter is used as exponent of the average SINRs as Eq. (9.9) defines.

If this parameter is not properly configured, the MNO could not leverage the

advantages of using a channel-aware scheduler. For instance, if we set α = 1.7,

the achieved UE blocking probability is greater than the one achieved by using a

channel-agnostic scheduler.

9.5.5 Evaluation of the Number of Active UE Sessions with a

Channel-Aware Scheduler

In this experiment, we have evaluated the number of active UE sessions in a

RAN slice. To that end, we have considered the same scenarios presented in

Section 9.5.4. Based on them, Fig. 9.6 depicts the Complementary Cumulative

Distribution Functions (CCDFs) for the number of active UE sessions when the

traffic intensity ρ varies from ρ = 0.5 to ρ = 2. It can be observed that increasing

ρ yields a greater probability that more UE sessions are active, i.e., the CCDFs

are right-shifted. This means the UE blocking probability increases as Fig. 9.5

depicts.

If we focus on the CCDFs for a specific value of the traffic intensity ρ, we

observe how the probability of the number of active UE sessions is higher than

a specific value (i.e., a x-axis value) is greater when the channel-aware scheduler

sets the fairness factor α = 1.3. This probability decreases (i.e., less active

UE sessions) when the fairness factor α takes other values. For instance, when

α = 1.3 is more probable than there are more active UE sessions than the case

of setting α with the values 1.0, 1.5 and 1.7. This means it is more difficult to

reach a blocking state SB, thus the UE blocking probability is lower when the

channel-aware scheduler sets α = 1.3. The worst case happens when the MNO

sets the fairness factor α = 1.7.

Note that the values of the CCDF below 10−17 have been omitted because

they are not significant.

9.5.6 Analysis of the Radio Resource Utilization

In this experiment, we have evaluated the radio resource utilization for a RAN

slice. To that end, we have considered the same scenarios presented in Section
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9.5.4. To measure the radio resource utilization, we consider the probabilities Pz

for each region z and for each valid state s ∈ S ′. The reason is these probabilities

define the percentage of RBGs allocated for each UE session after the scheduling

criteria in Eq. (9.9) is applied by the channel-aware scheduler in the steps 2-3 (see

Fig. 9.2). These probabilities are depicted in Fig. 9.7. Each point represents the

specific value of a probability Pz when there is a specific set of active UE sessions

in the system, i.e., a specific state s ∈ S ′. For instance, the cyan points represent

these probabilities for all the UE sessions which was born in region z = 6, i.e.,

(a) Traffic Intensity ρ = 0.5

(b) Traffic Intensity ρ = 1.0

Figure 9.6: CCDFs of the number of active UE sessions
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(c) Traffic Intensity ρ = 1.5

(d) Traffic Intensity ρ = 2.0

Figure 9.6: CCDFs of the number of active UE sessions

the region where γ6 = 16.34 dB.

Fig. 9.7(a) represents these probabilities in the case the cell implements a

channel-aware scheduler with α = 1.0. This means the scheduler uses the PF

criteria and thus, the RBGs are equally distributed among the UE sessions before

applying these probabilities in the step 2 (see Fig. 9.2). If we focus on a specific

amount of UE sessions (i.e., see x-axis), the probability in the region z = 1 (i.e.,

γ = −2.11 dB) is always the greatest. Thus, the channel-aware scheduler has

to allocate a higher percentage of RBGs for a UE (i.e., step 3) with respect to
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the amount of RBGs assigned following the PF criteria (i.e., step 2) in the region

with the worst average SINR. As explained before, this means that using in a first

attempt the PF criteria is not efficient because the percentage of RBGs which

are not finally allocated for a UE in a region with a higher average SINR (for

(a) Channel-Aware Scheduler with α = 1.0

(b) Channel-Aware Scheduler with α = 1.3

Figure 9.7: Values of Pz per each region z and for each valid state
s ∈ S ′
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(c) Channel-Aware Scheduler with α = 1.7

Figure 9.7: Values of Pz per each region z and for each valid state
s ∈ S ′

instance the region z = 3, where γ = 4.81 dB) could be used to admit more

UE sessions in regions which have a worst average SINR (for instance the region

z = 1, where γ = −2.11 dB).

Considering the MNO sets α = 1.3 for all the valid states S ′, Fig. 9.7(b)

shows how in some states the probabilities for region z = 6 (i.e., γ = 16.34

dB) are closer to the value 1 in comparison with the probabilities obtained when

the MNO sets α = 1.0, i.e., the probabilities depicted in Fig. 9.7(a). However,

almost all the probabilities in region z = 1 (i.e., γ = 5 dB) are greater than the

probabilities in the remaining regions in each single state. This phenomena can

be observed in the left side of Fig. 9.7(b). This involves some RBGs are not

used in the regions with a higher average SINR, and thus they could be used for

admitting UE sessions in other states.

When the MNO sets α = 1.7 for all the valid states S ′, the values of these

probabilities have decreased in comparison with the values depicted in Fig. 9.7(b).

This means that increasing the value of the fairness factor α involves that an

excessive amount of RBGs are allocated for the lowest regions (i.e., those which

have the lowest average SINRs). This involves not all the RBGs allocated for a

UE session which falls in the worst region are used, thus these RBGs are wasted
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and they are not used for admitting other UE sessions in regions with a better

average SINR.

9.6 Conclusions

RAN slicing is envisioned as a solution for providing emerging communication

services over a common wireless network infrastructure. Implemented as RAN

slices, some of these communication services will rely on data transmission with

requirements in terms of GBR. Designing strategies for planning GBR services

could involve inherent issues such as the under(over)-provisioning of radio re-

sources. For instance, the under-provisioning of radio resources could involve

that a considerable amount of UE sessions would be rejected since they would

not be able to meet the GBR requirements. This means the UE blocking prob-

ability would be excessively high. To avoid that, it is crucial for the MNO to

model the UE blocking probability in each cell for such service.

Under this context, we propose an analytical model to evaluate this perfor-

mance indicator. The main novelty is the consideration of a multi-dimensional

Erlang-B system, which meets the reversibility property. This means our model

is valid for arbitrary distributions of the UE session duration. This property

also reduces the computation complexity of the model because the solution for

the state probabilities has product form. Furthermore, our proposal considers as

input an arbitrary distribution for the PDF of the average SINR in the cell. This

allows the proposed model to consider a better characterization of the average

channel quality within the cell.

Additionally, we formulate the GBR achieved by an UE session when the

cell implements a channel-aware scheduler. This allows the proposed model to

consider the impact of the channel gain of this scheduler on the UE blocking

probability. The results show that our model exhibits an estimation error for the

UE blocking probability below 1.5%. Furthermore, our model allows the MNO

to determine in advance how a channel-aware scheduler must be configured to

reduce the UE blocking probability when a GBR service supports a specific traffic

intensity ρ. In the case of using an alpha-fair-based scheduler, the MNO can

determine which value of α provides the lowest UE blocking probability.
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10.1. Introduction

Abstract

To deploy and operate Radio Access Network (RAN) slices for Guaranteed Bit-

Rate (GBR) services, the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) typically performs

Admission Control and Dynamic Resource Provisioning (DRP) procedures. De-

spite of their own utility, previously the MNO must also execute in advance a

RAN slice planning procedure. Under this context, we propose a mathematical

model for planning RAN slices. It specifically provides the minimum amount

of radio resources which a DRP algorithm must use to meet the GBR require-

ments of each RAN slice for a given time window. Our model also ensures the

User Equipment (UE) blocking probability for each RAN slice is below a certain

threshold, given the worst-case inter-cell interference level. Particularly, we for-

mulate multiple ordinal potential games and demonstrate the existence of a Nash

Equilibrium solution which minimizes the average UE blocking probability for all

the RAN slices. To reach our solution, we design novel strategies based on better

response dynamics. This work also includes detailed simulations to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed solution in terms of performance, adaptability

and renegotiation capability.

10.1 Introduction

Fifth Generation (5G) networks aim to boost the digital transformation of in-

dustry verticals. These verticals may bring a wide variety of communication

services with diverging performance requirements. From the Mobile Network

Operator (MNO) perspective, it would be unfeasible to deploy each communi-

cation service separately and build a dedicated Radio Access Network (RAN)

accordingly. To economically provide these services, RAN slicing has emerged as

a potential solution [1]. This technology consists of providing logically separated

RANs, denominated RAN slices, each tailored to the requirements of a specific

communication service over a common RAN infrastructure.

One of the main challenges of RAN slicing technology is how to allocate radio

resources to each RAN slice. In this vein, most of the related contributions in the

literature focus on Admission Control (AC) and Dynamic Resource Provisioning

(DRP). The AC takes place when a RAN slice consumer, hereinafter referred as
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tenant, requests the MNO a RAN slice with specific performance requirements.

Then, the MNO verifies the feasibility of deploying such RAN slice under the

current traffic conditions. If feasible, the RAN slice is accepted. After that, the

assigned radio resources for such RAN slice are continuously adjusted by a DRP

algorithm. Specifically, this algorithm adapts in runtime the amount of allocated

radio resources for such RAN slice according to its traffic demands. Examples of

RAN slicing solutions based on AC and DRP can be found in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

As AC is executed on the spot, the sole use of AC to decide if a RAN slice

is deployed would entail some limitations for the MNO. For instance, since AC

is somehow a myopic procedure, the immediate admission of a new RAN slice

could involve the rejection of more attractive (e.g., in economic terms) subsequent

coming RAN slice requests.

Regarding DRP, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has re-

cently standardized a set of radio resource bounds, i.e., defined as policy ratios

[8, 9]. Using these bounds, the MNO can define the minimum (or maximum)

amount of radio resources which may be allocated by the DRP algorithm to

each RAN slice while their performance requirements are met throughout their

lifetimes. The utilization of these bounds has already been considered by some

works (e.g., [10]), which assume they are conservatively established by the MNO

before deploying the RAN slices. However, to the best of our knowledge, there

are no any studies dealing with the computation of such acclaimed radio resource

bounds.

To overcome the short-term nature of the AC and establish the radio resource

bounds, the MNO must execute a long-term RAN slice planning procedure. It

consists of deciding in advance the feasibility of deploying the requested RAN

slices, the need to roll out new RAN resources (i.e., radio resources, cells, etc)

and the adequate configuration of the RAN infrastructure to accommodate the

feasible RAN slices, with the purpose of optimizing the utilization (e.g., in eco-

nomic terms) of the infrastructure from the MNO’s perspective.

Focusing on the RAN slice planning, we assume the MNO considers periodical

time windows where new RAN slices may be deployed. For each time window,

the MNO executes in advance a planning procedure which aims to accommodate

the requested RAN slices along with the existing ones in its infrastructure. We

consider the duration of the time window is fixed, and it may range from several
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hours, to several days, or even weeks. Among other things, this duration mainly

depends on how frequently the MNO receives RAN slice requests.

Considering a single time window, we illustrate a potential realization of the

planning procedure for multiple RAN slices in Fig. 10.1. The MNO takes as

inputs the performance requirements of all the RAN slices. In turn, the outputs

are: (a) the amount of RAN slices which can be accommodated; (b) if required,

the new infrastructure resources which would be instantiated before deploying

the requested RAN slices; and (c) the configuration of the RAN infrastructure

which includes, among other things, the radio resource bounds considered by the

DRP algorithm.

To obtain these outputs, the MNO must translate the performance require-

ments of each RAN slice into RAN resources. To that end, the MNO needs to

estimate the spatio-temporal traffic intensity experienced by each RAN slice in

the considered time window. With this information, the MNO can determine

the busy hour, i.e., the time period when the RAN infrastructure suffers the

worst-case inter-cell interference.

Considering the busy hour, the MNO derives the amount of radio resources

required by each RAN slice in each cell. The MNO then checks if the performance

requirements of all the RAN slices are met with such allocation. If the checking

procedure fails, a network extension/renegotiation phase starts. In this phase,

the MNO should consider at least one of the following options: (a) adding more

radio resources to the RAN infrastructure; (b) renegotiating the Service Level

Agreements (SLAs) with one or more tenants; or (c) rejecting the least attractive

RAN slices. This phase ends when a successful checking procedure is reached,

and both the MNO and the tenants sign the SLAs. As a result, the MNO uses

the radio resource allocation performed in the checking procedure to determine

the radio resource bounds which will be used by the DRP algorithm.

Unlike the AC procedure, the RAN slice planning described before addresses

more accurately the management tasks which a MNO must execute before de-

ploying RAN slices. These management tasks have already been identified by the

research community and they can be found, for instance, in [11].

This paper addresses the radio resource planning of multiple RAN slices.

Specifically, it proposes a RAN slicing model which allows the MNO to plan in

advance the deployment of requested RAN slices along with the existing ones
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for a time window. We assume all the RAN slices accommodate communication

services with Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) requirements. We consider each RAN

slice supports User Equipment (UE) session arrivals following a Poisson distribu-

tion. In the proposed framework, the MNO should satisfy the GBR requirements

of such sessions with an upper bound on the UE blocking probability. Under this

context, the specific contributions of this work are:

• We address the radio resource allocation problem from the perspective of

RAN slice planning. To that end, we provide a step-by-step description

about the role of the RAN slicing architectural framework in the radio

resource planning for multiple RAN slices.

• We propose a mathematical framework, denominated RAN Slice Planner,

capable of translating the GBR requirements of the requested communica-

tion services into the minimum radio resource bound, hereinafter referred

as quota, assigned for each RAN slice in each cell. Each quota guarantees

the UE blocking probability for a RAN slice in a cell is below an upper

bound under the inter-cell interference levels presented in the busy hour.

• We use game theory to model the radio resource planning in RAN slicing.

Specifically, we formulate our problem as multiple ordinal potential games,

one per RAN slice. In each game, the players are the cells and their actions

are the allocation of radio resources for each considered RAN slice. The

goal of each game is to guarantee the GBR requirements of each considered

RAN slice, while its UE blocking probability in each cell is below the upper

bound. We also demonstrate the existence of a Nash Equilibrium (NE)

solution [12].

• We design novel strategies to solve the formulated problem. These strategies

are based on better response dynamics and aim to minimize the UE blocking

probability for all the RAN slices.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed RAN Slice Planner, we perform

detailed simulations and compare the obtained results with two reference solu-

tions. Specifically, we analyze the performance of the RAN Slice Planer when

handling multiple RAN slices with different traffic patterns in terms of spatio-

temporal distribution and intensity. Furthermore, we analyze how the proposed
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RAN Slice Planner is able to accommodate more RAN slices than the reference

solutions. Finally, we also evaluate the renegotiation capability of the proposed

solution by considering the requested RAN slices cannot be accommodated into

the RAN infrastructure in a first attempt.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 10.2 provides

the related works. Section 10.3 presents the RAN slicing framework on which

our problem is formulated. Section 10.4 describes the system model. In Section

10.5, we formulate our problem as multiple ordinal potential games. Section 10.6

describes the proposed strategies for RAN slicing planning. Section 10.7 provides

the performance results. Finally, Section 10.8 summarizes the conclusions.

10.2 Related Works

Most of the available literature on RAN slicing focus on AC and DRP.

Regarding AC, there exists multiple works in the literature, e.g., [2, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18]. In such works, the authors assume the MNO receives requests for

deploying RAN slices following a Poisson distribution. Furthermore, they also

assume an exponential distribution for the lifetime of each RAN slice. In our

work, instead of assuming the MNO triggers an AC when a new request arrives,

we assume the MNO periodically plans in advance the deployment of one or more

requested RAN slices.

Concerning DRP, the literature is vast e.g., [4, 6, 10, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27]. In these works, the authors assume the traffic demands of running RAN

slices dynamically changes throughout their lifetimes. Under this scenario, the

authors provide mechanisms to reallocate the available radio resources with the

purpose of minimizing the SLA violations for each RAN slice. Despite their valu-

able contributions, these works omit how the MNO computes the radio resource

quotas for such dynamic radio resource assignments.

The previous solutions analyze the radio resource allocation problem from the

network operation perspective. This means they omit the RAN slice planning.

From the network planning viewpoint, works such as [28, 29] address the net-

work slice planning considering the core network. Focusing on RAN, there exists

works such as [30, 31] which address the cell planning considering a multi-tenant

environment, and others as [32, 33] which analyze spectrum sharing strategies for
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different RAN slices. However the problem of deploying RAN slices following a

network planning approach has not been addressed yet.

Regarding the scenarios considered by the works which address the radio

resource allocation problem in RAN slicing, works such as [2, 5, 14, 18, 19, 20, 24,

25, 27, 34, 35] only consider single-cell environments. This means their solutions

do not capture the impact of inter-cell interference when radio resources are

reallocated in the neighbor cells. Despite others works such as [4, 6, 22, 26] focus

on multi-cell environments, they also omit the impact of inter-cell interference

by considering just gaussian noise. In [4, 6, 22, 26] the inter-cell interference

is considered. However, the provided expressions for the Signal-to-Interference-

plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) do not capture the changes in the load of each cell when

radio resources are reallocated for every RAN slice.

Focusing on GBR services, several works as [17, 19, 20] provides novel solu-

tions to allocate radio resources among several RAN slices while GBR require-

ments are met. These proposals assume the UEs could consume more data rate

than the GBR. In our proposal, we assume each UE just consumes the GBR

defined in the SLA. Some of these works have also evaluated the UE blocking

probability for each RAN slice. To that end, they have modeled the UE session

generation and release by a Markov process. This means these solutions must

assume an exponential distribution for the UE session duration. In our work, we

go beyond by considering generic distributions for the UE session duration.

Game theory has been widely used for modeling the radio resource allocation

in RAN slicing. In [22], the authors use a weighted congestion game to perform

user-cell association and distribute the available radio resources among several

tenants based on the level of their financial contribution to the wireless network

infrastructure. In [4, 6, 36], the same authors use Fisher market to model the

radio resource allocation for non-GBR and GBR RAN slices. Unlike our proposal,

their solutions do not guarantee the UE blocking probability for each RAN slice in

each cell is below a certain upper bound. In [37], the authors use matching theory

to address the radio resource allocation in RAN slicing. Despite its valuable

contributions, this work does not consider the impact of inter-cell interference

levels and the establishment of an upper bound for the UE blocking probability.

Finally, there exist solutions based on potential games to allocate radio re-

sources e.g., [38, 39], however their do not consider RAN slicing. To the best of
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our knowledge, we are the first of using potential games as a mechanism to solve

the radio resource planning in RAN slicing.

10.3 RAN Slicing Framework

To compute the minimum radio resource quotas for the requested RAN slices

and recompute them for the existing RAN slices, the MNO relies on the archi-

tectural framework depicted in Fig. 10.2. This framework is well aligned with

most proposals from the literature [2, 40, 41, 42], as well as the leading Stan-

dards Developing Organizations (SDOs) on RAN slicing, e.g., 3GPP, or Global

System for Mobile Communications Alliance (GSMA) [43, 44]. Considering this

framework, we provide a step-by-step description of the main procedures which

impact on the radio resource planning executed for a planning window.

When a planning period starts, the MNO must process the deployment re-

quests for one or more communications services. At this point, it is crucial for the

MNO to define an unified ability to (a) interpret the requirements from different

tenants, and (b) represent them in a common language. In this regard, the GSMA

has developed a universal network slice blueprint that provides a point of conver-

gence between the MNO and the tenants on network slicing understanding. This

blueprint, known as Generic Slice Template (GST), contains a set of attributes

that can be used to characterize the communication service to be accommodated

by a network slice [44, 45].

Focusing on Fig. 10.2, we assume the tenants have available the GST’s at-

tributes to fill them in a customized way (step 1). Alternatively, these attributes

could be totally or partially filled by the MNO. In any case, when all the at-

tributes are filled (step 2), the requirements of a specific communication service

are gathered in the Network Slice Type (NEST). Different NESTs allow describ-

ing different types of network slices, which are registered and published in the

MNO’s service catalog.

Once the MNO has available the NESTs associated to the requested commu-

nication services (step 3), the Product Order Manager located in the Business

Support System (BSS) has to map the NEST attributes with the slicing infor-

mation models defined by the 3GPP. Specifically, the S/P-NEST attributes are

translated into the service profile (step 4) [8]. The service profile is just an
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adaptation from the description language used in the GST. In turn, the Network

Slice Management Function (NSMF) has to translate the attributes of the service

profile into the requirements supported in each network segment. Focusing on

the RAN, this procedure results in the definition of the RAN slice profile (step

5). The information gathered in the RAN slice profile will be used by the RAN

Network Slice Subnet Management Function (NSSMF) to manage and orches-

trate the RAN slices throughout their lifetimes. Within this management entity,

the proposed RAN Slice Planner could perform those tasks required to derive

(or recompute) the minimum radio resource quotas for the requested (or already

deployed) RAN slices. To that end, the RAN Slice Planner needs to take as

input the parameters defined in the RAN slice profile. Table 10.1 describes those

parameters which we consider in this work.

Regarding the radio resource quotas, the RAN Slice Planner could use dif-

ferent types in function of the policies imposed by the MNO. The 3GPP has

standardized three policies denoted as Radio Resource Management (RRM) Pol-

icy Ratios [8, 9]:

• RRM Policy Dedicated Ratio (optional policy): It defines the dedicated

radio resource quota for the associated RAN slice, i.e., its dedicated radio

resources. These radio resources cannot be shared even if the associated

RAN slice does not use them throughout its lifetime.

• RRM Policy Minimum Ratio (mandatory policy): It defines the minimum

radio resource quota for the associated RAN slice, including prioritized ra-

dio resources and dedicated radio resources. Prioritized radio resources are

those which are preferentially used by the associated RAN slice. When pri-

oritized radio resources are not used by the associated RAN slice throughout

its lifetime, other RAN slices could use them.

• RRM Policy Maximum Ratio (mandatory policy): It defines the maximum

radio resource quota for the associated RAN slice, including shared radio

resources, prioritized radio resources and dedicated radio resources. Shared

radio resources are those which are shared among all RAN slices. This

means the shared radio resources are not guaranteed for use by the associ-

ated RAN slice throughout its lifetime.
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In this work, we focus on the RRM Policy Minimum Ratio. Specifically, the

RAN Slice Planner translates the RAN slice profile’s attributes defined in Table

10.1 for each RAN slice into the minimum radio resource quotas adopted in each

cell. To that end, the RAN Slice Planner needs to consider the lifetimes of all

the RAN slices, which could be partially overlapped over the planning window;

and estimate the spatio-temporal traffic intensity experienced by each RAN slice

in such window. With this information, the RAN Slice Planner determines the

busy hour and performs a radio resource allocation to derive the amount of radio

resources required by each RAN slice in each cell. Then, the RAN Slice Planner

checks if the performance requirements for all the RAN slices are met with this

allocation and sends the corresponding feasibility checking response to the tenants

which requested a RAN slice (step 6).

At this point, there exists two scenarios. In the first scenario, all the RAN

slices are perfectly accommodated into the RAN infrastructure. In this case, each

tenant and the MNO signs the SLA (step 7). In the second scenario, one or more

RAN slices cannot be accommodated. This means the derived amount of radio

resource involves UE blocking probabilities above the upper bound defined by

the MNO. In such case, the correspond tenants either re-defines the requirements

of their communication services (i.e., less ambitious requirements), or tries to

request other MNOs their communication services. At this point, note that the

MNO could decide to add new resources in its RAN infrastructure. In any case,

the steps 2-6 are re-executed in this scenario until obtaining a successful checking

procedure. Then, the MNO and the tenants signs the SLAs (step 7).

When the SLAs are signed, the MNO uses the radio resource allocation per-

formed in the checking procedure to determine the minimum radio resource quo-

tas. Then, the RAN NSSMF sends these quotas (step 8) to the Network Function

Management Function (NFMF). Finally, the NFMF enforces the radio resource

allocation performed in each cell during the operation of each RAN slice meets

the bounds imposed by these quotas (step 9). This means each RAN slice will

have available at least the amount of radio resources defined in these quotas if

the traffic demand will required them.
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10.4 System Model

In this work, we focus on the downlink operation of a 5G-New Radio (NR) multi-

cell environment with several RAN slices. Each RAN slice provides a GBR service

to their UEs, which dynamically request and release data sessions. Furthermore,

each cell supports Link Adaptation (LA), thus these cells consider the channel

quality perceived by each UE to allocate them radio resources. Under this sce-

nario, we first describe the network model. Then, we present the model for the

radio resources. Next, we describe the channel model of a single cell. Finally, we

define the characteristics of the offered traffic.

10.4.1 Network Model

We consider a MNO owns a RAN consisting of a set C of 5G NR cells. Before the

MNO initiates a planning period, we assume: (a) multiple tenants have requested

in advance one or more communication services; and (b) there exist RAN slices

which are currently running in the RAN infrastructure. Defining M as the set of

requested and deployed RAN slices, the MNO will execute a RAN slice planning

procedure with the aim of checking the feasibility of accommodating these RAN

slices, each with specific GBR requirements over a certain subset Cm ⊆ C of cells.

The traffic demand of each RAN slice is non-uniformly distributed over the

considered RAN. Accordingly, the area of each cell has a different size to absorb

the aggregated traffic demand from all the RAN slices with a maximum usage

efficiency. In this work, we consider the cell location has been already established

by the MNO. Specifically, we have adopted the algorithm proposed in [46] to

determine the location and size of each cell. Under this scenario, a set U of UEs

exist, being (a) Um ⊆ U the subset of UEs served by the RAN slice m; (b) Ui ⊆ U
the subset of UEs served by the cell i ∈ C; and c) Um

i = Um ∩ Ui the intersection

of both subsets.

10.4.2 Radio Resource Model

We assume Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as access-

ing scheme. Focusing on a single cell i, it supports a total bandwidth Wi. In

turn, this bandwidth is divided into Ni OFDM sub-carriers, which are grouped
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in groups of NSC = 12 sub-carriers. Each group defines a Resource Block (RB),

which is the smallest unit of resources that can be allocated to a UE. The number

of available RBs on average during a time slot is given by Eq. (10.1). Since a 5G

NR cell supports scalable numerologies (µ = 0,1, ..., 4), the subcarrier spacing is

computed as ∆f = 2µ · 15 KHz. The parameter OH denotes the overhead factor

due to control plane data [47].

N slot
RB,i =

⌊
Wi

NSC∆f
(1−OH)

⌋
. (10.1)

In a single carrier, the number of RBs could range from 11 to 273 units [48]

[49]. This means N slot
RB,i could be too high if the cell i employs a small numerology

and a large bandwidth. Then, from the perspective of radio resource allocation in

RAN slicing, it becomes advantageous to reduce the management complexity by

grouping the RBs into resource chunks, which are allocated to the RAN slices as

indivisible units [33]. This can be done through the concepts of Bandwidth Part

(BWP) and Resource Block Group (RBG) defined in [50] and [51], respectively.

A BWP is a continuous set of RBs for a given numerology. A RBG is a collection

of consecutive RBs within a given BWP that can be allocated to a specific UE.

The size of the RBG, i.e., herein denoted as Rsize, can be used for establishing the

minimum allocation unit size. Increasing Rsize may serve to reduce the signaling

overhead at the expense of a loss of flexibility, which could be critical when the

number of RAN slices to be planned is large. Under these considerations, we

denote (a) Ri as the set of RBGs in cell i, (b) Rm
i ⊆ Ri as the subset of RBGs

allocated to the slice m in cell i; and (c) Ru ⊆ Rm
i as the subset of RBGs

allocated to an UE u which is served by the RAN slice m in the cell i. Finally,

we can compute the available RBGs on average during a time slot in the cell i

as Rslot
i =

⌊
N slot

RB,i/Rsize

⌋
. Note that the sum of RBGs allocated for each RAN

slice, i.e., Rslot
i.m , must be less or equal than Rslot

i .

10.4.3 Channel Model

To measure the channel quality within each cell, we consider the average SINR.

Specifically, we define γu,r, as the average SINR measured by the UE u ∈ U in the

RBG r ∈ Rm
i (see Eq. (10.2)). The parameter PRX

i denotes the received power.

This power results from the transmitted power minus the attenuation suffered
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by the shadow fading and the path loss. The fast fading is not modeled since

the average SINR is measured over a large time scale. Note that we assume the

same transmitted power for all the RBGs. The parameter Γ(u) is a function that

returns the cell i ∈ Cm where the UE u served by the RAN slice m is attached.

This cell is the one where this UE receives the strongest average SINR. Finally,

the parameter Iu,r,i denotes the interference suffered by the UE u in the RBG r,

and PN is the noise power measured in one RBG.

γu,r =
PRX
i

Iu,r,i+PN
| i = Γ(u). (10.2)

The interference Iu,r,i is provided in Eq. (10.3). This parameter is split into

two summations, each gathering the intra-slice and inter-slice interference terms,

respectively. An interference term j is intra-slice when the RBG r from neighbor

cell j is allocated to the same RAN slice m which serves the user u in the cell

i. An interference term j is inter-slice when the RBG r from neighbor cell j is

allocated to a RAN slice n different from the slice m. To identify these terms,

we use the binary variable δu,r,j . It takes the value 1 when the interference term

is intra-slice and the value 0 otherwise.

Iu,r,i =
∑

j∈C\{i}

Lj,rαj,rP
RX
j δu,r,j

+
∑

j∈C\{i}

Lj,rαj,rP
RX
j (1− δu,r,j). (10.3)

The parameter αj,r is also a binary variable that takes the value 1 when the

RBG r is allocated to the neighbor cell j and the value 0 otherwise. The value

for αj,r will depend on the radio resource allocation performed by the RAN Slice

Planner in each neighbor cell. Finally, Lj,r denotes the cell load factor, which

is given by Eq. (10.4). In this equation, β(j, r) is a function that indicates the

RAN slice m for which the RBG r from cell j has been allocated. The parameter

thm denotes the data rate consumed by an UE attached to this RAN slice. In

this work, we assume the same GBR for each UE of a specific RAN slice. Note

that the number of UEs served by the RAN slice m in cell j is given by |Um
j |.

The parameter SEu,r is the average data rate per bandwidth unit (i.e., spectral
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efficiency) for the UE u in the RBG r. Unlike our previous work [33], we consider

that only the RBGs allocated to a specific RAN slice can be scheduled to the UEs

attached to this RAN slice. This means each RAN slice m produces a different

load in a specific cell in function of its GBR requirements and the number of

allocated RBGs.

L̂j,r =
|Um

j |thm
NSC∆f

∑
u∈Um

j

∑
r∈Ru SEu,r

|m = β(j, r). (10.4a)

Lj,r = min
(
L̂j,r, 1

)
. (10.4b)

The average spectral efficiency SEu,r is recursively derived from γu,r as Eq.

(10.5) shows. The parameter SEmax denotes the maximum achievable spectral

efficiency with LA, γmin and γmax the minimum and maximum average SINR

values, respectively. Finally, σ is an attenuation factor due to implementation

losses [52].

SEu,r =


0, γu,r < γmin;

σ · log2 (1 + γu,r) , γmin ≤ γu,r < γmax;

SEmax, γu,r > γmax;

(10.5)

10.4.4 Traffic Model

Regarding the arrival rate of UE sessions for RAN slice m, we assume an average

of λm requests per unit time following a Poisson distribution. Since a Poisson

process can be split into independent processes [53], we can also express the

average arrival rate for each cell as λi,m = ωi,mλm. The variable ωi,m denotes the

probability an UE u ∈ Um is served by the cell i. This probability will depend

on (a) the UE spatial distribution in the entire RAN; and (b) the average SINR

perceived by each UE from each cell.

With respect to the session duration tsesu,m for each UE u served by the RAN

slice m, we assume a random variable extracted from an arbitrary distribution.

This means we could consider a different distribution for each RAN slice. Addi-

tionally, we define µm = 1/E
[
tsesu,m

]
as the average rate for releasing UE sessions

per unit time of the RAN slice m.
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Defined λi,m and µm, we compute the average offered traffic intensity for the

RAN slice m in each cell i as ρi,m = λi,m/µm. Furthermore, the total averaged

offered traffic intensity for this RAN slice is also computed as ρm =
∑|Cm|

i′=1 ρi′,m.

Finally, to model the probability of blocking the data session of an UE u ∈ Um
i

served by the RAN slice m in cell i, i.e., Bi,m, we use the analytical model which

we proposed in [54]. In this model, we consider a multi-dimensional Erlang-

B system where each dimension represents a region of the cell with a specific

average SINR. Specifically, this model considers as inputs: (a) a discrete set of

values for γu,r (and thus, for the spectral efficiency SEu,r); (b) the probability

that an UE session perceives a specific value for γu,r; and (c) the amount of radio

resources allocated for the RAN slice to compute the UE blocking probability.

For more detailed information about how these input parameters impact on the

UE blocking probability, see [54].

10.5 Radio Resource Planning Based on Ordinal Po-

tential Games

In this work, we analyze the radio resource planning for RAN slices providing

GBR services. In this procedure, each RAN slice in each cell needs a greater

amount of radio resources to obtain a better performance, e.g., a lower UE block-

ing probability. If some radio resources are allocated for a RAN slice in a cell,

these radio resources should not be allocated to the other RAN slices in the near-

est cells because of interference. If they are allocated, such RAN slices will have

performance degradation, e.g., a greater UE blocking probability. This makes

the MNO must consider each RAN slice in each cell as a selfish entity because

RAN slices need more resources to obtain a better performance.

To model the considered scenario, game theory is suitable. Specifically, in

our proposal a selfish entity is a single cell instead of the tuple defined by one

cell and one RAN slice. The reasons are: (a) this simplifies the game, i.e., less

players; and (b) we have a disjoint resource allocation for each RAN slice in each

cell, i.e., two or more RAN slices cannot have allocated the same radio resources

in a cell.
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10.5.1 Problem Formulation

As Eq. (10.6a) shows, the goal of our planning process is to minimize the average

UE blocking probability Bm′ of the RAN slice m′ which has the highest value for

this parameter. For each RAN slicem, the average UE blocking probability can be

computed as Bm =
∑

i∈Cm ωi,mBi,m. The constraints given in Eq. (10.6b) enforce

the UE blocking probability Bi,m for each RAN slice m in each cell i is below

the upper bound Bth. We assume this bound on the UE blocking probability

is established by the MNO before receiving any RAN slice request and it is the

same for all the RAN slices.

min
Rm

i

max
(
B1, B2, ... , Bm, ... , BM

)
∀i ∈ C; ∀m ∈ M. (10.6a)

s.t. Bi,m ≤ Bth. (10.6b)

Solving the formulated problem can be see as a combinatorial optimization,

i.e., allocating specific radio resources for all RAN slices in each cell while the

cost function is minimized. Performing an exhaustive search to find the optimal

solution is not computationally tractable. As an alternative, searching a local

optimum is a better option. By using game theory to model the formulated

problem, we can find a local optimum by determining a NE solution. In this

work, we model our problem as multiple ordinal potential games and demonstrate

the existence of a NE solution.

10.5.2 Game Formulation

In game theory, a game is defined as G = [C, {Si}i∈C , {Φi}i∈C , ] where C is the set

of players participating in the game, Si is the strategy selected by player i, and

Φi : S → R is the utility function of that player, with S the strategy profile

of the game (i.e., the set of strategies selected by all the players). If we refer

to a single player, i.e., the ith player, then S can be rewritten as S = (Si, S−i),

where S−i denotes the joint strategy adopted by player i’s opponents. In a game

G, each player will selfishly choose a new strategy Ti in its turn with the aim

of improving its utility function considering the current strategies of the other
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players. A game is an ordinal potential game if and only if a potential function

F (S) exists such that Eq. (10.7) is met, where sgn[·] denotes the signum function

[55].

sgn [Φi (Ti, S−i)− Φi (Si, S−i)] =

sgn [F (Ti, S−i)− F (Si, S−i)] ∀i ∈ C. (10.7)

In our game, the set of players C are the cells where the requested RAN slices

will be deployed and the existing RAN slices are running. For every ith cell, a

strategy Si consists of a specific RBG allocation for all the RAN slices which

require the coverage of this cell. In turn, the utility function for each ith cell Φi

is given by Eq. (10.8). Since the utility function is the same for all the players,

our game could be seen as identical-interest game or perfect coordination game

[56].

Φi =
(
max

(
B1, B2, ... , Bm, ... , BM

))−1 ∀m ∈ M. (10.8)

The potential function F (S) is defined by Eq. (10.9). Since the utility

function of each cell i is equal to the potential function, i.e., Φi (Si, S−i) =

F (Si, S−i) ∀i ∈ C, it is easy to check that Eq. (10.7) is always met, thus an

unconstrained game with the potential function F (S) and these utility functions

Φi is an ordinal potential game. Consequently, the proposed game always reaches

a NE solution. Note that game theory states that if a game is a potential game,

it always has a NE solution [55].

F (S) =
(
max

(
B1, B2, ... , Bm, ... , BM

))−1 ∀m ∈ M. (10.9)

Defined the utility functions and the potential function, we formulate our

constrained game G as Eq. (10.10) shows. The goal of this game is to determine

the set of strategies S, i.e., the RBG allocation for each RAN slice in each cell,

which maximize the potential function.

(G) : ∀i ∈ C max
Si∈Si

Φi (Si, S−i) .

s.t. gi,m (Si, S−i) ≤ 0.
(10.10)
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We also assume there are |C| · |M| inequalities constrains in the form of

gi,m(S) ≤ 0. Specifically, these constrains are expressed by Eq. (10.11). In

[55], the authors proof that a constrained game is an ordinal potential game only

if the equivalent game without constraints is also an ordinal potential game. This

means that the proposed constrained game G is an ordinal potential game.

gi,m(S) = Bi,m −Bth
m ∀m ∈ M, ∀i ∈ C. (10.11)

To perform the radio resource planning, the proposed RAN Slice Planner

could follow two approaches: one-game-all, and consecutive games.

In the one-game-all approach, the RAN Slice Planner executes the game G
with M ′ = |M| RAN slices. In this game, the starting point is the allocation of

one RBG for each RAN slice in the cells where they require coverage.

In the consecutive games approach, the RAN Slice Planner executes |M|
consecutive games as the one formulated in Eq. (10.10). In each mth game,

only M ′ = m RAN slices participate. Focusing on the first game, i.e., M ′ = 1,

the RAN Slice Planner performs the RBG allocation for one RAN slice. In this

game, the starting point is the allocation of one RBG in each cell where this RAN

slice requires coverage. When the RAN Slice Planner executes the first game, it

consider the derived RBG allocation as the starting point of the next game, where

M ′ = 2 RAN slices participate. The RAN Slice Planner repeats this procedure

until it executes the |M|th game.

As we demonstrate in Section 10.7.2, the proposed game tends to equal the

average UE blocking probabilities of all the RAN slices. This means that selecting

a starting point of the game where the average UE blocking probabilities of all the

RAN slices are closer could involve reaching a NE solution where all the average

UE blocking probabilities are equaled and minimized, but the constraints given

by Eq. (10.11) are not met. This scenario is frequent when the RAN Slice Planner

follows the one-game-all approach. To avoid this issue, we consider the RAN Slice

Planner follows the consecutive game approach.
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Figure 10.3: High-level view of the methods implemented by the
RAN Slice Planner to perform the planning of |M| RAN slices

10.6 Planning Method Based on Better Response Dy-

namics

In Fig. 10.3, we illustrate a block diagram which summarizes the behavior of the

proposed RAN Slice Planner. In a planning period, this mathematical framework

executes |M| consecutive ordinal potential games. Focusing on a specific game G
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with M ′ ≤ |M| RAN slices1, the RAN Slice Planner selects the next cell player

i and determines the strategy Ti which provides the better RBG allocation for

each RAN slice in such cell. The method to determine such allocation is based

on better response dynamics, i.e., the players proceed toward a NE solution via

a local search method. Then, if the utility function Φi of this cell improves with

respect to the previous strategy Si, i.e., Φi(Ti, S−i) > Φi(Si, S−i), the RAN Slice

Planner considers Ti as the new strategy Si in this cell and computes the next cell

player. If the utility function Φi does not improve with respect to the previous

strategy Si, it remains as the better strategy for this cell. In such case, the RAN

Slice Planner also increases by one a counter twp that considers the consecutive

cell players which cannot improve their utility functions. The game G will end

when none of the cell players can improve its utility function, i.e., twp = |C|. If

this happens, the RAN Slice Planner will execute more games until the number of

executed games is |M|. Then, the planning of RAN slices in this planning period

will have ended. At this point, the RAN Slice Planner will have determined the

minimum radio resource quotas for each RAN slice in each cell by considering

the strategies Si ∀i ∈ C derived in the |M|th game.

In the following subsections, we provide details about the method used by the

RAN Slice Planner to define the order in which each cell selects its better RBG

allocation as well as the method to determine such allocation.

10.6.1 Method to Decide the Next Cell Player

In our game, we aim to maximize the potential function F (S) using the minimum

number of iterations, where each iteration correspond to the set of actions taken

by a cell player to determine its better RBG allocation. When better response

dynamics is used for computing the NE solution, the computational time to reach

this solution strongly depends on the order by which players are chosen to perform

their actions. Better response dynamics leaves unspecified the rules to define this

order [57].

To minimize the required number of iterations for reaching the NE solution,

the RAN Slice Planner executes the Algorithm 1, which decides the next cell

player. First, this algorithm determines the RAN slice m′ which provides the

1The order in which the RAN slices enter into a game is out of the scope.
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Algorithm 1: Computing the next cell player i′

1 Inputs: Bm, Bi,m, and ωi,m ∀m ∈ M ∀i ∈ C;
2 Determine m′ = arg max

[(
B1, ..., B|M|

)]
;

3 Compute i′ = arg max
[(
ω1,m′B1,m′ , ... , ω|C|,m′B|C|,m′

)]
;

maximum average UE blocking probability. Then, considering the weighted UE

blocking probability for the selected RAN slice m′ in each cell (i.e., ωi,m′Bi,m′),

the algorithm selects as the next player i′ the cell where the weighted UE blocking

probability is maximum. Using the proposed algorithm, the RAN Slice Planner

selects the cell where the RAN slice which provides the value for the potential

function, see Eq. (10.9), has the worst weighted UE blocking probability. In this

way, the RAN Slice Planner can reallocate RBGs in such cell with the goal of

maximizing the potential function much faster.

10.6.2 Better RBG Allocation in the Cell Player

The Algorithm 2 provides the steps performed by the RAN Slice Planner to select

the better RBG allocation (i.e., strategy Ti) in the cell player i. These steps are

also depicted in Fig. 10.3. First, the RAN Slice Planner checks if there are free

RBGs in the cell i, i.e., those RBGs which has not been allocated for any RAN

slice. If yes, one free RBG will be allocated to RAN slice m′ (i.e., the RAN slice

derived by Algorithm 1). The Algorithm 3 details how the RAN Slice Planner

selects this RBG (see Section 10.6.3). If there are not free RBGs, the only way to

reduce the average UE blocking probability for RAN slice m′ is to allocate it one

RBG from another RAN slice. To than end, the RAN Slice Planner determines

the RAN slicem′′ which has the lowest weighted UE blocking probability in cell i.

Then, one RBG is donated from RAN slice m′′ to RAN slice m′. The Algorithm

4 details how the RAN Slice Planner determines the donated RBG (see Section

10.6.4).

After the RAN Slice Planner uses Algorithm 3 or Algorithm 4, it derives a

new strategy S′
i resulted from the RBG reallocation in cell i. Based on that,

the RAN Slice Planner computes |C| · |M| Probability Density Functions (PDFs)

of the average SINR experienced by an arbitrary UE (i.e., fPDF (γu)), one per

each pair of RAN slice and cell. During this procedure, the probability that an
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Algorithm 2: Computing the better RBG allocation, i.e., strategy Ti,
for cell player i

1 Initialization: RBG allocation for each RAN slice in cell i, i.e., Si;
2 found better strategy = false;
3 while found better strategy == false do
4 if free RBGs == true then
5 Allocate one RBG to RAN slice m′ (see Algorithm 3) → New

strategy S′
i;

6 else
7 Compute m′′ = arg min(ωi,mBi,m) ∀m ∈ M \ {m′};
8 Donate one RBG from RAN slice m′′ to RAN slice m′ (see

Algorithm 4)→ New strategy S′
i;

9 end
10 From S = (S′

i, S−i), derive fPDF (γu) for each pair of RAN slice an
cell. ωi,m is also derived ∀i ∈ C and ∀m ∈ M;

11 Compute Bi,m ∀i ∈ C, ∀m ∈ M;

12 Compute Bm ∀m ∈ M;
13 Compute Φi (S

′
i, S−i);

14 if Φi (S
′
i, S−i) > Φi (Si, S−i) then

15 Si = S′
i;

16 else
17 Ti = Si;
18 found better strategy = true;

19 end

20 end
21 return: Ti

arbitrary UE is attached to a specific cell ωi,m is also recomputed. The proposed

algorithm uses the strongest SINR as the criteria to attach each UE to a specific

cell.

After deriving these PDFs, the RAN Slice Planner computes the UE blocking

probability for each RAN slice in every cell, i.e., Bi,m by using the model we

proposed in [54]. Then, the RAN Slice Planner computes the mean UE blocking

probability for each RAN slice, and thus it derives the new value for the utility

function Φi (S
′
i, S−i) of the cell i. Next, the RAN Slice Planner compares the

new value of the utility function with respect to the previous one, i.e., when

cell i uses the old RBG allocation Si. If the utility function improves, then the
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Algorithm 3: Allocation of one RBG r′ to the RAN slice m′

1 Initialization: distcells(i
′) = ∞ ∀i′ ∈ C \ {i};

2 for r ∈ Rfree
i do

3 for i′ ∈ C \ {i} do

4 if r /∈ Rfree
i′ then

5 Compute distcells(i
′) = ED (i, i′);

6 end

7 end
8 Compute distRBG(r) = min(distcells(i

′));

9 end
10 Compute r′ = arg max(distRBG(r));
11 return: r′

new RBG allocation is considered as the valid strategy (i.e., Si = S′
i). In this

case, these steps (i.e., from step 4 to step 19) are repeated until the RAN Slice

Planner cannot improve the utility function. When this happens, the RAN Slice

Planner ends the execution of Algorithm 2 and the better RBG allocation is the

one derived in the previous iteration, i.e., Ti.

In the following subsections, we provide details about the steps performed by

Algorithms 3 and 4 to reallocate the RBGs in a cell player.

10.6.3 RBG Allocation

To allocate one RBG r′ to the RAN slice m′, the RAN Slice Planner executes

the steps described in Algorithm 3. First, the RAN Slice Planner initializes to

infinity the vector distcells. Focusing on one RBG of those available in the cell,

i.e., r ∈ Rfree
i , the RAN Slice Planner checks if this RBG has been allocated

in the neighbor cells. If yes, distcells stores the euclidean distance, given by the

function ED (·), between the cell i and the neighbor cell i′. When this task is

performed for all the neighbor cells, the RAN Slice Planner selects the minimum

distance gathered in distcells. The goal is to determine the closest neighbor cell

which induces an interference term into the RBG r. Repeating this procedure for

all the free RBGs, the RAN Slice Planner determines the RBG r′ which suffers

the most significant interference term (i.e., from the same RBG in the closest

neighbor cell) with the lowest received power.
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Algorithm 4: Donation of one RBG r′ from RAN slice m′′ to RAN
slice m′

1 Initialization: distcells(i
′) = ∞ ∀i′ ∈ C \ {i};

2 for r ∈ Rm′′
i do

3 for i′ ∈ C \ {i} do

4 if r /∈ Rfree
i′ then

5 Compute distcells(i
′) = ED (i, i′);

6 end

7 end
8 Compute distRBG(r) = min(distcells(i

′));

9 end
10 Compute r′ = arg max(distRBG(r));
11 return: r′

10.6.4 RBG Donation

To donate one RBG r′ from the RAN slice m′′ to the RAN slice m′, the RAN

Slice Planner executes the steps described in Algorithm 4. First the RAN Slice

Planner initializes to infinity the vector distcells. Focusing on one RBG of those

allocated for RAN slice m′′, i.e., r ∈ Rm′′
i , the RAN Slice Planner checks if this

RBG has been allocated in the neighbor cells. At this point, the behavior of the

proposed algorithm is equal to Algorithm 3. The reason is this algorithm aims

to donate the RBG r′ which impacts with less strength in the interference terms

suffered by the neighbor cells. In this way, if the RAN slice m′ would induce a

higher cell load in the RBG r′ in comparison with the current cell load induced

by the RAN slice m′′, see Eq. (10.4), the interference term induced in RBG r′

would be minimum.

10.7 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RAN Slice Plan-

ner and we compare it with two reference solutions. The reference solution 1

computes the minimum radio resource quota for a RAN slice m in a cell i as

Rslot
i,m = N slot

RB,i/|M|, i.e., the radio resources are equally distributed between the

RAN slices. The reference solution 2 computes the minimum radio resource quota
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as Rslot
i,m =

⌊(
ρi,m/

∑
m′∈M ρi,m

)
N slot

RB,i

⌋
, i.e., the radio resources are distributed

in proportion to the average offered traffic intensity of each RAN slice in such

cell. For both reference solutions, we assume the amount of radio resources deter-

mined by these quotas are randomly allocated in the resource grid. In addition

to the performance analysis, we also evaluate the adaptation and renegotiation

capabilities of the proposed solution.

10.7.1 Experimental Setup

We consider a RAN infrastructure which comprises a set of |C| = 20 cells deployed

over an urban area of 1.5 Km x 1.5 Km. We also assume the traffic demand

for each RAN slice is non-uniformly distributed over the considered area. To

characterize the channel conditions of an UE served by a specific RAN slice, we

use a snapshot-based model [33]. Each snapshot represents a random realization

of the demand distribution for each RAN slice (i.e. varying the positions of

the UEs). The different realizations of the same traffic probability distribution

ensure reliable statistical significance analysis. Finally, Table 10.2 summarizes

the parameters used for the simulations.

10.7.2 Performance Analysis of the Proposed RAN Slice Planner

The first experiment provides the performance analysis of the proposed RAN Slice

Planner, as well as a comparison with the reference solutions 1 and 2. In this

experiment, we assume the RAN Slice Planner must plan the deployment of three

RAN slices with specific average offered traffic intensities, i.e., ρm. Specifically,

we consider ρ1 = ρ3 = ρ0, whereas ρ2 could take different values from 0.25ρ0 to

4ρ0.

In Fig. 10.4, we depict the evolution of the average UE blocking probability

Bm for each RAN slice when the RAN Slice Planner executes the multiple ordinal

potential games. In this specific realization, we assume ρ2 = 2ρ0. When the game

M ′ = 1 starts, only the RAN slice m = 1 participates. In this game, the RAN

Slice Planner iteratively adds radio resources in each cell for this RAN slice until

a NE solution is reached. In the game M ′ = 2, the RAN Slice Planner first adds

the remaining free RBGs (if available after finishing the previous game) and then

it donates RBGs from the RAN slice m = 1 to the RAN slice m = 2. The aim
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Table 10.2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Configuration

Cellular Environment Urban, 1.5 Km x 1.5 Km

Number of Cells |C| 20

Carrier frequency
2.14 GHz

(i.e., within band n1 [48])

5G Numerology µ 0

Number of available RBs in a cell N slot
RB,i

(same for all the cells)
106 RBs

RBG size Rsize 4 RBs

Propagation (path loss, shadowing) Umi model [58]

Cell antenna directivity Omni-directional

Cell antenna height 6 m

UE antenna height 1.5 m

UE thermal noise -174 dBm/Hz

UE noise figure 9 dB

UE minimum SINR γmin -10 dB [52]

UE maximum SINR γmax 30 dB [52]

Attenuation factor σ 0.6

Maximum spectral efficiency SEmax 7.4063 bps/Hz

UE Downlink (DL) data rate per RAN slice thm
(same for all the RAN slices)

0.8 Mbps

Upper bound for the UE blocking
probability Bth 1%

UE blocking probability model for each
pair RAN slice - cell

See [54]

Number of RAN slices From 3 to 6

Reference average offered traffic
intensity ρ0

20

Average offered traffic intensity per
RAN slice ρm

From 0.25 to 4

of these procedures is to minimize the average UE blocking probability of the

RAN slice which present the highest value for this parameter. We observe how

the average UE blocking probabilities of these RAN slices tend to be equal in

the first iterations of this game (i.e., iteration 850 aprox.). Then, the RAN Slice

Planner slightly reduces these average UE blocking probabilities until reaching

the NE solution (i.e., iteration 950 aprox.). Finally, the periodical peaks in the
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Figure 10.4: Evolution of the average UE blocking probabilities
when the RAN Slice Planner executes the multiple ordinal potential
games for M = 3 RAN slices.

last iterations correspond to the situation where the unilateral reduction of the

average UE blocking probability in one RAN slice involves an increment in the

average UE blocking probability of the other RAN slice, which is above the value

for the potential function in the previous iteration (i.e., turns where the cells

cannot improve their utility functions). In the last game, i.e., M ′ = 3, the RAN

Slice Planner acts in the same way as the previous game with the difference that

RAN slices m = 1 and m = 2 donates radio resources to the new RAN slice.

Once the behavior of the proposed RAN Slice Planner is known, we compare

its performance with the reference solutions 1 and 2. In Fig. 10.5, we show the

minimum radio resource quota computed for each RAN slice in a specific cell

when the RAN slice m = 2 has a different value for the average offered traffic

intensity. Furthermore, Fig. 10.6 depicts the average UE blocking probability for

the three RAN slices.

Focusing on the reference solution 1, the MNO under(over)-provision radio

resources for the three RAN slices due to it always allocates them the same

amount of radio resources regardless their traffic demands (see Fig. 10.5(a)). If

we observe Fig. 10.6, we notice RAN slice m = 2 has a much lower average
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(a) Reference solution 1

(b) Reference solution 2

(c) Proposed RAN Slice Planner

Figure 10.5: Minimum radio resource quotas computed in a specific
cell. Note that ρ1 = ρ3 = ρ0
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Figure 10.6: Evaluation of the average UE blocking probability Bm

per RAN slice when ρ1 = ρ3 = ρ0 and ρ2 takes different values

UE blocking probability than the remaining RAN slices when ρ2/ρ0 is low. The

opposite happens for higher values of ρ2/ρ0. This involves that (a) RAN slices

m = 1 andm = 3 have higher values for the average UE blocking probability than

they should have; and (b) the RAN slice m = 2 has not enough radio resources

to achieve an average UE blocking probability below the imposed upper bound.

As Fig. 10.5(b) shows, the reference solution 2 determines the amount of

radio resources allocated for each RAN slice in proportion to their average offered

traffic intensities. This approach does not guarantee the average UE blocking

probabilities are below the upper bound. This is mainly due to the inter-cell

interference levels are not considered neither to compute the amount of required

radio resources nor to allocate these resources in specific RBGs. We notice in

Fig. 10.6 how the average UE blocking probability for RAN slice m = 2 is above

the imposed upper bound for lower values of ρ2/ρ0. We also observe a similar

behavior for RAN slice m = 1 and m = 3 when ρ2/ρ0 is higher. This is due to

the reference solution 2 under-provisions radio resources for RAN slice m = 2

when ρ2/ρ0 is low, and over-provisions it for higher values of ρ2/ρ0.

In the case of using the proposed RAN Slice Planner, we observe our solution
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outperforms the reference solutions 1 and 2. Specifically, we notice the average

UE blocking probabilities of all the RAN slice are practically the same and are

always below the upper bound. The reason is our solution does not only consider

the average UE blocking probability for these RAN slices to allocate them radio

resources, but also the inter-cell interference conditions in the RAN infrastruc-

ture.

10.7.3 Analysis of Adaptability

In the second experiment, we aim to demonstrate how the proposed RAN Slice

Planner can be adapted to accommodate a higher amount of RAN slices in com-

parison with the reference solutions 1 and 2. Specifically, we evaluate several

scenarios where the offered traffic intensity for each RAN slice is the same, i.e.,

ρm = ρ. In Fig. 10.7, we observe the inverse of the potential function F−1(S)

(i.e., the highest average UE blocking probability of the considered RAN slices)

when the RAN infrastructure. We notice how the proposed RAN Slice Planer

outperforms the reference solutions by allowing more RAN slices can be deployed

with an average UE blocking probability below the upper bound.

10.7.4 Analysis of the Renegotiation Capability

In the last experiment, we evaluate the renegotiation capability provided by the

proposed RAN Slice Planner. To that end, we assume an scenario where (a)

three RAN slices are currently running in the RAN and (b) the MNO receives

the deployment requests of three new RAN slices. For simplicity, we consider

all the RAN slices offer the same average traffic intensity and it is equal to the

reference average traffic intensity ρm = ρ0.

Under this scenario, the proposed RAN Slice Planner executes a planning pro-

cedure to determine if all the RAN slices can be accommodated into the RAN.

This procedure results in the blue bars depicted in Fig.10.8(a). We notice the av-

erage UE blocking probability for all the RAN slices are above the imposed upper

bound, thus the MNO cannot accommodate the six RAN slices. To solve that,

the MNO should (a) renegotiate the SLA with the tenants which request the new

RAN slices or (b) add more resources in the RAN infrastructure. In this experi-

ment, we consider the MNO renegotiates the SLA with the tenants. Specifically,
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(a) Reference solution 1

(b) Reference solution 2

Figure 10.7: Maximum number of RAN slices which the RAN Slice
Planner can accommodate into the RAN infrastructure

we assume the MNO negotiates a reduction in the number of subscribers for each

RAN slice. This means the average offered traffic intensity for each RAN slice

is reduced. In the first renegotiation, the MNO reduces the available subscribers

by a 20 %. This means ρ4 = ρ5 = ρ6 = 0.8ρ0. After the RAN Slice Planner

re-executes the planning procedure, the average UE blocking probability for each

RAN slice (i.e., orange bars) is still above the upper bound despite the effective
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(c) Proposed RAN Slice Planner

Figure 10.7: Maximum number of RAN slices which the RAN Slice
Planner can accommodate into the RAN infrastructure

average throughput for the requested RAN slices is reduced as Fig. 10.8(b) shows.

If this happens, the MNO tries to reduce more the amount of subscribers for the

requested RAN slices. In the case of reducing the number of subscribers by a 40

% (i.e., ρ4 = ρ5 = ρ6 = 0.6ρ0) in these RAN slices, we observe (i.e., yellow bars)

how the average UE blocking probability of each RAN slice is below the imposed

upper bound.

10.8 Conclusions

During the operation phase of each RAN slice, the amount of assigned radio

resources in each cell must be in compliance with the minimum and maximum

radio resource quotas. Established during the RAN slice planning, these bounds

aim to ensure the SLAs for all the deployed RAN slices are met throughout

the planning window. Assuming the MNO periodically performs in advance a

planning procedure for several RAN slices, we propose a mathematical framework

to define (or recompute) the minimum radio resource quotas which guarantee

the UE blocking probability for each requested (or already deployed) RAN slice

in each cell is below an upper bound. We formulate the problem using game
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(a) Average UE blocking probability for each RAN slice

(b) Effective Average Throughput for each RAN slice

Figure 10.8: RAN slice planning: (i) Before renegotiating the SLA,
(ii) Renegotiation 1; and (iii) Renegotiation 2.

theory. Specifically, we use multiple ordinal potential games and demonstrate

the existence of a NE solution. To solve the formulated games, we design novel

strategies based on better response dynamics with the goal of minimizing the

average UE blocking probability for all the RAN slices. The simulation results

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution in terms of performance,
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adaptability and renegotiation capability.
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11.1. Introduction

Abstract

The well-established network slicing concept has been successfully applied to

the Radio Access Network (RAN) involving a number of technical challenges.

In particular, the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) must ensure corresponding

slice requirements throughout slice lifetimes. When dealing with ultra-Reliable

Low Latency Communication (uRLLC) RAN slices, the MNO must guarantee

the packet transmission delay for each slice within a delay budget with a certain

probability. In this paper, we propose a Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC)-

based model, which given i) the amount of dedicated radio resources for a uRLLC

RAN slice, ii) the probability the packet transmission delay violates a bound and

iii) the distribution of its traffic demand, provides the delay bound for such

conditions.

Based on this model, we finally propose a RAN slice orchestrator to plan in

advance the deployment of multiple uRLLC RAN slices in a multi-cell environ-

ment. Specifically, this orchestrator computes the amount of radio resources to be

assigned to each slice while fulfilling their performance requirements in the long

term. We validate the proposed SNC-based model, demonstrating it provides an

upper and conservative estimation of the bound for the packet transmission delay

of a slice, given a target violation probability: this shows significant benefits in a

scenario with resource scarcity.

11.1 Introduction

The Fifth Generation (5G) of mobile networks brings digitalization and exploita-

tion of the industrial vertical segment. It is supposed to boost a wide variety of un-

precedented communication services with stringent requirements in terms of per-

formance and functionalities. There is a general consensus identifying three main

categories: enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine Type Com-

munication (mMTC) and ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (uRLLC)

[1]. The latter is of particular interest in industrial scenarios and comprises

communication services with stringent requirements in terms of latency and reli-

ability [2]. uRLLC services can perform monitoring and control of cyber-physical

systems, deliver industrial Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) appli-
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cations, or continuous maintenance operations on plant through massive wireless

sensor networks.

However, considering each communication service as an independent mono-

lithic network instance and building a dedicated Radio Access Network (RAN)

infrastructure to accommodate such stringent requirements would be costly and

unaffordable. Therefore, RAN slicing has emerged as a potential solution [3]

to economically provide the means to manage and successfully orchestrate such

services onto a shared network infrastructure. It consists of providing logically-

separated self-contained RANs, denominated RAN slices, tailored onto the re-

quirements of a specific communication service over a common physical infras-

tructure.

Differently from core network slicing, where virtual machines or containers

might be instantiated to accommodate chains of virtual network functions, the

RAN slicing concept comes at no negligible costs: how to assign radio resources

in advance to multiple RAN slices in such a way the Mobile Network Operator

(MNO) can ensure their performance requirements will be completely satisfied

throughout their lifetimes? In particular, RAN slices providing uRLLC services

can further exacerbate the resource assignment problem as the MNO must guar-

antee that the packet transmission delay is within the overall delay budget with

a certain probability. In this regard, the Third Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) has recently standardized a set of policy ratios [3, 4] that must be con-

sidered by the packet scheduler while dynamically allocating radio resources for

each RAN slice throughout their lifetimes. In this paper, we focus on the Radio

Resource Management (RRM) Policy Dedicated Ratio. It defines the dedicated

radio resource quota for an instantiated RAN slice, i.e., its dedicated radio re-

sources, in a single cell. Such radio resources cannot be shared even though the

corresponding RAN slice will not fully use those throughout its lifetime.

When the MNO executes the planning procedure for multiple uRLLC RAN

slices in advance, it computes a dedicated radio resource quota per RAN slice

and cell. To this end, the MNO must rely on i) a mathematical model, which

automatically checks whether dedicated radio resources for a RAN slice in a

cell can meet its performance requirements, and ii) an algorithm, based on the

suggested model, which plans the dedicated radio resource quotas for each RAN

slice.
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11.1.1 Related Works

In the literature, there exists queueing theory-based models to derive the trans-

mission delay of an uRLLC packet in the radio interface. Examples can be found

in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Despite their valuable contributions, the proposed models present

some drawbacks, which do not make them suitable for planning uRLLC RAN

slices. One drawback is that some models assume well-known but not enough-

accurate statistical distributions for modeling the packet arrival rate and the

packet transmission rate in the radio interface. For instance, works such as

[7, 8, 9] consider an exponential distribution for the packet transmission rate

of a uRLLC service. This assumption along with the consideration of a Pois-

son distribution for the packet arrival rate has the advantage that some models

provide close-form expressions for the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

of the packet transmission delay. However, if more complex distributions are

considered [10], computing the CDF using queueing theory is mathematically in-

tractable. In such cases, queueing theory-based models can only provide average

values for the packet transmission delay.

Another mathematical tool to derive the transmission delay is Stochastic Net-

work Calculus (SNC). This tool allows us to compute non-asymptotic statistical

performance bounds of the type P[delay > x] ≤ ϵ considering complex stochastic

processes [11]. This generality comes at the expense of exacts solutions for such

bounds. Instead, SNC provides a conservative estimation for such bounds. In

the literature, there exists a wide variety of solutions based on SNC to compute

the transmission delay of an uRLLC packet. Since this tool is ideal for scenar-

ios where there exists multiple network nodes in tandem, most of the solutions

focus on computing the upper bound of the packet delay in multi-hop cellular

networks. Examples can be found in [12, 13, 14]. Specifically, they do not deepen

into the impact of the channel effects (e.g., fast fading) and/or the main uRLLC

traffic characteristics in the packet transmission delay. Conversely, other works

focus on the radio interface considering specific access schemes. For instance [15]

considers an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) scheme

and [16, 17] assume non-orthogonal multiple access schemes. However, these

works do not consider the RAN slicing technology. This means that the impact

of this technology in the cell capacity is completely omitted. There exist SNC-
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based solutions, which consider network slicing such as [18], however they focus

on the transport and core networks, simplifying the behavior of the radio inter-

face. To the best of our knowledge, there are no works that analyze the packet

delay bound in the radio interface for an uRLLC RAN slice.

Focusing on solutions for provisioning uRLLC services, we can find works

such as [7, 8, 9, 19]. In these works the authors consider latency and reliability

as the main service performance requirements, however these solutions omit the

RAN slicing technology. Others works such as [6, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] consider

RAN slicing to offer uRLLC services. However, they are mainly focused on the

operation of each RAN slice instead of its planning. In these works, the authors

provide an algorithm to dynamically allocate radio resources for each RAN slice in

every transmission time interval or within a short time windows. However, how

the latency requirements could be guaranteed in the long term for each RAN

slice is out of their scope. Additionally, some of these works do not consider

any model for estimating the packet transmission delay. Instead, these works

propose online algorithms, which directly observe the packet buffers to decide

the amount of radio resources allocated for each uRLLC slice. Therefore, the

solutions proposed in these works omit the radio resource quotas, which must

previously be derived during a planning phase.

11.1.2 Contributions

In this article, we assume a multi-cellular environment where the MNO must plan

the deployment of multiple uRLLC RAN slices. Furthermore, each RAN slice has

specific requirements in terms of latency and reliability. Specifically, each RAN

slice requires its packet transmission delay is below a target bound with a certain

probability. To summarize:

• we have proposed a SNC-based model which provides the packet delay

bound of an uRLLC RAN slice in a single cell. To that end, this model

considers as inputs: i) the amount of dedicated radio resources for this RAN

slice, ii) the probability the packet delay is above the delay bound, iii) the

CDF for the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) experienced by

the users served by this RAN slice, and iv) the traffic demand of this RAN

slice, i.e., the distribution of the packet arrival rate, and the distribution
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of the packet size. In our model, the packet size distribution could be

arbitrary;

• to compute the CDF for the SINR perceived by the user, which is served

by a specific uRLLC RAN slice, we use a novel model based on stochastic

geometry. This model considers the impact of the interference incurred by

multiple RAN slices deployed in neighbor cells on the capacity the serving

cell offers to the serving RAN slice;

• we have proposed a RAN slice orchestrator that—using the proposed SNC-

based model—plans in advance the deployment of multiple RAN slices with

different requirements in terms of traffic demand and latency. It aims to

derive the dedicated radio resource quotas for each RAN slice which satisfy

their requirements throughout its lifetime. Specifically, the proposed RAN

slice orchestrator relies on a novel heuristic to derive the radio resource

quotas, which minimize the difference between the delay bounds achieved

with such quotas and the target delay bounds.

In the provided results, we first validate the proposed SNC-based model by

means of an exhaustive simulation campaign, demonstrating that it always pro-

vides an upper estimation of the real delay bound of an uRLLC RAN slice. This

makes our model suitable for planning uRLLC RAN slices. Then, based on this

model, we show the benefits of using the proposed RAN slice orchestrator to plan

the deployment of multiple uRLLC RAN slices over a multi-cellular scenario with

radio resource scarcity.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 11.2 provides a

background on SNC. Section 11.3 describes the system model. In Section 11.4, we

propose a SNC-based model for modeling the packet delay bound of an uRLLC

RAN slice in a single cell. In Section 11.5, we formulate the radio resource

planning for several RAN slices in a multi-cell environment. To solve this problem,

we propose a novel heuristic. In Section 11.6, we validate the proposed SNC-based

model and provide the performance results for the proposed heuristic. Finally,

Section 11.7 summarizes the conclusions.
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11.2 Background on Stochastic Network Calculus

(SNC)

11.2.1 Fundamentals

Network calculus has been developed along two tracks: Deterministic Network

Calculus (DNC) and SNC [25]. Focusing on DNC, its main principles are [26, 27]:

• For each individual network node, DNC considers: (a) the accumulative

arrival process A(τ, t) of a specific service; (b) the accumulative service

process S(τ, t); and (c) the accumulative departure process D(τ, t). These

stochastic processes are considered in the time interval (τ, t].

• Characterizing A(τ, t) and S(τ, t) by upper and lower bounds. These

bounds are known as arrival curve α(τ, t) and service curve β(τ, t), respec-

tively. A(τ, t) has an arrival curve if A(τ, t) ≤ A(τ, t) ⊗ α(τ, t) ∀τ ∈ [0, t].

S(τ, t) has a service curve if D(τ, t) ≥ A(τ, t) ⊗ β(τ, t) ∀τ ∈ [0, t]. The

operator ⊗ defines the convolution under the min-plus algebra.

• Using α(τ, t) and β(τ, t), performance parameters such as the backlog and

the delay bounds of each network node can be analyzed. The definition of

backlog comprises the number of bits which are stored in the network node’s

buffer, whereas the delay is the waiting time for each bit in the buffer. The

backlog bound B in a network node is defined in Eq. (11.1).

B = max
τ∈[0,t]

{α(τ, t)− β(τ, t)} (11.1)

Assuming First-come First-served (FCFS) order, the delay bound W in a

network node is given by Eq. (11.2).

W = min{ω ≥ 0 : max
τ∈[0,t]

{α(τ, t)− β(τ, t+ ω)}} (11.2)

DNC considers the worst-case scenario to compute α(τ, t) and β(τ, t), i.e.,

considering the greatest arrival rate and the lowest service rate. This means

DNC ignores the effects of statistical multiplexing and therefore, it leads to an

overestimation of the resource requirements for the service to be deployed in the
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network node. This fact has motivated the development of SNC, which extends

the DNC to a probabilistic setting. In SNC, α(τ, t) and β(τ, t) are commonly

known as arrival and service envelopes, respectively. A(τ, t) has a arrival envelope

α(τ, t) with bounding function f(x), if for any x ≥ 0, the Eq. (11.3) holds for all

t ≥ 0.

P {A(τ, t)−A(τ, t)⊗ α(τ, t) > x} ≤ f(x) (11.3)

S(τ, t) has a service envelope β(x, t) with bounding function g(x), if Eq. (11.4)

holds for all t ≥ 0:

P {A(τ, t)⊗ β(τ, t)−D(τ, t) > x} ≤ g(x) (11.4)

A widely practice in SNC to compute the backlog and delay bounds in a

network node consists of assuming affine functions to define α(τ, t) and β(τ, t).

In sections 11.2.2, 11.2.3 and 11.2.4, we summarize the methods defined in [11] to

obtain these envelopes, and compute the bounds for the backlog and the delay.

11.2.2 Affine Arrival Envelope

Some stochastic traffic models use Moment Generating Functions (MGFs) to

uniquely determine the distribution of a random process. The MGF of A(τ, t) is

defined as MA(θ) = E[eθA(τ,t)] with free parameter θ ≥ 0 [28]. Considering an

affine arrival envelope model, Eq. (11.5) defines an upper bound for MA(θ). The

variables ρA > 0 and σA ≥ 0 are the rate and burst parameters.

MA(θ) ≤ eθ[ρA(t−τ)+σA] (11.5)

Other approach is to use the Exponentially Bounded Burstiness (EBB) model

to provide the guarantee expressed in Eq. (11.6). This model is based on Eq.

(11.3), and α(τ, t) is defined in Eq. (11.7), where ρA > 0 and bA ≥ 0 are the rate

and burst parameters. The EBB model relaxes the deterministic arrival curve

described in section 11.2.1 by defining an overflow profile εA ≥ 0.

P [A(τ, t) > α(τ, t)] ≤ εA (11.6)

α(τ, t) = ρA(t− τ) + bA (11.7)
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Comparing the arrival envelope defined in Eq. (11.6) with the analogous

deterministic arrival curve described in section 11.2.1, we notice a difference arises

with respect to the computation of the backlog bound. The deterministic arrival

curve can be immediately applied in Eq. (11.1), however the EBB envelope

cannot. The reason is Eq. (11.1) evaluates all τ ∈ [0, t], where the τ = τ∗ that

attains the maximum is a random variable. In contrast, the EBB envelope only

provides a guarantee for an arbitrary, yet, fixed τ ∈ [0, t]. To overcome this

problem, a sample path argument as Eq. (11.8) shows is required. In [11], the

authors demonstrate that ρ′A = ρA + δ, where the free parameter δ > 0 is known

as the slack rate.

P
[
∃τ ∈ [0, t] : A(τ, t) > ρ′A(t− τ) + bA

]
≤ ε′A (11.8)

The EBB and MGF models are directly connected by the Chernoff bound [28]

as Eq. (11.9) shows [11]. In this expression, we obtain the overflow profile ε′A.

ε′A =
eθσAe−θbA

1− e−θδ
(11.9)

Finally, we can obtain a mathematical expression for bA as Eq. (11.10) shows.

bA = σA − 1

θ

[
ln(ε′A) + ln

(
1− e−θδ

)]
(11.10)

11.2.3 Affine Service Envelope

Considering an affine service envelope model, Eq. (11.11) defines a upper bound

for the negative MGF of S(τ, t), i.e., MS(−θ).

MS(−θ) ≤ e−θ(ρS(t−τ)−σS) (11.11)

Using the analogous EBB model for the service envelope, also known as the

Exponentially Bounded Fluctuation (EBF), we provide the guarantee defined in

Eq. (11.12). β(τ, t) is defined in Eq. (11.13), where [x]+ denotes max{0, x},
ρS(t − τ) > 0 and bS ≥ 0 the the rate and burst parameters, respectively. This

model also includes the concept of sample path as Eq. (11.8). In this case,
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ρ′S = ρ′S − δ for all δ > 0.

P [∃τ ∈ [0, t] : S(τ, t) < β(τ, t)] ≤ ε′S (11.12)

β(τ, t) = ρ′S

[
t− τ − bS

ρ′S

]
+

(11.13)

In a similar way as the affine arrival envelope, the Chernoff bound is used

in Eq. (11.12) to derive the deficit profile ε′S (i.e., equivalent to ε′A in the affine

arrival envelope) as Eq. (11.14) describes. Finally, using this expression the burst

parameter bS is derived as Eq. (11.15) shows.

ε′S =
eθσSe−θbS

1− e−θδ
(11.14)

bS = σS − 1

θ

[
ln(ε′S) + ln

(
1− e−θδ

)]
(11.15)

11.2.4 Backlog and Delay bounds considering Affine Envelopes

Considering α(τ, t) and β(τ, t), defined in Sections 11.2.2 and 11.2.3, respectively,

and Eqs. (11.1) and (11.2), we obtain the backlog and delay bounds in Eqs.

(11.16) and (11.17), respectively.

B =
ρA + δ

ρS − δ
bS + bA (11.16)

W =
bA + bS
ρS − δ

(11.17)

Fig. 11.1 depicts a graphical representation of the derived backlog and delay

bounds. The backlog bound B is the vertical deviation between α(τ, t) and β(τ, t)

whereas the delay bound W is the horizontal deviation between these envelopes.

11.3 System Model

In this work, we focus on the Downlink (DL) operation of a 5G-New Radio (NR)

multi-cell environment with several RAN slices. Each RAN slice provides an

uRLLC service to their User Equipments (UEs). Furthermore, each next Gen-

eration NodeB (gNB) supports Link Adaptation (LA), thus these gNBs consider
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Figure 11.1: Graphical representation of backlog bound B and delay
bound W .

the channel quality perceived by each UE to allocate them radio resources. Under

this scenario, we first describe the network model. Then, we define the character-

istics of the offered DL traffic for an uRLLC service. Next, we present the radio

resource model. Finally, we describe the channel model for a single cell.

11.3.1 Network Model

We consider a MNO owns a RAN infrastructure consisting of a set I of cells.

Defining M as the set of RAN slices, the RAN slice orchestrator will execute

a radio resource planning procedure to accommodate them, each with specific

uRLLC requirements, in the long term. Under this scenario, a set U of UEs

coexist, being i) Um ⊆ U the subset of UEs served by the RAN slice m, ii)

Ui ⊆ U the subset of UEs served by the cell i ∈ I, and iii) Um
i = Um ∩ Ui

the intersection of both subsets. Finally, we consider each UE is attached to the

nearest cell.

11.3.2 uRLLC Traffic Model

We assume the traffic demand of each RAN slice is non-uniformly distributed over

the considered RAN infrastructure. Focusing on the traffic demand of a single

RAN slice m ∈ M, we consider statistical distributions for its arrival packet rate

and the size of their packets.
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Regarding the packet arrival, we assume the RAN slice m transmits packets

to their UEs in batches (i.e., simultaneous transmission of packets for multiple

UEs). Specifically, we consider the RAN slice m has an average of λm batch

arrivals per unit time following a Poisson distribution. Since a Poisson process

can be split into independent processes [29], we can also express the average batch

arrival for each gNB as λi,m = ωi,mλm. The variable ωi,m denotes the probability

an UE u ∈ Um is served by the gNB i ∈ I.
Focusing on a individual batch arrival, a set ofNpkt

i,m packets are simultaneously

generated. Npkt
i,m is a discrete random variable which ranges from 1 to |Um

i |, and
follows an arbitrary distribution with Probability Mass Function (PMF) pi,m,u.

With respect to the transmitted packets in a RAN slice m, each packet presents

a specific size of L ∈ Lm bits. L is also a discrete random variable which follows

an arbitrary distribution with PMF pm,l.

We assume each cell uses a packet scheduler per RAN slice. The scheduling

policy used by each scheduler is the Earliest Deadline First (EDF). This discipline

is the optimal policy for scheduling delay-sensitive traffic [30]. We also assume

all the packets for the RAN slice m have the same deadline W th
m . Since W th

m is

the same for all the packets, the EDF discipline is equivalent to the First In First

Out (FIFO) policy.

Finally, we consider the MNO also imposes a value ε′m for the violation prob-

ability before signing the Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the tenant which

requests the RAN slice m. The violation probability is the probability that an

individual uRLLC packet suffers a transmission delay above the packet delay

budget W th
m .

11.3.3 Radio Resource Model

We assume OFDMA as the accessing scheme for the cells. Focusing on the cell

i, it supports a total bandwidth Wi. In turn, this bandwidth is divided into Ni

OFDM subcarriers, which are grouped in groups of NSC = 12 subcarriers. Each

group defines a Resource Block (RB), which is the smallest unit of resources

that can be allocated to a UE. The set of RBs available in the cell i during

each timeslot tslot is denoted by Ri, and the amount of these RBs is given by

Eq. (11.18). Since a cell supports scalable numerologies (µ5G = 0, 1, . . . , 4), i)
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the duration of a timeslot is computed as tslot = 10−3/2µ5G seconds, and ii) the

subcarrier spacing is derived as ∆f = 2µ5G · 15 KHz. The parameter OH denotes

the overhead factor due to control plane data [31].

|Ri| =
⌊

Wi

NSC∆f
(1−OH)

⌋
(11.18)

Finally, we denote i) Rm
i ⊆ Ri as the subset of RBs allocated to the RAN

slice m in cell i, and ii) Ru ⊆ Rm
i as the subset of RBs allocated for the UE u.

11.3.4 Channel Model

To measure the channel quality perceived by an arbitrary UE u ∈ Um
i in the RB

r, we consider the instantaneous SINR, i.e., γ
(t)
u,r. This parameter is described

in Eq. (11.19), where PTX is the transmitted power in a single RB. We assume

all the gNBs transmit the same power for each RB. The parameter h denotes

the gain due to the fast fading. We assume h follows a Rayleigh distribution

with mean one. The parameter χ is the gain due to the shadowing and follows

a log-normal distribution characterized by the mean µχ and standard deviation

σχ, both in dB. The parameter du,i denotes the distance from the gNB i to the

UE u, with α the pathloss exponent. The summation terms in the denominator

gather the interference suffered by the UE u in the RB r, and PN is the noise

power measured in a single RB. Focusing on a specific interference term j, the

parameter ξj,r denotes a binary variable that takes the value 1 when the neighbor

cell j transmits data in the RB r and the value 0 otherwise. The value for ξj,r will

depend on the dynamic radio resource allocation performed by the corresponding

gNBs in the neighbor cells. We consider that only the RBs allocated to a specific

RAN slice can be scheduled to its UEs.

γ(t)u,r =
PTXhχd

−α
u,i∑

j∈I\{i} ξj,rPTXhχd
−α
u,j + PN

(11.19)

Considering γ
(t)
u,r is measured for a considerable amount of time for the UEs

attached in the cell i and served by the RAN slice m, we can obtain the CDF

of the SINR to model the channel quality for this RAN slice in this cell. In the

literature, stochastic geometry has been used as a powerful analytical tool for
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modeling the CDF of the SINR [32]. In this work, we rely on several state-of-the-

art works on stochastic geometry (i.e., [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]) to provide a closed-form

expression for the CDF of the SINR. In [33], the authors have defined this CDF

as Eq. (11.20) shows. The parameter γth is the target SINR. The parameter psuc

is the probability that an arbitrary UE perceives a SINR γu,r higher than γth,

whereas psel is the probability the gNB schedules a RB to transmit data for this

UE.

fCDF (γu,r, γth) = P [γu,r ≤ γth] = 1− psuc · psel (11.20)

From the results of [34], and considering the pathloss exponent is α = 4, we get

psuc by Eq. (11.21). In this equation κgNB,χ = κgNBE
[√
χ
]
, where κgNB is the

gNB density and E
[√
χ
]
is the fractional moment of the log-normal distribution.

E
[√
χ
]
models the shadowing channel power as Eq. (11.22) shows. The authors

of [36] use this fractional moment to incorporate the shadowing effect in Eq.

(11.20). The parameter κj,χ = κjE
[√
χ
]
, where κj denotes the density of the

neighbor cells interfering in an arbitrary RB. It is defined as κj = κgNB (1− poff ),

where the parameter poff is the probability that a generic cell does not transmit

in a RB. The parameter υ (γth) is given by Eq. (11.23). Finally, the function

Q(·) denotes the Gaussian Q-function.

psuc =

√
πPTX

γthPN
exp

(
(π [κgNB,χ + κj,χυ (γth)])

2 PTX

4γthPN

)
·

Q

π [κgNB,χ + κj,χυ (γth)]√
2γthPN
PTX

 (11.21)

E [
√
χ] = exp

(
ln (10)µχ

20
+

1

2

(
ln (10)σχ

20

)2
)

(11.22)

υ (γth) =
√
γth

[
π

2
− arctan

(
1

√
γth

)]
(11.23)

To compute psel and poff , we need to assume a specific model for the cell load

(i.e., the fraction of RBs that are being scheduled on average for the attached

UEs). In [33], the authors assume each cell has available only one RB whereas the

authors of [35] extend the definition of psel and poff given in [33] by considering
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an arbitrary number of RBs in each cell. Assuming the density of UEs κUEs

is much higher than the density of cells (i.e., κUEs ≫ κgNBs), we have in Eqs.

(11.24) and (11.25) the mathematical expressions for psel and poff . Note that

Γ(·) denotes the gamma function.

psel = |Ri|
(
κUEs

κgNB,χ

)−1

(11.24)

poff =
4

63

3.53.5

Γ (3.5)

Γ (4.5 + |Ri|)
Γ (1 + |Ri|)

(
κUEs

κgNB,χ

)−3.5

(11.25)

These parameters were formulated under the assumption the UE density is

the same in the entire RAN. However, a RAN slice could present a different

amount of UEs in each cell. Furthermore, the UE density for each RAN slice

could be different. For this reason, we define the UE density for a RAN slice m

in cell i as κUE,i,m. In addition, the authors of [35] consider the UEs attached to

a cell are randomly chosen for transmission in an arbitrary RB. This means a cell

can schedule one RB to transmit data for a single UE. In our work, we consider

each UE could receive data from multiple RBs in a timeslot. Depending the RAN

slice which serves this UE, the length of each packet could take a different value

(see Sec. 11.3.2). Furthermore, each transmitted packet could require a specific

amount of RBs according to the channel quality. All this involves computing the

density of the required amount of RBs for transmitting a packet in a specific RAN

slice and cell, i.e., κRBs,i,m instead of κUEs,i,m. For simplicity, we consider the

average number of required RBs, i.e., R
pkt
i,m , to compute κRBs,i,m as Eq. (11.26)

shows.

κRBs,i,m = κUEs,i,mR
pkt
i,m (11.26)

Under the above assumptions, we reformulate psel and poff as Eqs. (11.27)

and (11.28) show, respectively. In Eq. (11.28), the second summation gathers

the probability that a neighbor gNB j does not transmit in a RB for each RAN

slice. Since the result of the second summation is different for each neighbor gNB

j, we sum the weighted result of each neighbor gNB. To consider the impact of

each neighbor gNB, we define the weight ιj according to the pathloss from the
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neighbor gNB j to the considered gNB i, i.e., ιj = d−α
i,j /

∑
j∈I\{i} d

−α
i,j .

psel = |Rm
i |
(
κRBs,i,m

κgNB,χ

)−1

(11.27)

poff =
∑

j∈I\{i}

ιj
∑
m∈M

4

63

3.53.5

Γ (3.5)

Γ
(
4.5 + |Rm

j |
)

Γ
(
1 + |Rm

j |
) (

κRBs,j,m

κgNB,χ

)−3.5

(11.28)

Once the CDF for the SINR is known, we can compute the PMF for the

spectral efficiency achieved by an UE served by the RAN slice m in cell i. To

that end, we first translate γu,r into the equivalent spectral efficiency SEu,r.

Since uRLLC packets are very short, the achievable spectral efficiency cannot be

accurately capture by Shannon’s capacity [22]. Instead, the spectral efficiency in

uRLLC falls in the finite blocklength channel coding regime, which is derived as

Eq. (11.29) shows [38]. In this equation, Q−1 (·) is the inverse of the Gaussian

Q-function. The parameter ϵdec is the decoding error probability, which could

range from 10−3 to 10−7 [39]. Finally, nblock denotes the blocklength.

SEu,r = fγ→SE (γu,r) = log2 (1 + γu,r)−

√
1− 1

(1+γu,r)
2

nblock
Q−1 (ϵdec) log2 (e)

(11.29)

Then, we consider Nz values for the spectral efficiency SEz,i,m which an ar-

bitrary UE can achieve. This finite set of values depends on the Modulation

and Coding Scheme (MCS) pair selected by the gNB after this UE reports the

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) [40, Table 5.2.2.1-3]. As Eq. (11.30) shows, we

can compute the probabilities πz,i,m of reporting certain CQIs, i.e., the PMF of

SEz,i,m, by using the CDF of the SINR provided in Eq. (11.20).

πz,i,m =


fCDF (γu,r, fSE→γ (SE1,i,m)) if z = 1

fCDF (γu,r, fSE→γ (SEz+1,i,m))

−fCDF (γu,r, fSE→γ (SEz,i,m)) if 1 < z < Nz

1− fCDF (γu,r, fSE→γ (SENz ,i,m)) if z = Nz

(11.30)

Since πz,i,m is independent from the PMFs for the packet length, i.e., pm,l

∀m ∈ M , we can compute the amount of required RBs for transmitting a packet
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as Eq. (11.31) defines. The variable r′ denotes a specific combination of a packet

size L ∈ Lm and a spectral efficiency value SEz,i,m. The PMF of the random

variable Rpkt
r′,i,m, i.e., pr′ is the joint PMF of the random variables L and SEz,i,m,

whose PMFs are pm,l and πz,i,m, respectively.

Rpkt
r′,i,m =

⌈
Lr′

tslotNSC∆fSEr′

⌉
(11.31)

Finally, we can compute the average number of required RBs for transmitting

a packet as Eq. (11.32) shows. Note that we previously needed R
pkt
i,m to derive

πz,i,m as Eq. (11.26) defines. For this reason, we need to compute πz,i,m with

at least two iterations. For example, in the first iteration we could use arbitrary

values for πz,i,m to estimateR
pkt
i,m. Then, in the second iteration, we can recompute

a more accurate version of πz,i,m and R
pkt
i,m.

R
pkt
i,m =

∑
r′∈Rreq

m

pr′R
pkt
r′,i,m (11.32)

11.4 SNC-based Model for an uRLLC RAN slice in a

cell

In this section, we propose a SNC-based model to determine the amount of RBs

|Rm
i |, which the RAN slice orchestrator defines as dedicated radio resource quota

for a RAN slice m in a cell i. Considering a specific amount of RBs and the

violation probability ε′m, this model provides the delay and backlog bounds which

guarantee ε′m for this RAN slice in this cell. To that end, the proposed model

considers different stochastic processes, which characterize: i) the DL traffic of

an uRLLC RAN slice, and ii) the capacity the serving gNB provides for such

RAN slice.

Under this context, we first describe the traffic model for an uRLLC RAN

slice. Then, we present the service model for the gNB capacity available for such

RAN slice. Finally, we use SNC to derive the mathematical expressions for the

backlog and delay bounds.
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11.4.1 Traffic Model for an uRLLC RAN slice

The arrival process Ai,m(τ, t) is the accumulative number of bits which arrive

from the core network to the cell i for the RAN slice m. This stochastic process

is defined in Eq. (11.33), where N batch
i,m (t) denotes the number of batch arrivals

during the interval [0, t]. The random variable yb denotes the amount of bits

generated in a batch arrival.

Ai,m(τ, t) =

Nbatch
i,m (t)∑
b=1

yb (11.33)

In a batch arrival, the number of bits which arrives to the corresponding gNB

is given by Eq. (11.34). The parameter Npkt
i,m,b defines the number of packets

which simultaneously arrive for different UEs. For each packet, the parameter

Ln ∈ Lm represents its size in bits.

yb =

Npkt
i,m,b∑
n=1

Ln (11.34)

We compute the MGF of Ai,m(τ, t) as Eq. (11.35) shows. By substitution of

ln (Myb(θ)) = ν, we have the MGF of the Poisson process N batch
i,m (t) in function

of the free parameter ν. This MGF can be expressed as Eq. (11.36) shows [28].

MAi,m(θ) = E[eθAi,m(τ,t)] = E[(Myb(θ))
Nbatch

i,m (t)] =

E[eN
batch
i,m (t)·ln(Myb

(θ))] = E
[
eνN

batch
i,m (t)

]
=MNbatch

i,m
(ν) (11.35)

MNbatch
i,m

(ν) = eλi,mt(eν−1) (11.36)

If we express the resulting MGF in function of the free parameter θ as Eq.

(11.37) shows, we observe which the MGF of Ai,m(τ, t) depends on the MGF of

yb, i.e., Myb(θ).

MAi,m(θ) = eλi,m(Myb
(θ)−1)t (11.37)

We compute the MGF of yb as Eq. (11.38) shows. The resulting expression
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is equal to the MGF of Npkt
i,m,b with free parameter ν, i.e., M

Npkt
i,m,b

(ν).

Myb(θ) = E[eθyb ] = E[(Mln(θ))
Npkt

i,m,b ] =

E[eN
pkt
i,m,b·ln(Mln (θ))] = E

[
eνN

pkt
i,m,b

]
=M

Npkt
i,m,b

(ν) (11.38)

Using the definition of MGF (see section 11.2.2), we define the MGF of Npkt
i,m,b

as Eq. (11.39) shows. If we express the resulting MGF in function of the free

parameter θ, we observe which the MGF of yb depends on the MGF of Ln, i.e.,

MLn (see Eq. (11.40)).

M
Npkt

i,m,b
(ν) =

|Um
i |∑

u=1

eνupi,m,u (11.39)

Myb(θ) =

|Um
i |∑

u=1

[MLn(θ)]
u pi,m,u (11.40)

Similarly to Eq. (11.39), we define the MGF of Ln in Eq. (11.41).

MLn(θ) =
∑
l∈Lm

eθlpm,l (11.41)

If we include this expression in Eq. (11.40), and then we replace the resulting

expression in Eq. (11.37), we obtain the MGF of Ai,m(τ, t) as Eq. (11.42) shows.

MAi,m(θ) = e
λi,m

(∑|Um
i |

u=1 [
∑

l∈Lm eθlpm,l]
u
pi,m,u−1

)
t

(11.42)

Finally, by equaling the right side of Eq. (11.5) with Eq. (11.42), we obtain

Eq. (11.43). In this expression, we define the parameters ρAi,m and σAi,m of the

affine arrival envelope αi,m(τ, t) =
(
ρAi,m + δ

)
[t− τ ] + σAi,m which bounds the

arrival process Ai,m(τ, t).
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σAi,m = 0 (11.43a)

ρAi,m =
λi,m
θ

|Um
i |∑

u=1

[∑
l∈Lm

eθlpm,l

]u
pi,m,u − 1

 (11.43b)

11.4.2 Service Model for a RAN slice

The service process Si,m(τ, t) is the accumulative number of bits which could be

processed by the cell i for the RAN slice m. This process is described in Eq.

(11.44).

Si,m(t) =

Nslot(t)∑
n=0

Ci,m(n) (11.44)

The deterministic variable N slot(t) = t/tslot represents the number of accu-

mulated timeslots in t. The random variable Ci,m(n) denotes the amount of bits

which the corresponding gNB could process in the timeslot n if all the allocated

RBs for the RAN slice m were used. This variable depends on (a) the amount of

allocated RBs for this RAN slice, i.e., |Rm
i |; and (b) the amount of RBs consumed

by each transmitted uRLLC packet, i.e., Rpkt
r′,i,m and its PMF, i.e., pr′ . Consid-

ering (a)-(b), we can obtain all the possible values for Ci,m(n), i.e., cq ∀q ∈ Qm
i ,

and its PMF pq. Note that the definition of a model to obtain cq and pq is out

of the scope. In our work, we estimate them by Montecarlo simulations.

Using the definition of MGF (see section 11.2.2), we define the negative MGF

for Ci,m(n) as Eq. (11.45) shows.

MCi,m(−θ) = E
[
e−θCi,m(n)

]
=
∑
q∈Qm

i

e−θcqpq (11.45)

Considering MCi,m(−θ), we can compute the negative MGF of the service

process Si,m(τ, t) as Eq. (11.46) shows. By substitution of ln
(
MCi,m(−θ)

)
= −ν,

we have the negative MGF of the deterministic variable N slot(t) in function of

the free parameter −ν.
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MSi,m(−θ) = E
[
e−θSi,m(τ,t)

]
= E

[(
MCi,m(−θ)

)Nslot(t)
]
=

E

[
e
Nslot(t)ln

(
MCi,m

(−θ)
)]

= E
[
e−νNslot(t)

]
=MNslot(−ν) (11.46)

Furthermore, we can obtain the negative MGF of Si,m(τ, t) as Eq. (11.47)

shows.

MSi,m(−θ) = e

ln

(∑
q∈Qm

i
e−θcq pq

)
tslot

t
(11.47)

Finally, by equaling the right side of Eq. (11.11) with Eq. (11.47), we obtain

Eq. (11.48). In this expression, we define the parameters ρSi,m and σSi,m of the

affine service envelope βi,m(τ, t) =
(
ρSi,m − δ

)
[t− τ ] + σSi,m which bound the

service process Si,m(τ, t).

σSi,m = 0 (11.48a)

ρSi,m =
−1

θtslot
ln

 ∑
q∈Qm

i

e−θcqpq

 (11.48b)

11.4.3 Backlog and Delay bound for a RAN Slice

To compute the backlog and delay bounds for the RAN slice m in the cell i, we

assume the violation probability ε′m is equally distributed into the overflow and

deficit profiles, i.e., ε′Am
= ε′Sm

= ε′m/2. Considering that, we obtain in Eqs.

(11.49) and (11.50) the backlog and delay bounds by (a) applying Eqs. (11.43a)

and (11.48a) into Eqs. (11.10) and (11.15), respectively; and (b) using them along

with Eqs. (11.43b) and (11.48b) into Eqs. (11.16) and (11.17), respectively.

Bi,m =
1

θ

[
ln

(
ε′m
2

)
+ ln

(
1− e−θδ

)]
·λi,mtslot

(∑|U|mi
u=1

[∑
l∈Lm eθlpm,l

]u
pi,m,u − 1

)
+ δθtslot

ln
(∑

q∈Qm
i
e−θcqpq

)
+ δθtslot

− 1

 (11.49)
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Wi,m =
2tslot

[
ln
(
ε′m
2

)
+ ln

(
1− e−θδ

)]
ln
(∑

q∈Qm
i
e−θcqpq

)
+ δθtslot

(11.50)

11.5 Radio Resource Planning for RAN slices

Considering the proposed SNC-based model, we design a radio resource planning

scheme. The RAN slice orchestrator will execute it to decide the dedicated radio

resource quotas assigned for each RAN slice in each cell. First, we present the

problem formulation. Then, we provide a heuristic for solving this problem.

11.5.1 Problem Formulation

When the RAN slice orchestrator plans the deployment of several uRLLC RAN

slices, it must guarantee that their performance requirements are met in the long

term. Specifically, this means the probability that a packet k transmitted for

the RAN slice m suffers a delay Wk above the packet delay budget is less than

or equal to the violation probability, i.e., P
[
Wk > W th

m

]
≤ ε′m. To meet this

condition, the RAN slice orchestrator must set a dedicated radio resource quota

per RAN slice and cell.

Assuming the RAN slice orchestrator establishes a specific set of RBs for each

pair of RAN slice and cell, i.e., |Rm
i |, each RAN slice m will present in each cell i

an upper bound for the packet latency Wi,m in such a way that P [Wk > Wi,m] =

ε′m. With the aim of characterizing how this upper bound is close to the packet

delay budget W th
m , we define the parameter ∆Wi,m in Eq. (11.51). Note that

∆Wi,m is zero if the upper bound Wi,m is less than the packet delay budget.

∆Wi,m = max
(
Wi,m −W th

m , 0
)

(11.51)

If we consider ∆Wi,m in all the cells where the RAN slice m must provide the

uRLLC service, we can compute the average for this parameter as Eq. (11.52)

shows.

∆Wm =
∑
i∈Im

ωi,m∆Wi,m (11.52)

The RAN slice orchestrator aims to compute the dedicated radio resource

quotas in such a way that ∆Wm was zero for all the RAN slices. If this pa-
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rameter was not zero for one or more RAN slices using all the available RBs,

this would mean that the entire RAN infrastructure has not enough capacity to

satisfy the latency requirements of these RAN slices. In this scenario, the MNO

must prioritize which RAN slices will achieve a delay bound closer to their re-

quired packet delay bounds. To that end, we define the RAN slice priority ψm

as a potential parameter which the MNO may tune for instance, considering an

economic-based policy. With the purpose of minimizing ψm′∆Wm′ for the RAN

slice m′ which presents the greatest value for such parameter, we formulate our

problem as follows.

minimize
|Rm

i |
max

(
ψ1∆W 1, ... ψm∆Wm, ... ψ|M|∆W |M|

)
, (11.53)

subject to:
∑
m∈M

ψm = 1, (11.54)∑
m∈M

|Rm
i | ≤ |Ri| (11.55)

11.5.2 Heuristic Algorithm Design

To solve the formulated problem, we propose the heuristic described in Algorithm

1. Given the performance requirements and the traffic demand of each RAN slice

m ∈ M (line 1), Algorithm 1 provides the steps performed by the RAN slice

orchestrator to determine the dedicated radio resource quotas for these RAN

slices.

First, the algorithm equally distributes the available RBs in each cell among

all the RAN slices (line 2). Furthermore the parameter N ite
not imp is set to zero.

This parameter indicates the number of consecutive iterations which are not valid

(see while loop). Based on the initial RB allocation, the algorithm derives (line

3): the PMF of SEz,i,m (i.e., the probabilities of reporting a certain CQI); the

possible amount of required RBs to transmit a packet; and the PMF for this

random variable. These parameters are used by the algorithm as inputs for the

proposed SNC-based model (line 4). Using this model, the algorithm estimates

the delay bound Wi,m for each RAN slice and each cell. Additionally, during

the SNC-based model execution, the algorithm (a) estimates the gNB capacity

for a RAN slice (i.e., computing pq and cq ∀q ∈ Qm
i ); and (b) optimizes the free

parameters θ and δ to obtain Wi,m. Next, the algorithm computes the difference
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Algorithm 1: Radio Resource Planning for |M| RAN slices

1 Inputs: Performance requirements (i.e., W th
m and ε′m) and traffic

distribution (i.e., |Um
i |, pi,m,u, λm, L ∈ Lm, and pm,l) for each RAN

slice m ∈ M;
2 Initialization: Equal distribution of the RBs among the RAN slices.

Set N ite
not imp = 0;

3 Compute πz,i,m, Rpkt
r′,i,m, and pr′ ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M;

4 Compute Wi,m ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M by using the proposed SNC-based
model;

5 ∆Wi,m and ∆Wm ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M. Evaluate curr func = Eq. (11.53);
6 while curr func > 0 and N ite

not imp < |I| do
7 Select m′ = arg max

(
ψ1∆W 1, ... ψm∆Wm, ... ψ|M|∆W |M|

)
∀m ∈ M;

8 Set a = sortdesc
(
ω1,m′∆W1,m′ , ... , ωi,m′∆Wi,m′ , ... , ω|I|,m′∆W|I|,m′

)
∀i ∈ I. Remove the first N ite

not imp elements of a. Select

i′ = arg (a(1));
9 Select m′′ = arg min

(
ωi′,1∆Wi′,1, ... , ωi′,m∆Wi′,m, ... , ωi′,m∆Wi′,m

)
∀m ∈ M \ {m′};

10 Redistribute one RB from RAN slice m′′ to RAN slice m′, i.e.,

|Rm′
i′ | = |Rm′

i′ |+ 1 and |Rm′′
i′′ | = |Rm′′

i′′ | − 1;

11 Compute πz,i,m, pr′ , and R
pkt
r′,i,m ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M;

12 Set prev func = curr func;
13 Compute Wi,m ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M by using the proposed SNC-based

model;

14 ∆Wi,m and ∆Wm ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M. Evaluate curr func =
SNC-BASED OPT;

15 if curr func < prev func then
16 Set N ite

not imp = 0. Variables computed in lines 10-14 are valid;

17 else
18 Set N ite

not imp = N ite
not imp + 1. Variables computed in lines 10-14 are

invalid;

19 end

20 end
21 return: Rm

i ∀i ∈ I; ∀m ∈ M

between the estimated delay bounds and the packet delay budget for each RAN

slice (line 5). Furthermore, the algorithm averages these differences for each RAN

slice. With these parameters, the algorithm evaluates the function defined in Eq.
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(11.53).

In the following steps (lines 6-20), the algorithm iteratively redistributes the

RBs allocated for each RAN slice in each cell with the aim of minimizing the

function defined in Eq. (11.53). Focusing on a single iteration, the algorithm

redistributes one RB between two RAN slices in a single cell. To that end, the

algorithm first determines the RAN slice m′ which will receive a new RB (line

7). It is the one which maximize Eq. (11.53). Then, the algorithm decides

the cell where one RB will be redistributed (line 8). This cell will be the one

where the weighted difference between the estimated delay bound and the target

packet delay bound is greater. Note that if one or more consecutive iterations

cannot improve the current value of Eq. (11.53), the cells selected in the previous

iterations cannot be considered in the new iteration. This means theN ite
not imp cells

which provide the greatest values for the weighted difference are not considered.

Later, the algorithm decides the RAN slice m′′ which will donates one RB to

the RAN slice m′ (line 9). This RAN slice will be the one which has the lowest

weighted difference between the estimated delay bound and the packet delay

budget. When the cell and the RAN slices involved in the RB redistribution are

determined, the algorithm computes the new amount of RBs in such RAN slices

(line 10). After that, the algorithm recomputes (lines 11-14): the PMFs for the

spectral efficiency and the required amount of RBs per transmitted packet; the

delay bound using the SNC-based model; and the value of the function defined

in Eq. (11.53). Then, the algorithm checks if the value of this function has

decreased with respect to its value in the previous iteration (lines 15-19). If yes,

the algorithm considers the variables computed in the lines 10-14 are valid. If

not, these variables are invalid, and the algorithm does not update them in this

iteration. The algorithm stops when the value of Eq. (11.53) is either equal to

zero or can no longer be minimized.

11.6 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we (a) validate the proposed SNC-based model and (b) evalu-

ate the performance of the proposed heuristic, comparing it with two reference

solutions. The reference solution #1 consists of the RAN slice orchestrator estab-

lishes the dedicated radio resource quotas by allocating proportionally the RBs
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according to the traffic demand of each RAN slice. Focusing on a specific cell,

this traffic demand depends on the number of attached UEs, the average arrival

of packets and the size of each packet. This means the reference solution #1 is

agnostic to the latency requirements of each RAN slice. In the reference solution

#2, the RAN slice orchestrator periodically recomputes the dedicated radio re-

source quotas for each RAN slice. Specifically, it redistributes the RBs available

for each RAN slice in each cell according to its average buffer size (i.e, packets

in queue waiting to be transmitted). This means the RAN slice orchestrator

provides more RBs for the RAN slice which presents the greatest average buffer

size. This reference solution indirectly considers the latency experienced by the

packets of a RAN slice.

11.6.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the SNC-based model, we use a Matlab-based simulator that resem-

bles the packet arrival and their transmission for an uRLLC RAN slice in a single

cell. Furthermore, we consider an arbitrary set of values for the probabilities of

reporting certain CQIs, i.e., πz,i,m. Table 11.1 summarizes the main parameters

used in the model validation.

Regarding the evaluation of the proposed heuristic, we consider a RAN in-

frastructure composed of |I| = 7 cells deployed over an area of 0.95 Km x 0.95

Km. We also consider the traffic demand for each RAN slice is non-uniformly dis-

tributed over this area. This means each RAN slice (a) serves a different amount

of UEs in each cell; (b) has a specific batch arrival rate for its packets; and (c)

has a specific distribution for the packet size. In addition, each RAN slice ac-

commodates an uRLLC service with specific performance requirements in terms

of packet delay budget and violation probability. In Table 11.2, we summarize

the parameters used for evaluating the proposed heuristic.

11.6.2 Validation of the proposed SNC-based model

In Fig. 11.2, we have evaluated the delay boundWi,m in function of the dedicated

radio resource quota |Rm
i | assigned for the RAN slice m. We observe the SNC-

based model always overestimates the amount of required RBs to obtain a specific

delay bound, given a specific value for the violation probability ε′m. This makes
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Figure 11.2: Evaluation of the delay bound Wi,m in function of the
number of RBs allocated to the RAN slice m, i.e., |Rm

i |.

the proposed model suitable for ensuring the performance requirements of uRLLC

RAN slices when the MNO plan them in advance. We also notice the relative

error between the SNC-based model and the simulator decreases when the number

of assigned RBs increases. Using these graphics, the RAN slice orchestrator

can estimate the dedicated radio resource quota for a RAN slice in a cell which
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(a) Delay bound
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Figure 11.3: Evaluation of the delay bound Wi,m in function of
average time between batch generations, i.e., 1/λi,m.

guarantee the (1− ε′m) · 100 % of the packets meet the packet delay budget W th
m .

Although they are not depicted due to space limits, we have obtained similar

results for the backlog bound Bi,m in function of the dedicated radio resource

quota |Rm
i | assigned for the RAN slice m.

We have also evaluated the delay bound Wi,m in function of the average time
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Figure 11.4: Evaluation of the relative error in function of the vio-
lation probability ε′m.

between batch generations (i.e., 1/λi,m) as Fig. 11.3 shows. Given a specific value

for 1/λi,m, we observe the proposed SNC-based model overestimates the packet

delay budget. We also notice the relative error between the proposed model

and the simulator decreases when the average time between batch generations

increases.

Finally, we have evaluated the relative error in function of the violation prob-

ability as Fig. 11.4 shows. We observe the SNC-based model presents a better

accuracy when the violation probability takes low values. This means our pro-

posed model is ideal for uRLLC services, which have extreme requirements in

terms of reliability.

11.6.3 Performance Analysis of the proposed heuristic

We have analyzed the performance of the proposed heuristic in terms of scalability

and we have compared the obtained delay bounds with the ones obtained when

the RAN slice orchestrator uses the reference solution #1 or #2.

With respect to the scalability analysis, we study the convergence of the

proposed heuristic when the number of cells varies from 6 to 10. In Fig. 11.5,

we depict the time required by the proposed heuristic (i.e., x-axis) to reach the

solution for Eq. (11.53). If we focus on a single curve, each dot represents the
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Figure 11.5: Evolution of the solution for Eq. (11.53) along the
iterations performed by the proposed heuristic.

value of such equation in a specific iteration (line 14 in Algorithm 1). We observe

the curve is flat in the first iterations. The meaning of the flat region is the

parameter ∆Wm is infinite for one or more RAN slices. This means these RAN

slices cannot accommodate the DL traffic with the amount of allocated RBs in

this iteration (line 10 in Algorithm 1), i.e., with this RB allocation, the amount of

packets in the buffer of one or more cells will dynamically increase up to infinity.

For simplicity, we have represented this phenomena as a flat region in the curve.

When all the RAN slices have allocated enough resources to accommodate their

DL traffic, the curve exponentially decreases up to the heuristic converges to a

sub-optimal solution for the formulated problem.

If we compare the heuristic performance for the different scenarios, we ob-

serve the time between two consecutive iterations increases when the number of

considered cells increases. The reason is the proposed heuristic has to call more

times, one per cell, the SNC-based model to compute the delay bound for each

RAN slice (line 13 in Algorithm 1). This makes the heuristics needs more time

for reaching the sub-optimal solution in scenarios with more cells.

When the RAN slice orchestrator computes the dedicated radio resource quota

for each RAN slice m ∈ M in each cell i ∈ I, the obtained delay bounds (i.e.,

Wi,m) will depend on the adopted RB allocation strategy. In Fig. 11.6, we
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(a) Cell i = 1. For the proposed solution, |Rm
1 | = (19, 15, 17)

RBs. For the the reference solution #1, |Rm
1 | = (20, 16, 15)

RBs. Dynamic allocation in the reference solution #2.

(b) Cell i = 5. For the proposed solution, |Rm
5 | = (11, 17, 23)

RBs. For the the reference solution #1, |Rm
5 | = (11, 16, 24)

RBs. Dynamic allocation in the reference solution #2.

Figure 11.6: Delay bounds obtained for each RAN slice in two arbi-
trary cells.

compare the delay bounds when the RAN slice orchestrator executes the proposed

heuristic and the reference solutions #1 and #2. The blue bars represent the
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different packet delay budgets W th
m ∀m ∈ M. Although it is not showed in

Fig. 11.6, the violation probability associated to each packet delay budget is also

different for each RAN slice as Table 11.2 defines. The orange bars represent the

delay bounds considering our proposed solution. In this case, the delay bounds

are computed using the proposed SNC-based model. In Fig. 11.6(a), the delay

bounds ∆W1.m > 0 ∀m ∈ M, which means there are not enough RBs in cell i = 1

for all the RAN slices. Using the proposed solution, the RAN slice orchestrator

computes the RB allocation which provides the delay bounds closer to the packet

delay budgets (i.e., blue bars). In Fig. 11.6(b), the computed delay bounds are

far below the corresponding packet delay budgets for RAN slices m = 1 and

m = 2. Notwithstanding, the delay bound for RAN slice m = 3 is slightly above

the target packet delay bound. In this cell, we could think that adding some RBs

from RAN slices m = 1 and m = 2 to the RAN slice m = 3 would involve: (a)

a delay bound below the target packet delay bound for RAN slice m = 3 and

(b) the delay bounds for the remaining RAN slice increase but keeping below

the corresponding packet delay budgets. However, this RB redistribution is not

possible because it would increase the value of the function defined in Eq. (11.53).

The reason is this redistribution would reduce the cell load for RAN slices m = 1

and m = 2 in cell i = 5, which would involve the interference increment to the

neighbors cells, i.e, j ∈ I \ {i}, and thus, the decrement of the channel quality

perceived by the UEs attached to the neighbor cells.

Focusing on the yellow bars, they also represent the delay bounds considering

our proposed solution. Unlike orange bars, the delay bounds defined by these

bars have been computed by simulation. Since the proposed SNC-based model

provides a conservative value for the delay bound (as we demonstrate in Section

11.6.2), all the yellow bars are below the orange bars. Even we can observe in

Fig. 11.6(a) the delay bounds for RAN slices m = 1 and m = 2 are below the

corresponding packet delay budgets by using the proposed heuristic.

The purple bars represent the obtained delay bounds when the RAN slice

orchestrator uses the reference solution #1. In Fig. 11.6(a), we observe the RAN

slice m = 3 presents a delay bound greater than the provided by our proposed

solution. The reason is the traffic demands in RAN slices m = 1 and m = 2

are greater than the traffic demand in RAN slice m = 3, thus the RAN slice

orchestrator assigns more RBs for RAN slices m = 1 and m = 2. However,
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the reference solution #1 omits the RAN slice m = 3 has the most stringent

requirements in terms of latency (i.e., the lowest packet delay budget and violation

probability). The same arguments explain the similar behavior observed for the

delay bounds in Fig. 11.6(b).

Finally, the green bars correspond to the derived delay bounds when the RAN

slice orchestrator uses the reference solution #2. In Fig. 11.6(a), we observe the

delay bounds for RAN slices m = 1 and m = 3 are greater than the delay bounds

obtained by our proposed solution. Furthermore in Fig. 11.6(b), the delay bounds

for all the RAN slices are also greater. Despite the reference solution #2 involves

the RAN slice orchestrator performs a dynamic computation of the dedicated

radio resource quotas (i.e., in periods of Nall timeslots), our proposed solution

outperforms this reference solution. The reason is the RAN slice orchestrator

only considers the buffer status in the last Nall timeslots and omits the traffic

dynamics in the next Nall timeslots when it uses the reference solution #2. For

instance, in the last Nall timeslots one RAN slice could present the greatest

average buffer size, thus the RAN slice orchestrator would allocate it the greatest

amount of RBs. Then, in the following Nall timeslots, the traffic demand for this

RAN slice could be considerable lower in comparison with the last period. This

would involve this RAN slice would be wasting RBs whereas the remaining RAN

slices could require them because of their traffic demands would have increased.

11.7 Conclusions

Deploying and running RAN slices providing uRLLC services would require an

ad-hoc analysis of expected performance in terms of delay and reliability thereby

driving the network resources orchestration process. Based on that, the MNO

can properly take decisions on the dedicated radio resource quota to be assigned

to each RAN slice within a given cell.

Under this context, we have first proposed a SNC-based model, which given

i) the dedicated radio resource quota for a uRLLC RAN slice in a single cell,

ii) the target violation probability, iii) its traffic demand and iv) the CDF for

the SINR experienced by its attached UEs, provides the delay bound for the

packet transmission delay. To derive such CDF, we relied on a model based on

stochastic geometry. This model considers the impact of the interference incurred
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by multiple RAN slices deployed in neighbor cells on the capacity the serving

cell offers to a serving RAN slice. Additionally, we have proposed a RAN slice

orchestrator to plan in advance the deployment of multiple uRLLC RAN slices

in a multi-cell environment. Specifically, our orchestration solution relies on a

novel heuristic to compute the dedicated radio resource quotas which ensure the

performance requirements of each RAN slice in the long term.

We have validated the proposed SNC-based model by means of an exhaustive

simulation campaign, demonstrating it provides a conservative upper estimation

of the delay bound for the packet transmission delay of an uRLLC RAN slice,

given its target violation probability. This makes the proposed model suitable

for ensuring the performance requirements of uRLLC RAN slices when the MNO

plan them in advance. Additionally, we have showed the benefits of using the

proposed heuristic when the RAN slice orchestrator simultaneously plans the

deployment of several uRLLC RAN slice in a multi-cellular scenario under the

assumption of radio resource scarcity.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

This thesis has focused on management mechanisms to automate the deployment

and orchestration of Radio Access Network (RAN) slices under an architectural

framework based on the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and Eu-

ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)-Network Function Vir-

tualization (NFV) specifications. In this final chapter, the main findings of this

thesis are summarized. Furthermore, it also provides possible avenues for future

research which arise from the presented conclusions.

12.1 Main Findings

Regarding the design of a RAN slicing framework based on the 3GPP and ETSI-

NFV standards, the most relevant conclusions are:

• The options for automatically scaling the Virtualized Network Functions

(VNFs) of a RAN slice with the NFV-Management and Orchestration

(MANO) are limited by the way the NFV descriptors are constructed. Dur-

ing their lifecyles, these VNFs only can move among the instantiation levels

defined in the NFV descriptors, so their design is critical to ensure an effec-

tive automated scaling. How these instantiation levels are built is analyzed

in this thesis. Furthermore, an illustrative example where these levels are

included for scaling the virtualized part of a RAN slice is provided.

• To automate the scaling procedure, the NFV-MANO runs a Dynamic Re-
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source Provisioning Algorithm (DRPA) that, (a) taking the content of the

NFV descriptors; and (b) the information of the operative VNFs, deter-

mines the optimum instantiation level towards the VNFs must be scaled to.

This output forces the way the scaling procedures are performed with NFV-

MANO. To clarify the interactions and information exchanges between the

NFV-MANO blocks in the scaling procedure, this thesis has provided an

ETSI-NFV-compliant workflow for such procedure.

• This thesis has proposed a description model that harmonizes the 3GPP

and ETSI-NFV viewpoints with the aim of enabling the customization and

deployment of the constituent next Generation NodeBs (gNBs) of a RAN

slice. The proposed solution benefits from the reusability provided by NFV

descriptors to define the underlying resources of the Centralized Unit (CU)

and Distributed Units (DUs) of the gNBs for each RAN slice. To cus-

tomize the behavior of each RAN slice, the most representative radio pa-

rameters to configure their gNBs have been identified. Furthermore, to

facilitate the comprehension of the proposal, an example of the descrip-

tion of three RAN slices for enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive

Machine Type Communication (mMTC) and ultra-Reliable Low Latency

Communication (uRLLC) communication services has been provided.

• This thesis sheds light on the key aspects for sharing gNB components

between RAN slices. If the Radio Resource Management (RRM) algorithms

at intra-slice level and the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer are slice

specific or slice-aware, the gNB components could be shared because the

treatment of the Fifth Generation (5G)-New Radio (NR) functionalities for

the Data Radio Bearers (DRBs) of each RAN slice could be specifically

configured. This thesis has also identified that controlling the number of

radio resources allocated to each RAN slice and the Modulation and Coding

Schemes (MCSs) assigned to their User Equipments (UEs), the isolation

between RAN slices can be guaranteed in a gNB component implemented

as VNF. Finally a description model to define the lifecycle management

of shared gNB components using the 3GPP and the NFV management

templates has been proposed.

Regarding the design, implementation and evaluation of management mech-
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anisms for planning RAN slices, the most relevant conclusions are:

• This thesis has analyzed different ways of hiring capacity to the Mobile Net-

work Operator (MNO) and, based on them, a set of radio resource planning

strategies with different degrees of flexibility for allocating radio resources

have been analyzed. These strategies have been evaluated in a 5G multi-

tenant network through snapshot-based simulations. The performance of

the strategies have been assessed in terms of scalability, isolation, utilization

and efficiency.

• An analytical model to evaluate the UE blocking probability for a RAN

slice with Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) requirements in an Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) cell has been proposed.

This model is based on a multi-dimensional Erlang-B system. It meets the

reversibility property which means the proposed model allows the adop-

tion of an arbitrary distribution for the UE session duration. Additionally,

this property involves the solution for the state probabilities has product

form, thus it reduces the complexity for their computation. Furthermore,

the proposed model considers as input a generic distribution for the aver-

age Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) which an arbitrary UE

session could perceive. This approach allows a more precise characteriza-

tion of the UEs’ channel quality within the cell. Another innovation is the

proposed model considers the cell implements a channel-aware scheduler to

dynamically allocate the radio resources planned for this RAN slice to its

active UE sessions. Specifically, this thesis has provided the mathemati-

cal formulation for the GBR achieved by an active UE session when the

cell implements a representative channel-aware scheduler. The results show

that our model exhibits an estimation error for the UE blocking probability

below 1.5%.

• Based on the previous model, a mathematical framework for planning the

radio resources of RAN slices offering Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) services

has been provided. This is capable of translating the GBR requirements

of the requested communication services into the minimum radio resource

quota assigned for each RAN slice in each cell. Each quota guarantees the
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UE blocking probability for a RAN slice in a cell is below an upper bound

under the inter-cell interference levels presented in the busy hour. This

framework uses game theory to model the radio resource planning in RAN

slicing. Specifically, the radio resource planning is formulated as multiple

ordinal potential games, one per requested or already deployed RAN slice.

The goal of each game is to guarantee the GBR requirements of each consid-

ered RAN slice, while its UE blocking probability in each cell is below the

upper bound. To solve the formulated problem, novel strategies have been

designed. These strategies are based on better response dynamics and aim

to minimize the UE blocking probability for all the RAN slices. Detailed

simulations have been performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed solution in terms of performance, adaptability and renegotiation

capability.

• A Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC)-based model is provided to compute

the delay bound for a RAN slice. To that end, this model considers as

inputs: a) the amount of radio resources allocated for such RAN slice; (b)

the target violation probability; and (c) its traffic characteristics. Further-

more, this thesis has proposed a delay-driven orchestrator that using the

SNC-based model, plans the allocation of radio resources for multiple RAN

slices, each providing an uRLLC service with specific requirements in terms

of latency a reliability. This orchestrator aims to accommodate all the RAN

slices whereas the differences between the achieved delay bounds and the

target delay bounds are minimized. The model has been validated and de-

tailed simulations have been performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed orchestrator in terms of performance and scalability.

12.2 Future Work

The work presented herein opens many possibilities for future research on RAN

slicing. Some of them are a direct consequence of the findings stated above, others

are aspects that could not be addressed due to the limited time resources of the

PhD study and, finally, there are points which fall outside the scope of the thesis.

With respect to the proposed management framework for RAN slicing, several
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challenges lie ahead:

• Using the proposed management templates in a real scenario. This means

describing real software implementations of gNB components with the pro-

posed NFV-based management templates. Specifically, the idea is to define

the set of Instantiation Levels (ILs) to scale on runtime the virtualized

components of real gNBs. This task is specially challenging if some of these

virtualized components must be shared among two or more RAN slices.

• Integrating the proposed NFV templates in a real implementation of the

NFV-MANO (e.g., Open-Source MANO and/or OpenBaton) and use them

to deploy one or more RAN slices. The challenge lies on deploying on

demand and in an automated way these RAN slices over a cellular environ-

ment.

• Implement the proposed scaling workflow in a real implementation of the

NFV-MANO. Then, based on such implementation, analyzing the impact

of the proposed scaling procedure in the performance of the RAN slice. For

instance, measuring the time spent by the real NFV-MANO implementation

to scale the RAN slice, and how the performance of such RAN slice is

affected by such procedure.

• Analyzing how the proposed mechanisms for sharing gNB components

among RAN slices impact on their performance in quantitative terms. This

analysis could also involve the design of a mechanism to look for a trade-off

solution between (a) reducing the required virtual resources due to most of

them are shared among gNB components; and (b) reaching the performance

requirements required by each RAN slice.

Focusing on the proposed solutions for planning RAN slices, several challenges

lie ahead:

• In the queueing-based model to evaluate the UE blocking probability, and

the SNC-based model to derive the packet dealy bound, we assume a RAN

slice is guaranteed a specific amount of radio resources. However, these

models omit that additional radio resources from other RAN slices could
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be occasionally allocated for a target RAN slice if the remaining RAN slices

are not using them. These models could be improved by considering this

approach.

• Focusing on the queueing-based model to evaluate the UE blocking prob-

ability, a challenge lies on defining a mechanism to determine the value of

the fairness parameter α which provides the lowest UE blocking probabil-

ity. This mechanism could be leveraged by the MNO to establish lower

minimum radio resource quotas for each RAN slice and thus doing a better

radio resource usage.

• Extending the proposed SNC-based model to consider the computational

part of a gNB, i.e., considering the time spent by the gNB to process an

uRLLC packet before its transmission via the radio interface. This exten-

sion will allow the MNO to completely characterize the delay bound of

network slice in the RAN.

• Integrating the solutions for planning GBR slices and uRLLC slices in a

single mathematical framework. The goal of this framework will be simul-

taneously planning of uRLLC and GBR slices in the same geographical

area. The challenge lies on ensuring the requirements of both type of slices

are met in the long term. Furthermore, this framework should also consider

the priority of these RAN slices (e.g., in terms of cost) in scenarios with

radio resource scarcity.
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Appendix A

Resumen

El presente apéndice incluye un amplio resumen en castellano de la memoria de

tesis con el objetivo de cumplir con la normativa de la Escuela de Posgrado de la

Universidad de Granada referente a la redacción de tesis doctorales cuando éstas

son escritas en inglés.

A.1 Introducción

Las redes móviles de quinta generación (5G) han emergido como una solución

tecnológica para impulsar la digitalización de la sociedad. Concretamente, la

industria y la academia han materializado su esfuerzo en estándares y contribu-

ciones que permitirán a los operadores de redes móviles desplegar nuevos ser-

vicios de comunicación con requisitos muy divergentes entre śı en términos de

rendimiento y funcionalidad. Hay un consenso general en agrupar estos servicios

de comunicación en tres categoŕıas:

• Servicios de banda ancha mejorados (-enhanced Mobile Broadband - eMBB):

Esta categoŕıa comprende principalmente servicios de acceso a contenido

multimedia. Debido al continuo incremento de demanda de estos servicios,

la red móvil 5G deberá de proporcionar una mayor capacidad. Ejemplos de

servicios: realidad aumentada, transmisión de v́ıdeos en ultra alta definición

(4K).

• Comunicaciones masivas de tipo máquina (-massive Machine Type Commu-
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nication- mMTC): Esta categoŕıa comprende aquellos servicios de comuni-

cación en los cuales los dispositivos se comunican entre śı sin la intervención

de humanos. Además, estos servicios se caracterizan por una gran cantidad

de dispositivos de bajo coste y equipados con bateŕıas de gran duración, que

transmiten datos de forma infrecuente y no sensibles al retardo. Ejemplos

de servicios: ciudad inteligente, agricultura inteligente.

• Comunicaciones ultra fiables de baja latencia (-ultra-Reliable Low Latency

Comunication- uRLLC): Esta categoŕıa comprende servicios de comuni-

cación con requisitos estrictos en términos de latencia y fiabilidad. En

estos servicios, tanto humanos como máquinas intervienen en el proceso de

comunicación. Ejemplos de servicios: ciruǵıa remota, automatización de la

industria, veh́ıculos autónomos.

Estos nuevos servicios imponen requisitos de rendimiento que son divergentes

entre śı. Por ello, es dif́ıcil implementar simultáneamente estos servicios en una

arquitectura de red única, como por ejemplo la definida para las redes de cuarta

generación (4G). Para abordar este problema, network slicing ha sido propuesto

como una solución tecnológica. Esta solución consiste en particionar lógicamente

la infraestructura f́ısica de un operador de red móvil en un conjunto de redes vir-

tuales independientes, llamadas network slices, cada una adaptada a los requisitos

espećıficos de un servicio de comunicación.

Para llevar network slicing a una red móvil 5G, el operador de red tiene que

satisfacer una serie de principios y condiciones. Los más importantes se resumen

a continuación:

• Automatización de la gestión: Este principio habilita al operador de

red a configurar, desplegar, operar y terminar network slices sin la inter-

vención humana. Para ese fin, estas tareas de gestión tienen que depender

de mecanismos de señalización que continuamente comprueben que los req-

uisitos de rendimiento y de funcionalidad de cada network slice se cumplen

a lo largo de su tiempo de vida.

• Aislamiento entre network slices: Este principio se define en términos

de rendimiento, seguridad y gestión:
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– Rendimiento: El operador de red tiene que asegurar que los requisitos

espećıficos de rendimiento de un network slice se cumplen siempre,

independientemente de los niveles de congestión y rendimiento de los

otros network slices.

– Seguridad: Los ataques de seguridad en un network slice no pueden

impactar en otros network slices. Además, cada network slice debeŕıa

tener funciones de seguridad independientes que prevengan a entidades

no autorizadas de leer o escribir la configuración espećıfica de este

network slice.

– Gestión: Desde el punto de vista de un consumidor de network slices,

cada network slice podŕıa ser gestionado como una red independi-

ente. Para ese fin, el operador de red tiene que definir una serie de

mecanismos que permitan a cada consumidor de network slices acceder

individualmente a ciertas capacidades del network slice que están con-

sumiendo.

• Personalización: Este principio garantiza que el operador de red use efi-

cientemente las funciones de red y los recursos de infraestructura asignados

a cada network slice mientras sus requisitos de funcionalidad y rendimiento

se cumplen a lo largo de su tiempo de vida.

• Elasticidad: Este principio asegura que el operador de red satisface los

requisitos de rendimiento de un network slice considerando variaciones tem-

porales de: (a) las condiciones del núcleo de red y la red de acceso radio,

(b) la cantidad de usuarios servidos por dicho network slice, (c) la demanda

de tráfico y (d) el área geográfica donde sirve dicho network slice a causa

de la movilidad de sus usuarios.

• Programabilidad: Esta condición permite a los consumidores de network

slices controlar los recursos asignados a cada network slice y su configu-

ración a través de interfaces de programación de aplicaciones (-Application

Programming Interfaces- APIs) que exponen las capacidades de estos net-

work slices. Esto facilita la personalización de servicios bajo demanda y la

elasticidad de recursos.
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• Despliegue extremo a extremo: Este principio permite al operador de

red desplegar un network slice a lo largo de diferentes dominios adminis-

trativos (es decir, ubicaciones de infraestructura gestionadas por diferentes

proveedores) y de red (núcleo de red, red de acceso radio y red de trans-

porte).

• Abstracción jerárquica: Este principio permite al operador de red ejecu-

tar un procediemiento de abstracción, que podŕıa repetirse sucesivamente

en niveles más altos. El propósito de este procedimiento es que los recur-

sos de un network slice, asignados a un consumidor espećıfico, puedan ser

negociados para ser asignados a un tercero.

A.2 Tecnoloǵıas Vinculadas a Network Slicing

A.2.1 Virtualización de Funciones de Red

Tradicionalmente ha existido una relación muy fuerte entre las funciones de una

red y el hardware que el operador de red usa para implementar dichas funciones, el

cual es espećıfico de un proveedor. Este enfoque presenta algunos inconvenientes.

Por un lado, cada vez que el operador de red requiere actualizar la red o incluir

una nueva función, tiene que: (a) adquirir nuevo hardware espećıfico, el cual

suele ser caro, y (b) encontrar lugar para alojarlo, su fuente de alimentación y los

sistemas de refrigeración para este hardware. Por otro lado, el operador requiere

de personal altamente cualificado para diseñar, integrar y operar este hardware

en su infraestructura de red. Todo esto dificulta considerablemente al operador

de red incluir nuevos servicios y caracteŕısticas de red con gran agilidad y a un

precio reducido.

Para superar estos problemas, la virtualización de funciones de red (-Network

Functions Virtualization- NFV) ha emergido como una solución tecnológica. Esta

consiste en desacoplar las funciones de red del hardware propietario, para ejecu-

tarlas como software en servidores de propósito general. Con esta tecnoloǵıa, las

funciones de red que requiere un network slice se pueden construir con uno o más

contenedores de virtualización, es decir con máquinas virtuales o contenedores

Linux.
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A.2.2 Redes Definidas por Software

Las redes definidas por software (-Software Defined Networking- SDN) son una

tecnoloǵıa que se basa principalmente en los siguientes principios: (a) el desacoplo

de los planos de control y de datos, (b) la centralización lógica del plano de control,

(c) la programabilidad de la red, (d) el uso de interfaces abiertas.

Esta tecnoloǵıa separa completamente los planos de control y de datos de

una infraestructura de red, habilitando de esa forma la programabilidad de la

red. Concretamente, el plano de control está compuesto por una entidad externa

conocida como controlador SDN, el cual está implementado mediante software.

El propósito de este controlador es controlar un conjunto de dispositivos de red de

bajo coste, los cuales comprenden el plano de datos de la red. En este paradigma,

el controlador SDN tiene una vista global de la red, y puede tomar decisiones de

gestión del tráfico del plano de datos acorde las poĺıticas de operación impuestas

por el operador de red.

La tecnoloǵıa SDN proporcionará beneficios sustanciales al operador de red

a la hora de implementar network slices, concretamente en la red de transporte.

El uso de un controlador centralizado facilitará al operador de red automatizar

la gestión de los recursos de la red de transporte asignados a cada network slice.

Esto significa que las reglas de reenv́ıo en los dispositivos del plano de datos se

pueden ajustar dinámicamente para acomodar las demandas de tráfico de los

network slices desplegados en la red.

A.2.3 Computación perimetral de acceso múltiple

La computación perimetral de acceso múltiple (-Multi-access Edge Computing-

MEC) es una tecnoloǵıa emergente en las redes móviles 5G. Esta tecnoloǵıa tiene

como objetivo extender los recursos de cómputo, almacenamiento y red desde

los centros de datos localizados en el núcleo de red haćıa el borde de la red, es

decir cerca de la red de acceso radio. Esto permitirá al operador de red: (a)

reducir los cuellos de botella en el núcleo de red, (b) ayudar en la ejecución de

tareas computacionalmente costosas de los usuarios finales, que pasarán a ser

ejecutadas en los servidores del borde de la red, y (c) llevar las funcionalidades

del plano de datos del núcleo de red a los servidores del borde para reducir el

retardo experimentado en la transmisión de paquetes.
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El uso de MEC junto a network slicing puede proporcionar beneficios po-

tenciales a la hora de implementar un amplio abanico de nuevos servicios de

comunicación. Concretamente, MEC es de gran interés para implementar net-

work slices que acomoden servicios uRLLC y mMTC. En el caso de servicios

uRLLC, el operador de red puede aprovechar los servidores alojados en el borde

de la red para reducir el retardo de transmisión de los paquetes experimentado

por los usuarios. En el caso de un servicio mMTC, el operador de red puede

usar los servidores del borde de la red para recoger información de los usuarios,

procesarla, y usar la información resultante para ofrecer otros tipos de servicios.

A.3 Principales Desaf́ıos en Network Slicing

Para realizar completamente una red móvil 5G basada en network slicing, varios

desaf́ıos deben de ser abordados. Los más significativos se resumen a contin-

uación:

• Virtualización de la red de acceso radio: La virtualización de la red

de acceso radio debeŕıa de proporcionar al operador de red la capacidad

de crear instancias de redes de acceso radio virtuales, cada una con un

conjunto espećıfico de funcionalidades y con requisitos diferentes. La tec-

noloǵıa de virtualización ya ha sido aplicada al núcleo de red. Sin embargo,

el uso de esta tecnoloǵıa en la red de acceso radio es desafiante ya que la

capacidad de los nodos de acceso inalámbricos dependen principalmente de

efectos de canal como los desvanecimientos rápidos y lentos, e interferencia

entre nodos de acceso; ambos efectos variantes en el tiempo. Esto significa

que los métodos de virtualización usados en el núcleo de red no pueden

ser directamente implementados en la red de acceso radio. Por tanto, se

tienen que diseñar nuevos mecanismos para virtualizar los nodos de acceso

inalámbricos.

• Automatización de la gestión: Para evitar labores manuales y errores,

la gestión de network slices debeŕıa de ser automática, es decir sin la in-

tervención humana. Esto es desafiante ya que el operador de red tiene

que considerar múltiples dimensiones y tecnoloǵıas para (a) instanciar, ac-

tivar, operar y terminar network slices, (b) ajustar el balanceo de carga,
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poĺıticas de tarificación, seguridad y calidad de servicio para cada network

slice; (c) abstraer y aislar los recursos asignados a cada network slice, y (d)

implementar mecanismos de compartición de recursos entre network slices.

• Compartición de recursos: Esto puede ser implementado mediante par-

ticiones estáticas o dinámicas. Debido a que la demanda de tráfico de cada

network slice podŕıa cambar a lo largo de su tiempo de vida, la compar-

tición dinámica de recursos haŕıa más eficiente la utilización de los recursos

de la infraestructura del operador de red. Implementar técnicas de compar-

tición dinámica de recursos es desafiante porque el operador de red tiene

que garantizar al mismo tiempo que los requisitos de rendimiento de cada

network slice se cumplen a lo largo de su tiempo de vida.

• Seguridad: Esto es un problema cŕıtico ya que los diferentes network slices

comparten la misma infraestructura de red. Además, cada network slice

podŕıa tener requisitos espećıficos en poĺıticas de seguridad. Todo esto

implica que el operador de red tiene que diseñar mecanismos de seguridad

para un network slice considerando el impacto de dichos mecanismos en la

seguirdad del resto de network slices.

• Gestión de la movilidad: Por un lado, el soporte de movilidad podŕıa

ser opcional para algunos network slices. Por ejemplo, network slices para

servicios mMTC podŕıan no requerir movilidad debido a la posición fija de

sus usuarios (ejemplo: sensores). Por otro lado, network slices que requieren

movilidad podŕıan diferir en sus requisitos. Por ejemplo, los requisitos de

movilidad de network slices para servicios eMBB y uRLLC podŕıan diferir.

Por ende, el diseño de un protocolo de movilidad orientado a cada network

slice es necesario para abordar los desaf́ıos de movilidad en network slicing.

• Composición del servicio con funciones de red muy granulares:

Desde el punto de vista del operador de red, es más sencillo componer las

funciones de red de un network slice con una menor granularidad, debido

a que se tiene que definir menos interfaces para encadenar estas funciones.

El principal inconveniente de este enfoque es la flexibilidad reducida para

adaptar los network slices a sus demandas de tráfico, las cuales cambian a
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lo largo del tiempo. Por este motivo, es más deseable para el operador que

las funciones de red sean más granulares.

• Traducción de requisitos de servicio a requisitos de recursos: Un

desaf́ıo importante para la realización de network slices es como ir desde

una descripción a alto nivel de los requisitos de servicio hasta la cantidad

concreta de recursos de infraestructura que el operador de red necesita para

satisfacer tales requisitos de servicio a lo largo del tiempo de vida de los

network slices. Para abordar este problema, el operador de red necesita

lenguajes de descripción espećıficos para cada dominio de red. Estos se

usarán para describir tanto los requisitos de cada network slice aśı como

para describir los recursos de infraestructura que se necesitan para imple-

mentar dicho network slice. Esto es desafiante, especialmente en la red

de acceso radio, donde la capacidad ofrecida a un network slice depende

de los efectos de canal como los desvanecimientos rápidos y lentos, y la

interferencia entre nodos de acceso.

• Orquestación y gestión de network slices extremo a extremo: Un

network slice podŕıa ser desplegado en múltiples dominios administrativos

y de red. Como cada dominio tiene requisitos espećıficos, seŕıa deseable

definir múltiples entidades de gestión, cada una responsable de gestionar

el ciclo de vida de un network slice en un dominio espećıfico. El desaf́ıo

radica en coordinar las tareas de gestión y orquestación de cada dominio

mientras los requisitos de rendimiento de cada network slice se cumplen a

largo plazo.

A.4 Alcance y Objetivos de la Tesis Doctoral

Network slicing es una solución tecnológica que tendrá un rol clave en las re-

des móviles 5G. Concretamente, esta solución permitirá al operador de red pro-

porcionar económicamente servicios de comunicación emergentes, cada uno con

un conjunto espećıfico de requisitos funcionales y de rendimiento, sobre una in-

fraestructura f́ısica de red común.

En un primer intento, la comunidad investigadora ha dedicado esfuerzos en

la integración de network slicing en el núcleo de red. Luego, considerando los
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beneficios proporcionados por esta tecnoloǵıa, el análisis de network slicing ha

sido extendido a otros dominios de red, como la red de transporte y la red de

acceso radio. En esta tesis, nos centramos en la red de acceso radio.

Uno de los principales retos en network slicing es la virtualización de la red

de acceso radio. Para abordarla, primero se necesita construir conocimiento en

NFV y analizar en detalle como esta tecnoloǵıa habilita al operador de red de-

splegar y operar netowrk slices en la red de acceso radio. La organización re-

sponsable de estandarizar NFV es el Instituto Europeo de Normas de Teleco-

municaciones (-European Telecommunications Standards Institute- ETSI), conc-

retamente el grupo NFV. Esta organización ha definido un marco de referencia,

conocido como NFV-Management and Orchestration (MANO), para gestionar el

ciclo de vida de las funciones de red que se implementan mediante software, es

decir las funciones de red virtualizadas. Por tanto, es clave comprender que fun-

cionalidades de la red de acceso radio podŕıan ser virtualizadas y como el marco

de referencia NFV-MANO podŕıa instanciar, escalar hacia arriba/abajo y liberar

los recursos virtuales asignados a las funciones de red virtualizadas.

La organización ETSI-NFV también ha definido un conjunto de plantillas de

gestión, conocidas como descriptores NFV, que pueden ser usados por el marco

de referencia NFV-MANO para instanciar, escalar y liberar los recursos virtuales

asignados a cada función de red virtualizada de forma automática. El desaf́ıo

radica en describir con los descriptores NFV los recursos virtuales de las funciones

de red virtualizadas que acomodarán las fluctuaciones temporales y espaciales de

la demanda de tráfico de un network slice en un entorno celular.

Otro aspecto interesante en NFV es como compartir las mismas instancias de

funciones de red entre múltiples network slices. Este enfoque conllevaŕıa ganan-

cias de multiplexación estad́ıstica a la hora de utilizar los recursos virtualizados.

Sin embargo, es un desaf́ıo lograr el nivel de personalización requerido por cada

network slice en la red de acceso radio. Esto significa que los impactos de com-

partir las funcionalidades de la red de acceso radio entre múltiples network slices

tiene que ser analizado en términos de personalización y aislamiento.

Otro desaf́ıo a ser abordado radica en la traducción de requisitos de servicio

de un network slice a la cantidad de recursos de infraestructura que el operador de

red requiere para desplegar este network slice y operarlo a lo largo de su tiempo

de vida. Además de ETSI-NFV, el Proyecto Asociación de Tercera Generación
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(-3rd Generation Partnership Project- 3GPP) tendrá también un rol clave en este

contexto. Esta organización es responsable de definir las funciones de red que un

network slice necesita en la red de acceso radio, incluyendo sus funcionalidades

y capacidades. Por tanto, es clave entender desde un punto de vista de gestión,

como los puntos de vista en network slicing de ETSI-NFV y 3GPP pueden ser

usados por un operador de red para proceder desde la solicitud de despliegue de

un network slice hasta la provisión de dicho network slice en la red de acceso

radio.

Por un lado, se tiene que analizar como los requisitos de servicio de un network

slice en la red de acceso radio pueden mapearse a la compresión de network slicing

del 3GPP, es decir a los modelos de información que describen las funcionalidades

de la red de acceso radio. Por otro lado, es necesario trabajar en cómo el operador

de red debeŕıa mapear los modelos de información del 3GPP a los descriptores

de NFV que definen los recursos virtuales para desplegar las funciones de red

virtualizadas de los network slices en la red de acceso radio.

Además de enalzar los modelos de información del 3GPP y de ETSI-NFV

para network slicing, el operador de red debe de confiar en un marco de referen-

cia matemático para calcular la cantidad de recursos requeridos para desplegar

múltiples network slices sobre un entorno celular común. Concretamente, este

marco de referencia matemático tiene que planificar la cantidad de recursos que

satisfacen simultáneamente los requisitos de rendimiento de cada network slice

en la red de acceso radio a largo plazo.

Bajo este contexto, el objetivo principal de este proyecto de tesis es estudiar

mecanismos de gestión para automatizar el despliegue y orquestación de network

slices en la red de acceso radio bajo un marco de referencia arquitectónico basado

en las especificaciones del 3GPP y ETSI-NFV. Para ese fin, esta tesis aborda los

siguientes objetivos espećıficos:

• Objetivo 1: Diseño de un marco de referencia arquitectónico basado en los

estándares de ETSI-NFV y 3GPP para network slicing en la red de acceso

radio. Este objetivo se divide en los siguientes sub-objetivos:

– Sub-objetivo 1.1: Diseñar procedimientos de gestión para desplegar

y operar la parte virtualizada de un network slice en la red de acceso

radio con el marco de referencia NFV-MANO.
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– Sub-objetivo 1.2: Proponer un marco de referencia basado en los

estándares 3GPP y ETSI-NFV para gestionar network slices en la red

de acceso radio a lo largo de sus ciclos de vida.

– Sub-objetivo 1.3: Definir un mecanismo para la compartición de las

funcionalidades de la red de acceso radio y de sus recursos subyacentes

entre múltiples network slices.

• Objetivo 2: Diseñar, implementar y evaluar mecanismos de gestión para

la planificación de network slices en la red de acceso radio. Esta tesis se

centra en network slices para servicios con requisitos en términos o bien de

tasa de datos garantizada o de latencia y fiabilidad. Bajo este contexto,

este objetivo se divide en los siguientes sub-objetivos:

– Sub-objetivo 2.1: Diseñar, implementar y evaluar una solución para

planificar network slices en la red de acceso radio que proporcionan

servicios con requisitos de tasa de datos garantizada.

– Sub-objetivo 2.2: Diseñar, implementar y evaluar una solución para

planificar network slices en la red de acceso radio que proporcionan

servicios con requisitos de latencia y fiabilidad.

A.5 Conclusiones

Con respecto al diseño de un marco de referencia basado en los estándares 3GPP y

ETSI-NFV para gestionar network slices en la red de acceso radio, las principales

conclusiones son las siguientes:

• Las opciones para escalar de forma automática las funciones de red virtu-

alizadas de un network slice con el marco de referencia NFV-MANO están

limitadas por la forma en la que los descriptores de NFV están construidos.

Durante el ciclo de vida de las funciones de red virtualizadas, la cantidad

de recursos virtuales que estás necesitan dependerán de los niveles de in-

stanciación definidos en los descriptores de NFV, por lo que el diseño de

dichos descriptores es cŕıtico para asegurar que el escalado automático sea

efectivo. En esta tesis, se ha analizado como estos niveles de instanciación

se tiene que diseñar. Además, se ha mostrado un ejemplo ilustrativo donde
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estos niveles son usados para escalar la parte virtualizada de un network

slice en la red de acceso radio.

• Para automatizar el procedimiento de escalado, el marco de referencia NFV-

MANO tiene que ejecutar un algoritmo de provisión dinámica de recursos

que (a) usando el contenido de los descriptores de NFV, y (b) la información

de las funciones de red virtualizadas que están operativas, determinará el

nivel de instanciación óptimo a través del cual estas funciones de red vir-

tualizadas se tienen que escalar. Esta salida fuerza la forma en la que los

procedimientos de escalado son ejecutados con el marco de referencia NFV-

MANO. Para clarificar las interacciones y la información intercambiada por

los diferentes bloques funcionales del marco de referencia NFV-MANO, esta

tesis ha proporcionado un flujo de trabajo compatible con los estándares de

ETSI-NFV para el procedimiento de escalado.

• Esta tesis arroja luz en los aspectos clave para compartir los componentes

de un gNB entre network slices en la red de acceso radio. Si los algoritmos

para la gestión de recursos radio a nivel intra-slice y la capa de control de

recursos radio son espećıficos para un network slice o consciente de network

slicing, los componentes de un gNB podŕıan ser compartidos. El motivo

es que debido a que el trato de las funcionalidades radio de 5G para las

portadoras de datos radio podŕıan configurarse de forma espećıfica para

cada network slice. Esta tesis también ha identificado que controlando el

número de recursos radio asignados a cada network slice y los esquemas

de modulación y codificación asignados a los usuarios servidos por dichos

network slices, el aislamiento entre network slices puede ser garantizado

en un componente virtualizado de un gNB. Finalmente se ha propuesto

un modelo de descripción que usa las plantillas de gestión definidas por el

3GPP y ETSI-NFV para gestionar el ciclo de vida de componentes de gNB

que son compartidos entre network slices.

Con respecto al diseño, implementación y evaluación de mecanismos de

gestión para planificar network slices en la red de acceso radio, las conclusiones

más relevantes son las siguientes:

• Esta tesis ha analizado diferentes formas de contratar capacidad con el oper-
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ador de red y, basándose en estas, se ha analizado un conjunto de estrategias

para planificar recursos radios con diferentes grados de flexibilidad. Estas

estrategias han sido evaluadas en una red de acceso radio con múltiples net-

work slices a través de simulaciones basadas en capturas. El rendimiento de

estas estrategias ha sido evaluado en términos de escalabilidad, aislamiento,

utilización y eficiencia.

• Se ha propuesto un modelo anaĺıtico para evaluar la probabilidad de blo-

quear una sesión de datos de usuario para un network slice en la red de

acceso radio que proporciona un servicio de tasa de datos garantizada. Este

modelo está basado en un sistema Erlang-B multidimensional. Este sistema

es reversible, lo que significa que el modelo propuesto permite adoptar una

distribución arbitraria para la duración de la sesión de datos de usuario.

Adicionalmente, esta propiedad implica que la solución para las probabil-

idades de estado tienen forma de producto, por lo que se reduce la com-

plejidad al calcular dichas probabilidades. Además el modelo propuesto

considera como entrada una distribución genérica para el promedio de la

relación señal a ruido más interferencia que un usuario podŕıa percibir. Este

enfoque permite una caracterización más precisa de la calidad del canal para

un usuario dentro de una celda. Otra innovación es que el modelo propuesto

considera que la celda implementa un planificador de paquetes consciente

del canal para asignar los recursos radio a los usuarios correspondientes.

Concretamente, esta tesis ha proporcionado una formulación matemática

para la tasa de datos garantizada que una sesión activa de datos de usuario

podŕıa alcanzar cuando la celda implementa un caso representativo de plan-

ificador de paquetes consciente del canal. Los resultados muestran que el

modelo tiene un error de estimación para la probabilidad de bloquear se-

siones de datos de usuario por debajo de 1.5%.

• En base al modelo anterior, esta tesis propone un marco de referencia

matemático para planificar los recursos radio de varios network slices en

la red de acceso radio ofreciendo servicios con tasa de datos garantizada.

Este marco de referencia es capaz de traducir los requisitos de tasa de datos

garantizada de cada network slice en la cuota mı́nima de recursos radio que

se asigna a cada network slice en una celda. Cada cuota garantiza que la
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probabilidad de bloquear una sesión de datos de usuario esta por debajo

de un ĺımite superior bajo los niveles de interferencia inter-celda presentes

en la hora cargada. El marco de referencia propuesto usa teoŕıa de juegos

para modelar la planificación de recursos radio en network slicing. Conc-

retamente, la planificación de recursos radio se formula mediante múltiples

juegos potenciales ordinales, uno por network slice solicitado o desplegado.

El propósito de cada juego es garantizar que se cumplen los requisitos de

tasa de datos garantizada de cada network slice al mismo tiempo que la

probabilidad de bloquear una sesión de datos de usuario para cada network

slice esté por debajo de un umbral superior. Para resolver el problema for-

mulado, se han diseñado un conjunto de estrategias novedosas. Estas están

basadas en dinámicas de mejor respuesta y buscan minimizar la probabili-

dad de bloqueo de datos de usuario para todos los network slices. Se han

llevado a cabo simulaciones detalladas para demostrar la efectividad de la

solución propuesta en términos de rendimiento, adaptabilidad y capacidad

de re-negociación.

• Se ha propuesto un modelo basado en Stochastic Network Calculus para

calcular el umbral de retardo de un network slice en la red de acceso ra-

dio. Para ese fin, este modelo considera como entradas: (a) la cantidad de

recursos radio asignados a dicho network slice, (b) la probabilidad de que

el retardo de transmisión de un paquete esté por encima de un umbral, y

(c) las caracteŕısticas de tráfico de dicho network slice. Además, esta tesis

ha propuesto un orquestador que usa este modelo para planificar los recur-

sos radio de múltiples network slices, cada uno proporcionando un servicio

uRLLC con requisitos espećıficos en términos de latencia y fiabilidad. Conc-

retamente, este orquestador busca acomodar todos los network slices en la

infraestructura del operador de red al mismo tiempo que las diferencias en-

tre los umbrales de retardo logrados y los umbrales de retardo objetivos son

mı́nimas. Se ha validado el modelo basado en Stochastic Network Calculus

y se han realizado simulaciones detalladas para demostrar la efectividad del

orquestador propuesto en términos de rendimiento y escalabilidad.
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